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THE COUNT DE NEUILLY,
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OF PRUSSIA.
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HIS HIGHNESS THE IMAM OF MUSCAT.
HIS HIGHNESS NAWAB IKBAL UD DOULAH BAHADUR.
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N.B.—The marks prefixed to the name signify,

* Non-resident Members.

•f*
Members who have compounded for their Subscriptions.

1 1

Membci's whose Subscriptions are in abeyance during absence.
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Aberdeen, the Right Honourable the Earl of, K.T. F.R.S., Argyll
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M E M O I R

ON

CUNEIFOEM INSCRIPTIONS.

Chapter VI.

Vocabulary of the ancient Persian Language, containing

ALL the words WHICH OCCUR IN THE PERSIAN CUNEIFORM

Inscriptions, accompanied with a few brief Etymological

Explanations.

TTT a and a'.

nr «fT Xi 'TtI m Akhshata', [No. 4, I. 23, p. 282^,]

Extensa (?), infracta (?). This may be either the nom. sing.

(fern.) of a verbal noun in rT, from the root “ to reach,”

or “ pervade,” or it may be the same case of a past participle

corresponding with the Sanskrit “unbroken;” (^, neg.

and “ broken.”) It occurs but once, in the phrase hyd

duvaisJitam shiydtish alchshatd, which I translate, with some hesi-

tation, “the longest enduring life”^.

TTT KII ^ItI TTT Agata', [Col. I., l. 21, p. 109,] ReUglosusI

Peccatorl In rendering the passage in which this word occurs,

I have supposed agatd to be employed in contradistinction to

ariha, the one signifying “ a true believer,” and the other “ a

' Words in which the initial
TTT

merely represents the temporal augment

will be found under the head of their respective roots.

* The figures placed in brackets after each word of the vocabulary, refer to the

pages of the preceding volume in which the word first occurs.—En.

® Lassen translates by “ incolumis,” following'’ the same etymology

which I have given; but he has certainly altogether misunderstood the general

application of the sentence. See the Zeitschrift, &c., vol. VI., p. 69.

b



2 ajamiya.

heretic;” and in order to justify such an explanation etymo-

logically, I am obliged to conjecture that the root which has

produced ’-h d, “fire,” (considered as an object of worship),

“a name of Brahma,” &c., may have originally had some

more definite meaning than that of “counting,” or “marking,”

which now alone appertains to it in the classical Sanskrit; but

I will not pretend to claim much respect for so hazardous a read-

ing. It is more probable, I think, that agatd may be the nom.

masc. sing, of a noun in If from the root “ to sin,” and that

the entire jfiirase martiya hya agatd dha, avam 'uharatam

aharam, may signify “ whatsoever man was an evil doer, him I

heavily oppressed (or punished'.”) The identification, in fact, of

agatd, must entirely depend upon the sense in which is under-

stood the root bar, (Sans. ^,) that has produced the participle

'u-haratam and the imperfect abaram in the same sentence. In

every other passage of the inscriptions bar signifies “ to bear,”

or “ bring^;” but, as the correspondent of the Sanskrit it may

also imply “ cherishing,” and perhaps even (although it is not in

the causal form,) it may be interpreted “ to load,” or “ oppress
;”

for the compound is translated by Wilson “ heavily-

burthened^.”

TfT TT TTT Ajamiya, [No. 3, 1. 19, p. 275,]

Bellum'l There are numerous difficulties connected with this

word. It occurs in the prayer which is addressed by Darius to

Ormazd for the protection of Persia against various moral evils;

and which, as it presents a very embarrassed construction, I shall

examine at some length. The assistance of Ormazd is in the

first place invoked to guard the country hachd haindya, hachd

dushiydrd, hachd daraugd

;

which I translate “from servitude,

' In this view the figure of speech employed will be the increment rather than

the antithesis, for the application of the two phrases which occur in juxtaposition

will be almost coincident.

^ Compare 'upastam ahara, “he brought help,” hajim aharata, “they brought

tribute;” also baraliya in the present, and baratuwa in the imperative.

^ If the signification were “ I oppressed,” I should certainly expect to find the

orthography of abdr[a)yam, and I leave the interpretation therefore of the phrase

above quoted, as one of the points which I consider to be still doubtful.
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from decay, from (the vice of) lying';” and we have then in

continuation dniya imam dahydum md djamiyd^, md haind, md
dushiydram, md darauga. Now as the three particular objects

of evil from which danger is apprehended are thus severally

repeated, it would certainly be most reasonable to suppose dniya

imdm dahydum md djamiyd to be a distinct phrase, and to trans-

late the entire sentence—“ Let not the enemy obtain power over

this country, nor servitude, nor decay, nor the vice of lying;”

otherwise, if we take dniya for the verb, not only will the con-

struction, which places the governing verb before the object and

the nominative, be most irregular, but a fourth evil {djamiyd)

will be enumerated which does not occur in the preceding sen-

tence. I find it, however, impossible to identify djamiyd as a

verb
;

if the root were jam, the temporal augment of the aorist

would be lost after the interdictory particle; if, on the other

hand, we suppose a root corresponding with the Sanskrit

the inflexion in amiyd will be wholly inexplicable. I must add,

also, that the final elongation is almost conclusive against

djamiyd being a verb, for that inflexion cannot, I think, in the

language of the inscriptions, occur after md; (compare hiyd and

md hiya^.)

A further source of embarrassment is found in the uncer-

tainty whether the first word of the sentence be dniya or ahiya.

Niebuhr and Porter have which Westergaard alters to

and Lassen adopts the latter reading throughout his Memoir. If

dniya be correct, there would seem then to be no resource but to

follow the construction which I have adopted in the preceding

' Lassen, relying on a Zend etymology, translates dushiyara by “scarcity,”

(lit. “bad year;”) I shall consider hereafter the propriety of this reading. See

Lassen’s Mem. above quoted.

2 The words aniya and ajamiyd afford a good example of the serious incon-

venience which arises from the impossibility of distinguishing the quantity of the

initial m- In ajamiya, the vowel must, I think, be elongated; but the context

can alone show whetlier
yyy TT K>. may represent the Sanskrit

or whether it may be derived from

® See paragraphs 1 1 and 1 7 of the 4th column, at Behistun. The interdictory

ma requires to be joined to the aorist or imperfect without the augment, forms in

which a servile long a can very rarely occur.

h 2
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chapter, and to suppose the word, notwithstanding its displace-

ment, to he an aorist of governed by the nouns which

follow it. If on the other hand the true reading should be

ahiyd', a preposition governing the accusative which is of the

most frequent employment in the inscriptions, I would suppose

the subjunctive of the substantive verb to be understood. In

either case ajamiyd must be the nom. sing, of a feminine abstract

noun, and that it is connected in signification with haind may be

inferred from its omission in the preceding sentence. As the

latter word, therefore, may be rendered with some confidence by
“ servitude,” I venture to translate the other “ war,” (literally,

“ war-scattering);” dja difiPering in its inflexion only from the

Sanskrit and miyd being perhaps formed from f^T, “ to

scatter,” according to Rule 831 of Wilkins. This etymology is

far from satisfactory, but I have failed to obtain any other at all

suitable to the context^. If it be considered necessary to bestow

further enquiry on the subject, I would draw attention to the

facts, that the Devanagari ^ is an equally legitimate corre-

spondent with the for the Cuneiform
i
and that a sibilant

'

may very possibly have been elided before the so that if

there were any Sanskrit compound of the form of ahamii or

ahasmyd, that orthography would present the least objectionable

equivalent.

j|yy Atara, [Col. I., l. 21
, p. 199 , ami Col. II., 1. 78,

p. 223,] Inter. A preposition governing the accusative case.

' In the Supplement to Lassen’s Memoir, which has reached me since the

above was written, I perceive that he rejects Westergaard’s emendation of aniya

for abiya, and that the latter gentleman acquiesces in this restoration of the old

reading. See the Zeitschrift, p. 470. We must therefore, I think, translate the

sentence iu question, “ ad hanc provinciam ne (sint), &c., &c.”

* Lassen translates ajamiyd by “hiemis tempestas,” supposing the Cuneiform

term to be allied to the Sanscrit hima, Zend zydo, (ace. zydm,) Latin hiems, &c.

See the Zeitschrift, p. 33; but I must observe on the one hand, that the initial

TTT’
which cannot be an unmeaning prosthesis, presents an insuperable etjmo-

logical difficulty; while on the other, however applicable to the feelings and con-

dition of the primitive Arian emigrants from Imaus may have been the dread of

the horrors of winter depicted in the second Fargard of the Vendiddd, it seems

preposterous to suppose that any such apprehension could have existed amongst

the inhabitants of the sunny plains of Persis.
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Compare the Sanskrit
;
Zend anta7’e; Persian

andar

;

Latin “inter,” &c. It is very possible that the

orthography of this word may be atar, the r being a letter which

as a final is not subject to elision. I prefer, however, following

the Zend termination, and supposing the sufiix of comparison,

which forms the second element of the term, to be tara rather

than tar, in the language of the inscriptions.

nr >TtT fy ^ t? ^ atiyaisha, [coi. m., i. 72, p. 237,]

Transivit. 3rd pers. sing. act. imperfect of a verb compounded

of the particle of excess, (Sanskrit 'srfTT), and of a root aish,

answering to the Sanskrit ^*1, and appear to be cog-

nate roots', hut that the latter is the true correspondent of the

Cuneiform aish may be inferred from our observing that the

verb in the inscriptions follows the first instead of the fourth

conjugation, as well as from the orthography of the compound

athjdisha, where the medial yyy' must represent a radical letter,

rather that the mere augment of past time. Ati-\-cuisha (the

latter being the imperfect of ish), would I believe be written ati-

yaisha, without the employment of any character to express the

temporal augment. To account for the elongation of the a, we

must suppose a root aish, forming in the imperfect disha; the

terminal of the Sanskrit imperfect is as usual elided in the

Cuneiform correspondent
;

in Sanskrit signifies “to go,” or

“ approach;” aish in the inscriptions is used exclusively in the

sense of “coming;” with the particle fra, (Sans. H,) and in the

causal form it denotes “ sending,” while the present compound

can only be translated, “ he went beyond,” or “ he went in.”

In the Notes on the Cuneiform Text, and in the explanation

which I have given of the 11th paragraph of the 3rd column at

Behistun, I have noticed certain difficulties connected with the

orthography of this word'', as well as with the construction of the

' For a full examination of the Cuneiform roots ish and aish, see under the

head ish.

" My rough copy gives the reading of Atiyddasha, but as the letters were much

defaced, I must I think have mistaken YY for YY.
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sentence in which it occurs
;
and I consider it therefore, at pre-

sent, to be unnecessary to bestow any further inquiry on the

subject.

TTT ^TtT n « ^TtT it ahfrashtadiya,

[Col. IV., 1. 69, p. 253,] Deletione mmmd 1 I conjecture this

word, which is however of doubtful orthography, to represent

the locative case of an abstract noun, compounded of the particle

the root par(a)s, modified to frash, and the suffix of attri-

bution which is tat' in Zend, and infiT in the Vedic

Sanskrit®. Par{a)s is a root which is frequently used in the

inscriptions with the sense of “ destroying.” It is perhaps allied

to the Sanskrit
,
and is almost certainly identical with the

Zend av57a)s), which occurs in the Vendidad in several passages^.

In order to give intensity to the expression the inscriptions gene-

rally repeat this root. We have thus, at Behistun, Col. I., 1. 22,

avam 'ufrastam apar{a)sam, and in Col. IV., 1. 38, avam 'ufrastam

par{a)su, so that I can hardly question but that there is the same

repetition in atifrashtadiya par{a)sd, notwithstanding that the

aspiration of the terminal sibilant before the suffix in tad, cannot

be sufficiently explained, and that it is at variance moreover

with the orthography followed in the participle 'ufrastam.

Atifrashtadiya, if that reading be correct, probably signifies

literally, “ in complete annihilation,” (the theme ending in silent

d, according to the ninth class of the eighth declension of Wil-

’ It is doubtful whether the Zend should not rather be pronounced

iddthan tat, the former agreeing better with

® For the employment of this suffix in Zend and Sanskrit see Bumoufs

Ya<;na, p. 1C3, with the extract which is there given from Panini.

® See particularly the concluding portion of the 11*’’ Fargard of the Vendidid,

(Bombay edition, p. 378,) where the 2nd pers. plur. of the impera-

tive, occurs no less than thirteen times with the meaning of “ destroy.” Bumouf

(Ya9na, p. 531,) derives the Zend parsta from par, (i. e. pere), comparing the

term with perenc, which is found in the preceding paragraph of the same chapter

of the Vendidad ; but I do not think his explanation of the inflexion in sta to be

at all satisfactory. If we suppose the root to be par{a')s, which in the inscriptions

certamly has the signification of “ destrojing,” the Zend wUl be the

regular 2nd pers. plur. of the imperative.
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kins, and the inflexion in iya corresponding regularly to the

Sanskrit locative in ^); but with the adjunct of the imperative

'par(a)sd, I translate the phrase idiomatically, “ utterly destroy,”

or “ or cast out into utter perdition.” For further observations

on the word, see the notes to the fourteenth paragraph of the

fourth column at Behistun, (p. 253). The Median correspondent

of the term is unfortunately mutilated, and affords little or no

assistance therefore in identifying its grammatical condition.

m KT <Tf n K
Athag-aina, [No. 10,1. 1, p. 314,] JEdificatore or JSdiJicatione.

Athag-anam, [No. 19, lines 29, 30, p. 342,] jEdifidum.

I have examined these obscure words at considerable length in

the notes which I have added to Nos. 10 and 19, but I have failed

to identify them at all to my satisfaction'. That a root tliag may
have existed in the language of the inscriptions, intermediate be-

tween the Sanskrit (perhaps originally ^T^), and the Greek

rtyo), Latin “ tego,” may be reasonably admitted, and that the ap-

plication of such a root may have been extended from “covering,”

to “ building,” is also sufficiently approved by Greek and Latin

analogies; but there still remains the difficulty of ascertaining the

power and grammatical condition of the derivatives, I had

supposed the termination in dthagina to be the ablative inflexion

of a noun formed with the suffix of agency, (Sans. while

in dthaganam I have conjectured that we have the accusative of

a noun of attribution, formed with or but the alte-

ration of the orthography from dthagina to dthagaina, which

' Professor Lassen continues up to the present time to compare the Cuneiform

thag with the Persian ollsj (see Zeitschrift, pp. and 472), but the latter

word is a pure Arabic derivative, (oLIsj “an arch,” from “to be

equal,”) and could not have been known in Persia prior to the Mohammedan con-

quest. I hardly see moreover how he obtains from this source the meaning of

“substructio.”

^ See Wilkin’s Grammar, Rules 106 and 769, The sufiBx in in is very com-

monly employed in Zend, and is preserved also in the modern Persian. Compare

“sweet;” “golden;” “ heavy;” “coloured,”

&c.

^ See Wilkins, Rules 824 and 833.
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follows from my discovery of the exclusive employment of

with the vowel a, is fatal to the former explanation. If atha-

gaina could be considered a nominative, there would certainly be

less diflSculty in translating the window-inscription of the palace

of Darius; but this identification, again, appears impossible, for

the suffix in forms that case in ^ and the termination also

of the Median correspondent is, I think, that which belongs to the

genitive or instrumental, and not to the nominative In trans-

lating, therefore, Ardastdna dthagaina Ddrayava{fi)ush nagaJiyd

vithiyd karta, while I doubtingly adhere to the reading before

given of “ Executed by Ardasta the architect, for the family of

King Darius,” I suppose the ending in aina to be the regular

instrumental characteristic of a theme in a, (Sans. In the

other phrase imam 'ustashandm dthagandm mdm upa mdm kartd,

“ I have executed this well fashioned piece of masonry for my
own use,” I am not prepared at present to proj)ose any alter-

ation; the conjunction of a masc. pronoun imam with a noun

formed by the feminine suffix in and, is, I think, a barbarism

' Where the Median reproduces a Persian word, of course the termination in

na may occur in the nom., but I doubt exceedingly if the Median asanna be a

reproduction of the Persian dthagaina, for the initial letter is that which uniformly

answers to m El and not to m alone.

* I must observe, however, that the termination in aina is otherwise entirely

unknown in the inscriptions, and that as it is evidently a secondary and artificial

form for the instrumental, it is highly improbable that it should have co-existed

with the primitive ending in long a, which occurs in every other Cuneiform example

on record; aina, in fact, contains three distinct etjTnological irregularities; the a

of the base is changed to ai (77) a euphonic n is then added, and the true

instrumental case-suffix ijfT is shortened to See Bopp’s Comp. Gram.,

s. 158. At the same time, I cannot identify aina as the nom. of a suffix either of

agency or attribution, and I am obliged therefore to remain content with its pos-

sible correspondence with the Sans. ^7^. I must add, also, as a further correction

of the translation given in the text, that even admitting athagaina to be an instru-

mental, Ardastdna cannot possibly represent that case. Ardastdna for Ardas-

tdimstany be gen. or an ablat., but neither am I satisfied that those cases are ever

used for the instrum., nor do I think that a gen. or abl. noun could possibly be

joined to an instrument, adjective. If, therefore, dthagaina be really the instru-

mental of the noun dthaga, perhaps the best translation may be “ made by the

labour of Ardastd, for the family of King Daiius.” For further remarks see

the note to Ardastdna.
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which could only appear in the degraded inscriptions of Arta-

xerxes Ochus
;
but it is equally possible that the noun may be

really in the masc. gender, the true suffix of attribution being

and the second a in andm being irregularly lengthened. I

must add, that, unwilling as I always am to admit of an unmean-

ing prosthesis, I conjecture the initial m to be the particle

^rrr, prefixed to the root for the express purpose of altering the

signification from “ covering” to “ building.”

m KT ir
Athiya, [Col. L, 1. 91, p. 213,] Juxta or Ex-

adversus, I am not quite certain of the orthography of this

word, but I believe the form of athiya to be correct. It is a pre-

position governing the accusative case, and probably corresponds

with the Sanskrit the Devanagari nasal lapsing as usual

before a dental, and the t being perhaps subjected to aspiration

in order to mark a distinction between this term and the particle

^ffT, which is found in atiyaisha and atifrashtddiya. Whether

at the same time the signification be that of “near,” which apper-

tains to the Sanskrit wfnT, or whether the Cuneiform particle

may not rather be compared in its application, as in its form,

with the Greek dvr\,
“ over against,” I cannot pretend to say;

for athiya occurs but in a single passage of the inscriptions, and

there is no correspondent either in Zend or Persian.

nr KT <n sy ’m
Athur-a, [Col. L, 1. 14, 15, p. 197, &c.

',]
Assyria.

Athur-.4YA, [Col. II., 1. 53, p. 221,] Assyria.

Under this form we have the true primitive orthography of

Assyria. The Gi’eeks, as it is well known, usually write the name
’Ao-o-vpta, but in Strabo, Arrian, and Stephen^ we find ’Aravpia, and

in Dio Cassius ’Arupia, the latter author particularly adding that the

i It would be tedious and unprofitable to enumerate all the passages in which

each particular word occurs. The reference is usually to the first passage in

which the word is found, following the order of the inscriptions as they are given

in the preceding chapters.

^ See Strabo XVI., s. 52; Arrianus Alexander, 1. III., c. 7; and Stephen, in

voce NtVos, where however he merely quotes from Strabo. Suidas repeats the

quotation under tlie same head.
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barbarians changed the sigma to a tau Among the races who

dwell upon the Upper Tigris, there seems indeed to have always

been some uncertainty as to the pronunciation of the name. The

Persian Aihuru is rendered in the Median Assura^; and the

Chaldee Targums, both of Oukelos and Jonathan, give the form

of for the Hebrew In Arabic, the orthography

ofj^j'l has been always followed, and the title is still known

in the country as a name for the ruins of that ancient and magni-

ficent capital, which is being at present excavated under British

ausijices"*. It is very remarkable, that in the Samaritan Pen-

tateuch the name of Assur or Athur should be altered to Astun,

a degradation of phonetic powers precisely analogous to that

which in Pehlevi has converted Mithra or Mihir to Matin, and

which I believe enters largely into the organization of the lan-

guage of the Median Inscriptions\ The Athura of Behistuu

and Persepolis is undoubtedly the province of Assyria. The

name is inflected as a feminine noun of the first declension, and

the termination in dyd may be certainly considered as an abbre-

viation of dyds, the terminal visarga, as I have before observed,

lapsing in the ancient Persian after a; however, in Sans,

is the sign of the genitive or ablative of themes in long d, while,

on the contrary, we may determine Athurdyd to be unquestion-

ably a locative (geographical names in the language of the

inscriptions being always placed in that case, although with a

’ Dio Cass. 1. LV., s. 28.

* The name of Assyria I also believe to be extant in the Babylonian Inscrip-

tion on the grave of Darius, but I cannot yet satisfy myself of its exact ortho-

graphy.

3 See Reimar’s note to Dio Cass., tom. II
, p. 1141, and Walton’s Polyglot

Bible, p. 39.

* The Arabic Geographers always give the title of Aihur to the great ruined

capital near the mouth of the Upper Zab. The ruins are now usually known by

the name of Nimrud. It would seem highly probable that they represent the site

of the Calah of Genesis, for the Samaritan Pentateuch names this city Lachisa,

which is evidently the same title as the Adpicra-a of Xenophon, the Persian r

being very usually replaced both in Median and Babylonian by a guttural.

(Compare the Chabaessoarach of Berosus with the Laborosoarchod of Josephus.)

If Nimrud be Calah, the name of KaXaxrjvr) attaching to the province will be

sufficiently explained, but Resen, named by the Samaritans Aspa, will still have

to be discovered.

* Upon this connexion depend very important ethnographical considerations

which I shall expose in the sequel.
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genitive signification), and it is satisfactory therefore to find that

in the Vedas such an inflexion does actually occur with a locative

meaning and, as I believe, representing the true locative case'.

The Cuneiform locatives, indeed, strongly support the inference,

which is also deducible from the Zend, that the terminal m,

employed in the inflexion of this case in many of the Sanskrit

declensions, is a degradation of a primitive s; ^Tift could not

become «y«, nor could iyd and uvd be modified from ^ and

The locative feminine inflexions, which in the language of

the inscriptions are dyd, iyd, and uvd, unquestionably represent

Sanskrit terminations in dyds, yds, and vds, and we may con-

fidently assume therefore that the final m which is now used is

comparatively a modern corruption.

m, £T1 n -< rn
Adi-xa, [Col. I., lines 44, 46, p. 203, &c.,] Abstulit.

Adi-nam, [Col. I., 1. 59, p. 204, &c.,] Abstuli.

The signification of these terms is sufficiently verified by the

context of the various passages in which they occur, but the

etymology is far from certain; adi evidently implies in the

inscriptions “ to dispossess,” or “ take away from,” and I con-

jecture therefore that it answers to the Sanskrit fV, preceded

by the privative If this be admitted, we must suppose

didinam and ddina to represent the 1st and 3rd persons

of the active imperfect, the initial
yyy

being elongated by

the sandhi of the temporal augment with the privative par-

ticle, and the suffix in Tfr being the characteristic of the ninth

conjugation^. At the same time, it remains entirely obscure

1 See Bopp’s Comparative Grammar, (Eng. edit.) s. 198 and 202, with the note

to p. 215. It appears, however, that Panini (VII. 1. 39) considers the Vedic

^f^TU'nrfb
“ in dextera,” to be a genitive used for a locative, and certainly this

transposition is very frequent in Zend. I prefer at the same time adopting Bopp’s

explanation, that the termination in dm is a corrnption of ds.

"

ftl in Sanskrit, however, is of the sixth eonjugation, and with the prefixing

,of the particle of negation it would signify “not to possess,” rather than “to dis-

possess.” These are strong arguments against its identity with the Cuneiform

ETlff. yet I find no other possible correspondent
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to me why the quantity of the vowel, preserved in the in-

flexion of the 3rd person, {nd for 'TTtT
), should he suppressed

in that of the first {nam for *11); and this difficulty is of equal

prominence, whether we follow the etymology given above, or

whether we vary the conjugation from the ninth class to the first,

and, founding upon the Latin ten-eo, suppose the root to be din

rather than di\ There are two other forms in the inscriptions,

ditam and didiya, which appear to he derived from the same root

in its crude state, (that is, without the prefixing of the privative

particle); but these fonns afford no assistance in determining

whether the Sanskrit base end in i or n, for the nasal lapses in

the inscriptions before a dental, and ditam and didiya may pos-

sibly therefore be for dintam and dindiya.

I will only add that, as the Cuneiform replaces an aspi-

rate and a lingual as well as a dental, a correspondent may be

sought in other languages of the form of hin or lin, as well

as that of din or tin, and that if any such root should exist

with the sense of “ deprivation we must alter the quantity of

the initial vowel in adind, and suppose the
yyy

to represent the

mere temporal augment. The verb in the inscriptions uniformly

governs a double accusative; as in Gaumdta hya 2Iagush ddind

Kabujiyam utd Pdrsam utd Mddam, “ Gomates the Magian dis-

possessed Canibyses both of Persia and Media;” Adam lch£ia-

tramshim ddinam, “
I dispossessed him of the empire,” &c.

rn fi ii -<
Atrin-a, [Col. I., 1. 74, p. 209,] proper name, Atrines.

Atrin-am, [Col. I., line 76, p. 209,] Atrinem.

The name of Atrina, which is borne in the inscriptions by the

chief who excited a revolt in Susiaua immediately after the acces-

sion of Darius, is not to be found I believe in Grecian history. It

‘ That is, din in the first conjugation should make the 1st pers. sing, of the

imperf. in ddinam and the 3rd pers. in ddina (for ddinaf), with the short instead

of the long a. Examples, moreover, of the above regular formation of the verbs of

the first class are so common in the inscriptions, that the final
nr

in ddind,

may be held determinately to remove the root from that conjugation.

* I do not at present remember any form with this sense in the cognate

languages which will admit of a possible comparison, but the Scottish tint, “lost ”
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is doubtless of Arian etymology, and is in all probability of cognate

derivation with the Sanskrit In representing this name,

the Median and Babylonian alphabets, incapable of expressing

the compound tr of the Persian language, alter the power to a

sibilant, and write Assina or Ashina.

^ ^ n ft yK^
Atriyatiya-hya [Col. I., 1. 89,

p. 211, &c.,] Atriatis. This was the name of a month in the

ancient Persian Calendar, and may certainly be compared with the

Sanskrit Cuneiform y^>- being, as I think, a regular

correspondent for the Devanagari The suffix in the Sanskrit

name is 'STflT. In the Cuneiform correspondent it may be

with the i interposed to break up the groupe ty, but I doubt

whether this identity of form may authorize us in supposing the

early Persians to have adopted the fable regarding the double

birth of the Moon from the eye of Atri and from the Ocean, from

which etymologists derive the Sanskrit compound. Possibly the

name of Atriydta was applied to the moon by the Arian race

previous to the bifurcation of the Indian and Persian branches,

and was subsequently adopted by the latter into their calendar

without any reference to the original meaning. I have before

observed, that in the Cuneiform orthography of the word the

and
^yyy

are employed indifferently, .but I am now inclined

to think I must have been mistaken in the former reading*; the

Median form is Assiydtiya. The names of the months occur in

the inscriptions only in the genitive case, and it is remark-

able that those names which are of the first declension give the

^ is supposed by the grammarians to be derived from ^3“, “to eat,”
\

but no great dependence can be placed on the explanations of these fanciful etjano-

logists.

* It was the apparent interchangeability of the letters ^yy and
jy^y

in the

orthography of the terms pridiya and Atriyatiya, that induced me, against all ety-

mological evidence, to class the former character among the surd dentals; but I

have corrected this error in my Supplementary Note on the Alphabet, p. 179. In

the 38th line of the Nahhsh-i-Rustam Inscription, I also think in the word yadi-

patiya, the doubtful character which I have restored as ^yy must be altered to

jy^y. Seep. 301.
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inflexion invariably in hya, (Sans. Zend instead of Ayd,

which may be considered the regular Cuneiform characteristic.

I have no means of positively identifying the month of Airi-

ydtiya, but it may be presumed from the course of events recorded

in the inscriptions, that it was intermediate between Garmapada,

which was of course a summer month, and Andmaka, “the un-

named,” which was perhaps an intercalary month at the autumnal

equinox.

Try TT ft tK”
[Col. II., 1. 24, p. 216, &c.,] T<m-

tum? Paululutnl In every passage where this word occurs,

either the orthography is incomplete, or the sentence is too much

mutilated to admit of illustration from the context. I believe,

however, that I detect its employment in four places at Behistun,

and that it may be uniformly rendered by “ only,” or “ a little,”

meanings which perhaps connect it etymologically with the San-

.skrit ,
“ what else,” and which are preserved by its pos-

sible correspondents anjak in Turkish, and Andaki, in

Persian'. The Median equivalent, I may add, in Col. IV., 1. 81,

of Behistun, is certainly an adverb, and whether my identification

therefore of the Persian word be correct or erroneous, we must at

any rate seek for a Sanskrit correspondent of that class.

nr n 4t1 ii K' Adataiya, [No. 6, lines 43 and 45, p. 298,]

Id tibi. I have already in the notes to the inscription at

Nakhsh-i-Rustam, p. 305, explained the reasons which incline me

to regard this word as a compound of the demonstrative ada for

adas, (Sans. neut. of and taiya, (Sans. W, Zend

> If adakiya be a genuine word, it must be etymologically explained, I think,

as a compound of the demonstrative ada (for adas), and the neuter form kit of the

interrogative base ki

;

although it is not immediately apparent how the meaning of

“only” can be obtained from elements signifying literall)’, “ that what ?” For

observations on the suffix in iit, see Bopp’s Comparative Gram. s. 390, sqq. The

resemblance of the Pers. andak, and Turkish anjak, is perhaps accidental, for the

one seems to be the diminutive of and and the terminal guttural in the

other is probably a Scythic affix .

s Adas, in Sanskrit, is in Bopp’s opinion, (Comp. Gr. s. 350,) compoimded of

the base a, and of a suffix which also occurs in i-dam, “ this,” as well as in the

Latin i-dem, qui-dam, &c. It is, I believe, the only neuter form in Sanskrit which

has a terminal s; and Bopp, even in that case, does not allow the said termination

to be primitive, but considers das to be a weakened form of dat.
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the pronominal suffix of the 2nd pers. The Median correspondent

for ada in Westergaard’s Inscription of Nakhsh-i-Rustam is read

in two different ways. In line 35, the form (although with a

slight difference of orthography) is the same in pronunciation as

that which answers in other passages to the demonstrative ava,

and its signification of “ that,” is thus placed almost beyond the

reach of dispute; but in line 36, either Westergaard’s copy is

incorrect, or the inflexion of the pronoun has been altered. I

cannot explain with any certainty the reason why the neuter

characteristic should be dropped in adataiya, but I observe the

same peculiarity in the declension of the demonstrative ava,

which as the neuter accusative, is avashchiya with the indefinite

particle, but avataiya with the pronominal suffix'; and I infer

therefore that the neuter termination in as being regularly in the

inscriptions contracted to a, whether it occur singly or in com-

position, is alone restored to its original form (strengthened by an

aspiration) when it precedes a suffix commencing with the palatal

ch, which letter, both in Zend and in the ancient Persian, has the

prosodial power of the enclitical particles.

Tit n drl Adam, [passim,] Ego. The pronoun of the 1st person

has been so frequently examined and so extensively compared by

philologers, that in explaining the Cuneiform inflexions I need do

little more than present their Sanskrit and Zend correspondents.

In the inscriptions we have the following forms:

—

Nom. Adam

Singular.

(Sans. Zend azem^.)

Accus. Aldm (Sans. RT Zend mam.)

Ablat. -ama (used as an affix).

Gen. used also
]

for Instrum. >

Mand (Sans. Zend AsyAs^, mana.

and Dative i

Plural.

Pers. ^ . y^)

Nom. Vayam. (Sans. Zend vaem.)

Gen. AmdJcham (Sans. Zend alimdlcem.

Pali amhdlcam.)

' From observing many other examples, I can now affirm that it is a fixed rule
of the old Persian language, that the pronominal neuter characteristic, whether it

be s or t, should be every where elided except before the indefinite particle chiya.
^ In examining the Babylonian writing, I have become aware of a connection
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The singular suffix in maiya, answering to the Sans. me

(for mai,) and Zend me, is also of a very frequent employ-

ment, and represents indifferently the possessive pronoun “mens,”

without reference to case, or the instrumental, dative, or genitive

of the personal pronoun. The plural suffix has not yet, I believe,

been discovered.

I will now add a few remarks on the different forms. Adam
occurs either singly, or in composition with the suffixes of the 3rd

person, adamshiya, adamshim, and adamsham, signifying respec-

tively, “ego illius,” “ego ilium” (or “illos,”) and “ego illornm.”

In the classical inscriptions of Darius and Xerxes mam is

exclusively used as the accusative, but in the degraded language

of Artaxerxes Ochus it appears, contrary to all rule, to usurp the

place of the nominative, and in that capacity to govern a verbal

noun. Compare mam upd mam, kartd, “ ego in meum usum

factor,” and tya mam kartd, “ quod ego factor.”

The ablative ama (for mat) is only met with in composition

after a preposition governing that case, as in hachdma, “ a me,”

and perhaps in pruvama," ante me,” although this last identi-

fication is doubtful'.

between the forms of the pronoun of the 1st pers. in the Arian and Semitic lan-

guages, to which I must devote a brief explanation. In the Arian languages we

may take the Sans, ah as the true base, which has become az in Zend ; ad in old

Persian; ey in Greek; eg in Latin; ik in Goth; ih in old Ger.; aszia Lithuanian;

az in old Slavonic, &c. To this base has been added in many of these languages

a suffix, for the purpose, as it would seem, of specification, and we have thus

ah-am; az-em; ad-am, ey-cor, whence ey-ca, and ego. Now, the same base has

been employed in the Semitic languages, but instead of the suffix in am being

appended, it has been prefixed to the pronoun under the form of an, (which seems

to mark it as a definite article,) and in most of the later languages this article has

remained as the dominant element, w'hile tlie true base has been almost lost.

Thus in Babylonian, preceded by the distinctive sign, we have ak or aka for ego,

but without the sign, anak or anaka

;

and in the same way we have the compound

forms in Heb.
; <XrfOK in Coptic; and imi/ya in ./Eolic Gr.: whilst in the

Heb. the Chald. ; the Syr. the Arab, (jl; and .Eth.

the true base has been almost absorbed in the article. The same analysis must be

applied to the 1st pers. plur. as well as to the pron. of the 2nd pers. Compare

Bopp’s Comp. Gr. s, 32G; Pritchard on the Celt. Lang. p. 110; Gesen. Lex., Eng.

Ed. p. 79; and Conant’s Translation of the Lehrgeb'dude, p. 38, foot note.

1 That this affix is ama rather than ma is proved, I think, not only by the

orthography of paruvama, but by that also of anuvama, which would otherwise be

written paruma and amima, and we have here therefore the same base with a

euphonic prosthesis which occurs in the Gr. ipe,ipov, epeOev, &c., and in the
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The genitive mand, which only differs from the Sanskrit

in the modification of the nasal and the dialectic elongation of the

terminal a, is the form which has been most usually adopted as a

base, not only in the languages of the Arian family, but in those

also of .the various branches of the great Scythic race, I do not

exactly understand upon what inflexional principle this genitive

is formed either in Sanskrit or old Persian, but there can be no

doubt, I presume, of the identity of the terminations in ma and

na. When the Cuneiform term is united to a suffixed particle, the

final elongation is suppressed, as in manachd, “ meique,” (Ins.

No. 3, lines 9, 10,) and its true orthography therefore is precisely

similar to that of the Zend mana^.

The plur. nom. vayam, common to the Sanskrit, the Zend, and

the old Persian, is derived from a base, vd, which may possibly be

a mere corrupted inflexion of the singular ma, but which, as it is

also found in the Goth, “veis-" old Germ, ‘‘wir-” Eng. “we” &c.,

must under its own form be of great antiquity^. Another plur.

base also, asme, which occurs in the Vedas, and which answers to

Pers. affixed am. It is doubtful, however, if in anuvama the affixed ama does not

represent the locative rather than the ablat. case, for in the phrase anuva 'Ufrd-

tauvd, the former appears to be the case employed.

1 For observations on this gen. form, see Bopp’s Comp. Gr. s. 330, and consult

the extensive list of cognate Scythic forms given by Pritchard in his Researches

into the Physical Hist, of Man, vol. IV., p. 390, and by Klaproth, in his Sprach-

atlas, pp. 16, and 30, 31.

* If vayam stand for ve+ am, as philologers are now agreed, it follows that

the Zend vaem should be equal to vai-\-em. According to Burnouf, however,

can only be explained as a contraction of aya, and the Zend therefore is not a

primitive but a secondary form, less ancient than its Cuneiform correspondent.

(See Yaijna, sur I’Alph. Zend, p. 55.) The termination in e being the regular

pronominal plural characteristic, vi must be referred to a sing, va, and that

this va again is in its origin identical with ma, the base of the oblique case in the

singular, is rendered extremely probable by the analogy not only of the Scythic,

but of the Semitic plurals. Thus in all the Turkish dialects the plur. is formed by
a suffix of number, from the singular. Conf. Mong. bi, I, and bi-da, we

; Mandshu,
bi and be; Turk, ben and biz, and particularly Finnish ma and me; and in the

Semitic languages it must be observed, that the terminal na or nu, which distin-

gnishes the 1st person plur. is also in reality a suffix of plurality, evidently allied

to the plural-ending in verbs and in masculine nouns, in all of which a nasal is the

chief element. Thus is the plur. of and retrenching the prefixed

article and the plur. sign .l^, we find the singular base 3 exchanged for ri- In

tlie same way the ^ in
^ .

-g-v v the Arab, correspondent of jg the

c
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tlie Gr. af^fxfs (for aa-fjLes), bas produced the gen. amdkham, a form

of which I have already given the correspondents in Sanskrit,

Zend, and Pali, and which is properly a possessive rather than a

personal pronoun’.

W -< T<>

Anaya, [Col. II., 1. 88, p. 226,] Adduxit.

Anayam (?) [C(d. I., 1. 87, p. 211,] Adduxi.

Anayat.4, [Col. I., 1. 82, p. 210
;
and Col. II., 1. 73, p. 22.3,]

Adducehatur.

Aniya(?) [Col. V., 1. 12, p. 258,] Adductus est.

These forms are derived from the root with the pre-

fixed particle A'naya answers to either '?Tr?nnT or

the 3rd pers. sing, or plural of the active inij^erfect,

and unayam (if that term is really found in the inscriptions) will

be the 1st pers. sing, of the same tense. A'nayalu expresses

regularly the Sanskrit i d mW, and shriuld represent therefore

the 3rd pers. sing, of the middle imjierf. lu both the passages,

however, where the word f)ccurs, there is some difiiculty regard-

ing it. In the one it is, I bcliev'e, united to the past jiarticiple

lasla, and in the other it is impossible to ascertain from the

broken fragments now alone visible upon the rock, whether the

true orthography be nnnyatd or dniyatd. The context, at the

same time, clearly shows that it is used with a passive signi-

fication; and perhaps, therefore, in the compound lustunayatu,

“ vinctus adducehatur,” the middle voice may have that power*,

true pronominal base wbicli has been lost in t'le sing. L,d. It is remarkable, liow-

ever, that in abnost all the Arian tongues, in the plural of tbe 1st pers. tlie

pronominal base lias given way altogether to the suCSx of number; for we can

hardly doubt that the nasal in vfjj Lat. nos; Russ, nas; IVelsh ni, &.C.

is to be thus exidained. The Median plurals are of great impfirtance in illustrating

this question, and will be considered hereafter.

' For Bopp’s remarks on asme and asmdiam, see C»mp. Gr. s. 3.32, and the

“Remark” added to section 340. lie clearly shows that tlie termination of

asmdkam is a possessive suffix allied to the Hindustani kd, ke, k'l. In the Cunei-
form amakham, the Lqise of the sibilant before the nasal is regular, but I am quite

unable to explain the reason of the aspiration of the guttural.

s I shall have repeated occasion hereafter to notice the employment of the

middle for the passive voice, as in agaubatd, “he was called;” agarbdyatd, “he
was seized,” &c.
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while in the 13th paragraph of the second col. at Behistun, the

term employed may be aniyatd answering to the Sans. pass,

imjierf.

I observe, that in the 13th and 14th paragraphs of the second

col. at Behistun, the Median correspondents fr>r dnaya and

dnayatd (or dniyatd,) are thfise which usually express the idea

of “sending;” but I cannot reconcile such an interpretation with

Sanskrit etymology, and conjecture accordingly the substitution

of “sending” for “bringing,” to be an instance of careless

translation.

In my previous notes on the fifth col. at Behistun, and on

Ins. No. 3, p. 27 6, I have supposed that dniya may be a form of the

aorist, substituted for the Sanskrit or ; but this is,

to say the least of it, extremely doubtful; for in the latter pas-

sage the true orthograi>hy may very possibly be ahiya', and in

the former, owing to the mutilation of the writing, we cannot

determine whether dniya be really a verbal formation, or whether

it may not rather represent the pronoun ^'^T, which repeatedly

occurs in the inscriptions in other places, inflected nearly in the

same manner as in Sanskrit. If dniya, in line 12 of the fifth

col. at Behistun, signify “ other” or “ an enemy,” the (quantity of

the initial letter will be short.

yyy yyy anx. see iyam.

TTT fTT ’’Itl Anamaka-hya, [Col. I., 1. 96, p. 213, &c.,]

Anamacis. In this title, which is applied to one of the months

of the old Persian Calendar, we have probably the “ unnamed,”

or intercalary month of India. In the Persian year it

followed soon after Garmapada, and I conjecture it therefore to

have occurred at the autumnal equinox. The termination in hya

is the regular genitive inflexion of the first declension (Sans. ^).

’ See the notes to djamiyA, where I have shown that the reading of dniya

for dbiya adopted by Lassen, on the authority of Westergaard, has been since

retracted. I believe, therefore, that dniya, as a derivative from tlie root

must be rejected from the Vocabulary.
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yyy Aniya. This is the exact equivalent of the Sans.

and the Latin “alius;” the I and n being to a certain

extent interchangeable letters'. That aniya in the inscriptions

follows the pronominal declension, as in Sanskrit, is shown by

the ablatival form aniyand for anyasmdt, instead of aniyd for

anydt; as well as by the nominative neuter, which gives the

orthography of aniyash, (with the developement and aspiration

of the visarga peculiar to pronouns), before the enclitical particle

chiya. We have the following cases of the pronoun in different

passages of the inscriptions.

Singular.

Nom. masc. Aniya, (Col. I., 1. 95, p. 213, and Col. III., 1. 32,

p. 232.) Sans,

Nom. neut. Aniyash-chiya, (Col. IV., 1. 46, p. 247, and No. 15,

1. 13, p. 329.)

Accus. masc. Aniyam, (Col. 1. 86, p. 211.) Sans.

Ablat. masc. Aniyand, (No, 4, lines 20, 21, p. 282.) Sans.

Gen. masc. Aniyahyd, (Col. I., 1. 87, p. 211.) Sans.

Plural.

Nom. masc. Aniyd, (Col. IV., lines 61 and 62, p. 252.) Sans.

Nom. fem. Aniyd, (Col. I., 1. 41, p. 201.) Sans.

Accus. fem. Aniyd, (Col. I., 1. 47, p. 203, and 1. 67, p. 205.)

Sans. ^T:

Locat. fem. Aniyd'uvd, (Col. I., 1. 35, p. 200.) Sans.

’ According to Bopp, the Sans, is formed of the base vjpY and the

relative TJ, and this appears to be fully borne out by Hs analysis and e.xamples.

See Comp. Gr. s. 371, where the following terms are compared: Sans. Latin

alius; Prakrit nnna ; Goth, a/ya ; Gr. oXXos; old Germ, a Wes, &c. In the

Cuneiform aniya the i is undoubtedly euphonic, being introduced to combine the n

and y, which will not unite in a compound articulation. The base ana is also

extensively employed in Zend.
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The inflexions in aniyash-chiya, in aniyand, and in aniyd'uvd,

are all of orthographical value; the Sanskrit form answering to

aniyash must have been instead of and the vi-

sarga elided as a terminal (as in the nom, masc.) can only have

been aspirated after the short a by the enclitical power of the

indefinite particle, a power which is analogous in principle,

though not exactly assimilating in operation, to that possessed by

the Zend of preserving intact, both in form and quantity, the

inflexion to which it is appended ^

In aniyand, independently of the suppression of the silent

terminal, we have a modification of the nasal from m to n, and

the elision of the preceding sibilant”. In aniyd'uvd, also, we

have, 1st, the substitution after the a of the base, (which is

elongated as a mark of gender) of an aspiration inherent in the

Cuneiform
<TT"

for the sibilant of the Sanskrit locative aflBx;

2nd, the introduction of an euphonic v to connect the u with the

dissimilar vowel a; and 3rd, the dialectic elongation of the latter

vowel as a terminal, an elongation which also occurs in the

genitive aniyahyd*.

> I have before observed, that where a terminal s does occur in a Sanskrit

neuter, as in it is considered by Bopp to be the weakened form'of a primitive

t, (see Comp. Gr. s. 350,) but perhaps the Cuneiform examples of aniyash and

awash may change the Professor’s opinion.

2 For a full explanation of the enclitical power of the Zend see Ya^na,

p. 27, and Bopp’s Comparative Grammar, (Eng. Edit.) p. 163. Rosen also has

a note on the enclitical power of the Vedic chana, in his explanation of 1. 7,

Hymn xviii. of the Rig Veda. See his “ Adnotationes,” p. xliv.

” If Bopp’s theory be true of the common derivation of the Sanskrit pronominal

inflexions from the particle sma appended to the base, we should expect to find

the same orthography in the ablat. aniyand, and in the genitive amdkham, the one

being for anya-smdt, and the other for a-smdkam ; I cannot pretend to dispute

his theory, (Comp. Gr. s. 166 and 183,) supported as it is by Zend and Pali

analogy, yet the uniform employment of the suffix in nd for the old Persian pro-

nominal sing, ablat. (compare aniyand with and and tyand,') certainly indicates a

distinction from the particle ma (for sma,') which occurs in the plur. of the 1st

person.

< On further consideration, I prefer comparing the Cuneiform inflexion in

'uvd (for huvd) with the primitive Sans- which in Zend has become A»>fe>’5
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There is some doubt attaching to the nom. plur. aniyd. Ac-

cording to the context of the passages where the. terra occurs, it

would certainly appear to represent that case, being in apposition

with the nom. A'uramazdd

;

but on the other hand it is united to

a noun Baydha, which, if a nominative, is irregularly formed, and

other pronouns in the inscriptions are found to form the nom.

plur. masc. in iya, which answers regularly to the Sanskrit

The Cuneiform aniya has the double acceptation of “ other
”

and of “an enemy,” a confusion of sense which has its counterpart

in the double employment of the Latin “ hostis.” Its principal

use, however, in the inscriptions, is to denote the dependent pro-

vinces of the Persian empire, those which are “other” or different

from the supreme states of Persis and Media; and I am strongly

inclined therefore to believe, that in this distinction we may dis-

cover both the origin and meaning of the famous Sassanian

expression, Iran and Aniran, the latter title being a mere con-

traction of Aniya Irdn, and signifying literally, the provinces

which are “other” or “different” from those comprised under the

special appellative of Irdn^.

m -< ii t<“ Aniya, adductus est. See Anaya.

nr «J <fr ’TE Anuva, [Col.L, 1. 92, p.213,] Secus, secundum.

I compare this particle with the Sanskrit which, although

properly signifying “ after,” has in its application to rivers, the

special meaning of “along” or “upon.” In the language of the

inscriptions, however, the preposition governs a locative, instead

of an accusative case, the Cuneiform expression occurring of

hva, rather than with the contracted form of For an explanation of this

point, see under the head dahyaushuvd.

' Bagdha is formed like the Vedic Htimr:’ and like all the Zend plnr. nomi-

natives in donho. (See Comp. Gr. s. 229.) Aniya also may be sup-

posed in the old Persian to follow the adjectival as well as the pronominal form

of inflexion, and aniyd will thus be the regular correspondent of

I The expression anairydo daughdvo occurs in the Zend Avesta, in the hjinn

to Ashtad, and is undoubtedly, therefore, of very high antiquity. Burnouf

believes the prefix to be the mere privative particle, and translates accordingly,

“ the non-Ariau provinces.” 1 prefer, however, considering an to be a contrac-

tion of aniya. See Ya<;ua, Notes, Ac., p. Ixii.
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anuva ' Ufrdtauvd, “along the Euphrates,” as we have in Sans.

“ along the Ganges

TTT «' <ff << ff r<- ’m Anushiya, [Col. L, 1. 58, p. 204,&c.,]

Assectatores. The signification of this word, which is of a very fre-

(juent employment, is certainly that of “ followers” or “adherents,”

and I suppose it, therefore, to be compounded of “after,”

bind.” The root shi, however, is used in the inscriptions simply

to denote “going,” as in ashiyava, “he went,” and it may thus

possibly have the same sense in the present compound. The

terminal TTT is the characteristic of the nom. mas. plur. for the

Sans, Remark also, that the Sanskrit sibilant of the root,

(supposing it to be identical with f^T, “ to bind,”) which as an

initial is modified to an aspirate in haina, takes the aspirated

form of sh in anusJiiya, owing to its interposition between the

vowels u and i.

Apagauday-a, [Col. IV., 1. 54, p. 250,] (A^e) celes.

Apagauday-ahya, [Col. IV., lines 56, 57, p. 251,] (Si) celes.

I suppose that we have here the root “ to conceal,” pre-

ceded by the part. and conjugated according to the tenth class,

or in the causal form^. A-pagaudaya appears to be the 2nd pers.

sing, of the active imperfect, (or perhaps the aorist,) the terminal

' In col. 4, 1. 63, at Beliistun, we have, I think, also the compound term

anuvama, “after me,” formed like hachdma and paruvama ; and as the affix

of the 1st pers. in hachdma is certainly in the ablat. case, we must either suppose

that anu governs the ablat. as well as the locat., or that a7na, as an affix, repre-

sents the two cases indifferently.

in Sanskrit, is of the first class, and is moreover one of the few roots

which, in the causal form, lengthen the vowel 'g' to instead of introducing the

ffuna; so that it is impossible to say in the Cuneiform gaudaya, whether we have

a change of conjugation from the first to the tenth class, or whether it may

not rather be the regular gunaed causal form. The change also of an aspi-

rate to a dental as a radical letter is suspicious.

and of an adjective formed with tbe suffix in ya, from f^, “ to
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visarga of the Sanskrit being dropped after a, and the temporal

augment (which would give apdgaudaya) being also elided, as

the term is preceded by the interdictory particle md. In apa^

gaudaydhya, we have probably the 2nd pers. sing, of the present

subjunctive, for the term is preceded by the conditional particle

yadiya, “ if,” and according to Sanskrit analogy, the vowel of the

personal suflBx in the indicative mood would not require to be

elongated. The aya subjoined to the root I consider to be the

causal or conjugational characteristic.

TTT n Apataram, [No. 6, 1. 18, p. 293, and

No. 14, 1. 25, p. 327,] Aliter, Alibi. This is certainly an adverb

implying “ difference” or “ distinction,” and I explain it therefore

as a compound of the particle ^''7, cognate with the Greek Jtto,

and the comparative suffix in taram, which is very frequently

employed in Zend'.

TTT n ’“ITI Apakam, [Col. IV., 1. 37, p. 245, 1. 42, p. 246,

1. 70, p. 253, 1. 76, p. 254,] Post hac. in Sanskrit, as a

neuter adjective, signifies properly “other” or “different,” but it

is used in|the Vedas with a special application to posteriority

of time, and the Zend 9 conveys the same meaning*. In

the inscriptions, aparam can only be translated “ hereafter ” or

“ in future times.”

m F, TT K- Apiya, [Passim,] Etiam. This word, which occurs

in the formulary of the royal titles so frequently repeated in the

Achmmenian Inscriptions, is supposed by Lassen to be a deri-

vative from “to obtain.” As I perceive, however, that in

' This adverb must have been very early used with a special reference to a dif-

ference of time as in the English “ after,” for the Chaldee “ at length,”

(Ezra iv, 13,) and the Pehlevi afdorn, “the last,” (as in Ardewdn el Afdom,

Artabanus the last Arsacidan king'), are imquestionable cognate forms, the r

according to custom beiug changed to a nasal.

2 Burnouf has fuily examined the Zend
^ j7ajo)>J, aparem, and compared it

with the (*” posterum) of the Rig Veda, in the continuation of his Zend

researches, published in the Asiatic Journal of Paris. See Journal Asiatiquc, IV"”'

Serie, tom. V., No. XXIII, p. 296.
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the Median writing the term is usually considered unworthy of

translation, and that where it is rendered the equivalent is evi-

dently an unimportant particle, I prefer comparing it with the

Sanskrit and considering it a mere copulative conjunction.

A further argument in support of this explanation is, that at

Nakhsh-i-Rustam, apiya is attached to the preceding word, (the

orthography being given of duridpiya for duria-\- apiya,) pre-

cisely in the same manner as we find the particles chd and vd to

be employed in other passages as copulative sufiixes.

TTT ^ fr ^
Apisn, [Col. I., 1. 96, p. 213,] Ag^ua.

Apiya, [Col. L, 1. 95, ,]
Aqua.

I compare dpish with the Sans. Zend afs

;

Persian dh, &c.; supposing the noun to be of the second

declension, as a feminine theme in i. The nominat. apish occurs

but in a single word, dpishim, where it is united to the suffix of

the 3rd pers., and where the terminal case-sign has probably

been dropped in order to avoid the duplication of the sibilants.

Apiyd I consider to be the true locative case singular, the termi-

nation in iyd standing for which was a more ancient and

regular infiexion for the case in question, than either the ^ or ^
of the classical Sanskrit '.

m -1 if T<- Abiya, [Passim,] Ad. This is a preposition

governing the accusative case, identical with the Sanskrit

and the ZendiSJAi^. Whether the Aj of modern Persian,

> Bopp has given good reasons for supposing the terminal u in Sans, locatives

of the second and third declensions, (bases in i and m,) to be a vocalization of s,

and he would make Tfilffi therefore to be the original form of Tf;^. (See

Comp. Gr. s. 198.) I have before observed, (under the head Athurdyd,) that

the suffix in dm for the same case is also a corruption of ds, and it may thus be

immaterial with which of the Sans. loc. terminations we compare the Cuneiform iyd.

* The Zend also has a preposition aoi, or .jchTjaIj aiwi, which signifies

“on” or “towards,” and which, as well as AtJAS; is probably connected with the

Cuneiform abiya. See Yaijiia, Alphab. Zend, p. Ixiii, note 22 ; and Bopp’s

Comp. Gr., s. 45.
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signifying “to” or “towards,” bo a relic of the Zend aili, or

whether it may not have been rather directly borrowed from a

Semitic source, I am hardly prepared to say. As a preposition

implying relationship to the object it is scarcely distinguish-

able from the Hebrew 3, and Arabic hi', but where as a mere

redundant particle it is prefixed to the imperative and potential

of Persian verbs, it must be referred immediately, 1 think, to the

Zend AS-S-w, which, although identical with the Sanskrit

is fre({uently attached to roots without in any way affecting the

signification. The Greek em is no doubt a cognate particle, both

as to form and aj)plication.

TTT TT fr ^y TT AmcnARisn, [Col. I., lines 64, 65,

p. 205,] (Jfficia (sancta), or Minisiris? This word, which occurs

in an interesting but very obscure sentence at Behistun, is unfor-

tunately of doubtful orthography. If the true reading be ahi-

charish, it must be considered, I think, to represent the accus.

feminine plur. of a theme in i; but if the reading of abicharahish,

which I have conjecturally proposed in p. 208, should be correct,

then we must identify the term as the dative plural of a masc.

theme in a'^. In either case the etymology will be from the root

preceded by the particle and the allusion may be either

to the simple act of “ service,” or, as I prefer believing, to the

particular religious observances of the Persian faith, which the

Brahmans denounced as magical and malevolent. After much

consideration, I propose the following amended reading of the

passage in which this word occurs.

Ayad(a)na tya
Sacra «ius8

Gaumata bya
Gomatus qui

hlagush viyaka.
Magus vetuit.

adam niya(l)parayam, karahya abicharish, gai-

ego restitui, (nempe) regni ofScia sancta, canta-

thamcha, maniyamcha, vithabisbcha tyadish

tionemque, cultumque, gentibusque (ea restitui) quas illis

Gaumata hya Magush adina.

Gomatus qui Magus orbaverat.

' Gesenius lias a curious note on the origin and emploj-ment of this particle in

the Semitic languages, in his Lexicon, (Eng. Ed.) p. 122.

* In Sanskrit is “a servant,” but magical observ-

ance.” Abichaii, perhaps, in the old Persian, is equivalent to the latter term,

the suffix in « giving the same power as the causal form of the root.
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’fn *=1
fr ^ Abish. See Ava and Iyam.

TTT TT « ^TtT "riy ’M abishtam, [coi. iv., i. 64
, p. 252,]

Exitium,ruinam. I consider this word to be the accus. of a noun

formed from "ST preceded by wfW. The sentence in which it

occurs is too much mutilated to admit of its application being

ascertained from the context; hut I should presume that it must

have the same signification of “ destruction,” which appertains to

the Sanskrit wf>reT. In the nominative, both of this term and

of upastdm, we appear to have a feminine theme in long a, the

noun being formed immediately from the verbal root without the

addition of any suffix whatever. Remark also, that the sibilant

which retains its primitive form in upastum after a, is aspirated

in abishtam after i.

nr ^TtT In «H Amakham. See Adam.

nf ’nr 'TrT ’tn Am.AtA, [Col. I., 1. 7, p. 196,] Immenso ?

If amdtd be the true reading of this word in the 3rd paragraph

of the Behistun Inscription, the signification of the phrase Jiackd

pruviyata amdtd dmahya, must be, I think, “ we have been from

unmeasured antiq^uity,” amdtd representing the ablative masc.

sing, of the past particle of RT, “ to measure,” preceded by the

privative particle. It is impossible, however, to determine with

any certainty the second character of the Cuneiform word, and if

the reading be altered to addtd or andtd, the sense of course will

be altogether diflferent. The Median equivalent, I may add, is

equally obscure. It certainly has not the appearance of a par-

ticiple ; but as it occurs in no other passage of the inscriptions,

neither have I any clue to its meaning, nor can I venture even to

assert its grammatical condition.

nr T<f n t<" Amiya, [Passim,] Sum. We meet with several

forms of the substantive verb in the language of the Inscriptions,

which I propose to identify as follows ;

—
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1st Pers. Sing.

2nd do. do.

3rd do. do.

3rd Pers. Plur.

1st Pers. Sing.

3rd do. do.

3rd Pers. Plur.

1st Pers. Plur.

3rd do. do.

3rd Per.s. Sing.

Indicative Present.

Amiya, (passim). Sans. Zend

ahmi.

Akya, (Col. IV., I. 37, p. 245, &c.) Sans. ^TPtT*

Zend ahV 1

Astiya, (Col. IV., 1. 46, p. 247, 1. 51, p. 249.)

Sans. Zend asti.

Hatiya, (Col. IV., lines 61 and 63, p. 252.)

Sans. Zend. Iventi.

Imperfect Active.

Aham, (Col. I., 1. 14, p. 1 97, &c.) Sans. ^THT.

Aha, (passim.) Vedic ^T?nr. Zend

doghat.

Aha, (Col. I.,l. 10, p. 197, &c.) Sans.

Zend doghen.

Imperfect Middle.

Amahya, (Col. I., lines 7, 8, and ll,p. 196, 197.)

Ahata or Ahatd, (Col. III., 1. 49, p. 233, and

Col. I., 1. 19, p. 197.)

Present Subjunctive.

Ah/xtiya, (Col. IV., 1. 38, p. 245, 1. 68, p. 253.)

In the forms of the indicative present, we have the lapse of

the sibilant before m in amiya*, and the lapse of the nasal before

t in hatiya. Ahya and astiya reproduce the Sanskrit forms as

nearly as the Cuneiform orthography will admit.

* I do not remember to have met with the 2nd pers. sing. pres, of the sub-

stantive verb in Zend, but I presume that the form must be ahi, agreeably to the

orthographical rules of the language.

® M. Bumouf has an excellent note on the suppression in Zend of s in the

initial group sm, (Ya^na, Notes, &c., p. Ixvii. Note O,) and he explains the

substitution of mahi for smasi, in the 1st pers. plur. of the ind. pres, by supposing

the personal characteristic to be detached from the root; but this restriction will

certainly not apply to the substant. verb in the language of the inscriptions, for

the s which is lost in amiya and amahya is radical, and has no conne.xion with the

personal endings.
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I have been long in doubt as to whether the initial in the

3rd pers. of the active imperfect should be elongated. If we

suppose the verb to be conjugated regularly, the coalition of the

temporal augment with the initial vowel of the root will of course

increase the quantity; and we thus, in fact, find the elongation

not only in the Sanskrit imperf. and perf. '5TW, but also

in the Vedic Wt, and in the Zend dogha and ds^; but I perceive

in Westergaard’s Radices that there is also a Vedic for the

3rd pers. sing, of the imperfect; where, notwithstanding that the

verb is of the second class, the short a is introduced between the

base and the personal characteristic, (as it is introduced likewise

in from “to eat“;”) and I am the rather inclined to

adopt this for the true correspondent of the Cuneiform aha,

(erat), as it will enable us to distinguish between the singular and

plural number by a dilference of initial quantity, and as there is

moreover a third form in Zend of the active imperfect, aghaf,

which agrees with the Vedic asat in retaining a short vowel at

the commencement. I suggest, accordingly, that aha in the sin-

gular may be for and aghat, and aha in the plural for

and doghen^.

' For a full comparison of the Zend and Sans, forms of the past tenses of the

substantive verb, see Burnouf’s Ya<jna, Alph. Zend, p. cxviii, and p. 434,

note 290.

* See Rad. Ling. Sans., p. 300. It is curious that I do not find this form

of asat, either in Bopp, Lassen, or Burnouf. The Vedic form which they inva-

riably quote is as. See Lassen’s Ind. Bib., tom. III., p. 78; and Bopp’s Sans.

Gram. p. 331. (I have since found asat in the Rig Veda, Hymn ix., 1. 6. See

Rosen’s Notes, p. xxviii.)

® On further consideration I am disposed to think that this distinction of

quantity between the 3rd pers. sing, and plur. cannot be maintained. In the

Vedic c.sat, the temporal augment has evidently been dropped, as is very

frequentlj’ the case in that dialect, and the same explanation is to be given of the

Zend aghat, which is formed without the augment, according to the almost uni-

versal rule of that language; as dham stands for ^TIR, dsam, so dha in the sing,

must be for dsat, and in the plur. for dsan. The latter term, indeed, actually

exists, and the former, (as Bopp has remarked. Comp. Gr. s. 532,) was probably

the true and original form of the modern dsit. The object of the Sans,

in irregularly introducing a conjunctive vowel after the root, (notwithstanding that

the verb is of the 2nd class,) has been to prevent the personal characteristics from
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I take the forms of the middle imperfect from the regular

Sanskrit conjugation of preceded by the preposition 'HPnj

dhata and dmaliya answering to dsata and dsmahi in

and There is only occasion to remark, that in the

Cuneiform dhata the terminal vowel is optionally elongated, and

that the Sanskrit dsmahi, if it occurred in the Vedas, would

probably be written dsmasi, (as wc have smasi for smah in the

present), the termination in si being the regular correspondent

of the Cuneiform hya'. The 3rd pers. sing, of the middle imper-

fect does not, I believe, occur in the inscriptions, but it would no

doubt bo written dstd, fov the Sanskrit dsta in

We haAm hardly a sufficient nui;iber of examples in the in-

scriptions to bo able to determine with any certainty the rules

upon which arc formed the different tenses of the subjunctive

mood; but with regard to the present tense of that mood, we may
I think jjresumo that it is distinguished from the indicative by

the emjiloyment of a servile a prefixed to the personal charac-

teristics. If the Amrb accordingly be of the second class, we shall

have for the tenninations of the 3rd pers. sing, tiya in the indi-

cative, and atiya in the subjunctive, while in verbs of the first

being lost, but there are only a few roots in the language, or “to be,”

“ to eat,” and the class in which the peculiarity is found. In the

old Persian the preservation of the personal endings in 6.sat, dsas, and asan, was

impossihle, owing to the orthographical law of elision of the silent terminals; but

the conjunctive vowel, which was first used with a view to that preservatiim, has

been nevertheless retained. I am not sure that dnghat and doghen are genuine

forms of the active im|>erfect of the indie, mood in Zend; the forms of ughat and

aghen without the augment of past time are more regular, but still it is with tlie

former that we must compare the Cuneiform dha. See Comp. Gr. s. 530 sqq.,

and Yaqna, Notes, p. cxiv.

* Bopp, however, considers mahi in the 1st pers. plur. of the mid. imperf. as an

abbreviated form of madhi, comparing it with the Greek g(6a and the Zend

maidhe, in the same way as he derives make in the primary forms from madhe. It

is per!ia['S, indeed, only in the acth'e pres, tense that there is any reason for

supposing the Vedic dialect to have employed a termination in masi. Compare
Bopp's Comp. Gr. ss. 439, 472, and 536, with Yacua, Notes, p. Ixx.

* I am not aware that we have the middle imperfect of the sub. verb standing

alone, either in Zend or in the Vedic or classical Sanskrit. I follow Wilkins,

(p. 167,) and Bopp’s Comp. Gr. s. 544, for the forms which occur in composition,

supposing the verb to be conjugated regularly in this tense according to the second

class.
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conjugation, the respective endings will be atiya and dtiya. A
similar rule also appears to have prevailed in the Vedic Sanskrit

and in Zend; hhavdti in the one, and mairyditi in the other,

affording examples of the introduction of an additional a before

the personal suffix of the subjunctive present'.

^ (?? KT Amutha, [Co1.il, 1.71, p. 223, and Col.

III., lines 41, 42, p. 233,] IlUnc. I compare this word with

the Sanskrit ^5^- lapse of the silent terminal s is per-

fectly regular, but I am unable to explain the aspiration of the

dental. In other adverbs, the Cuneiform replaces a San-

skrit or Zend (3, as in yaihd for and avatha for

A5(^A5»x>A5j here, however, the termination is the ablatival suffix

in tas, and the orthography appears to be needlessly irregular^

Wilson translates by “hence;” but the pronoun

into the declension of which the compound base amu largely

enters, has the signification of “that,” as well as “this;” and I

find from a note in Rosen, that in the Vedas the pronoun is

usually employed to express the remote demonstrative''. I trans-

late accordingly “from thence,” as that meaning is alone appli-

cable to the context.

ITT If TTf Ayad(a)na, [Col. I., lines 63, 64, p. 205,]

Sacra (sine victimis ?) My explanation of this word must he in a

great measure conjectural. It certainly refers to some form or

species of divine worship, and may be presumed therefore to be a

derivative from the root but whether the initial TTT be the

particle ’it I or the negative prefix, can only be inferred from

the context. '^l^T in Sanskrit, (as well as yaqna, and

yazna, in Zend,) is applied particularly to “ sacrificial

' I find the Vedic bhavdti quoted by Westergaard in his Median Memoir,

p. 390, and mairyditi occurs iu the Vendidad Sade, p. 240. Bopp also exempli-

fies this rule by further Vedic, Zend, and Greek examples in his Comparative

Grammar, s. 713-

2 There is, however, the same irregular aspiration of the dental as the initial

letter of thakatd, “ then.”

® See Rosen’s Adnotationes to his Spec. Rig Ved., p. xxiv.
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worship';” and according, therefore, to the quantity of the Cunei-

form prefix will that meaning be extended or reversed. Refer-

ring, then, to the passage in which the word occurs, and which I

have translated literally under the head Abicharish, I think that

I perceive a difference between the sacrificial worship of the

Magi and the religious rites of the people, which consisted exclu-

sively of certain outward “ observances ” {abicharish), of “chant-

ing” {gaithdm), and of “reverential adoration” {mdniyam).

These popular and simple rites, accordingly, I conjecture to have

been named ayad{a)na, from their being unaccompanied by sacri-

fices or oblations", and such may we perhaps suppose to have

been the form of worship re-established by Darius after the over-

throw of the Magi, and the fearful retribution with which that

class was visited—a retribution of which the memory so long

survived in the annual feast of the Mayotpovia^. I will only add,

that the change of the Sanskrit sonant palatal to the sonant

dental is according to an acknowledged law of permutation
;
that

I have suggested the introduction of a short a between the root

and the suffix in na, as I am doubtful if the Cuneiform lan-

guage will admit of a hard group such as dn', and that ayad{a)nd

must be the accus. plur. of a feminine noun of the first de-

clension, the relative tyd which follows being necessarily of

that gender.

"yyy ^ Ayasta, [Col. I., 1. 47, p. 203, and Col.

III., 1. 4, p. 228, and lines 42, 43, p. 233,] Cum. This is a

preposition governing the accus. case, which is 1 believe without

' For an analysis and explanation of these Zend terms, see Yaqna, pages 7

and 21.

* Herodotus particularly mentions the absence of all the paraphernalia of sacri-

ficial worship in the devotions which the Persians paid to the Gods, ovre ^cofiovs

TTOKvvTai, ovTf TTvp dvaKalovcTi fifWovTfS 6veiv on cnzovbrj )^peaivTiu, ovk'i av\w,

on (TTcppacri, ovk'i oibrjai, but he still asserts that a victim was immolated, while

the sacred chaunt was being performed, pdyos dvrjp Tropeareas eVaeiSei 6fo-

yovlr)v. Lib. L, c. 132. In support of my theory I may further observe, that while

the Assyrian and Babylonian scnlptures abound with representations of sacrificial

worship, there is not a single trace at Persepolis of the immolation of victims.

^ The Magophonia, which is commemorated by Herod. 1. 3, c. 73, as well as

by Ctesias and Agathias, has been a fruitful source of difficulty to these modern

writers, who suppose Darius to have been the founder rather than the subvertcr,

of Magism. See particularly the bungling explanation given by the Abbd Foucher,

in his Paper on the S.cond Zoioaster, in the Me'in. de I’.Acaddmic, tom. XLA"I.

p. Joli. (12ino Edit.)
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any correspondent either ia Zend or Sanskrit, but which may be

perhaps allied to the Latin juxta. Ayastd, in the inscriptions,

appears to imply “agency” or “conjunction,” and to be used

indifferently either before or after the noun'. In the first para-

graph of the third column at Behistun, ayastd avam Tcdram is

translated in the Median, as if the phrase had been hadd avd

Mrd, “ with that force,” and kdram ayastd, in the seventh para-

graph of the same column, has apparently a similar meaning.

The other phrase in which the word occurs, hauva ayastd 'uvdi-

p{a)shiyam akutd, I shall consider hereafter.

lyy yy >j=y yy arakadrish, [Coi. i., i. 37, p. 201,]

Aracadres. The name of a mountain, or perhaps of a range

of mountains, which I conjecture to have been to the east

of Persis Proper, and from whence arose the famous impostor

Smerdis Magus. We are perhaps justified in believing the first

element of the name to be the Semitic "in, for although that

term was introduced into Zend in its full integrity^, yet the

initial aspirate was equally lost in the Cuneiform orthography of

Armina for the Chaldee “
1n^ and the same corruption is

observable in the Pehlevi Ar-Parsin, (“ the moun-

tain of Persis,”) and in the name of El hurz, (“ the lofty moun-

tain;”) Arburz, in Pehlevi, and Arburz, in Parsi'*.

Kadrish may be compared either with the Celtic “ Cadar," or

with the Sanskrit <*’^<1
,
“a cloud,” the entire name according

to the latter etymology having the same signification as the

' We have another example in the inscriptions of the post-position of the par-

ticle in the employment of patiya, and the same construction is sufficiently common
both in Zend and Sanskrit.

* The expression harahm berezaitim occurs in three passages of the Zend

Avesta as the name of the Elburz in the accusative case, and is again

found in its proper sense of “ a mountain,” in the hymn to Mithra, {taro haraTitn

afnaoiti, “montem transsilit,”) given in Burnouf’s Ya<;na, Notes, &c., p. Ixvi.

" That the Ar or Har of this name signifies “ a mountain,” I shall show under

the head Armina.

* For observations on the Pehlevi Ar Parsin and Ar Burz, see Muller’s

Essay in the Journ. Asiat,, for April, 1839, p. 337.

d
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Belui Tdgh, of the Jaghatai Turkish. The name of Arakadrish

is neither mentioned hy classical authors, nor has it survived in

the modern geography of Persia. I suppose it, however, to have

belonged to one of the mountain chains on the eastern borders of

Kerman, for we find in one passage of the inscriptions that it was

in the country of Pishiyd'uwdddyd^, and we learn from another,

col. TIL, para. 7, that a certain Persian rebel having retired to

the latter country after a defeat, returned again to attack the

Lieutenant of Darius in Persis Proper, and was a second time

routed at Parga, which I identify with the modern

Falirap. There is perhaps an allusion to these Eastern Magi,

distinct as I imagine from the Median tribe of Herodotus, in the

famous passage of Pliny: “Ad Orientem Magi obtinent Pasa-

gardas castellum in quo Cyri sepulchrum est, et horum Echatana

oppidum, translatum ah Dario rege, ad montes'';” their city of

Echatana which was removed by Darius, either on his conquest

of Smerdis or on the second Persian revolt under Vahyazdata,

being in these very mountains of Arakadrish.

m ET «TT
Araku-a, [Col. III., 1. 77, p. 238,] Aracus.

Arakh-am, [Col. III., 1. 81, p. 238,] Aracum.

Arakha was the name of an Armenian rebel who threw Baby-

lonia into revolt, pretending to be Nabochodrossor, the son of Na-

bonidus. He is exhibited at Behistun among the captiv^e figures of

the triumphal tablet. The etymology of the name is, I presume, to

he sought in the Armenian language rather than the Sanskrit, and

I venture therefore to compare it with uip^ujf arkai, “a king".”

I consider it of some interest to find that a native of Armenia

could personate a Babylonian prince, inasmuch as the fact affords

presumptive evidence that there must have been a certain aflinity

' I have sometimes surmised that in this name we have the vernacular ortho-

graphy of the Greek naa-apydSai, but there are strong historical objections to the

identification, which I shall state hereafter.

* Fahraj would he the Arabicized form of the Persian Pdhrag. The name

still attaches to a place between Shiraz and Kermdn.
® I conjecture this passage to be improperly pointed in the printed editions of

Pliny. By placing a stop after rege, we may read,—“ These Magi had a city

named Echatana in the mountains, which was removed by King Darius.” See

Pliny, 1. VI., c. 26.

* The Persian orthography of the name is reproduced with little variation in

the Median and Babylonian transcripts.
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between the races; but I dare not at the same time venture to

affirm, that the connexion was so near as to render the Arme-

nian language of any real assistance in interpreting the ancient

Babylonian.

’m ET =Tr! «TT ^ r % Artakhshatra, [Ins. No. 19,

passim, p. 341, 342,] Artaxerxes. Under this form we have the

name which the Greeks, following a Babylonian model, rendered by

’ApTa^ep^Tjs, and which was stated by Herodotus to signify p^'yas

apf]iosK It is composed of two elements, Arta, which was certainly

used in ancient Persian as a transcendental particle, but which in

its origin should be compared, according to Burnouf, with the Zend

ereta, or areta, a past participle derived from ere,

(Sans. ^,) “ to gain ” or “ acquire and Jchshatra, which only

differs from the Sanskrit and Zend Iclishatlira,

in the terminal elongation that is caused by the addition of an

affix of agency. I shall examine the origin and application of

the latter term at some length in another part of the Vocabulary,

and will only observe, therefore, at present, that as the verbal

root ^, to which it is to be referred, signifies merely “to screen”

or “ defend,” it may be applied with equal propriety to “ a king”

or to “a warrior.”

The Artakhshatra of Persepolis is certainly Artaxerxes

Ochus, and I presume that the rAdakhchashcha of the Venice

Vase refers to the same monarch, for it seems impossible to

believe so grievous a corruption of the true Persian orthography to

have been admitted at any early period of the Achsemenian line

;

the different forms under which the name of Artaxerxes appears

in the contemporary and subsequent languages of the East,

1 Lib. VI., c. 98.

2 Burnouf has some good remarks on the use and derivation of ereta or arta,

in his Commentary on the Ya^na, p. 4?4; Lassen, also, in his last Cuneiform

Memoir, p. 162, compares with the same term, the title of ’Apraloi, which Hero-

dotus applies to the ancient Persian race, (lib. VII., c. 61); but which rather

appears from Stephen and Hesychius to have been a particular epithet given in

the vernacular dialect to the heroes of Persian romance. See these authors in

voce, and compare also the explanation given by Hesychius of 'Aprils
;
peyas koI

Xaprrpos.
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afford an instructive lesson in phonetic substitution and degrada-

tion. The process by which the Cuneiform J rtakhshaird passing

through the Parthian *7 P CM 7 -03 j
Artahchatar, and the

modern Ardeshir, (Gr. ’Apra^dpijj) is sufficiently regular',

but in all the other corruptions we find the terminal syllable to

be grievously disfigured. We have thus in Hebrew or Chaldee,

and (See Gesen. Lexic. in voce.)

In Egyptian hieroglyphics ArtaTchersesli or AHasherBske. In

Babylonian, doubtfully, Ardahakshai'ash, and in Median, Ar-

dakhshapha^.

In the Inscription of Artaxerxes Ochus, the orthography of

Ariakhshatrd is used indifferently for the nominat. and genitive,

which must of course be considered a barbarism.

Artavardiy-a,
[
Col. III., 1 . 31

, p. 232
,
&c.,] Artabardes.

Artavardiy-am, [Col. III., 1 . 36
, p. 232 ,

&c.,] Artahardem.

The name of one of the generals of Darius who was employed

in reducing a revolt in Persis, but who is not, I believe, to be

recognized in Grecian history. The first element of the title,

Arta, is the same as that which occurs in Artakhshatrd, and

which I have explained to be identical in its origin with the

Zend as^j
7aj,

areta; while the complement vardiya, may per-

* The Pa^thi.^n name occurs in the bilingual inscription of Hajiabad. For

the Sassanian orthography, see De Sacy’s Persian Antiquities, p. 100. In the

Greek inscriptions of Persepolis we have the genitive APTA3AP0Y. Agathias

continues to apply to the Achsemenian king the name of 'Apra^ep^rji, but he uses

the orthography of 'Apra^apr^s for the first monarch of the Sassanian line, and in

the reading of 'Apra^^p, which he employs in speaking of the second monarch of

the same name in that dynasty, he approaches, still more nearly to the Persian

pronunciation. George of Pisidia writes "Apreo-iv, which is a transcript of the

Armenian form of the name. I find also in the Bun-Dehesh the true Pehlevi

form of ,
Ardashir.

* These forms are taken from the inscription on the Venice Vase, noticed

in p. .348 in the former chapter, and of which I have since found a detailed account

in VVestergaard’s Median Memoir, p. 420. The difficulty of reading the Baby-

lonian name arises from the doubtful figure of the fourth character.

Sassanian 02. 2iA> Artahshatari, subsided into the

TT
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haps be allied to the Sanskrit Zend vh'eto, and

Pazend vart, the epithet being formed by the addition of

the adjectival suffix in ya to the root and signifying “
cele-

brated'.” In the name of Phraortes, we have, however, a term

which is more immediately connected with the Sanskrit vrit,

and if therefore it be considered necessary to distinguish vartish

with the from vardiya with the ^yy? we must refer the

latter to the Sanskrit “to be pre-eminent,” the Devana-

gari ? being a regular correspondent for the Cuneiform sonant

dental ^yy? and the meaning of the entire name Artavardiya,

which I suppose to be that of “ very celebrated,” being hardly

affected by the change of etymology.

TIT TT ITT Ardastana, [No. 10, p. 314,]

Artastonis^? In the notes to the window-inscription of the Palace

of Darius I have examined this word at length, and I have added

some explanations under the head of dthagaina^. I am by no

means satisfied that I have rightly interpreted the legend, but if

Ardastana be a proper name as I have before conjectured, the

grammatical condition of the term must be necessarily that of

the ablat. or genitive case sing, of a noun of the fifth class of

the eighth declension. Arda, with which I compare the Zend

er^dhwa, is probably derived immediately from the Sanskrit

“to increase^” and sidre, (nom. s^d, ablat. or genitive, stanaior

5 For a comparison of the Sanskrit vntta, Zend vereto, and Pazend vart, see

Burnouf’s Yaqna, p. 435, Note 290. The Sanskrit vrita, “selected,” which

orthographically answers to the Zend vereto, cannot be compared with the Cunei-

form vardiya, for in the latter term the dental is radical, and does not belong to a

participial suffix.

2 I once thought that we had in this name the title of 'AprvaTwvrj, the

favourite queen of Darius, (see Herod. 1. VII., c. 69,) but I have been compelled

to abandon the idea, as the noun cannot be of the feminine gender.

® See especially the note marked ^ under the head Athagaina.
‘‘ Jacquet recognized the Zend tredhwa in the 'Op6oKopv0dvrr)s, “the high

mountains” of Herodotus, (1. III., c. 92,) and he was probably right, for the

district still retains the name of Bald Giriweh, which has the same meaning. I

believe also, that we have the Zend erMhwa, or Cuneiform arda, both in the

name of Ardastdn which attaches to the mountains west of Persepolis, and in

Ardabil, “the hills of the shepherds.” In other Persian geographical names, such
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stdnas) may be formed with the sufBx in H from the Sanskrit FT,

which gives the Cuneiform accusatives, upastdm and ahishtdm,

and from which we have the locative aflBx in modern

Persian. Ardastd, therefore, as a proper name would appear to

have precisely the same signification as the “ high in

place,” of the modern language. Ultimately, no doubt, we shall

obtain a certain explanation of the window legend of Persepolis

from the Babylonian transcript, where the order of the words is

inverted to suit a Semitic construction, but I cannot at present

venture to draw any argument from that source.

Arabia. The name of the country of Arabia. Compare the Heb.

also found in the name of Mudrdya for Egypt, is perhaps allied

to the Sanskrit sufiix in and has a simple power of attri-

bution. In the inscriptions the name of Arabia is sometimes

introduced between those of Babylon and Assyria, sometimes

between Assyria and Egypt, and I think, therefore, we may
suppose the title to apply to the Mesopotamian Desert and the

basin of the Euphrates, which have always been inhabited by

Arab tribes, rather than to the vast Southern Peninsula. The

Jews, in the same way, whose geographical notions were very

limited, designated as Arabia, or the country of the Arabs, the

region immediately joining Palestine, and stretching southwards

to the Red Sea®.

as Ardakun, Ardashir, Ardashat,Ardabdd, we have probably the old Arta, or Zend
areta, the change of the dental from the surd to the sonant grade being agreeable

to the genius of the modern language.

> There is a very remarkable difference in the Median orthography of this

name, as it is given in AV'^estergaard’s published copy of the Nakhsh-i-Rustam
Inscription, and as I find it in Dittel’s manuscript copy of the same writing, a dif-

ference which is of much importance in regard to the Median alphabet, but which

I am unable at present to resolve. In the Babylonian transcript the name is

unfortunately imperfect.

® For remarks on the name of Arabia, see Ges. Lex. in voce
-r*

Arabaya, [Col. I., 1. 15, p. 197, &c.,]

Arab. and Gr. ’Apa^taK The termination, wbicli is
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ff "yyy Aebir1-ya, [Col. II., 1. 90, p. 226,]

Arheld. We have, I believe, in the term Arhird, the name of the

city which was written by the Greeks ”Ap^r]\a, and which retains

to the present day the title of Arhil. That it was a site

of some consequence in antiquity, we may infer from the expres-

sion of Strabo, “ KaroiKiav d^iokoyov and from the testimony of

Dio Cassius to its having been a place of royal sepulture under

the Parthians^, as well as from the imposing appearance which

the great mound still presents; and the inference is confirmed

by our finding that Darius after defeating the Sagartian rebel

Chitratakhma on the confines probably of Media, sent him to that

city to undergo capital punishment.

Whether the original name was written with the r or the I

I cannot pretend to decide. The Median writing employs for

the orthography of the last syllable a character which may be

presumed to have the same power as the Persian hut on the

other hand we have, I think, in the of the hook of Ezra,

an instance of the name being written by the Semites in a very

early age, almost as it is pronounced at present®.

The term Arhird must be considered as a feminine noun of

the 1st declension, and the locative Arhirdyd must stand for

Arhirdyds, the termination in yds, as I have suggested under the

' 1 Lib. XVI., page 73/. The Greeks had a tradition that Arbela was founded

by a certain Arbelus, one of the Athenian leaders who followed Medea into Asia.

See tom. V., p. 160, Note 1, of the admirable translation of Strabo published by
the French Academy. Under the lower empire the site was known as ’AXe^ai/-

' Splapoi. See Bekker’s Theophylact, p. 219.

2 Dio Cass., 1. LXXVIII., c. 1 ; Curtins also, (1. V., c. 1,) mentions that

Arbela contained the royal treasures.

3 Chap. IV., V. 9. The initial 13 substituted for 1 in this title, I suppose to

be the Chaldee demonstrative pronoun, or rather article, which is, I believe, to be

j

frequently recognized in Assyrian and Babylonian names. Compare in Ptolemy,

TeaKacpij or 2Ka(pr], (mod. AsTcaf)- AiBovyova or At'yova, mod. ?

Diklah,) &c., &c. Gesenius, in voce, does not venture to identify the T.arpelites

;

j

he merely compares the Tap(pa\aioi of the Septuagint, an^ it is certainly against

the suggestion I have offered that the Syriac translation of the verse in Ezra
I O 7

employs the orthography of 1 ^-^j^here the I is entirely lost.
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head Athurdyd, being an older form than the ^ of the classical

Sanskrit.

TTT ST T<t n >=<

Armin-a, [Col. I., 1. 1.'), p. 197,] Armenia.

Armin-am, [Col. II., lines 30 and 32, p. 218, &c., ]
Arme-

niam.

Armin-iya, [Col. II., I. 29, p. 218, Col. IV., 1. 29, p. 241,]

Armenius.

Armin-aiya (?), [Col. II., lines 59 and 63, p. 222,] Ar-

men id.

Armaniy-aiya, [Col. II., 1. 34, p. 218, 1. 39, p. 219, 1. 44,

p. 220,] Armenia.

In the Cuneiform Annina we have the original of the Greek

'Apjxevla, and Arabic AjAmjS. Bochart (Phaleg, 1. i., c. 3, col.

20,) has shown that the Chaldee Paraphrast renders the of

Jeremiah by '3'D “TH, and as the same country is named Mimas

by Nicolaus Damascenus, he infers that the first syllable is the

Semitic nn, signifying “a mountain'.” That this term was

actually in use not only in Pehlevi, (compare Arpars'm, Arburz,

Ac.,) but also in Zend, I have observed under the head Araka-

drish; yet I hardly know how to account for the initial aspirate,

which was retained in Zend, being dropt in the language of the

inscriptions, except by supposing the names in which the word

occurs, to have been adopted into the ancient Persian according to

the popular pronunciation, and without any reference to their

Semitic etymology’'.

The inflected forms of Arminam for the accus., and Ai'miniya

for the ethnic title (the adjectival suffix in iya, for i or ya, being

added immediately to the base) are perfectly regular, but there is

’ Gesenius compares with the Heb. the Gr. opor, and Slavic pora; but

if the latter term be admitted as of cognate origin, we must also include in the list

the numerous correspondents which exist for the Sans. fjTft throughout the

family of the Arian languages.

" I believe that the name of Armani occurs repeatedly in the Medo-Assyrian

Inscriptions of Van, which was actually within the limits of the ancient Armenia;

and yet we have there what may be supposed to be the vernacular reading without

the initial aspiration.
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a difficulty with regard to the locative which I have cursorily

observed in the notes to the second column at Behistun, but which

will hardly admit of grammatical explanation. In the eleventh

paragraph of that column, we appear in two passages to have the

orthography of Arminaiya'

,

the inflexion in aiya standing for the

Sanskrit and Zend as the locative affix of the first declens.

masculine; but in several other places the same case is certainly

represented by Armaniyaiya, which must necessarily be referred

to a nominative Armaniya

;

and on what principle the theme

should thus follow the distinct forms of Armina and Armaniya, I

am at a loss to conceived

Jti Arshada, [Col. III., 1.71, p.237,] Arsada.

The true orthography of this word may be perhaps Arskaya,

for it is impossible to distinguish on the rock whether the fifth

character be ^ or
TT-

It was the name of a certain fortress

in Arachosia, apparently on the extreme frontier, and I conjecture

it to be the same place which is mentioned by Ptolemy under the

form of ’Aa-iaKT]^, the r having been lost, according to the Pali

system of simplifying compound groupes, and a locative suffix

(Pehlevi or Scythic) having been substituted for the original

ending. I have no clue whatever to the name in the modern

geography of the province, and Ptolemy’s position is not much to

be depended on.

> In both passages it unfortunately happens that the termination is defective,

and as I transcribed the paragraph from the rock in the Roman character, it is

very possible I may have inadvertently written mi for ma.

* It would appear as if the Persians regarded the title as a noun in which the

affixes in ina and aniya might be employed indifferently. The Median every-

where has the ending in aniya, but the double orthography is, I think, to be found
o -

in the Medo-Assyrian, and the early Arabs wrote

Arminiya. The Greeks, it is well known.

Armin as often as

referred the name to the

Thessalian Armenus, one of the Argonauts, (Strab., p. 530,) while the natives of

the country pretend to derive it from Armenac, one of their pristine kings.

’ Lib, VI., c. 20.
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W eT ^ ’iW 1tT

Ahsham-a, [Col. L, line 4, 5, p. 196,] Arsames.

Arsham-ahya, [Col. I., lines 3 and 5, p. 195 and 196,] Ar-

samis.

Arsdam-a, [Ins. No. 19, 1. 26, p. 342,] Arsamis.

The name of the grandfather of Darius, which was written by

the Greeks 'Apa-diiris', In the inscription of Artaxerxes Ochus,

Hystaspes and Arsames are named as if they had been private

individuals, but Darius himself would seem to claim the royal

character for his entire line of ancestry up to the third generation

above Achaemenes. Etymologically, Arshdma is probably a cog-

nate title with ”Ap(rr]s and ’Apa-dKrjs, with the of Persian

romance, and with the Arshashang of the Zend theogony®; and

among the Armenians it continued in use as a royal name, as late

as the Christian era®. It maybe referred, I think, to the Sanskrit

which has produced “ a sage,” and “ vener-

able,” and it would appear also to form one of the elements of the

Cuneiform Klisliaydrshd. The true genitive is Arshdmahyd,

where the termination in hyd answers to the Sanskrit and

Zend but in the degraded language of the time of Ar-

taxerxes Ochus the inflexion had been lost, and we have accord-

ingly the barbarous phrase Arshdma ndma putra, for “the son of

one named Arsames.”

fy Arika, [Col. I., 1. 22,:p. 199, 1. 33, p. 200, and

Col. IV., I. 38, p. 245, I. 63, p. 252,] Hoereticusi Magicus?

In each of the four passages at Behistun, in which this word

' See Herod, lib. VII., cap. 11 and 224.

® M. Burnouf, however, will not admit the r in Arshashang to be a radical

letter; he believes it to be introduced before the hard sibilant, in many names in

Zend, and in this name in particular, by a certain natural tendency of articulation,

(see Yaijna, pp. 43? and 470); and the combined examples of Ashaka on the

Eastern coins of Arsaces, (see Cunningham’s Plates, No. 15) of AcraoK, the Par-

thian capital mentioned by Isidore of Charax, and of the Persian Ashak,

are apparently in favour of his theory. The Median orthography of Arsames is

also, I think, Ahshdma, an aspirate almost always replacing the r in Median before

a sibilant.

° See St. Martin’s Armenia, tom. I., p. 411.
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occurs, it is certainly used in an evil sense, but it is quite impos-

sible to determine with any precision the nature of the evil which

it serves to indicate. Referring however to the distinction which

is apparently drawn in the 1 4th paragraph of the first column at

Behistun, between the sacrificial worship of the Magi proscribed

by Darius, and the pure and primitive faith which he re-esta-

blisbed in Persia'', I am inclined to think that under the name

arika, he alludes to the followers of the former heresy ;
and on

this ground I compare the term with the Sanskrit which,

although derived from signifying merely “ to praise,” is

used especially to denote a “maw^ra” or ‘‘ magical invocation.”

The AriTca of Darius it must be observed, were the particular

objects of persecution. Their predominance in the state paved

the way for the Magian revolution. Upon their extirpation

depended, according to the address of the monarch to his pos-

terity, the future integrity of the empire. That he was not one

of them he numbers among the virtues which had secured to him

the favour of Ormazd. All these indications point, as I think, to

some prevailing heresy, of which Darius was the inveterate

enemy; and when we remember that it was this monarch who

instituted the feast of the Mayocf)6via, and who is still revered by

the Zoroastrians as the reformer of the national religion, we cannot

avoid connecting the arika with a proscribed Magism. As a

further proof that the term denoted some peculiar sect, and was

not used in the general sense of “ an evil doer,” or “ one careless

of religion” (the initial
yyy

being the privative particle, and

being used, as in Sanskit, in a good sense,) I may add, that

the Median language adopted the exact Persian word, as if it had

been a proper name, instead of employing a synonym

The termination in a I suppose to be the attributive suffix

added to the nominative in order to form an adjective.

' See above, under the head Ayad{a)na.

® I have' the Median arihka in the translation of the thirteenth paragraph of

the fourth column at Behistun. The term also occurs in the same evil sense in

line twenty-four of the Median Inscription (H) on the outer wall at Persepolis,

where however Westergaard (see his Copenhagen Memoir, p. 411,) has altogether

mistaken the meaning.
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Ill yy
y^*’ Ariya, [Ins. No. 6, 1. 14, p. 292,] Arius. I have

little to add to what Burnouf and Lassen have written on the origin

and application of this name '. Derived from the root and with

the primary signification of “a man'*,” it appears in the earliest

ages to have been adopted as a proper name by the inhabitants

of Central Asia. When the first colonists of this stock descended

from Meru to the banks of the Sutlej, they gave the title of

Arya vartta to the country of their adoption^, and on the subse-

quent introduction of caste, the same name, by a modification of

the initial letter, served to distinguish the Brahmans (^tT^) from

the agriculturists (^^). A kindred race migrated probably

almost simultaneously from the same great nursery of nations to

the westward
;
they were the progenitors of the Persians, (per-

haps also of the Medes,) and came in contact, as I imagine, in

their new abodes, with Scythic aborigines ^ The traditions of

their exodus and gradual colonization of Eastern Persia are pre-

served in the first Fargard of the Vendidad, where their primi-

tive abode is named Airyanem vaejo, “ the

source (or native land) of the Arians*.”

In Persia, the title has been ever since retained as the true

ethnic appellation
;
we have thus the A iryo shayanem and A irydo

danghdvo of the Zend Avesta', the "Apia of Hellauicus’’ applied

to Persia, the "Aptot of Herodotus® applied to the Medes. The

> See in particular Lassen’s ludische Alterthumskimde, p.j5 ; Burnouf ’s

Ya^na, p. 460, Note 326; and Wilson’s Ariana Antiqua, p. 121.

* Compare the Persian or and I think also Gr. is, and Heb.

The Lat. vir; Gr. FTjpusi Scyth. olop; Celt. Fear, Gvir, Wr, &c., are probably

referable to another root. Sans. although Gesenius connects them. See

Robinson’s edition of the Heb. Lex., p. 50.

^ A'rya-bhumi and A'rya-desa are also usual in Sanskrit in the same sense.

< I suppose these wars to be figured in Greek fable by the conflict between

Perseus and Cepheus. In Persian romance, Feridun was probably the leader of

the Arian immigration. The old Scythic speech is that I suspect of the Median
tablets.

* The Zend vaejo, answering to the Sans.

® See the quotations in Burnouf’s Ya9na, Notes, &c., p. Ixi.

t Frag. ICO., Ed. Miiller.

® Lib. VII., c. 62.
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earliest Greek author, I believe, who employs the name in its

true catholic sense is Eudemus, a disciple of Aristotle, whose

famous passage regarding the Magian religion commences with

Mayoi de Kol nav T6’'Ap€wv yevosK Under the Parthians, who were

probably a Scytho-Arian race, the title had lost something of its

general application. It occurs under various forms in the wri-

tings of many of the Greek and Latin historians and geogra-

phers, but usually with a special reference either to a small

district of Media, the Arabic Arrdv?, or to tbe countries inter-

mediate between Persia and India^. Strabo alone appears to

have had some idea of its full ethnographical import *. When the

Sassanians, however, succeeded to power, they adopted in their

inscriptions, on their coins, and in their edicts preserved by the

historians of Armenia", the well-known epithet of “Kings of

A irdn 2txid Anirdn^,” names which certainly referred to the Artcm

and un-Arian races, (for the words are written in Parthian,

Aridn, and Andridn'^,) and which as certainly produced the title

of Iran by which Persia has been classically and fami-

liarly designated ever since the Arab conquest®.

* Quoted by Nicol, Damasc., in Libro mpl Apx^S>v; I follow the text as it is

given in Hyde, p. 292.

* See Steph. de Urb., in voce 'Apidvia ; in my Mem. on Ecbatana I have also

shown its application to the Median Capital. See Joum. Royal Geog. Soc., v. X.,

p. 139.

® For the Eastern Ariana, see Plin., 1. VI. c. 23; Diouys. Per., 8. 1098;

.®lian. de Animal., XVI., c. 16; Tac. Annal., 1. XI., c. 10, &c. We must be

careful not to confound Ariana with "Apia or Herat, in Zend and in

the inscriptions Hariva.

* See throughout the second chapter of Strabo’s fifteenth book.

5 For these notices, see De Sacy’s Mem. sur Div. Ant. de la Perse, p. 48.

St. Martin’s Armenia, tom. I., p. 274, and Quatremere’s Hist, des Mongols,
tom. I., p. 241, Note 76.

® The epenthetic i was introduced into the Sassanian Airdn through the Zend,
agreeably to a law of orthography which obtains in the latter language.

1 I take the Parthian Aridn and An-dridn from the bilingual inscription

of Sapor, in the cave of Hajidbdd, which affords several other very valuable

readings.

^ The names of
^
and are undoubtedly identical, as has been

shown by Muller, in his Essai sur le Pehlevi, Jour. Asiat. Soc.,tom.VII.,p. 298. I

think I discover the reason of the interchange of the Pehlevi terminations in dn and
dk, which is incontestable, in a certain guttural power inherent in the Babylonian

nasal, both the one form and the other being referable to a primitive dnk. The
name of Irdn, however, must have been very early subjected to this corruption.
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When Darius applies to himself the epithets Ariya, Ariya

chitra, I cannot doubt but that he alludes to the nationality of

his 'family. “An Arian and of Arian descent,” he asserted the

supremacy of his race over the Scythic and Semitic nations which

composed the greater portion of his subjects, and it is a further

confirmation of this intentional discrimination that in the pas-

sages where Darius speaks of Ormazd and the other gods, the

Median transcript interpolates after the name of Ormazd, “God
of Ariyanam' or “of the Arians,” in exact accordance with the

statement of Eudemus, which restricted the recognition of Ormazd

to the Arian race, and in evident contradistinction to the gods of

the Scyths and Semites.

In a Median inscription which is found at Behistun, without

any Persian translation, there is also a term, Ariyama or Ari-

yawa, which I was formerly inclined to refer to the same Arian

race, but on further consideration I find it difficult to admit

the identity. Ariyama appears rather to signify “kings” or

“ rulers,” and may be thus allied to the Zend Airyaman,

which Neriosingh, adopting one of the meanings of the Sanskrit

usually renders in his translations of the text of the Zend

Avesta by “master.”—(For Burnouf’s remarks on the Zend

Airyaman, see Ya9na, Notes et Eclair., p. 107.)

m El TT In El Tfr ffil -<
Ariyaram(a)n-a, [Col. I., 1. 5, p. 196,] Ariaramnes.

Ariyaram(a)n-ahya, [Col. I., 1. 5, p. 196,] Ariaramnis.

Proper name of the third ancestor of Darius, written by

Herodotus, ’ Apiapdfj.vTjs. The first element which occurs in this

name and in many other Persian titles, (compare ’Apiopdp8os,

’Apioj3ap(avrjS, 'Apiopavrjs, 'Apiapevrjs, ’Apia^lyvrjs'), is no doubt the

same which I have examined under the preceding head, but it is

probably used with a mere sense of excellence', rather than with

an express application to the Arian race. Ram{a)na is no

doubt a kindred form with the Sanskrit “ a lover,” and the

for the terms 'ApiciKoi, 'AvapiaKai, Arauca, &c., are common to the Greek

and Latin geographers. See Strab. XI., 7; Ptol. VI., 2 and 14; Plin. VI, 19;

Orosius, 1. I., c. 2, &c.

also signifies “ excellent ” in Sanskrit. Rosen compares dpeltov,

dpuTTos, dperij, &c. ; see Rig-Veda Spec., Notes, p. 20.
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Zend rdman, “pleasure,” both the one and the other

being used as proper names The derivation is from > “ to

sport,” with a suffix of agency.

TTf Kyy ^lyf ’’TyT Aruvastam, [Inscr, No. 7,

1. 4, p. 312.] The writing in which this word occurs at

Nahhsh-i-Rustam is so deplorably mutilated, that it is quite

impossible to obtain from it any connected sense, and I will not

therefore offer any suggestion on the etymology of the term

beyond observing, that as the Cuneiform liaruva stands for

so aruva may with some confidence be referred to or

signifying “ to go.” The derivatives from this root in Zend and

Sanskrit implying “ strength,” “ rapidity,” and “ elevation,” are

numerous^, but I do not find any compound of the exact form of

aruvastam. The Cuneiform term appears to be a masculine noun

in the accus. case.

yyy Ava. The remote demonstrative pronoun. As I consi-

der the true demonstrative to be ava, formed with a suffix from

the pronominal a^, I shall include under this head all the inflexions

which occur in the inscriptions, notwithstanding that some of

them are evidently foreign to the theme, and if alphabetically

arranged should appear in another place. The following para-

digm then presents all that we possess of the Cuneiform declen-

sion.

> For observations on the Zend Rdman, see the explanation of the name of

Rama khastra in Burnouf’s Yacna, p. 219. See also De Sack’s Mem. sur Div.

Ant. de la Perse, p. 210.

2 Thus “a horse,” in the Vedas; Aurwat, “swift,” in Zend; “the

mountain” Arwand; “the river” 'OpoaTrjs, &c., &c. See Burnoufs Ya^na,

p. 251.

2 Bopp supposes the suffix in va, which occurs in the Sans, ava, eva, iva, sva,

&c., to be connected with the enclitic 'q"jT “as,” (Comp. Gr. s. 381 and 383),

and in accordance with his system of an original identity between pronouns and

prepositions, he maintains the Sans. “ from,” to be one and the same word

with the Zend a5»A5 ’ ava, “this,” (Comp. Gr. s. 377*)
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Singular.

Masc.

Nom. Ilauva,

(Passim.)

Acc. Avam,
(Passim.)

Geii. Avaliyd,

Col. I., 1. 29, p. 200.

Suffixed.

G., D., or Ins., -shaiya.

Accus. -shim.

Col. III., 1. 11, p. 230.

Fem.

Ilauva,

Neut.

Ava,

Col. I., 1. 20, p. 198.

Ava,

Col. I., 1. 62, p. 205.

Plural.

Nom. Avd,

Iiisc. No. 6, 1. 39, p. 298.

Acc. A vaiya.

Col. IV., 1. 69, p. 253.

Avd,

Col. IV., 1. 7-1, p. 254, and

1. 77, p. 256.

Dat. Ahish(^)

Col. I., 1. 86, p. 211. ... ...
Gen. Avaishdm,

Col. IV., 1. 51, p. 249. ... ...
Suffixed.

G., D. or Ins., -shdm. . . -shdm.

Accu. -shim 01 -shish? . -shim. . . {a)dish{?)

It has been well observed that, “ what we call^ersonal pro-

nouns are, or at least originally were, nothing more than demon-

stratives'.” In the terms which represent the nominativ'es of the

1st and 2nd pers. the demonstrative etymology is not so imme-

diately discernible; but in many languages the pronoun of the

3rd person is a word which may be also used indifferently to

express “ this” or “that.” In this respect the Zend, the lan-

guage of the inscriptions, and the modern Persian are entirely

similar. Unprovided with a distinctive pronoun answering to

the Sanskrit they employ the demonstrative ava, (Zend

' See an excellent philological article reviewing “ Prichard on the Celtic

Languages,” in the Edinburgh Review, vol. LVII., No. CXIII., p. 98.
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A5»A5^ Pers. 3 ^) for “lie” “she” “it”’; but the Cuneiform is in so

far superior to the others, that it has adopted a foreign term for

the nom. sing, of the masc. and fern, gender, and that it also

makes use of a suffix, which is subject to inflexion, and which is

probably founded on an earlier demonstrative form, appropriated

to the 3rd person. In a mere vocabulary I cannot pretend to

follow out these relations with any thing like philological detail,

but in noticing the various forms which occur in the inscriptions

it may be useful to indicate their leading analogies.

Hauva. I have not yet been able to assure myself whether

the etymology of this term is to be sought in the Sanskrit

or whether it was not immediately borrowed from the Semitic

N!)n. The probability, however, is, I think, in favour of the

latter identification; for 1st, Hauva denotes equally the masc.

and fern, like the of the Pentateuch’^, whereas if we sup-

posed the term to be compounded of and we ought to

have hciuvd for the nom. of the fern, gender; 2nd, although

hauva is preserved in its full integrity, when as a fern. nom. it is

united to a suffix, (compare hauvamaiya, “ea mihi,” (Col. III.,

1. 11, p. 230); hauvataiya, “ ea tibi,” (Ins. No. 6, 1. 57, p. 310);

and hauvachiya, “ ea-ce,” (Ins. No. 4, line 23, 24, p. 282,) still

as a masculine nom. it is in a similar position contracted into

hau^, (compare haushaiya, “is illi,” (Ins. No. 3, 1. 3, p. 273,)

the final being thus apparently a euphonic developement

and not a radical letter as in the Sanskrit Wt; and, 3rd, if we

followed a Sanskrit etymology, and read the term hauva with an

' For some valuable remarks on the Zend ava, see Burnouf’s Ya 9na, Alphab.

Zend, p. Ixiii, and Note A, p. hi, of the Notes et Eclaircissemens. Gesenius is

wrong, I think, in comp.aring with the Heb. NIH- The Persian word, like

the Cuneiform ava, and Zend a5»A?j comes from the pronominal root a, and not

from the demonstrative sibilant modified to an aspirate.

^ See Robinson’s Gesenius, in voce NliT) P- 270, where the double employ-

ment of the Hebrew pronoun is particularly noticed.

s I cannot certainly affirm that the distinction between hau and hauva in com-

position is intended to mark a distinction of gender, for at Behistun, col. 2, 1. 79>

p. 22C, we have the term hauvamaiya, “ ille mihi,” referring to a masc. .antecedent;

but still the example of hamhaiya may be held to prove the terminal to be

euphonic.

e
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aspiratiou for the second Deranagari dental sibilant, we must

suppose the final element to give an intensive signification, which

for but which in no instance will suit the employment of

logy, is that haglia is employed in Pushtu®, in exact analogy

with the Cuneiform hauva, to express indifi’erently the personal

pronoun and the demonstrative; but the coincidence in this case

may be accidental, for I do not believe any connecting link is to be

traced in Zend, or in a single other living dialect of the Persian

family.

But while I thus compare the Cuneiform hauva immediately

with the Hebrew l^in, Syriac coi> and Arabic I am not

prepared to say that the initial aspirate may not be in its origin

cognate with the Sanskrit ^ ;
and Gesenius notes a number of

Teutonic forms of the 3rd person, ho, hu, hue, hua, &c.^, which

have a striking resemblance to the Semitic pronoun, but in which

the aspirate must have sprung from while in its primitive

sibilant shape, and with its primitive demonstrative power

equally applicable to relatives and to the 2nd and 3rd persons,

the pronominal root sa is not only to be traced extensively in the

Arian and Semitic languages, but it has even penetrated into the

Scythian family^.

Hauva may be indifferently translated in the inscriptions by

' As in the terms 'uvdmarshiyush, ’Uvakhshatara, and ‘’uvdip(a)shayam.

® Ilagha, indeed, must it would seem be derived from sasva through the

Zend hakha, a term which I do not remember to have met with in the

Zend writings, but which maj' have very well existed in the language.

® See Heb. Lex. (Eng. Edit.) p. 2C9, with the references to Fulda and

Schmittheuner; the Greek o is of course cognate.

* Compare Semitic Heb. 1^^, and Babylonian ska or asha, “ who Arian,

Sans. “he,” “she,” and the characteristic of the 2nd person in verbs;

Goth, set, so, “that;” Germ. si>, so; Eng. sAe; Arm. ,ta, “this;” Esthon. 5a,

“thou;” Gr. crv; Irish, so, “that;” se, “he;” siik, “you;” siad, “they,” &c.

and Scythic, Turk, sen, Finnish sina, “thou,” &c. Gesenius, in an excellent note

to the Heb. (Lex., Eng. Ed. p. 1 1 1), maintains the primitive demonstrative

to be a dental, which passing through l/i becomes a sibilant.

is sufficiently apparent, where the Cuneiform stands

>-Y^. An argument in favour of a Sanskrit etymo-
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“he,” “she,” or “that.” I conceive its proper signification to be

demonstrative, but that it was substituted for the personal pro-

noun’ to fill up a blank in the language.

The neuter ava'^ which answers both to the nom. and accu-

sative of the singular number, is sometimes also found in compo-

sition, We have thus avataiya, “id tibi,” (Col. IV., 1. 76, p. 254,

and 1. 79, p. 256), and avashchiya, “id-ce,” (Ins. No. 15, 1. 20,

p. 330, and No. 17, 1. 14, p. 337.) Under the head Aniyashchiya,

I have endeavoured to explain the rule under which an aspirated

sibilant is employed as a neuter characteristic before the inde-

finite particle. The introduction of the Cuneiform cannot

be, I think, a mere euphonic artifice, or we should have had the

orthography of hauvashchiya instead of hauvachiya. A terminal

visarga must have originally existed as a neuter infiexion®,

1 Since writing the above, I have found a complete explanation of the Cunei-

form <;><; <;yy ^ in Bopp's Comp. Gr. s. 347. The Sans, base sa should

form, of course, according to rule, in the nom. sing. masc. sas, and w^e thus actually

have the orthography of before a stop. The case sign s, however, (which is

lost in the common to avoid, as Bopp says, s. 348, an iteration of the same

element, is frequently vocalized to u, and therefore, which occnrs before words

commencing with <t is a contraction of sa-\-u for sas. To this exactly answers

the Zend ho, and I cannot doubt, therefore, that/iaw is the true orthography

of tlie Cuneiform pronoun. The euphonic va has been added, as a word in the old

Persian cannot terminate in u, and it has subsequently remained, (with the excep-

tion of the solitar)' example of haushaiya) as an integral portion of the pronoun.

This does not explain, however, the employment of kauva for the feminine, instead

of ha for or xwyi, nor does it impugn the connexion I have proposed to

establish between the Arian and Semitic correspondents; on the contrary, the

Zend ho, and Cuneiform hau, (or by extension hauva,) determinately, as I think,

connect the Hebrew with the Sans. '^X, and prove the Semitic to be a

secondary and later form, by showing that it owes its termination in ua to the

vocalization of a case-sign s, which is peculiar to the nominative of languages of

the Arian family. The indifferent employment of hauva, moreover, for the masc.

and fern, is a remarkable point of coincidence between the early Hebrew and the

language of the inscriptions, and would appear to indicate that the Semites had

adopted the term from the Persian branch of the Arian stock of languages.

2 With ava compare the Greek av in al-6i, ai-ros, &c., and also the Sclavonic

ovo.

^ Bopp observes in his Comp. Gr. s. 231, (Eng. Edit. p. 245,) that “Neuters

have in Zend, as in the kindred European languages, a short a for their termi-

e 2
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but, in preference to supposing the sibilant to be elided as the

first member of a compound groupe in lyamaiya, tyapaliya,

avataiya, &c., I now consider the s after a to have been lost, as

a general rule, in all neuter forms, and to be solely dependent for

its reproduction on the prosodial power of the indefinite suffix,

which is in fact, the only enclitical particle in the language.

Ava, as a neuter form, does not appear to exist in Zend
;

it is

replaced by aom, the pronoun following the declension of

the Sanskrit

For the accus. masc. sing, the contraction of the Cuneiform

avam' into the Zend aom, is perfectly regular; and the

same may be said of the substitution of ava'ghe for

avahyci, in the gen. masc. In the latter term, the elongation of

the suffix is owing to the position of the a as a terminal, for

where avahya occurs in composition, as in avaTiyarddiya, “ea

ratione,” (Col. I., lines 6 and T, p. 106, &c.) the
yyy

is sup-

pressed.

We have no example, I believe, of the nom. masc. plur. in

the inscriptions, but it would undoubtedly pre.sent the same form

of avaiya, which we find in the accusative. The Zend declension

for these cases follows the adjectival rather than the pronominal

form, and we have thus aw»aj avd, instead of ave\ Upon what

principle the pronominal declension in the language of the

inscriptions adopted the same form for the nom. and accus. masc.

plur., I have not yet been able to ascertain Such, however, is

nation, perhaps tlie remains of tlie full as." The existence of this s, however,

can, I believe, hardly be traced in Zend or Sanskrit, and the Cuneiform terms

therefore, avashchiya and aniyashckiya are the more valuable. It is singular,

however, that where the neuter « does occur in Sans, in adas, Bopp considers it to

be a we.akened form of 1. See Comp. Gr., s. 350.

' Avamsham, which frequently occurs in the inscriptions, is the accus. masc.

sing, of the demonstrative pronoun in composition with the genitive plural sufiB.x of

the 3rd person.

® The Zend avd (instead of avdo) however, for the nom. and accus. masc. plur.

of the demonstrative pronoun requires explanation. According to Bopp, (see

Comp. Gram.,s. 239, and note to s. 231), they must be, I think, neuter forms sub-
stituted for the masculine. Burnouf (Yaqna, Notes, &c., p. i.x.) engages to discuss

them at some future time.

3 Bopp (Comp. Gr.am., note to s. 228,) observes, that “ In Zend the prono-
minal form in e occurs for the most part in the accus. plur. but I do not find

the reason of this marked disagreement with the Sanskrit.
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undoubtedly the case, for we have not only two examples of

avaiya in the accusative, but in composition we have also imai

and tyai in the same grammatical condition.

The fern. plur. avd may be either of the nom. or accus. case,

corresponding with a term which would be in Sanskrit avds, and

in Zend avdo. It is formed with perfect regularity, but the

neuter plural avd, which presents the same orthography, is not so

easily disposed of. That the letter
yyy

represents the charac-

teristic of the plur. neut. accus., (and I conclude of the nom. also)

is certain, for although the employment of avd in the sixteenth

and seventeenth paragraphs of the fourth column at Behistun, is

not sufficiently defined to determine a grammatical rule, there is

at any rate no doubt whatever attaching to the phrase' atara

imd liamar{a)nd, “ in these battles.” Now in Zend, the neuter

plural characteristic is a short a, in Sanskrit it is dni, and with

neither of these forms, therefore, can the Cuneiform
yyy

be

immediately compared'. In Zend, however, when a neuter

plural form is attached to an enclitical particle, the a is lengthened

(as in vispd-€ha, “ omniaque,’’) showing that the original cha-

racteristic was the same as in the language of the inscriptions; and

perhaps also in the Vedic fT^T viswa, “omnia,” we may recog-

nize an identical inflexion, rather than a contraction of viswdni'^.

I have conjectured in a former place that the characteristic neuter

sibilant, which certainly belonged to the singular, may also in

the primitive state of the language of the inscriptions have been

appended to the plural, avd, which in Zend is shortened to ava,

being originally avds, but the verification of this obscui’e point

must depend upon our meeting with the possible forms avash-

chiya, imdshchiya. &c., where neuter plurals may be attached to

the indefinite particle.

The gen. masc. plur. avaishdm, (Zend ^^t^x)As»A5 avaeshdm,

is independent of comment", and it only remains therefore, that

' For an excellent examination of the plural neuter in Zend, see Bopp’s

Comp. Gr., note to s. 231.

^ Bopp, however, m the note to s. 234 of his Comp. Gr., decides differently.

" Bopp considers the pronominal ending in sdm, (which becomes after an i

sham, and which in nouns is contracted to dm) to be the original, and formerly the

universal form of the case-suffix of the gen. plur. of the Sanskrit; and he compares
with it the Goth. ze. or zo; Germ, ro; Latin rum; and the Gr. endings in auiv

and ecov for aaaiv and ecrcov. (See Comp. Gr. s. 248, and the foot-note to the same).
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I should consider ahish. In my notes to the passage where this

term occurs, p. 212., I have conjectured that it may possibly be an

erroneous orthography for avahish, the context appearing to require

the signification of “illis,” rather than “his.” The emendation

is, ho'wever, to say the least of it, somewhat hazardous, and if

ahish be the true reading, the term must be referred to the pro-

nominal root a, which in Sanskrit, in Zend, and in the language

of the inscriptions furnishes a number of infiexions for the imme-

diate', but none for the remote demonstrative. I shall accord-

ingly examine ahish under the head lyam.

I have now to make some observations on the suffixes of the

3rd person. These terms are of the most common employment

in the inscriptions, and to a certain extent they have been pre-

served in the modern Persian, but they are entirely unknown to

the Sanskrit, and in Zend and Prakrit, although they exist in the

direct pronominal form, they have been lost as suffixes*. The

base upon which they are formed I consider to be the demon-

strative sa, which, as I have before observed, is especially

employed to represent the pronoun of the 3rd pers. The singular

shaiya is altogether analogous to maiya and taiya, being formed

from the said base with the suffix in i, which probably belongs

to the locative, but which gives to the Sans. ^ me, W te, &c., a

genitive or dative signification
;
and the correspondent of the

plural number, sham, which exhibits the genitive inflexion in ^
or 9)^, has perhaps itself given rise to the pronominal termination

for that case*. From whence however the f has been derived in

' Compare Sanskrit asya, Vedic ayd, Zend and Cuneiform and, or Sanskrit

amnat, &c., &e.

* See Comp. Gr. ss. 55 and 341 ; ^ se, in Prakrit, and he, hoi, and

she, in Zend, are of very frequent employment for the gen. and dat. of the

3rd pers. sing, in all genders. Bopp considers that where we have she, shdo, &c., in

Zend written with the the aspiration must be caused by the influence of a pre-

ceding i or a; but in the old Persian the employment of the
,
which is perhaps

the primitive form of the base, is certainly independent of all euphonic rules, and

has been continued in the modem language.

3 See Bopp’s Comp. Gr., s. 248. The German philologist was not aware of

the existence of the suffix for the gen. plur. of the 3rd pers. or he would probably

have compared it with the pronominal ending in qj shdm.
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the accusative masculines I cannot conceive. We meet withsAim

very freqnently for the accus. masc. both of the singular and

plural number, and in one instance, I think, also in the plural

we have the orthography of shisk^. Now the m is the regular

accus. suffix for the singular, and it may be supposed also to

be allied to the plural n-, or if Bopp be right in considering the

true plural accus. ending to be ns^, we may suppose that in the

Cuneiform suffixes the nasal has been preserved in one form, 'and

the sibilant, aspirated by the power of the i, in the other; but

the origin and grammatical power of this i, in shim and shish^

still remain altogether obscure to me^. I fear also that our

means are insufficient for substantiating the existence of the

neuter plur. accus. suffix in dish or adish. The only examples

that occur are tyadish, (Col. I., 1. 65,) and niyadish, (Col. IV.,

lines 73 and 78'*); and the sense is in each passage too obscure

to admit of our identifying with any precision the grammatical

condition of the suffix. Under these circumstances, I will

merely suggest, that in dish we have appended to the demon-

strative base the Sanskrit neuter characteristic in i>, followed by

the sibilant, which, although elided after a, certainly belongs in

the language of the inscriptions to that gender in the singular,

and which may be here retained in the plural in an aspirated

form by its affinity for the preceding vowel®.

There can be no doubt but that the pronominal sibilant base

which has produced the Cuneiform demonstrative suffixes, has

1 Beh., Col. III., 1. 52, p. 234.

2 See Comp. Gr., ss. 236 and 239.

3 Shim and sham are certainly used for the fern, as well as the masc., but I do

not think we have any example of the double employment of shiya ; shish is a

doubtful word.
* See the notes to these passages in Chap. IV.

3 As ill the regular plural ending in ani, where the n is simply euphonic. See

Comp. Gr., sect. 234.

3 There is I find in Zend a pronoun of this exact form, dis or dish,

which is supposed to be the instrum, plur. of di, being contracted from

dibis. I doubt if the Cuneiform ^ can represent the instrumental

case, but it may well be referred to the same demonstrative base di, (connected

according to Bopp with ta,) which has produced in Zend dish or dts in the plur.,

and the accus. dim, “him,” in the singular. See Comp. Gr. foot-note to

s. 219, and the reference which is there given to Burnouf’s Paper in the Nouv.

Journ. Asiatique.
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also originated the pronoun ishdn, “they,” in modern

Persian, together with the adjuncts ash and ashdn, which in the

colloquial language are respectively used for the singular and

plural numbers of the 3rd person.

In connexion with the demonstrative ava, I now present the

adverbial forms derived from the same theme.

m 'IE KI m Avatha, [passim.] Sic, ita. This is exactly

the Zend a5(3Aj»aj avatha^, (Zend Av., p. 464,) formed with

a termination which Wilkins calls the suffix of “way” or

“manner.” It is correlative to yathd, “as,” and may be every-

where translated “ so ” or “ thus.” In the Sanskrit IT^, Greek

ouTQ), and Latin ita, although the demonstrative base varies, the

same snfiix may be throughout observed to give the signification

of manner. The Cuneiform avatha frequently also occurs in

combination with the pronominal suffixes, (comp, avathdshaiya,

“ ita illi,” avathdshdm, “ ita illis,”) and as in these positions the

yyy,
although no longer terminal, is in no single instance sup-

pressed, we must suppose it, I think, elementally to possess

some grammatical power, rather than to be a mere unmeaning

adjunct of the dental^.

'IE n 'tW Avada, [passim.] lilic. This is the adverb

of place formed from the demonstrative ava with the locative

suffix, which is V in the ancient Sanskrit, A)(o^in Zend, and

0a in Greek^. In Sanskrit, the employment of another locative

lu Zend, however, the usual adverb of manner is a»(3A3»«A) acvatha.

wliere the pronominal root is that which occurs in the Sans, evam, etad, Ac. For

the general construction of the Zend adverbs, see Burnouf’s Yacjna, p. 11 and 12,

Bopp discusses the formation of adverbs of “kind or manner,” in his Comp. Gr.

s. 425.

* Bopp observes (loco citato) that the terminations in •q and VIT are related

to one another as accusative and instrumental, the latter being formed with the

long 6, and without the euphonic n, according to the principle of the Zend

language.

® It may be assumed, I think, as almost certain, that the Turkish case-sign in

deh is connected with y and 6a, as the ablative den is also certainly allied to the

Gr. Bev in cKeWev, avroBev, ivTevBev, &c.
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suffix (^) has left few traces of V; were it not indeed for

iha, “here/’ and saha, “with,” which must have been origin-

ally idha and sadha, (the latter form actually occurring in the

Vedas, and the Cuneiform correspondents being idd and liadci),

we should hardly be able to recognize the true suffix of place.

In Zend, however, the field of comparison is much more exten-

sive; we have liadlia, adha, idha, and tadlia, and also A5^_aj »a),

the exact correspondent of the Cuneiform avadd'; while in regard

to the Greek, Bopp compares erda and evrav6a^, and remarks

that in the av6a of the latter word, we have a form positively

identical with the Zend avadha. Where avadd is employed in

combination with a pronominal suffix, (compare avadashim and

avadashish ?) the elongation of the final vowel is not unfre-

quently suppressed, which brings the Cuneiform adverb into more

close analogy with its correspondents in the kindred languages;

but there is at the same time a very remarkable liability to

inflexion appertaining to the word in the inscriptions, which will

hardly, I think, admit of illustration from any foreign source.

To express the sense “from there” or “from that place,” we have

the Cuneiform terms hachd avadasha, where an ablatival inflexion

is evidently appended to the locative suffix. The hypothesis of

Bopp, founded upon Zend analogy, that the ablatival sibilant of

the Sanskrit is throughout a secondary form, resting on an ex-

change with a primitive t^, is not I believe generally admitted.

At any rate we have the case-sign of s in the Cuneiform abla:.

tive hachd Bdhiraush, “from Babylon;” and it must therefore

be of considerable antiquity. But even supposing that the abla-

tival inflexion appended to the locative suffix in avadasha be of

kindred origin with the Sans, ablative s, I am still unable to

explain upon what principle it can have undergone aspiration

;

or, indeed, to conjecture whether the primitive form of the in-

flexion may have been shat, shas, or shan. This question, then, I

gladly leave to the consideration of better scholars^.

> See Burnouf’s Ya^na, loc. cit.

^ See Comp. Gram., (Eng. Ed.) p. 387, and also s. 420 of vol. II., p. 589.

® See Comp. Gram., (Eng. Ed.) p.]202, in the note to s. 183.

* Perhaps the termination in ava-dasha is after all nothing more than a modi-

fication of the Sans. (HTj with which is allied the Latin tus in ccelitus, and tur in

igitiir. At any rate the old Germ, yii-dushe, “from w'hence,” has the same abla-
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’fif n ^ Avapara, [Col. III., 1. 72, p. 237,J Ultra

eum locum. I hare some doubts of the orthography of this word,

and will merely suggest, therefore, that it may be an adverb

formed from the demonstrative ava with a suffix identical in all

respects with the Sanskrit particle d<i. It is certainly startling

to find a preposition used as an adverbial suffix, hut the con-

struction of the sentence in which the word occurs, prevents my

oflfering any other possible explanation*.

This is a neuter noun formed from the root “ to dwell,” with

the suffix in (see Wilkins, s. 824, p. 471.) The quantity of

the initial vowel cannot be determined, for in Sanskrit we have

the corresponding forms of and which are only

distinguished from the Cuneiform term in the employment of a

different suffix. If the
yyy

be short we must consider it as an

unmeaning prosthesis®; otherwise it may be identified with the

particle The neuter termination in anam is of very

common employment in the inscriptions, (compare vardanam,

“a city;” hamaranam, “battle;” stdnam, “a place;”) and is

added to roots to form nouns expressive of substantive action,

precisely in the same manner as in Sanskrit.

Avaj-a, [Col. I., 1. 31, p. 200, &c.,] Occidit.

Avaj-anam, [Col. L, 1. 57, p. 204, &c.,] Occidi.

These terms are of very common employment
; they are formed

tive affix, and tliat term is compared by Bopp with the Sanskrit iTtTH yatas.

See Comp. Gr. s. 421.

* In my notes to col. 3, par. 11, at Behistun, I have shown the impossibility

of regarding ava as a pronoun united to a postposition, for in that case the ante-

cedent would be feminine, and the a in ava would be elongated.

The prosthetic o, so common in Zend and Persian, is not acknowledged in

Sanskrit, yet I cannot otherwise explain the orthography of avasalhas, for the

etymology of the grammarians given by Wilson, (Diet. p. 81,) is evidently forced.

In the inscriptions also, although the emplojunont of the prosthesis is certainly very

rare, it would be hazardous to say it were unknown.

Avahanam, [Col. II., 1. 33, p. 218,] Vicus.

18 dE 'm -K
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from tlie root Ja?i, “ to strike, (Sans. ',) with the prefixed par-

ticle ava, (Sans. and they have a grammatical value in

showing that the language of the inscriptions coincided with the

Sanskrit, in adding the personal endings in the second conjugation

immediately to the root. The true form of the 3rd pers. sing. act.

imperf. of would he which is contracted to

as a terminal componnd letter is inadmissible in Sanskrit. In

the ancient Persian in the same wnyjan would produce ajant,

which by the lapse of the nasal before a dental would become

aiat, and by the elision of the final silent letter aja. Ajanam, as

the 1st person sing, of the act. imp. answers exactly to

the n of the root being preserved when it no longer falls upon a

dental. I may add, that avdja and avdjanam are for ava -\- aja

and ava ajanam, the temporal augment coalescing with the

vowel of the particle, and becoming in consequence elongated.

Where the root /an is used alone it signifies generally “to smite
”

or “defeat,” as in Sanskrit. In composition with the particle

ava, the meaning is restricted to “killing.” For further remarks

upon the verbal root, see under the head Jan.

TTT TT yK*' ITT Avajaniya, [Col. I., lines

51 and 52, p. 204,] Declarahat. The etymology of this term is

very uncertain. From the context of the passages where it

occurs, it can only signify “ declaring” or “ proclaiming,” and it

would appear moreover to be the 3rd pers. sing, of a past tense;

but on the other hand, the elongation of the terminal vowel will

not suit any form of the Sanskrit imperfect, perfect, or aorist.

With much hesitation, then, I propose to explain dvdjaniyd, as

the 3rd pers. sing, of the potential mood of the ninth conjugation®,

the verb from which it is derived being the causal form of

“to bear,” preceded by the particle The Sans.

“calling,” and the Persian “voice,” explain the manner

in which the sense may have been modified from “ bearing” to

This root in Zend becomes jan or zan, and in modern Persian

zan.

In this view dvdjaniyd. will .stand for dvdjaniydt.
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“ proclaiming,” but I am not aware that the Sanskrit affords any

precedent for the conjugation of causal roots according to the

ninth class, nor am I satisfied with the substitution of the poten-

tial for the imperfect. If any better etymology, indeed, can be

suggested, which will give for the term in question the past signi-

fication, “ he proclaimed” or “ he announced,” I shall be quite

ready to adopt it'.

’in "TE ’in T£ :TtT

’

m »<- "M avastaya.m, [coi. i.,

lines 63, 66, 69, pp. 205, 206,] Stahilivi. This is the 1st pers.

sing, of the act. imperf. of 'PT, “ to stand,” preceded by the par-

ticle ava, (Sans. but I know not if the termination in ya

be the causal characteristic appended to the root without the

intervention of a consonant of connexion", or whether the verb

may not in tbe language of the inscriptions be conjugated in the

fourth instead of the first class, as in Sanskrit. As the root,

however, both in this compound and in the cognate term niyash-

tdyani, has certainly an active signification, the former explana-

tion is the most probable. Avdstayam is for ava-\-astdyani as

avdja was for ava -h aja, the elongation being caused by interior

sandhi. I shall give the correspondents of the root in the cognate

languages under the head Stdnam.

m m -- n Y<^ AvA-.iya, [Col. IV., l. 51
, p. 240,J

Imitatio7ie? I conjecture this term to be the locative case of au

abstract noun, formed perhaps of “ down,” and “ to be,”

' On a more mature consideration I now propose to regard dvdjaniyd for

dvdjaniydt, as the subjunctive imperfect of a denominative verb, formed from

d) “ calling,” with the affix in preceded by the euphonic in i; and

I translate accordingly, “he would declare” or “he would proclaim.” For

examples of this tense in Z^ud and in the dialect of the Vedas, see Bopp’s Comp.

Gr. s. 714.

* In Sanskrit, the causal form is sthdpaya, instead of slhdya,

but we may very well suppose the latter to have been the primitive orthography.

I see also in Westergaard’s Radices, that with a gerund is employed to

denote “ duration of an action,” and we may possibly have an example of that

particular construction in the Cuneiform phrase, gdlhtcd avdstayam. See Rad.

Ling. Sans., p. 18.
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the fourth letter being
;
and I translate it accordingly “ in

succession” or “ imitation.” Until the orthography, however, be

definitively restored it is useless to examine it at any length.

AsagarT'A, [Ins. No. 4, 1. 15, p. 280,] Sagartia.

Asagart-am, [Col. IV., 1. 23, p. 241,] Sagartiam.

A SAGART-AIYA, [Col. II., line 80, 81, p. 226,] Sagartia (for Sa-

gartice).

Asagart-iya, [Col. IV., line 20, 21, p. 241,] Sagarticus.

The country of Asagurta appears in the inscriptions to have

been situated between Media and Parthia, but to have been

included within the political limits of the former province; I

judge of its situation from observing that it heads the list of

“Eastern” Satrapies’, (of which the western boundaries must have

been the Caspian Streights), the names of Asagarta, Parthwa,

and ZaraTca being given in succession, and evidently in geogra-

phical order; while its political dependence can be proved by the

omission of the name in three out of four of the lists of the Satra-

pies; by the fact of the rebel CMtratahhma, who threw Sagartia

into revolt, claiming to be of the Median family of Cyaxares

;

and particularly by the employment of an expression in the

fifteenth paragraph of the second column at Behistun, “ This is

what was done by me in Media,” in reference to the reduction

of Sagartia, as well as to the defeat of the Median pretender

Phraortes.

The name of Asagarta suggests many important consider-

ations. M. Jacquet, (Journal Asiatique for October, 1838, p.407,)

by a somewhat forced etymology, translates the title by “ the

great river,” and supposes the tribe accordingly to which it

appertained to have dwelt on the banks of the Oxus. Garta,

however, is probably the same territorial suffix which occurs in

the Sanskrit and the original ethnic form therefore will

’ See Ins. No. 4, 1. 15. I continue to read “dahydva tya parauviya," the

Eastern provinces,” being for the local, sing, of xt^, “the East.”

2 Lassen (Pentapot., p. 32,) and Troyer (Raj. Tar., tom. I. p. 501,) are con-

tent to derive the affix in Trigarta, (which is still the family name of the Rdjas of

Jallandhar), from Tf^, “ a cavern but such an etymology seems to be any-

thing but satisfactory. I shall examine the term in detail, under the head Var-

danam.
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be Asa. Now without enquiring whether these Asa may have

been connected with the Aswas (^uvji:) or "Aaoq whose subsequent

conquests were so renowned in history it is at any rate worthy

of remark, that the Scandinavian nations, whose Eastern origin

is unquestionable, retained in their mythology the name of As-

gard^, and regarded the happy region which was thus designated

with much the same veneration that the Hindus paid to the fabu-

lous Meru, or the early Persians to Airyanem Vaejo. It may
be presumed then, I think, that the Scandinavian races either

sprang from the country of Asagarta, or that the trihe of that

name in its original emigration with the other Arian colonists

to the westward, threw off a branch which first settled on the

Euxine, and subsequently penetrated to the north of Europe®.

Of the Persian Asagarta or Sagartii our knowledge is very

limited. By Herodotus, they are classed with the Sarangians,

the Thamanians, the Utians, and the Mecians^, and the Satrapy

thus composed would appear to have encircled the great salt

desert of Persia to the eastward. They are in another passage

described by the same author as a nation of Persian descent,

speaking the Persian language, forming in their dress a con-

necting link between the Persians and Pactyans, and serving with

the Persian cavalry in the army of Xerxes®. In Justin, also,

' The Asivas, of I]i(llan romance, were one of the great divisions of tlie Yadava

race. They are first known in classical history as the invaders of Bactria, (Strab.

XI., p. 511,) and may be subsequently traced for a long period in Chinese annals

as the dominant race in Persian Khorasan. (See Foe Koue Ki, p. 83; Nouv.

Melanges Asiat., tom. I., p. 217; and De Guignes’ foot-note to p. 51, tom. I.,

Part 2"''’ of the Hist, des Huns.)

2 The first immigration of the Asi into the north of Europe is lost in antiquity,

but Odin brought in the second colony from Asgard, about the Christian era.

The subject has been thoroughly examined by Geijer, in his Schwedens Urge-

schiehte.

® Odin was popularly believed to have brought the Asi from the Euxine.

* Lib. III., c. 93; the [Sapdyyai are of course the inhabitants of Zaranj^

of whom more hereafter. In the Bayavai, I recognize the tribe which

gave its name to Damaghdn, Damawend, ^c. The Ovtiol

may, perhaps, be identified with the Yutiya of the Inscriptions, and the Mtieoi

colonized Mekrdn.

® Lib. VII., c. 85; the Pactyans are a disputed race, but may, I think, be

compared with the Zend Baghdhi, which by common consent is identified

with Bactria.
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there is a remarkable notice of them. “ The Parthians,” he

says, “were Scythian exiles, driven out of their country by

domestic wars
;
they occupied the deserts between Hyrcania, the

Dahi, the Arii, the Sagartians, and the Margians'.” Ptolemy

further places them in Media to the north of Choromithrene, and

in the eastern parts of the range of Zagros®. From all this I

infer, that forming a part of the Arian immigration which is

figured in Persian romance as the conquest of Feridun, they

established themselves particularly along the mountain range to

the south of the Caspian, this in fact being the extreme western

point which the colonists had reached at the time of the com-

position of the first Fargard of the Vendiddd, and the locality

being moreover especially connected with all those antique tradi-

tions which commemorated the advent of the race into Persia, and

their suppression both of Scythian and of Semitic power. When
the great mass of colonists moved to the South, and spread them-

selves over the plains of Persis, raising a native dynasty to the

throne, which first acquired celebrity under its third member,

Achmmenes, I further believe the Sagartians and Thamauians

to have remained in their seats along the Caspian mountains;

and although from their position, politically subservient to

the Medes, and separated by the great salt desert from their

brethren in Persis, to have still retained, at any rate as late as

the age of Herodotus and probably much later, a close connexion

with the true Perso-Arian stock

I shall have occasion to revert to this subject in the historical

chapter, and will only therefore at present add, that we may
probably trace an early position of the Asa in the Asapuragdn,

on the north-western skirts of Paropamisus"*, while I have no doubt

but that to the same race is to be attributed the very remark-

' Lib. XLI., c. 1 ; in all editions of Justin that I have consulted, the name is

written Spartani, but this must be an error for Sagartani.

® Lib. VI., c. 2; Ptolemy’s Geography of Media is very loose; he appears to

join Zagros, Orontes, Jasonium (Damawand), and Coronus in a continuous chain,

and where he mentions Zagros in allusion to the Sagartii, I understand him to

speak of that part of the range about the Caspian Gates. In his XapopuOprjvr)

I recognize Khar, although he names the same district in his account of

Parthia, Xopoavg.

3 The ethnography of Persia will be examined in detail hereafter.

4 In the old authors now called Shibbergdn.
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able fort of Lasr/ird', which is situated in the very heart of their

permanent seats between Parthia and Media.

yyy jyyf yy y Astiya. See amiya.

TTT TTT ^y TT ^y yf « Asbara-idish, [Col. II.,

1. 2, p. 214,] Equitihus. The word ashdra shows how little

in some instances the Persian language has changed since the

time of C}’rus, for in the modern dialect Aswdr, or

Sotvdr, nearly reproduces the Cuneiform term. It is derived

from the Sanskrit ^'^1, “a horse,” which became aspo in

Zend, and asp in Persian; the Cnneiform sonant labial

which was preserved in Pehlevi asohdr, “a horseman,” and in the

Armenian sbdra-hied, “a master of horse,” occupying a middle

place between the Devanagari and the Zend The Greek

iTTjTos, and Latin equus, are also cognate terms, for the inter-

change of gutturals and labials is an acknowledged law of ortho-

graphy. That the plural case-endings of the instrumental and of

the dative-ablative, which take the different form of f>T; and wyj

in Sanskrit, and of and in Zend, must have been in

their origin identical, has always been admitted, and the assimi-

lation is confirmed by their being found in the inscriptions to be

represented indifferently by the orthography of ^ but

there has been much disagreement as to the explanation of the

' tlis initial letter is the Pehlevi article. The construction of this

fort, which is near the town of Semnain, bears evident marks of the very highest

antiquity.

=* Compare also the Georgian Spdr-saldr, a general of cavalry, and see an

excellent note on the word in St. Martin’s Armenia, tom. I., p. 298. I have

already alluded to the Aswas of Indian historj’, one of the great Scythic tribes

which held the country between the O.xus and the Indus; but I have not explained

the subsequent mutations of the name, which are however full of interest; for

according to the Pali rule of simplifying compound groupes, we have on the one

hand Assd-can, the Greek 'Acraaicdvoi, and on the other the Appa-goni of Pliny,

whence the modern Afghan, the termination in both cases being, as I

think, a Scythic plural suffix, which w.as adopted from the same source into the

Chaldee and Pehlevi.
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vowel whicli is used to connect the termination with the theme,

and in this view the Cuneiform examples are of interest’. In the

instrumental plural of themes in a, the old Persian always employs

an epenthetic i before the case-ending, and we have thus ashd-

raibish, martiyaibish, hammiaibish, Bagaibish, vith{a)ibish, &c.,

but in the dative-ablatives abish, vithabish, and ruchabish, the

supernumerary vowel is omitted; and that this difference is in-

tended to mark a distinction of case, instead of being attributable

to the respective endings of the theme in short a, and in a silent

letter, is placed beyond dispute, I think, by the double form of

vith(a)ibish and vithabish, proceeding from the same theme vith.

I shall recur to this subject hereafter, and will merely therefore

at present, compare the ending of asbdraibish with that of the

Vedic aswebhis.

yyy yyy *"yyy Asmanam, [passim,] Ccelum. This

is the accusative singular of a masc. theme in silent n, derived

from “to spread,” with a suflBx of attribution, (see Wilkins,

s. 801,) and declined like the Sans. '3^^. The corresponding

accusative form in Zend is agmanem, and in Persian

asmdn. Undoubtedly also the Vedic “a cloud,” is

a cognate derivative; but it is not merely in the Arian languages

that we find this term; it is also employed extensively throughout

the Semitic family, and even in Etruscan and Celtic, every where

no doubt signifying “ the expanse of the firmament; that which

is spread out;” in exact analogy with the Hebrew V'pT from

VpT. Compare saman in Phcenician, Etruscan, and Irish;
- T • - T

in Hebrew; in H3thiopic; in Arabic^, &c., the

only question being, I think, whether the final nasals may be

plural terminations, or whether, as the initial sibilant alone con-

’ Professor Bopp has elaborately examined this subject in h's Comp. Gram,

ss. 215—225, and Burnouf’s Eemarksonthe Origin and Use of the Vowel Modi-

fications in Zend which precede the case-endings, may be seen in his Commentaire

sur le Ya^na, p. 177.

See Gesen. Lex,, p. 1026, Eng. Edit. : Gesenius, however, pretends to derive

from an obsolete root HDlit « to high.”
• — T T T ' O

/
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stitutes the root, they may not rather be relics of the Sanskrit

affix of attribution.

m « E< n ?< Ashaniya, [Col. II., line 11, 12, p. 215,]

Proficiscens 1 Occurring in a single mutilated passage, I can only

render tliis word conjecturally, as the present participle of a verb

corresponding with the Sanskrit “ to go ” or “ move.” That

the language of the inscriptions formed its present participle by

adding aniya instead of cni to the root is tolerably certain; for

chartaniya, which is met with in almost every paragraph at

Eehistun, will alone admit of that grammatical explanation
;
and

the same participial termination is also probably to be recognized

in thastaniya and vataniya; but I must confess at the same time,

that I have sought in vain for any corroborative evidence in

Zend or Sanskrit, and that it is moreover sufficiently remarkable,

if aniya be in reality the case-ending of the nom. of the present

participle, to find that it undergoes no modification in the plural.

I shall refer to this subject again hereafter'.

is the nom. neuter of the compound demonstrative pronoun, which

is in Sanskrit, and aetat in Zend, being formed

by a fusion of three bases, a, i, and A question arises whe-

ther the Cuneiform aita may stand for aitat, (Sans, efat,) or for

aitas, the sibilant being, as I think, the true neuter characteristic,

as in avash-chiya and aniyash-chiya. In the restored compound

term aitamaiya, “ id mihi,” (Insc. No. 3, 1. 22, 23, and No. 6, 1. 54,

55,) I would rather suppose a contraction for aitasmaiya than

for aitatmaiya, for there is no sufficient proof that the dental

would lapse before the m; but as the restoration is in both pas-

sages doubtful, I cannot pretend to deliver any certain opinion®.

' See under the heads Chartaniya and Thastaniya, where I have given a con-

jectural explanation of the ending in aniya, and supposed it to represent a gerund

of present time, rather than a true present participle.

® For an analysis of this pronoun, see Bopp’s Comp. Gram., s. 369, Eng. Edit.,

vol. II., p. 518. Bopp appears to consider e in Tvqjj ITrltT) ^^5 ^c., as

a distinct pronominal base.

3 Aitamaiya is no doubt formed on the same principle as avataiya, tyamaiya,

&c. ; the neuter characteristic having been once lost, cannot be reproduced except

by the enclitical power of the particle chiya.

Aita, [Col. I., lines 44 and 45. p. 203, &c.,] Id. This
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m TT 'le 'M Ah'am, [passim,] Turn—et. This term is used

in tlie inscriptions as a relative and co-relative adverb, like the

Latin turn. It is absolutely identical with the Sanskrit

supposed by Professor Bopp to be an accusative formed from the

base e with a distinct pronoun % which also occurs in ava,

eva, iva^ and which is connected with the enclitic vat,

“as'.” The Zend as»waj aeva, “one,” where the euphonic a is

prefixed by a pecnliar principle of orthography, is of course a

cognate term, but there is no exact correspondent in that language

to the Cuneiform aivam. We may translate aivam in English

by “ as well—as,” or by “ both—and.”

Oromasdis.

¥ <rt ET ‘TtT T"T n Tn
Auramazd-a, [Passim,] Oromasdes,

Auramazd-am, [Col. I., line 54, 55, p. 204, &c.,] Oromasdem.

Auramazd-a(h)a, [Passim,]

Auramazd-a(h)a, [Passim,]

Aurahya Mazda(h)a, [Ins. No. 17, 1- 10, p. 337,] j

Auramazdamaiy'A, [Passim,] Oromasdes mihi.

. f TAYA, [Col. IV., 1. 58, p. 251,]

I TAiYA, [Col. IV., 1. 78, p. 256,]

So much has been already written on the etymology and sig-

nification of the name of Ormazd^, that I may dispense with any
detailed examination of the subject. It is composed of two dis-

tinct elements. Aura and Mazda, each of which throughout the

Zend declension of the name is independently inflected, ac-

cording to an expanded form of grammar that we see in the

Aurahya Mazddha of a late inscription of Xerxes^. Professor

j
Oromasdes tihi.

Lassen has well remarked that, although asura, in the later

Sanskrit was always applied in an evil sense to the “demons” or

“enemies of the gods,” still it is preserved in the Vedas as an

epithet of Brahma^, and I have the less hesitation therefore in

' See Comp. Gram., s. 381, Eng. Edit., vol. II., p. 535.

2 See particularly Burnouf’s Yaijna, pp, 70—80.

^ See the notes to Ins. No. 17, where I have drawn an inference of importance

from this remarkable orthography.

•* Professor Lassen quotes the Nairukta-Cabda-Sangraha. See the Zeitschrift,

p. 16.

/2
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adopting a suggestion of Burnouf which refers the term to

asu, “
life,” with an affix of attribution, and translates it by

“the living one.” Mazda, also, which is used in Zend as a

proper name, as in Mazda-yaqna, Mazda-ddta, &c., is certainly

composed of maz, “great,” (Zend^JAi^; Sans. and a verbal

suffix which may signify “ giving,” “ creating,” or “ knowing,”

according as we compare it with ^5 VT, or the Greek Sa’. Of

this double epithet, then, “ eternal,” and (perhaps) “ omniscient,”

was formed the proper name of the deity supposed to preside over

the Bhagas or “gods” of the primitive Persian faith. It would

be inconvenient in this place to discuss the question of the reli-

gious tenets of the Persians in the time of Darius Hystaspes,

but I cannot avoid noting that there is no evidence whatever

in the inscriptions of the principle of dualism having been

acknowledged at the time of their execution, and that upon a

single mutilated passage, moreover, (Col. IV., par. 4^) depends

tlie possibility of our recognizing even a Supreme Being, {Zerwan

or “ Time without bounds,”) from which, according to the later

Zoroastrian doctrines, Ormazd and Ahrimdn had their common
origin. From the usual tenor of the vows and thanksgivings of

Darius, we should infer that a class of Bhagas or “ superior intel-

ligences” were alone supposed to exercise a divine influence upon

worldly matters, and that Ormazd, as the chief of these Bhagas,

was the object of special, if not exclusive, adoration ^ It is fur-

ther particularly interesting to find that Ormazd is designated

in the Median translation of a part of the Behistun Inscription,

1 Burnouf prefers the latter derivatiou, and compares Sa with the Pers.

dana, “wise,” ddnistan, “to know.” He also shows that the Zend

dao, “ Imowledge,” ddmi, “wise,” the Sans, ddsus, “a sage,”

and the Gr. 8d-rjfu, 8t-Sd-<TKa>, &c., are probably derivatives from the same root

dd, which, with the sense of “ knowing,” however, has been lost to the Sanskrit.

See hereafter imder the head addnd.

2 There would appear from this passage to have been some distinct source,

different from Ormazd, from whence “lies" darauga, were supposed to have had
their origin ; but it can hardly have been the spirit of evil, for it was friendly to

Darius. The name which commences with Di - - - is unfortunately mutilated.
3 I may add, that to the early Greeks, Herodotus, Xenophon, &c., Persian

dualism was evidently unknown. Ormazd is the Zevs or Zevs /atyioros of those

authors, who was the prime object of worship.
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as “the god of Ariyanam" or “ of the Arians,” in evident contra-

distinction to the deities of the Scyths and Semites'.

The Greeks, as it is well known, adopted various ortho-

graphies for the name, ’Slpoyd^rjs, ’Qpofidabrjs, ’Qpopdrrjs, ’Slpptadas,

'Qppia-BdaTrjfj &c., &c. The Zend retained the primitive form of

as7;»<a5 Ahura Mazddo, and the Parthian only dif-

fered in the aspiration of the final dentaP. In the lapidary

Pehlevi the aspiration was displaced and the name was written

Auhramdzdo^. In Pazend we have

Hurmazd; in Persian Ormazd; in Moghol Khurmuzda;

and in Armenian Aramasd. I must add, that in the

Anhuma of the Pehlevi hooks, we have a very ancient term sig-

nifying “ God ” prefixed to the name, and that this prefix A n or

Ana was employed as early as the time of the Median and Baby-

lonian translation of the Persian Inscriptions before the name of

Ormazd.

Professor Lassen has been content to compare the term Aura-

mazdd with that limited but anomalous class of nouns in San-

skrit which are derived from monosyllabic roots in long d*, but

he has certainly failed to show that any possible modification of

the rules which affect the Sanskrit declension can sufficiently

account for the Cuneiform genitive in aha or ahd, and to this

subject, accordingly, I must devote a few observations. In San-

skrit, we must remember, that nouns in long d of the above class

are declined analogously to those which end in consonants, but with

this further peculiarity, that before the case-terminations which

> The name of Ormazd, does not, I believe, occur in any native Babylonian

monument.

^ I take the Parthian form
,
from the inscription of Nakhsh-

i-Rustam, copied by Flower, or Chardin, in 1667, when the writing was in a more

perfect state of preservation than at the time of Niebuhr’s visit.

3 See De Sacy’s Ant. de la Perse, pp. 107 and 249. I cannot here enter into

any detail on the Median and Babylonian alphabetical systems, but I will state

V
that the letter in both languages is a nasal, perhaps approaching the Zend

^ ; and that with the pronunciation of ah or aha, it signifies “ a God,” being, in

fact, the same as the Arab. Allah.

* See the Zeitschrift, p. 511, and the reference which is there given to Cole-

brooke’s Gram., p. 49. Bopp, in his Comp. Grammar, hardly notices this declen-

sion, but refers to his Gram. Grit., s. 130.
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commence with vowels, (dat., ablat., gen., and locat.,) the long a

is rejected, >JT forming the nom. in VTt for dhd-s, and the gen. in

V‘, for dh-as. In Zend, again, the long vowel of the theme

appears not to have been rejected but shortened; and Burnouf

thus explains the genitive ddo, (in Ahurdhe Mazddo,)

which is expressed orthographically in the same manner as the

nom. (in Ahi'cra Mazddo) to be a contraction of da-as^. As-

suming then a still more primitive and regular form of declension

for the Cuneiform noun, we may believe that the long vowel was

neither rejected nor shortened
;
but that it was preserved intact,

and that the case-endings were added to it. The nom. dd and

the accus. ddm will thus stand for dd-s and dd-m, agreeing with

the Sans. and and with the Zend ddo, and

ddm, while the genitive will require to be formed in dd-a for

dd-as; but where the Cuneiform alphabet has no other means of

dividing the shoit a from the vowel which precedes or follows it,

and where such a division is absolutely necessary in order to

make a grammatical distinction, it introduces a euphonic aspirate,

Ddr(^a)yava{1i)ush being thus written for Ddr(a)yavaush, and in

the same way dd(h)a in Auramazdd(k)a unquestionably standing

for dd-a. I have been the more particular in explaining this

employment of the Cuneiform as it might otherwise have

been mistaken for the true genitival sign, or in the absence of any

examples of a Sanskrit gen. in asa, in might be conjectured to

be a radical letter. I was once even inclined myself to believe

that the root dds, “ to know,” might have co-existed with da,

“ a sage,” being a derivative), and that dd and ddm might

have proceeded from the one root, and ddha (for ddsas) from the

other; but the irregularity of supposing a noun to follow two

different declensions, and the analogous example of Dar{a)~

yava{h)ush, has now convinced me that the <K is a mere

’ Burnouf has carefully examined the respective formations of the Zend nom.

and gen. in his Comment sur la Ya9na, p. 77.

s The d is preserved in these terms in Sanskrit, as the case-endings do not

commence with vowels, but are the simple consonants s and m.
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euphonic letter, and that it possesses no grammatical or etymo-

logical power whatever!.

We have also the forms Auramazddmaiya^ and Auramaz~
ddtaiya, (the latter being written faultily in one passage Aura-

mazddtaya), where the suffixed pronouns of the 1st and 2nd

persons are added to the nominative. In the one the elision of the

sibilant, which is the nominatival characteristic, before the m, is

perfectly regular
;
but in the other, as the s should be orthogra-

phically retained between the d and a dental, we see a further

proof that the sibilant (or its substituted aspirate) having been

once rejected after a, as a case-ending, either masculine or neuter,

is reproduced only before an enclitical particle.

nitas? Eelying on the possible explanation of Aura, which is

given under the preceding head, and which supposes asura,

applied to Brahma in the Vedas, to denote his attribute of

“ living for ever,” unconnected either in sense or etymology with

the Asuras, “ or evil spirits,” I am tempted to translate the

abstract noun Aurd by “vitality” or “eternity.” To arrive,

however, at this meaning, we must suppose that the adjective

asura having been formed by the addition of the attributive suffix

in ra to asu, “
life,” an abstract sense has been obtained by

the agglutination of a second suffix in a, the theme in long d,

which has been thus elicited by the fusion of the suffixes, being

a fern, noun of the first declension. In my notes to Ins. No. 4, I

have brought forward other reasons in favour of this conjectural

reading, but I do not pretend to consider it entitled to any exclu-

sive preference.

rn <TT >TTT fr Y<" m Autiyaea, [Col. H., Hue 58, 59,

p. 222,] Otiara. This would appear from the inscriptions to

have been the name of a district of Armenia, conterminous with

Assyria, and I am thus led to suspect that the Tiydri Kurds who

! The terminal elongation in Auramazd&h&, is peculiar to Persepolis, and is

evidently a corrupted form of the true case-ending. Dd-as, in fact, must have

become dd{h)a before it could be lengthened to ddhd, for the principle of elon-

gation depends upon the a being a terminal letter.

® Lassen supposes an anomalous dative in Auramazddiya, but that term is

certainly an error of the engraver for Auramazddmaiya. It occurs in Ins. No. 6,

1. 50, p. 308.

Aura, [Ins. No. 4, 1. 24, p. 282,] Vita'i peren-
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inhabit the mountains in that quarter may preserve a remnant of

the title. I derive no assistance, however, from the ancient

geographers in identifying the name.

n i.

yy yy yyy ida, [Coi. i., i. 29, p. 200, and ins. No. 14, 1. 24, p. 327,]

Htc. Adverb of place, formed from the demonstrative base i

with the suffix in dd. Compare the Sans. ^ iha, Zend

idha, Pali idha, &c., and see the remarks on this suffix of place

given under the head Avadd'. Where the Cuneiform
yy

or

d, answers to the Devanagari ^ h, the Persian form may usually

be considered more ancient than the Sanskrit. In the adverbial

suffixes particularly, and in the termination of the 2nd pers. sing,

of the imper., the Sanskrit aspirate is notoriously a modern

degradation, and the Cuneiform dental must he held to represent

the true primitive sound. In the present case we may assume,

indeed, as almost certain that the Sanskrit was originally ^
(as “with,” is written in the Vedas and with the

ancient, of course, rather than the corrupted, form must the

Cuneiform idd, therefore, he compared.

TT ,<> IYAM. The immediate demonstrative pronoun signi-

fying “this.” It occurs in the Inscriptions in the following

forms:

—

Masc.

Nom. lyam,

(Detached Insc. 1.

p. 261—264.)

Accus. Imam,
(Passim.)

jnstrum.

Ablat. I
And,

Insc. No. 4, 1. 8, p. 279.

Insc. No. 15, 1. 14, p. 329.

Singular.

Fern.

lyam,

(Insc. No. 3, 1. 6, p. 274.)

Imdm,
(Passim.)

Ahydyd,

(Passim.)

Neut.

Ima,

(Passim.)

Ima,
(Passim.)

Bopp has thoroughly examined this suffix in his Comp. Gr., vol. I., p. 386,
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Plural.

Masc.
^

Fern.

Imd,

(Passim.)

Neut.

Nom. Imaiya,

(Col. IV., 1. 34, p. 243 and

80, p. 257.)

Aecus. Imaiya,

(Col. IV., 1. 31, p. 243.)

Dat. Abish,

Imd,

(Passim.)

Imd,

(Col. IV., 1. 32, p. 243.)

(Col. I., 1. 86, p. 211.)

In the declension of this pronoun three demonstrative bases

are employed, a, i, and the compound ima; the language of the

inscriptions coinciding in this respect with the Zend and San-

skrit.

In the nom. masc., as we have in Sanskrit and Zend the base a

joined to the suffix in am’ (a+ am=^^^, and 9^A5 aem,) so in

the old Persian and Pali we have i-\-am=iyam. I am not cer-

tain if iyam occurs in the masc. in the written Pali, hut it very

frequently represents this gender in the edicts of Asoka, and it is

unquestionably the form from which the Persian in has been

contracted.

In the nom. fern, the same base is employed in old Persian,

Sanskrit, and Zend; compare iyam and the old Persian

however being certainly a more ancient form than the Zend

contraction.

In the neuter the Zend and Cuneiform agree in adopting the

base ima; J in the one, and ima in the other, being substi-

tuted for the Sanskrit idam. I rather suspect, however, that the

Cuneiform ima in the neut. nom. and acc. sing, is for imas rather

&c., and he has shown the thematic identity of ev6a, idha, and iha,

in sect. 373 of the same work.

’ Am is a general termination for pronouns; comp, aham, twam, vayam,

yuyam, &c.

2 Bopp observes, that the a base is often phonetically lengthened to e in Sans.,

as in ehhis, tbhyas, eshdm, eshu, and that ayam, therefore, may come immediately

from e-|-oTO. See Comp. Gr., s. 366, vol. II., p. 515.
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than imat, as ava and aniya are for avas and aniyas^', (compare

avash-chiya and aniyash-chiya.')

The accus. sing, corresponds in tlie three languages, being

derived from the compound base ima. Compare masc. and fern.

imam, imam; \ imem, imam; and in the

neuter the difference only regards the characteristic of gender,

the Sans, using imdni for ima + ani, the Zend ima-t, and the old

Persian ima, probably for ima-s.

And occurs in the inscriptions in two passages; in one {hadd

and kdrd Fdrsd) it has unquestionably an instrumental signi-

fication; in the other, (aniyaskchiya and Pdrsd) it most probably

represents an ablative. Now that the Cuneiform nd stands for

the Sanskrit smdP is proved beyond dispute by the phrase hachd

aniyand, where the Sans, would use
,
and and, there-

fore, may be legitimately held as the equivalent of asmdt,

from the demonstrative base a ; but it so happens that ana is also

itself used as a base in Zend and Sanskrit in the declension of

this very pronoun idam, and that it is in both languages espe-

cially employed in the instrumental case; so that, if the language

of the inscriptions possessed an independent instrumental and

ablative, (as I am now almost persuaded was the case,) and

might be supposed to perform a double part, representing the one

case as the correspondent to ’M'lH and and the other as the

contraction of ^TWTH or

I have in several passages of the former chapters alluded to

the possible identity of the instrumental and ablative in the old

Persian, and I have chiefly founded this opinion on the double

> According to Bopp, however, as I have before remarked, the true neuter

characteristic is t, and where the s is found in Sanskrit, as in adas, it is a weaken-

ing of ttie primitive dental; see Comp. Gr., s. 350.

2 A question, however, arises, whether na (for n&t) be really a phonetic degra-

dation of sm&t, or whether the old Persian may not have used for the abl., the

pronominal base na, (which occurs in the compound base ana, and in many
inflexions) instead of the appended pronoun sma-, see Comp. Gr., s. 372. I prefer

at the same time the former explanation, for the s uniformly lapses before m, and

the exchange of n for m pervades the entire structure of the modem language.

® The n of the Sanskrit instrumental is euphonic, and did not exist either in

Zend or in old Persian. The Zend ana, therefore, cannot be from the base a; it

is from the compound ana (contracted to an,~) with the instrum, sign, short a. See

Comp. Gr., s. 158.
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signification of and; but if that term, really, as I think probable,

represent two distinct grammatical forms, and the coincidence of

orthography be accidental, the argument will have to be aban-

doned; and it will be then most reasonable to explain the Cunei-

form nr as the true instrumental characteristic of the singular

where it marks the one case^, and as the contraction for at in

the other. We have not in the Inscriptions, I believe, a single

determinate plural ablative that can be submitted to comparison

but as the dative of that number appears to be distinguished from

the instrumental, and as in all the cognate languages the case-

ending of the dative and ablative plural is the same, the inference

of course is that there is a distinction also between the instru-

mental and the ablative.

In the Cuneiform fern. gen. ahydyd or ahiydyd*, we have, I

think, a remarkable example of agglutination. The case in

question is probably derived, like and, from the demonstrative

base a, and in the masculine would thus present the form of ahyd

for or wfeVAs ahe, the final a being elongated, as in all other

regular genitive terminations. To mark a distinction of gender,

then, the fern, suffix in d, for as, appears to have been added to

the masc. and the euphonic y to have been introduced as a mere

connecting link, ahydyd, being in fact, the agglutination of

a-\-liyd-\-y-\-ds. I may add, that in the corresponding form in

Sanskrit there is apparently the same double genitival suffix, (but

without the connecting y,) ^T^T: asyds being for a-\-sya-\-as^.

' We have numerous instances of the
TTT

& answering equally to the abl.

and instrum, of a theme in a. It is, indeed, one of the best defined case-endings

of the language.

2 See Comp. Gr., s. 158, where Professor Bopp has shown that the real and
original case-ending is long 6,, and that the Sans, w is a mere euphonic epen-
thesis.

3 It is highly probable, however, that rauchabish is an ablative rather than
a dative plural.

* I consider the i in ahiydya to be irregular, and to be introduced for the mere
purpose of euphony, before its cognate semi-vowel y.

3 Perhaps, as the dat., ablat., gen., and locat. of the fern. sing, of this and
many other pronouns in Sans, partake in this employment of a suffix in sya, inter-

posed between the base and the case-endings, it may be more correct to regard asya
or ahya as a new compound theme derived from the masc. gen. but declined like

a regular fern, noun in long d% the old Persian following the exact form of the

nominat. declension, while the Sans, adds the case-endings immediately to the
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In the plural the nom. and acc. are in all the three genders

formed from the base ima, as in Zend and Sanskrit; but the case-

endings exhibit some variety. That the termination in iya for i,

(contracted with the a of the base into the diphthong e in Zend

and Sanskrit) is common to the nom. and acc. plural in the old

Persian I have already observed in treating of avaiya, and it

need not surprise us therefore, that in the Cuneiform masc. we

have imaiya equally for ^ and I believe, indeed, in

Zend, that the termination in e is sometimes used indifferently in

both cases ’.

The Cuneiform imd answers with perfect regularity to the

nom. and acc. fern. imds, in Sans.; imdo, in Zend;

and the neuter imd which certainly occurs in the accus. {atara

imd hamar{a)nd,) and which may be assumed in the nom. has

apparently the same ending which occurs in the Zend vispdcha,

“ omnia-que,” where the original quantity of the terminal vowel

is reproduced before the enclitical jjarticle^. The Zend ortho-

graphy, however, is opposed to the suggestion which I have

offered in explaining avd, that the neuter sibilant of the singular

may also have been retained in the plural; for if that were the

case, we should expect to find v'lspds-cha in the accusative, as we
actually have in another gender vispes-cha^.

The only other plural form that occurs in the inscriptions is

theme asya, without employing the connecting y. Bopp, relying on the evidence

afforded by the fem. instrnm. of the Zend, supposes the suflBx in sya to be

throughout a contraction of the fem. appended pronoun smi ; but neither do the

corresponding cases in Zend support this explanation, nor can it possibly account

for the Cuneiform genitive ahydyd. See particularly. Comp. Gr., ss. 171 and 172.

The Zend correspondent is aghdo.

The usual masc. accusat. plur. of this pronoun in Zend is J ima, which

is orthographically equivalent to
; but Bopp observes in the foot-note to

s. 228 of Comp. Gr., that “ In Zend, the pronominal form in e occurs for the

most part in the accus. plur.”

* See the notes of Bopp before quoted, to ss. 231 and 234, Comp. Gr., Eng.

Edit., pp. 246 and 250.

® Vtspescha occurs in the Vend. Sad. p. 49, and is quoted by Bopp, in a

note to s. 228 of the Comp. Gr. It appears to be the accus. masc. plur.; but if

so, I do not understand from whence it has obtained the sibilant after the case-

ending in e.
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the masculine dative ahish\ and this is in so far, at any rate, a

purer form than ehhyas, or aeihyo, that the de-

monstrative base a has been left intact, instead of being modified

to e. With regard to the case-ending, I must add, that the only

dative (or ablative?) plurals which exist in the inscriptions are,

abish, vithahish, and rauchabish, and that I doubt therefore, if I

have sufficient grounds for declaring positively the (dative-abla-

tive) termination in bish or aiish, to be distinguished from the

instrumental in ibish, and for seeking to reconcile the former with

bhyas. In this distinction, however, I am strongly inclined to

believe, and I would even suggest, that bish (for bis, which is

preserved entire in no-bis, vo-bis) is a purer and more ancient

form than bhyas, the semi-vowel y being a development of a

primitive

It only remains to notice the term imaivd, where the nom.

and acc. plur. occurs in combination with the copulative con-

junction, and where the case-ending i being no longer final retains

its original form, instead of being lengthened into iya.

» >—
TT « Ish; root, signifying to come.” I am not quite sure whether

the Cuneiform root be ish, answering to or aish, the equi-

valent of . It is of no great consequence, however, to distin-

guish the two forms, for they are no doubt of cognate origin, and

with the primitive signification of “ moving” they equally express

in Sanskrit the idea of “ going,” as the corresponding root in old

Persian in its pure state is indicative of “ coming.” From the

immediate root ish or aish, we have in the inscriptions aisha or

disha, answering indifferently to the 3rd pers. sing, and plural of

the active imperfect of the first conjugation, (compare and

and with the initial a short or long, according as it may

represent the mere temporal augment, or the augment in com-

' In the dative-ablatives vithabish and rauchabish, the themes end in silent

consonants, and it is probable, therefore, that the true case-ending in the old

Persian is abish, which coalescing with the base a, may give the reading of abish

for the term in question.

2 Professor Bopp remarks, that the instrum, termination has in Latin fixed

itself in the dative and ablat., (Corap. Gr., s. 216,) and by deducing all the case-

endings which commence with bhy from the preposition abhi, he admits

a primitive i. Comp. Gr., s. 223.
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bination with a radical letter. There is also in a single passage

aishtatd^, where, if the duplication of the be not an error of
|

the engraver, we must see, I think, the 3rd pers. plur. middle
|

imperf. of a root isht substituted for ish, as we have in Sans, the
j

I

optional orthography of and and I may
|

observe, however, that aishtatd appears to signify “they had i

come,” instead of simply “they came,” and that it is Just possible

thei’efore there may have been a pluperfect tense in the language

of the inscriptions, formed of the past participle and the personal-

endings. The termination in atd for the Sans, anta is perfectly I

regular, and the elision of the personal-endings as silent terminals
^

in aisha has also been sufficiently explained.

There are moreover various derivatives from this root which

occur in the inscriptions, and which retjuire to be briefly noticed.

We have in the flrst place frdish{a)yam, “
I sent,” and f>'di-

sh{a)ya (for frdish(a)yaP,) “he sent,” which are the 1st and 3rd

persons of the act. imperf. of ish in the causal form, and preceded

by fra, Sans. H and Zend It is impossible to say in this

case, whether the Cuneiform root be ish or aish, for the term

frdish(a)ya being in the past tense, the Cuneiform
yyy

may be

as well produced by the coalition of the particle with the tem-

poral augment, as by the fusion of three a’s in the particle, the

augment, and the root. As the Sans. ITI, “to send,” however^

is from and the Persian firist*, alone retains the i, I

I prefer the former explanation. The suffix in aya, I consider to

be the causal characteristic, as in the Sans. tPHTflT, (which is

given by Westergaard®,) the literal meaning of the verb being

1 Col. I., 1. 85.

* See Westergaard’s Radices, p. 314. I am the more inclined to believe that

isht was used indifferently with ish, as the modern Persian retains the dental

in the root
“

4 frist, “ send,” which is formed from the same root with the

prefixed particle /ra.

® I place the a in these terms in a parenthesis, as I am not quite sure if the

affix be aya for the causal form of the verb, or merely ya, the characteristic of the

fourth conjugation.

‘ Fra has been changed to Jlr by the operation of that law which is called the

“ harmony of the vowels,” and which, although of Scythic origin, is to be traced

extensively in the modern Persian.

“ See Radices, p. 278.
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“ to make to go but it may on the other hand be read ya, as

the sign of the fourth class, according to which (although the

compound TT^ be of the first class) the root ^ is in Sanskrit

conjugated*.

In the other compounds, atipdisha, “ he went beyond,” which

has been already explained, and patiydisha, /‘they came to,”

(Col. I., 1. 13), the root would certainly appear to be aish rather

than ish, for ati and pafi, (Sans. and Uf^) falling upon the

imperfect aisJia from ish, where the initial a as the mere temporal

augment would be short, would form, I think, atiyaisha and

patiyaisha, with an unexpressed short a appertaining to the

Cuneiform To account, indeed, for the introduction of the

we must suppose the verbal form to which the particles ati

and pati are prefixed to be dislia, and the elongation in that

term could be alone caused by the fusion of the augment with the

initial a of the root aish. It seems to me, therefore, most pro-

bable, that the two roots ish and aish were used indifi’erently in the

old Persian, that they were exclusively of the first class, (the aya

m frdishaya being the causal suffix’*,) and that, although in their

pure state, they signified merely “to come,” they were employed

in composition to denote the opposite meaning of “ going.” I do

not remember to have met with the roots in Zend, except in

Anquetil’s barbarous term freeschte. (See Zend Av., tom. II.,

p. 450).

' It may, indeed, be opined, that the roots ish and aish are distinguished in

the inscriptions, the former being of the fourth class, as in Sanskrit, and signifying

exclusively “ to go,” and the latter being of the first class, as is also esh in San-

skrit, and having the opposite meaning of “ coming.” This explanation would

answer sufficiently well in assigning fr&,ish{a)ya to the former root, and aisha,

aishtata, patiyAisha to the latter; but atiyaisha means, “ he went beyond” instead

of “ he came beyond,” and thus destroys the distinction.

2 I may observe here, as a further reason for identifying aya as the causal

suffix, that the characteristic of the fourth class is, I think, in the inscriptions

uniformly iya. The disinclination, indeed, to admit compound groupes, seems to

have led the old Persian to interpose the euphonic i, where in Sanskrit the suffix

in ya would unite immediately with the root; while in the tenth class, and in

causal forms where the suffix was aya with a prefixed vowel, such an artifice was

unnecessary. I shall subsequently have occasion to give many examples of this

distinction between the fourth and tenth conjugations.
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^TT u and ’ll.

<fr m
Uta, [Passim,] Et.

Uta-maiya, [Passim,] Et mild.

Uta-taiya, [Col. IV., 1. 56, p. 250, 1. 75, p. 254, &c.,] Et tihi.

Uta-siiaiya, [Col. II., 1. 74, p. 223, 1. 89, p. 226, &c.,] Et illi,

Uta-shAm, [Passim,] Et illis.

Utd occurs also both in Sans, and in Zend (TW and

and it is no doubt etymologically allied to the Latin et. Accord-

ing to the system which derires adverbs, conjunctions, and some-

times even particles from pronominal bases, it is formed from u

with the suffix in td '. The final
yyy

has been originally pro-

duced by the old Persian law of elongating terminal vowels, and

it frequently lapses accordingly before a suffix, as in the optional

orthography of utamaiya. On the other hand, however, it gene-

rally happens that in this and similar formations, (compare

avadd, “ there,” avatlid, “ thus,” &c.) the elongation having

been once given to the snffix becomes a part of the word, and is

thus not subjected to elision; so that before taiya, shaiya, and

shdm, the orthography of utd is, I believe, constant throughout

the inscriptions. I may add, that in col. iv, 1. 79, at Behistun, we

have the reading of utdtaya, where the suffix of the 2nd person is

contracted from taiya to taya.

<fr ’ff ^ ^TtT fM ’m Udapatata, [Col. I., 1. 36, p. 201, &c.]

Surrexit. We have here the 3rd pei’s. middle imperf. of a verb

compounded of the particle “ up,” and the root pat, “ to

go;” being used in Sanskrit with precisely the same mean-

' Burnouf observes that the vowel u, which forms the Saus. u-ta, u-pa, the

Zend u-iti, &c., is frequently found in the Vedas as a simple conjunction, in

which state it may be presumed to have some analogy with the Semitic See

Ya<;na, sur I’Alph. Zend, p. Ixiii, note 22. Gesenius has compared all the Semitic

forms of the conjunction in his Lexicon, Eng. Edit., p. 288. I may add, that

the same particle, used as a copulative conjunction, is of very frequent use in the

Babylonian writing.
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ing of “arising” or “springing up.” The verb is conjugated

regularly according to the first class; apatata, which remains

after the removal of the prefix, having the temporal augment as

an initial, and the termination in atd for the Sanskrit ^IT. Both

the particle and the root are extensively used in the cognate

languages, but except in Sanskrit, I do not remember to have

seen any exact correspondent of the Cuneiform compound.

n ^ Ufa, [Col. II., 1. 18, p. 216, and Col. III., 1. 30,

p. 232,] Apud. A particle derived from the same pronominal

base u, that we have seen in utd, and common to the old Persian,

the Zend, and Sanskrit, (comp. '3'XI and >^^)). The Greek vna

and Latin apud ai’e of course cognate terms. Upd in the inscrip-

tions governs an accusative case as in Sanskrit.

<fr YY TE tM nr dr! Upastam, [Passim,] Open, auxilium.

This is the accus. sing, of a noun compounded of upd, (Sans. '3TT))

and of a derivative from std,
“
to stand,” (Sans. WT), and literally

therefore, like the Sans. it signifies “ proximity ” or

“nearness.” In Zend, however, is used as the exact

correspondent of the Cuneiform upastdm, to denote “ help ” or

“assistance,” as in the phrase quoted by Burnouf (Ya9na, Notes

et Eclair., p. xvi,) yathd me haren upastam, “that they may
bring help to me.” The Latin opis, opem, &c., are, I suspect, of

cognate origin, although as upa becomes ap-ud in that language,

the connexion is not immediately discernible.

KTT n n Upadarma-hya, [Col. I., 1. 74, p. 20.9,]

Opadarmis. The name of the father of Atrincs, who rebelled

against Darius in Susiana. Etymologically the title must be

compared, I think, with the Sanskrit which was used to

denote “a heretic” or “schismatic;” although we can hardly

suppose it to have been adopted as a proper name with an offen-

sive or depreciative signification. As the family which raised

the standard of revolt in Susiana must be presumed to have been

of native extraction, the self-evident Sanskrit derivation of the

9
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names of Atrina and Upadarma furnishes an inference of some

weight, that as early as the institution of the Persian monarchy,

Arian colonization had penetrated to that province. The name

of Upadarma only occurs in the genitive case.

^TT n TT Uparita, [Col. IV., 1. 64, p. 252,] Svper.

Preposition governing the accusative case and corre-spondlng with

tho Sans. Tirfr, Greek hrep, Latin super', &c. It is however in

the inscriptions, of uncertain application, as it only occurs in

mutilated passages, which will not admit of interpretation.

<fr El diT dTl 'Ubaratam, [Col. I., line 21, 22, p. 199,]

Onere oppressum? A past participle in the accus. case sing.

from the root har, (answering to the Sans. W), preceded by the

particle of excellence, which is W in Sans.; in Zend; tv in

2

Greek; and in Persian, (comp. j

It must, however, be a mere matter of conjecture in what sense

we are to understand the root in this compound, for it will signify,

as the correspondent of “ to bear a load,” as well as “ to che-

rish^” Under the head Agatd, I have examined at some length

the passage in which the term occurs, and I will only observe,

therefore, at present, that “ heavily burthened,” is perhaps the

best translation for “ \ibaratam” (Comp. Sans.

Kfr ^TtT ^TtT ’ufrastam, [coi. i., i. 22, p. 199,

and Col. IV., 1. 38, p. 245,] Funditus deletum? Under the head

Atifrashtddiya, I have suggested the derivation of 'ufrastam, from

the particle 'u, (Sans. ^,) and the root par{a)s, which occurs

both in Zend and in the language of the inscriptions with the sig-

' In Zend we have upara ; in old German upar; in Gothic vfar;

in Eng. “ over,” &.c. Burnouf considers the Sans, upari to be a locative, (See

Ya^na, p. 2ti4, and the reference there given, note 139, to Grimm’s Deutsch.

Gramm., tom. 111., p. 259.)

* We have also the same particle in the Latin superl.itive “ op-timus."

’ I shall hereafter have occasion to e.xamine in detail the root bar, in its

proper alphabetical place.
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nification of “destroying;” but on further consideration, I am

quite at a loss to understand how fara in the root can be con-

tracted into fra in the participle, for the principle of ortho-

graphical change proceeds in exactly a contrary direction. From

a Sanskrit root, in fact, or we might have the gimia

form of parstam or parastam, as we have A5^a\57a5q) parsta, in

Zend, and as in the inscriptions we have kartam from but

the elision of a radical short vowel, which must take place in

order to convert paras to fras appears to be altogether irregular.

According to the general analogy of the Zend and Cuneiform

orthography, frastam should be compounded of XT and a deri-

vative from FT, (compare Sans.
;

yet, on the other hand,

the juxta-position and evident relationship of \ibaratam abaram

and ’ufrastam aparasam, would seem to shew that in each of

these reiterative phrases, a common root must be employed for the

participle and the praeterite. Here, then, is a difficulty which I

am quite incompetent to solve, and which I gladly leave to the

consideration of better scholars, contenting myself for the present

with indicating that the translation of hifrastam aparasam,
“ I have entirely destroyed,” (lit. “ well destroyed I have

destroyed,”) must be received with much suspicion.

<?T K< ET ¥ <fr ds “m 'urRiTAuvi, [coi. i„

1. 92, p. 213,] Euplirate. We have here the name of the Eu-

phrates in the locative sing., and we can affirm also from the

orthography of the case-ending, that the old Persian noun was a

feminine theme in u, the terminations in auva and auvd, which

are substituted for the Sans. being clearly distinguished in

the inscriptions to mark a difference of gender, (compare the

masculines, Bdhirauva and Margauva with the fern, dahyauvd.)

I believe that no great respect is now paid to the rabbinical

' I shall examine the locat. case-endings of themes in u, under the heads

Dahyaush and Babirush, and will here therefore only observe, that Bopp (Comp.

Gr., s. 198,) considers the termination in to be a corruption of as,

the gen. being substituted for the loc., of which he determines the uniform charac-

teristic to be *.

g 2
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etymology of (the pronoun and rns from
•I ;

m3, “ to be fruitful’,”) but it seems to have escaped observation,
T T

that if we assign to the rivers of Mesopotamia the Arian deri-

vative which their true orthography obviously presents, {'Ufrdta,
“ the good and abounding (river),” from

’

m, “ good,” fra, the par-

ticle of abundance, and an affix, perhaps of attribution), we must

suppose an Arian to have precetled a Semitic colonization of

Hhindr. In the name of the Euphrates, the syllable fra, deno-

ting “ procession ” or “ abundance,” was common to both families

of languages”, but wo shall seek in vain for an explanation of

V, Sans. Zend .)»*, Gr. tv, in a Semitic source, and in the

name of the “ Tigris” also, a Sanskrit etymology will alone give

the signification which the Greeks assign to the title. If then

we are to suppose that the Mosaic orthographies of m3}<irT
T ;

and bpin, were Semitic corruptions of true Arian compounds”,

* See the Dissertation of Morinus prefixed to Bochart’s Phaleg, p. 25, and

Buxtorf, in voce m3- Gesenius does not attempt to give any etymology for

mS- See Lex., Eng. Ed., p. 848.

” I thus cannot doubt but that we are to recognize the Sans. U, Zend /ro, &c.,

in a vast number of Semitic roots; compare T^3> “to expound;” m3, “to
“ T T T

be fruitful;” m3j “ to flourish ;” lyi3, “ to scatter,” &c., &c.

” The question at issue with regard to the et3mology of the name of the

Euphrates is, whether the prefix which occurs in Gen. ii., v. 14, be really

the pronoun of the 3rd pers. or a part of the proper name. All the translators

undoubtedly of the Pentateuch, with the exception of the Septuagint, understood

as the pronoun ; in every other scriptural passage, also, the name is written

simply m3, (see Gen. ii. 15, v. 18; Deut. i. 7; Jer. ii. 18, xiii. 4, &c., &c.,)
T ;

and from a very early period of the Christian era, the contracted form of Forat

(Arab. i

*• has been certainly alone known in the country; yet, the coin-

cidence of the Cuneiform 'Vfrdta with the Gr. Eu^pdTTjy, renders it, I think,

highly probable that in the expanded reading of m3Xin it was intended to
T I

express the true and vernacular name of the river, and that 7113 was a contrac-
T ;

tion of later times. Buxtorf and Morinus pretend that the Greeks obtained their

name of ’Eixppdrrjs from a misinterpretation of the Hebrew 7V13Sin, as if
T :

Herodotus and the historians of Alexander could have borrowed from the Sep-

tuagint; while Gesenius with something more of critique, suggested that Ev<ppdTT]i
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tlie received ideas regarding the primitive settlement of man will

be much disturbed.

Kyy *"Iyy ^lyl yy IK*" yyy ’umartiyi, [ins. no.s, lines, y,

p. 274,] ~Evav8prj. This is the nom. fem. sing, of a com. adject, of

the class named in Sanskrit, being formed of a nonn

subject to inflexion, preceded by an indeclinable particle, (see

Wilkins, s. 1 117). The elements are ’u “ good,” and marliya,

“a man,” (which will be explained hereafter), and the epithet,

which is particularly applied to the province of Persis, must be

translated by evavdpos, “ having good or brave inhabitants.” It

is in the fem. to agree with dahydush.

KKiy ^lyl ’UVAKHSHATARA-IIYA, [Col. II.,

1. 81, p. 226, &c.,] Cyaxaris. In this name, we have, I believe,

the vernacular orthography of the Greek Kva^dprjs; for Herodotus

undoubtedly obtained his information regarding Median History

at Babylon, and in the Babylonian translations at Behistun, the

title is written JIuwalcsharaK We must be careful, I think, to

i

camo from which like the Arab J signifies “ sweet water;” but,

although we undoubtedly have that term in the Perat or Fordth of Mesene, in the

Perdih of Bursiph of the Talmud (Yoma, fob 10), and in the Fordt Id Bikld

L of the Arabs, still, as it denotes particularly “ a spring of

Sweetwater,” I do not see how it could have been applied to the great river

Euphrates, and moreover, it will leave the prefix ’Z7 or Eu altogether unex-

plained. Hamzeh of Isfahan, I may add, an expert etymologist, adopted the usual

explanation given by the Arabs, that the name arose from the “ sweetness ” of the

waters of the river
;
yet he notices another Pehlevi form of the name, Fdlddh,

which he foolishly supposes to be a distinct title, whereas it unquestionably is

notliing more than a corruption of Frdd. In the Bun Dehesh, and in the Pazend

hymn to the Amshaspands, the name occurs under the forms of Perdt or Frdt,

almost as it is pronounced at present, (see Anquetil’s Zend Av., tom. II., pp. 7fi-

391, 392). I believe, indeed, that the Greek and old Persian, and perliaps the

second chapter of Genesis, alone preserve the title in its pristhie fullness.

* Sir W. Jones, I believe, first undertook to compare the Greek Kva in this

name with the Persian kai, prefixed to all the titles of the kings of the Kaianian

dynasty; and Burnouf, who has elaborately examined the Zend xi»xs^ kava, is

inclined to approve of the assimilation, (see Ya<jna, p. 454, note 3 1C). Wester-
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distinguish the second element of the name from the term expres-

siv’e of “ royalty ” which occurs in Artahhshatrd

;

for the latter,

under whatever form it appears in the inscriptions, is written

with the while in the title of ' Uwdkhshatara, we have inva-

riably
jTtT ST. Remembering, indeed, that the names of the

Persians were usually, or at any rate frequently, given on account

of some personal distinction, I am inclined to compare 'Uwakhsha

with “having beautiful eyes',” and to suppose the termi-

nation to be the suffix of comparison. If the name on the other

hand had been written ’ Uwaklishatra, I should translate it “self-

ruling.” That it is used in the inscriptions to denote some ancient

king of Media, I infer from the circumstance of Phraortes, the

Median competitor of Darius, founding his claim to royalty upon

his supposed descent from the individual in question
;
hut whe-

ther this Cyaxares may he identified with the great-grandfather

of Cyrus, or with that more ancient monarch, who, according to

Diodorus Siculus^, was the founder of the Median Empire, I will

not at present undertake to determine. The name in the inscrip-

tions occurs in the genitive case only, and the inflexion appears

under both the forms of liya and hyd.

^Tpf
*‘

1^ ^ Uvaspa, [Insc. no. 3, l. S, p. 274,] 'Emirirq.

A compound adjective in the nom. fern. sing, of precisely similar

formation with \martiyd, the elements being “good,” and

aspa, “ a horse.” Although I do not find the term in the Lexicons,

would be a legitimate Sanskrit compound, and that the

gaard even, in his Median Memoir, p. 321, assumes on this authority, that the

Medes used the term leu to denote “a king,” but I am persuaded that the Zend

kava (Persian kai,) is to be explained in altogether a diflferent manner, and that

Kva in Kva^dprjs, is nothing more than a hardening of huwa or hwa.

> See Herod., lib. I., c. 13!). The Persian Siyavakhsh Zend

Cyavarsna, which was applied to the fabulous father of Kai Khusru, and which

signifies “ having black eyes,” will thus be an analogous compound.

® Diodorus quotes Herodotus for this statement, and is generally supposed to

have mistaken his authority, but from the prominence given to ' Uwakhshatara

in the inscriptions, I should be inclined really to think, that Cyaxares rather than

Dejoces was the founder of the Median monarchy. Dahak, indeed, or Arjioicris,

and Aj-dahak or 'AarvdyrjS, were the family titles of the Dragon dynasty of

Media, rather than the proper names of the kings.
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epithet was extensively applied in antiquity to valleys celebrated

for their breed of horses, we may learn from comparing the

Xod(nrr]s of Susiana, with the Xoda-nrjs or EuacrTrXa of Ariana'.

'Umartiya and ^uwaspd, “ having brave inhabitants,” and “produ-

cing good horses,” are the distinguishing epithets of the favoured

province of Persis, on the military prowess and resources of

which arose the splendid fabric of Achsemenian empire.

<rr -K
’UvAj-A, [Col. L, 1. 14, p. 197, &c.,] Susiana.

’UvAJ-AM, [Col. I., 1. 82, p. 210, &c.,] Susianam.

UvAJ-AiYA, [Col. L, lines 74, 75, p. 209, &c.,] Susiana.

’UvAJ-iYA, [Col. I., line 75, 76, p. 209, &c.,] Susiani.

This is the vernacular Persian orthography of the name which

was written by the Syrians by the later Persians

or in the plural The Pehlevi Havuj, which was

preserved in the title ^ Hdbujistdn wdjdr,

(translated by the Arabs nearly followed the

Cuneiform orthography, and there is perhaps an attempt to ex-

press the same pronunciation in the Ova^-atvrf and Bif-d/cor of the

Byzantines'*. The assimilation of the many other names which

appertained either to the province, or to its inhabitants, or to its

capital city, is an obscure and unsatisfactory subject. As we find

the Semitic sibilant to be replaced by the Arian guttural in

several initial articulations-, and as a Semitic colony was certainly

established in Susiana in the very earliest ages®, it is quite pos-

' For some interesting observations on the different forms of this 'name, see

Lassen’s Bactrian Memoir, in the Journ. Asiat. Soc. Beug., vol. IX., part 1.,

p. 472.

2 The Arabs write indifferently andjl^is.!, but Hmveizeh, which is

the mere diminutive of Huz, is always written with the guttural I consider

the light aspirate, nevertheless, to have been the primitive sound.

^ This form is preserved in the Mujmil al Tawdrikh, in the account of the

cities founded by Ardeshir Bdbegdn.
•4 For these orthographies, see Procop. de Bel. Gothico, lib. IV., c. 10, and

Theo. Simocat., lib. III., c. 6.

5 This is particularly the case in the Arian orthography of the Babylonian

names of Nabukudrachara and Katapatuka.

® Independently of the traditions of Memnon the Cushite, which are, however.
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sible that the Heb. Gr. Kiama, &c., may, originally have

been the corruption 2o0o-a, and but I am by

no means satisfied that either of these names can be compared

with the Cuneiform 'Uvaj,iov the guttural in Khuz-

istdn is a modern developement of the aspirate, and in the inscrip-

tions the Kushiyd (<! <iT << TT T<' Tit,
probably Kocro"aT(ri)

are clearly distinguished from the inhabitants of 'Uvaj. It

might liave been expected that we should derive assistance in

illustrating the ancient Greek and Hebrew names of Susa and

Susiana from comparing with the Persian title its Median and

Babylonian correspondents; but this is unfortunately a subject

involved at present in the most profound obscurity; for not only

do the Scythic and Semitic orthographies exhibit a most astonish-

ing variety, both positively and relatively', but I have not yet

been able to assure myself of the identity of a single form with

any acknowledged designation that is elsewhere applied to the

country.

In a more advanced stage of the present inquiry, I shall

examine this difficult, but interesting question in detail, and shall

endeavour to ascertain the origin, application, and connexion of

the diflferent titles, but such a digression in this place would be

inconvenient. I will only add, therefore, that I suspect the

name of 'Uvaj, which may very possibly lurk in the Greek Ov^ioi,

and which became subsequently degraded to Kliuz, to have

been imposed upon the country by the Arian colonists, who sup-

planted a Semitic race under the very earliest of the Achueme-

niau kings. The inflexions of 'Uvaj are valuable in proving the

identity of the character ^ the former preceding

I think, of the very highest interest, I draw an inference of primitive Semitic

settiemeut in Susiana from the Cuneiform inscriptions of Eiymais and Susa,

which present tlie most complicated form of writing jet known.

1 There are three varieties of the Median name, wliich as far as pronunciation

is concerned, it is almost impossible to reconcile with each other ; and the Baby-

lonian transcripts, also, liave two distinct forms, of which the one may possibly

correspond with the Persian 'Uvaj, but the other is certainly independent, I

doubt if the Scriptural Elam is to be recognized under any varietj’ of the Cunei-

form orthogmphy. The latter term, I imagine, was rather the name of a tribe

which colonized various portions of Western Persia, and I maj' add, that the

Elymseans of Northern Media, mentioned by Poljbius and Ptolemj', retained this

title until comparatively modern tim<‘s.
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all the ease-endings which commence with a, (nom. a for as;

accus. am; and loc. aiya for while the latter is used in the

nom. plur. of the ethnic title (^Uvajiya), where the subjectival

suffix in ya, preceded by the euphonic i, is attached immediately

to the base

<TT m n n rr T<"’UvXdaidaya,[Co1.HI.,1.51,p.234,]

Chodedia. The name of a city of Persis, which must have been

of some consequence, as it was selected for the place of execution

of the great Persian rebel Vahyazddta. I am however totally

unable to identify it either in ancient or modern geography; and

it would be a mere waste of time, therefore, to seek for its

meaning or etymology.

(fy TTT ^TyT ?( yy Kfy ’uvamarshiyush,

[Col. L, 1. 43, p. 201,] Se impatientem hahens. I consider this to

be a verbal noun formed with the uiiddi affix in '3', the elements

of the theme being 'uva, “self,” the privative a, and “to

bear ” or “ suffer,” conjugated in the fourth class, and with the

euphonic i interposed between the conjugational suffix and the

roof^. The only irregularity, indeed, which this analysis presents

to a Sanskrit formation, is the introduction of the characteristic

of the fourth class between the root and the unddi affix, and of

this peculiar construction we have another example in Dar{a)-

yavush. The particle signifying “self” prevails under nearly

similar forms in all the cognate languages, (comp. Sans.

Zend AJ»w* hva; Gr. aepe, &c. ; Lat, su-us, &c.
; Pers. in

1 It is however sufficiently remarkable, that we have the term 'Uvajaiya

with the >’1^, used for the sing, of the ethnic title, in col. 4, 1. 10, at Behistun,

the local, being either irregularly substituted for the adjectival form, or as I think

more probable, the being an eiTor of the engraver for

2
in Sanskrit is conjugated in the first, fourth, and tenth classes, but the

fourth is that which the root principally affects, (see Westergaard’s Rad. Ling.

Sans., p. 293). In the old Persian, I suppose the fourth to be distinguished from

the tenth class by the respective forms of iya for the suffix in ij, and aya for

that in
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&c., &c.,) but I do not remember to have met with any

correspondents of I translate the Cuneiform compound

idiomatically “in his anger,” (comp. Sans. but the

literal meaning will be “ se impatientem hahens."

Chorasmia.

<fi >TE ‘frr El H fr «
’UvABAZMisii, [Ins. No. 6, line 23, 24, p. 294,]

’UvARAZMiYA, [Bell., Col. L, 1. 16, p. 197,]

The country at the mouth of the Oxus, of which the inha-

bitants were usually termed by the Greeks Xopdo-pioi or Xwpda-

pioi^, but by Ctesias Xopapvioi^. M. Burnouf was the first to

discover the Zend form of the name in a chapter of the hymn to

Mithra“, which has the appearance of being one of the most ancient

portions of the Zend Avesta. As however the form which thus

occurs {Khdirizdm with the accus.) must be derived

from a nom. Klidirizdo, I hardly understand how Burnouf’s ety-

mology (^AJ^ Tchar, “to eat,” and zemo,) “the earth,” can

bo supported. Zem (Pers.
^ j zamtn), although it be but

remotely allied to any Sanskrit form, may no doubt be an ancient

word®; yet it cannot appear in Khdirizdo, nor is it likely that it

would have been contracted to <rp and zni in the Greek and

Cuneiform correspondents. Judging from the extraordinary

reverence which was paid in antiquity to the land of Ehdrizm^, I

' Bopp, also, (Comp. Gr.,s. 341,) compares and i-pse by metathesis, toge

ther with sponte, and several other terms.

2 See Herod. III., c. 93; Heeat. fr. 173, Ed. MUller, p. 12; Arrian. Anab.

V., 5; Strabo, XI. 8; and Ptol. VI. 12.

3 See Phot. Bib., p. 110.

* It occurs in the fourth /ar^ard, and was translated by Anquetil “lieu deli-

cieux,” the Parsees refusing to recognize it as a proper name, although in imme-

diate connexion with Herat, Merv, and Sughd. See Yaqna, Notes, p. 108; and

Zend Avesta, tom. II., p. 207.

® The nom. zao, is said by Burnouf to be the Sans. gauh, and

Gr. yr)\ but this does not explain the m, which to all appearance is radical. See

Ya(;na, Notes, p. 49.

® Mas'udi repeats a tradition, that the fire-worship was originally 'established

by King Jem in Kharizm, and that Zoroaster found the sacred flame still preserved

(here.
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am inclined to discover in the first element of the componnd,

(or siodr with the a elongated, as in tsKM,) “ Heaven,” and I

wonld further suggest, that with this term, or with its cognate

form we are to compare not only the true primitive ortho-

graphy of ^ Uvdrazmiya, but the Vopya> of Procopius^, and the

still more corrupted name of Jurjdniyah, which was

applied by the Arabs to the capital of the province^. The affix of

locality, however, which was added to Swdr or Ilwdr to form

^ Uvdrazmiya,! am unable to identify. The early Arabs pro-

nounced the name Khuwdrazam retaining the euphonic

u of the Cuneiform between the hard aspirate and the w*, but

the modern Persians, according to a system of contraction which

is universal throughout the language, and which may be traced, I

suspect, to the anomalous employment of the Zend character

although they continue to write read the name with the

shortened sound of Khdrizm.

In the indifferent orthography of ’ VvdrazmisJi and 'Uvdraz-

miya, we have an example of the uncertainty with which the old

Persian language regarded a foreign theme in i, sometimes imme-

diately attaching to it its proper case-endings, and at other times

changing it to a noun of the first class by the addition of the

euphonic ya. The Median language, also, in representing the

name of Khdrizm followed the same double orthography^,

' Swarga, through the Pehlevi, has also produced Khang, the famous jCir

Gangdia of Persian fable, which may have been in Khdrizm, although more

probably about Khoten.

® See De Bello Persico, lib. I., c. 3 and 4.

^ Jurjdniyah is of course Arabicized from Gdrgdniyah, and was perfectly

distinct from the Gurgdn, ( Vehrhdn or 'YpKavia') of the Caspian, The ruins of

Jurjdniyah are still to be seen on a branch of the old Oxus.
* See the passage in the Hamasa, quoted by Miiller in the Journ. Asiatique

for April, 1839, p. 302.

^ At Behistun, also, the z appears to be rejected in the Median orthography

of the name, (as in the liopapvioi of Ctesias,) although a sibilant is retained at

Nakhsh-i-Rustam. The Babylonian form of the name at the latter place is

unfortunately mutilated, but I think that it nearly reproduces the Persian

pronunciation.
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<TT m fr ^ n T<^ ’UvAip(a)shiya-m, [Col. I.

1. 47, p. 203,] {cum) propriis? It is only by conjecture that I

can render this word. It occurs in the phrase hauva aycistd

’'uvuip{d)shiyam alcutd, which appears to signify “ he acted with

his own party,” and I venture, therefore, to suppose ^uvdip{a)-

shiyam to be compounded of sva, “own;” ai for “one;” and

a noun which may either be compared with '*T^, “ partisan,” or,

with the same meaning, may bo derived from “to tie,” or

“ bind I will not pretend to determine how, or why, ai may

come to be substituted for eka. The omission of the may

have been an error of the engraver, or, if the compound were

ekpashiya instead of ekapaksha, the guttural may have

lapsed in pronunciation
;

or, again, ai may be compared with the

terminal (S of Persian nouns, which, as it is employed to mark

individuality, may be presumed to be a contraction of ek. All

this however is very doubtful, and I shall be ready to adopt any

better explanation that can be offered. It would be too bold

perhaps, to compare the Persian “kindred,” immediately

with 'uvdipash (or 'uvdipsh), but at any rate the terms nearly

assimilate in form, and I think also, signification. The Cunei-

form noun is governed in the accus. case by the preposition

ayastd.

>|yy yyy ’yyl ’usATAsnANAsi, [ins. no. 19, 1.29,

p. 342,] Calide constructum .? This word is not of less difficulty than

the last. It is evidently a compound, and from the context it must

in some way be connected with architecture. I have supposed it in

the notes to Inscription 19 to signify “ well-sculptured,” us being

allied to the Persian and tasJumd being an adjective

> lu the preceding chapter, I have translated ayastd 'uvdipashiyam by

“ secundum vota sua," comparing the second element of the compound with

“ wishing to obtain,” from the desiderative form of
; but this will not

explain the elongation of the a in 'uvd (for sva,) nor do I think that ayastd will

admit of any other application than that of a preposition of conjunction.
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tlci'ivcd from the root
,
“ to carve,” whicli is tctsli in

Zend; but all this ap2icars to me to be very doubtful. I am

especially embarrassed with the form of the first sibilant
;
for if,

as Lassen supposes
',

it were substituted for the dental (us for ut,

before a word commencing with i®,) or if us corresponded with

we should, I think, have the form of the u in such a

position exercising its power of aspiration. I am obliged, there-

fore, to read usatashandm, and I know not whether the division

be usa-tashandm or ^i-sata-shandm. If the former he the correct

reading, usa may he referred to the Zend uq, “intelligence”

or “ skillV’ and tashandm may have the signification before as-

signed to it, the compound epithet meaning “ skilfully executed;”

but if we adopt the second division, will stand for “well,”

sata will be the Sanskrit “ an hundred,” and sliand will still

have to he identified. I will only add, then, that the term is in

the accus. case, and that as it agrees with the niasc. pron. imam,

the elongation of the last syllable is probably one of the gram-

matical errors with which the Inscription of Artaxerxes is

throughout disfigured.

<n<<T- ’UsiiKA-HYA, [Ins. No. 4, 1. 13, p. 280,] Ten'ce jirmae

(quasi terrestris). The correspondents of the Cuneiform 'ushka^

are in Sans. sushka; in Zend a»^ja3;w* huslika; in Kurdish

hushk; and in Pers. j: khusJik. Doubtless the Sanskrit root

was originally written with the (as we still find it in

1 See Lassen’s Memoir in the Zeitschrift, p. 1G.5.

^ I doubt much whether this orthographical law of the Zend can be applied to

the language of the inscriptions. If however Vishidspa be given as an example,

the sibilant is at any rate shown to be aspirated.

3 This word in modern Persian is ^MsA,butit may exist in its old form in

ustdd, “ a master,” with which I compare the name of Osthanes, as well as

the Armenian title of ustdn \\uuuuh^ and perhaps the AardvSai of Suidas. See

St. Martin’s Armenia, tom. I., p. 340, and the quotations in Brisson’s de Eeg.

Pers. Princ., p. 190.
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sushi, “drying,”) for the ])a!atal s will not admit of being con-

verted to an aspirate. I have noticed the orthographical changes

of the initial in my remarks on the alphabet, but it may be useful

to observe the evidence which is afforded by the form in Zend of

the aspirated quality of the -H5. With sushka, of course, we must

immediately compare the Latin siccus, and it is very possible also

that a-avKos, “dry,” and V^vyos, “cold,” together with the Heb.

niT», “to be dry,” may be of kindred etymology. ’Uskka is
T T

used in the inscriptions, like the Greek ^rjpa, and Persian

k/mshki, to denote “ the dry land,” in opposition to “ the sea;”

t^ii/a ’ushkahyd, indeed, I suppose to refer to the continental

possessions of the Greeks, as tyiya darayahyd, is applied to the

Islands of the Archipelago; the terminations, in both instances,

being the regular genitive inflexion.

"TTT n ^y^T yK^ Uzmayapatiya, [Col. III.,

1 52, p. 234,] Crueijixus {?) There is no great use in analyzing

this word while its orthography remains so uncertain. It is, I

think, a compound of that class which is called in

Sanskrit; and as it forms a complete idea in itself it can occupy

any grammatical j)osition without undergoing inflexional change.

The elements of which it is composed are apparently a noun in

the accus. case, sing, or plur., and the postposition for TIT^j

and it seems to be used in the inscriptions as an adjectival com-

plement to a verb’*. The etymology, however, of uzmayd, (or

perhaps uzatayd, for in the only passage where the term is toler-

ably legible, it is impossible to distinguish whether the third cha-

racter be or diD- is, I confess, altogether obscure to me;

' Doubtless, also, the Turkish sauk, “ cold,” is of cognate origin. The ideal

connection, indeed, between “ cold ” and “ dry,” has been frequently remarked

on, and may bo traced through most of the early languages of mankind.

We have thus in the inscriptions rauchapatiya, for ruuchampatiya, “by day,”

and vithdpatiya for vithdspatiya, “at home.” Comp. Sans. ^41 D H fff, “towards

the fire.” (Wilkins, s. lOGl.)
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T should desire to find some meaning for it, like the Persian jl-i

ddr, uzmayd'patiya aknnarvam being equivalent to y-

bar ddr kardam'; for it certainly refers to some method of capital

punishment, and “ crucifixion ” or “ impalement,” was that to

which political offenders among the early Persians were most

usually condemned^; but I have searched in vain for any Zend

or Sanskrit correspondent^. Inviting, therefore, further inquiry

into the Cuneiform uzmaya, (which is, I think, the true ortho-

graphy, as the sonant z appears to affect combination with the

sonants rather than the surds, compare Ahtramazda, azdd, 'Uvd-

razmiya, &c.), I content myself with retaining the purely conjec-

tural reading of “ I crucified,” for uzmaydpatiya akunavan.

T- k.

n ny KTT y^ Katapatuka, [Col. L, 1. 15, 16, p. 197,]

Cappadocia. The Katapatuka or KaTmadoKia of the inscriptions

would appear to include all Asia Minor north of the Taurus, for

there is no other country named between Armenia on the east,

and the Grecian colonies to the west. Dr. Prichard has ably

examined the orthography of ancient Cappadocia, and appears

inclined to attach the nation to the Indo-Germanic famiIy^ Its

claim however to a Semitic brotherhood seems ;to me to rest on

a surer foundation. The descent of the ancient kings of the

Lydians, a neighbouring, and probably, therefore, a cognate

race, from Argon, the son of Ninus, the son of Belus*, the fact

that its inhabitants retained the name of Aev/col 2vpioi or “ white

‘ jIA _j.j
bar ddr is literally, “ upon the tree,” but united with *aj-rfaw, “to

do,” it is applied to “ hanging,” “ impaling,” or perhaps, “ crucifying.”

2 See Herod., lib. VI., c. 30, and Lib. VII., c. 238.

3 I can neither venture to compare aesma, Persian hizam,

“ wood,” for the initial change would be too violent, noi', knowing also, as we do,

the reverence with which the early Persians regarded the elements, the signi-

fication which would be obtained from '3'TI, “to burn,” or “fire;” (Pers.

SUZ.)

* Researches, &c., &c., vol. III., p. 497.

Herod., I. I., c. 7.
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Syrians,” as late as tho time of Strabo 'j and their worship of the

Babylonian deities, Anaitis and Omarms, mentioned by the same

author^, furnish arguments which support each other; and to

these arguments must be now added, the })resumptive proof

afforded by the inscriptions, of a Semitic origin for the name. In

the Babylonian orthography of the name, indeed, the initial

power is a sibilant
;
and that this must have been the true and not

the corrupted form, I infer from finding a similar instance of

transmutation in the name of Nabokodrossor, which was of

course a pure Semitic compound^; while there is not, I believe,

a single example of such a change in any title of undoubted Ariau

derivation. The Persians, in fact, I conceive to have been in-

clined to harden the Semitic sibilants, while the Babylonians

rarely or ever softened the Arian gutturals
;
and as we have the

two powers in the respective orthographies of Cappadocia, it fol-

lows that the Semitic form may be assumed without much chance

of error, to be the primitive and vernacular title. At the same

time, I am not prepared to offer any conjectural etymology for

the Semitic Satapatuka“.

' Strabo, 1. XVI., c. 737. Herod, in two passages, 1. I. 72, and 1. VII. 72,

states expressly, that Syrian was the Greek, and Cappadocian the Persian name

;

and Dionys. V. 772; Apollonius, 1. III., and Ptol. lib. V., c. 6, may be all quoted

to prove tlie Assyrian descent of the Cappadocians. Pharnaces, however, who

married Atossa, sister of Cambyes, the great-grandfather of Cyrus the Great,

and who was the fifth ancestor of Anaphas, one of the seven conspirators, must

have been, I think, of Arian descent. See Frag, of Diod. Sicul. in Phot. Biblio.,

p. 1158.

* Strabo, 1. XV., p. 733; Anaitis is certainty a Babylonian name, commencing

with ana, “a God;” and I take Omanus to be the same as the Chnmcean Apollo

of Ammianus, lib. XXIII., c. C, who was worshipped at Humdnia, the Xovpava

of Ptol., 1. V., c. 20.

® It is true, that at Behistun the name of Nabochodrossor, is every w'here

written with a sibilant in the Babylonian copies ; but on all the pure Babylonian

monuments I now find the guttural to be usually retained; and I am inclined,

accordingly, to regard it as the primitive form. The interchanging, indeed, of the

guttural and sibilant was probably admitted generally by the Babylonians, and the

arguments, therefore, that the Semitic Satapaiuka is an older form than the

Arian Katapatuka, must, I fear, be abandoned. The same interchange is still

common in the dialects of India,

* A curious etymologist, however, relying on the traditions which connect

Armenia and Phrygia wdth the Flood, might find “a flood,” in the name of

Satapatuka.
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T= -T <n n ,<
Kabujiy-a, [Col. I., 1. 28, p. 200, &c.,] Camhyses.

Kabujiy-ahya, [Col. I., 1. 30, p. 200, &c.,] Cambysis.

Kabujiy-am, [Col. I., lines 45, 46, p. 203,] Cambysem.

Kabujiy-a, Col. I., 1. 40, p. 201,] Gambyse.

This is the true vernacular orthography of the name which

was written KafiPvcrrjs hy the Greeks, ajjas»aj
^ Kavaus in Zend,

and which in Arabic and modern Persian has given birth to the

two distinct forms of or Kdbus and

Kdvus or Kdus\ M. Burnouf has examined in the most

elaborate manner the etymology of the Zend Kavaus, (Ya9na,

p. 438, sqq.,) and has endeavoured to show the true signification

to be “ the intelligent king.” It is indeed very possible, that the

desire to obtain this meaning in the sacred language may have

induced the compilers of the Zend Avesta, under the Sassanians,

to disfigure the original form of the name, then only known in

popular tradition; hut I imagine no one will at present pretend

to compare the relative antiquity of the forms of Kavaus and

Kabujiya, any more than it would be allowable to derive Kurusli

from Huqrava^; and if we are to seek, therefore, for the primitive

derivation of the name, we must of course follow the Cuneiform

rather than the Zend orthography. I suppose Kabujiya, then,

to signify literally, “ a hard,” from Tcab,
“
to praise ” or

“ colour,” and uji,
“ a speaker,” (from

;
and I further con-

jecture, that from a king of this name was derived the geogra-

phical title of Kamboja, which, retained to the present

day in the Kamoj of Cafiferistan, became also by a regular ortho-

' The Persian historians do not seem to be aware that the name of Kabus,

which was borne by the Dilemite sovereigns, is the same with the Kdus of romance

;

vet the more ancient form of KofijSvv or Kabuj for the latter name, renders the

identification almost certain. The Georgians, even to the present day, name the

hero of romance Kdpus, still retaining the labial which has merged in the Persian

Kdus.
* It can hardly be doubted, but that the Zend Avesta alludes to Cambyses the

elder, and Cyrus the Great, under the names of Kd'i Kdus and Kd!i Khusru ; but

I consider the actual forms under which the names are expressed, Kava Z7f and

Hu^rava, to be adoptions of the Sassanian age.

h
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graphical procession Kdhus, Kdhur, and KdhuV. The root

makes in most of its derivatives, and the Greeks had, no

doubt, therefore, sufficient reason for writing Ka/ijSvoTjr. In the

old Persian, however, the mb was an impossible articulation, and

the Median, confounding as usual the two powers, gives the

reading of Uamuchiya for the Persian Kabujiya', so that it is not

immediately apparent from whence Herodotus obtained his

orthogra2Jhy.

The native kings of Persis, agreeably to the usual system

of Oriental nomenclature, appear for several generations to have

borne the alternate names of Cyrus and Cambyses. The two

immediate ancestors of Cyrus the Great are named Cambyses and

Cyrus by Herodotus, and according to a doubtful passage of

Diodorus Siculus, preserved by Photius, there was still another

Cambyses, the fifth in ascent from the Kabujiya of the inscrip-

tions*'.

Kamana-ma, [Col. II., 1. 19, p. 216,] Mihi Jidelis.

Kamana-ibish, ]Co1. II., 1. 2, p. 214, &c., &c.,] Fidelibus.

Kama, [Col. IV., 1. 35, 36, p. 243, and Ins. No. 6, 1. 38, p. 298,]

In votis.

I compare hamana with the Sans. from “ to desire,”

and as the final can neither be a radical letter, nor the sign

of the neuter geuder, (for the nom. hdra, with which the word

1 Wilson, (Vish. Pur. p. 374); Lassen, (Ind. Alter, p. 439); and Troyer,

(Raj. Tar., t. I., p. 496), are agreed in identifying Kamboja and Kamoj; but the

connection of the name with that of Kibulhas been altogether overlooked. When
ive remember, however, that Kamboja is not only mentioned in the old Sanskrit

books, such as the Puranas, Hist, of Cashmire, &c., but that it is also expressly

named in the edicts of Asoca, (Joum. Asiat. Soc. Beng., v. VII., p. 253,) it seems

impossible to suppose that the title should have been unknown in Greek geography

;

but if it were known, there can be no more suitable correspondent than the Kd-

jSovpa of Ptolemy, which was the native name of the Paropamisan capital, 'Oproa-

Trdva, and which exhibits an intermediate form between Ka^ova-a for Kabuja, and

the modern Kabul. I may add, that the ethnic title of Ka^SoXtrai, with

which the modern Kabul is generally compared, is a doubtful reading, the Palatine

Codex, which is by far the most correct copy of Ptolemy, giving the orthography

of BcoXIrai for the trihe in question.

* See Herod., lib. I. c. Ill, and Phot. Bihlioth. p. 1158. (Ed. And. SchoL)
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agrees is masc.) I suppose it to be the ablat. suffix of the 1st

pers. sing., which also occurs in liacTidma, “ from me,” and paru-

vama, “before me,” and which is here strangely enough appended

to an adjective, the compound kamanama, signifying “ desirous of

me,” or by a slight extension of the meaning “faithful to me'.”

The instrumental plural kamanaibish, at any rate, which occurs

in connexion with asbdraibish and martiyaihisli, can only signify

“ faithful.” Kdma, also, which is from the same root, is evi-

dently identical with the Sans.
,
“ agreeably to desire,”

but the particle is used in the inscriptions as a postposition

governing the accus. case, mdm Tcdma, which is met with in two

passages, meaning “ according to my wish.” I am not aware

that there are any correspondents either in Zend or Persian.

T" m Karaka, [Insc. No. 6, 1. 30, p. 294,] Carchii.

In my observations on the Geographical list at Nakhsh-i-Rustam,

I have attempted to apply this name to the Greeks, but on fur-

ther consideration, I see much reason to doubt the identification^

The concluding names of that list appear to be more reasonably

explained as the great independent tribes who inhabited the

interior of Persia®, and in this view I venture to assimilate the

Karalcd with the who, in conjunction with the Cossseans

and Corbiense, are placed by Polybius along the skirts of the

mountains on the south-west frontier of Media'*. Of the Car-

chians nothing positive, I believe, is known in history beyond

the solitary notice of Polybius
;
but as they appear in the inscrip-

tions to be associated with the Mardi {^MddaiydVj it is very

possible they may have given the name of Xapa| to the Mardian

' Perhaps it would be more correct to consider kaman in the compound kama-

nama as a preposition, signifying “desirous of;” for the orthography of paruvama
and anuvama shows the ablative aiRx of the 1st pers. to be ama, (not ma), and

the coalition of such an affix with the nominat. of an adjective should give the

reading of kamandma by the sandhi of the two short a’s.

^ Lassen compares the KdkaKiv^ of Assyria, or the TLapa^rivr] of Susiana, but

I see strong objections to either of these explanations; nor do I think Wester-

gaard’s appUcation of the name either to the Colchians or Georgians, deserving of

any serious notice. See Zeitschrift, &c., p. 97; and Westergaard’s Mem., p. 305.

® I thus read for Tak{a)bard, Putiyd, Kushiyd, Mddaiyd, and Karaka, the

Tiberenes, the Vitii, Cossseans, Mardi, and Carchians.
* Polyb., 1. V. c. 5; the Corbiense may he compared with the Corbiane of

Strabo, and Mt. Charban of Pliny.

h 2
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settlement, established by the Arsacide Phraates, near the Cas-

pian Streigbts’. With less hesitation also, I connect their names

original seat, and the title of which is still preserved in the

Kart-a, [Insc. No. 10, p. 314,] Factus.

Kart-am, [Passim,] Factum.

Kart-a, [Insc. No. 19. 1. 31 and 35, p. 342,] Factor.

Kariyish (?) ,
[Insc. No. 7, 1. 9, p. 312,] i

Kar-a, [Passim,] Copice—regnum.

Karam, [Passim,] Copias—regnum.

Kara, [Passim,] Copiis—regno.

Karahya, [Passim.] Copiarum—regni.

Karashim, [Col. L, 1. 50, p. 204, Regnum ilium.

I derive all these from the root signifying “ to do,” which is

in Sans., kh'e in Zend, and^ Tear in Persian^. Karla

and kartam are, it appears to me, the masc. and neut. forms of the

past participle, (comp. and ker^em), but it is

possible that the latter term may be sometimes used as a neuter

noun, like the Gr. f/jyov, and Latin factum*. Kartd, also, must

’ See the Parthian stations of Isidore, p. 6. Xdpa^ would seem to be Damd-

wend, but it may be Karrej, on the Karrej rud, near Teheran.

* Karaj was re-established by the famous Abu Dalaf, in the tenth century,

and was of sufficient consequence to be formed into a Christian Bishopric. See the

tables of Elias Damas. in Assemannus, tom. II., p. 463. The ruins of Karaj are

still to be seen on the Kerch rud, near Sultdndbdd ; Kerkha, on the Choaspes,

together with Xdpa^ 27racrtvov, or
^ ^ and the numerous Karkks, on or

about the Tigris, I suppose to represent one and all the simple Chaldee

“a fort,” or “city;” Syriac

^ I shall examine under the head Ku, the remarkable circumstance of that

root taking the place of Kri throughout the simple verbal conjugation, and shall

give my reasons for disbelieving in the identity of the roots, which is, however,
stated by Lassen as an established fact.

*
It is extraordinary that Lassen should persist in translating karta and

kartam, “a palace,” and still more surprising that Westergaard should approve of
the reading, remarking, as he has done, that the Median translations employ the
same root for kartam and akunaush. See his Median Memoir, p. 354.

with that of the city of Karaj^, which was near their

Kerch rud of central Irak.

O
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be, I think, the nom. sing, of the verbal noun in W
,
(compare

employed, as is very frequently the case in Zend, for the

prseterite. The mutilated Kariyish is completed by Lassen

to Kariyishiydmiya and compared with the Sanskrit future

but with so doubtful an orthography and with no

support whatever from the contest, I cannot attach much weight

to his identification.

Kara is of course a derivative from the same root, corre-

sponding with the Sans. «hK, and Persian^^ Tear. I do not

think, however, it is ever used in the inscriptions in the sense of

“a deed” or “ action.” Signifying originally “the doer of an

action,” it is applied to any esecutive body, and thus denotes

equally “ military forces,” and “a nation” or “population,” viewed

as an abstract object. I translate it therefore by “ an army,” or

“ the state,” according to the context. The declension is per-

fectly regular, with the exception of the instrumental kdrd for

kdrena; and in this particular instance the Persian is certainly

more ancient than the Sanskrit form; for Professor Bopp has

proved the original case-ending of the instrum, sing, to be long d,

and the Sans, nasal to have been introduced for euphony^. We
have not, I believe, in the inscriptions any example of this noun

in the ablat.; but it would undoubtedly in that case present the

same orthography of kdrd for kdrdt^. In kdrashim we have the

accus. suffix of the 3rd person united to the noun in the nomi-

native, which is an unusual formation. The root occurs fre-

quently in composition with pati, pari, chiya, &c., and perhaps

even we have a reduplicate form in chakhriyd. I shall examine

all these terms however in their proper alphabetical order.

T" « w fr T<*
Kashchiya, [Col. L, 1. 49, p. 204,] Aliquis.

Ka, [Col. IV., 1. 37, p. 245, &c., &c.,] Quisque.

We have in Kashchiya a pronoun compounded of the inter-

> See Zeitschrift, &c., p. 121. It is doubtful in Westergaard’s copy whether

the fourth character be or

^ See Comp. Gr., s. 158.

® I must add, that the gen. k&rahya is throughout the inscriptions employed

for the dative, which would almost lead one to suppose the latter case to have been

wanting in the old Persian language.
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rogative base ka and the indefinite suffix The exact Sanskrit

correspondent is wftjTT
, and if the compound occurred in Zend,

of which I am doubtful, it would be written as we

have the analogous form of kaqcha. With regard to the

varying orthography of hash and kd, we must remember that the

language of the inscriptions would properly represent the Sans,

masc. nom. by ka, but that before the enclitical particle chiya

(for chit), the sibilant case-ending would re-appear; while on

the other hand, the brevity of the simple form ka would probably

cause its final vowel to be elongated, as in vd and chd, for ^

and In Sanskrit, as Professor Bopp has observed, the addi-

tion of f%rT removes from the interrogative expression preceding

it its interrogative force®; and this will exactly explain the sense

of “ any one,” which appertains to the Cuneiform kashchiya. In

regard to kd, however, which has the same indefinite sense, I

must add that the Sanskrit pronoun did not necessarily imply an

interrogative, but that according to the fifth meaning of Wilson,

it also denoted “ kind ” or “ sort,” and that this is certainly the

application of the term in the inscriptions; for tuvam kd hya

aparam, ahya can only be translated “ thou whosoever who mayst

be hereafter.” We cannot exactly compare the Latin “ quisque”

with kashchiya, for “ quis," answers to the nom. chish or kis, and

is derived from another interrogative case ki; but the indefinite

suffix “ que," which occurs in quisque, uterque, &c., and which is

probably cognate with ce in hic-ce, is-ce, &c., is no doubt identical

with chiya, a term that I shall further examine in considering the

masc. nom. chish. M. Burnoufhas devoted six pages of elaborate

commentary to the explanation of the Zend kaqe*, (where the

final letter is written in different passages of the Zend Avesta,

* Bopp has some excellent remarks on the interrogative bases generally, and

on this pronoun in particular, in his Comp. Gr., ss. 390 and 398; he considers

chit, which is common to the Zend and Sanskrit, to be a neuter form altered from

kit, which again comes from the base A-i.

2 I mention this, as the final elongation, which is common in verbs, adverbs,

&c., does not occur generally in the nom. masc. of nouns or pronouns, where a

stands for

^ See Comp. Gram., Eng. Ed., vol. II., p. 561.

* See Ya^na, note R, from p. 133 to p. 139.
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w, and -i
j

e, e, and i); but he has omitted to compare the term

with the Persian hose, “ a certain person,” with which

however it appears to be identical, and in which the final vowel

is certainly an affix of individuality, hase being exactly equi-

valent to yeh has.

^ n TT ^ ff ^ Kapishkanish, [Col.IIL,

1. 59, 60, p, 235,] Capiscanis. The name of a fort in Arachosia,

where the Satrap of the province repulsed the invasion of a rebel

force from Persis. I am much inclined to believe that the affixes

in an and hdn, which under a multitude of forms appear in so

very many of the Greek orthographies of old Arian geographical

titles, are in reality plural characteristics attached to the proper

name of the tribe inhabiting the spot; and although we cannot

trace such plural forms in any known ancient languages con-

nected with Persia’, except the Chaldee and Pehlevi, both of the

Semitic family, I still suppose them to be of the remotest anti-

quity, borrowed, perhaps, from races which long preceded the

settlement of Arian nations westward of the Belut Tdgh.

Without pursuing further then at present so obscure a sub-

ject, I will merely suggest that in the term Kdpishhdnisli, we may
have this plural termination appended to the proper name Kdpish,

the ethnic title being afterwards converted to a geographical

designation by the addition of an affix of locality. This con-

jecture indeed derives, I think, some support from our finding

the Kapishes, or “brown men,” (from “brown,” tbe sibi-

lant being aspirated before the h) settled in other parts of Ariana,

as well as upon the western frontier, where we must suppose to

’ Bopp, indeed, (Comp. Gr., s. 240) remarks, that the plural termination in

an of the modern Persian for animate creatures, is certainly adopted from the

Sans, accus. plur. in
j

same way as the Spanish employs the Latin
\

accus. for the affix of the plural number; but it would be more correct, I think,

to say that the accus. case-ending of the Sans, in dn is a relic of the true and

universal plural affix, of which, indeed, we have also, perhaps, another trace in the

gen. case-ending in dndm, although Bopp determines the n in that suffix to be

euphonic. MUller, also, (Essai sur le Pehl., p. 300,) has explained the guttural

in the Persian plural ending in gdn, as the reproduction of the old sing,

suffix of the Pehlevi in A:,

^
.
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have been situated the Kdpishkdnish of the inscriptions. I allude

of course to the famous Capissa in Capissene, under the Indian

Caucasus, which existed as early as the time of Cyrus, for the

city was destroyed in that monarch’s Scythic expedition; which

as the Kiapishe of the Chinese rose again into so much celebrity

about the fifth century of Christ, and the ruins of which are to be

seen at the present day, still retaining the name of Kafshdn, in

the Ghurhand Pass, about fifty miles north of Kabul

I conclude that the Kapishkfinish of the inscriptions must

have been in the direction of Seistan, as the Satrap of Arachosia

would probably have met the force advancing from Persia on the

frontier of his province, but in that quarter modern geography

afifords no clue to its identification.

P <TT K< Kauf, [Col. I., 1. 37, p. 201,] Mons. I am not

aware that there is any correspondent for this term in Zend or

Sanskrit; but it occurs frequently both in Pehlevi and Parsi,

(compare in the one, and in the other,) and in modern

Persian it still exists under the slightly altered form of koh.

It was probably borrowed by the Persians with many other

vocables from a Scythic source, for cognate forms are still

extensively used in the dialects of that family, as in the

Hungarian koe and kov, the Finnish ku, and perhaps even the

Turkish kaya, “a stone.” That the radical vowel was in the

Persian term affected with the guna may be inferred, as well

from the form of the guttural which cannot coalesce imme-

diately with the u, as from the employment of the a> in the Greek

correspondents, which represents the diphthong more regularly

than the primitive vowel. Compare the K(o0»;s and Ka><f)fjvr] of

Eastern Ariana, the latter of which has the equivalent name of

Kohistdn to the present day^, and also KaxpfjVj the ancient capital

> Without pressing conjecture too far, I may also, perhaps, suppose “the

brown” men of Capissa to have been especially distinguished from the neighbour-

ing “ white horde,” who dwelt in ’Oprocrndva, the Sepito-falasse of the Chinese.

Lassen, who in his Bactrian Memoir, has compared Capissa with the Chinese

Kiapishe, does not appear to have been aware of the existence of the ruins of

Kafshdn, at the foot of the Pass of the same name, leading from the Ghurband

valley over the Hindu Kush. See Jour. As. Soc. Beng., vol. IX., part I., p. 484.

2 Lassen’s Bactrian Memoir, translated in the Journal of the Asiatic Soc. of

Bengal, (see particularly No. 101 of the Journal,) may be consulted with advant-
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of Aracbosia, which gave the Chinese name of Kaofu, (and per-

haps Ki'pin also) to the neighbouring country, and which, in the

Mongol title of Oldn Rohdt attaching to the ruins, still retains

the distinctive epithet of “ hill (city),” that was originally

attached to it from its situation at the foot of the mountains’. It

has been surmised also that we have the same term kauf or koh

in the Gr. KdvKao-oy, the name signifying literally “ the mountains

of the Kds," (comp. “ Casia regio,” of Ptol.); but the identi-

fication is not susceptible of proofs.

I am induced to consider the noun of the eighth declension of

Wilkins, and to write kauf accordingly instead of kaufa, from

observing that in no instance throughout the inscriptions does

the letter T« open on a vowel. The theme probably is kaup

rather than kauf, the surd labial being used in Pehlevi and Parsi,

and the silent have been substituted for ^ in the

nom. on the same principle which caused the <ir to be replaced

in the nom. of daraug, “a lie.” These delicate ques-

tions of orthographical structure, must, however, with our present

limited materials, necessarily remain obscure.

age for the geographical illustration of the Ka(f)rjs and Kco4>rji/rj, but the etymology

of the names is unnoticed by him.

’ Pliny and Stephen, following the same authority, name the capital of Ara-

chosia, Cophen, and the measurements of the geographers leave no doubt of the

position of the city. Oldn, I may add, in Mongol, exactly answers to the modern

Jcoh and ancient kauf, “a hill,” or “ mountain.”

2 The Armenians thus name the Caucasus Kovkas, X^niffiutu ; or Khabgokh,

from the latter of which apparently comes the Arabic Kabakh, and in all

these terms we have the labial, which occurs in kauf, represented by the Greek v

in Kov. I suspect even that the famous Kdf, of eastern romance, is nothing more

than a corruption of kauf, “a hill.”
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k {uniting with ii).

<]<v
Ku. From this verbal root we have the following derivations.

Kun(a)vahya, [Col. IV., 1. 75, p. 254, and 1. 79, p. 256,]

Facias.

Akunavam, [Passim,] Feci.

Akunaush, [Passim,] Fecit.

AKtJN(A)vA, [Passim,] Fecerunt.

Akuma, [Col. I., 1. 90, p. 211, 1. 94, p. 213, &c.,] Fecimus.

Akun(a)vata, [Col. III., 1. 12, p. 230.]

Akun(a)vat.\, [Insc. No. 6, 1. 37, p. 298,]

Akun(a)vayat-4, [Col. I., 1. 20, p. 198, and 1, 24, p. 199,] Factum

est.

Akuta, [Col. I., 1. 47, p. 203,] Egit.

As Lassen has announced the absolute identity of the roots ku

and kri, the former being a mere orthographical degradation of

the latter, it is necessary that I should state my reasons for still

maintaining a distinction. In the first place, then, I can discern

no sufficient reason for the change of kri into ku. Lassen says it

arose from the infiuence of the following u in the conjugational

characteristic', but I cannot admit the application to the lan-

guage of the inscriptions of the Zend law of epenthesis, nor if the

euphonic u were introduced do I see any necessity for contracting

kru into ku^. I must observe in the next place, that kri or kar,

although unused in the simple verbal conjugation, occurs in its

own proper form in composition, (compare parikriydhya, &c.);

while, that it cannot be the mere orthographical influence of the

sign of the fifth class which changes kri to ku, is shown not only

* See Ueber die Keilinschriften, p. 246.

* It is true that the Sans, kri becomes kur, before the heavy personal endings

and througliout the potential, the orthographical change being attributed, by Bopp,

partly to the influence of the liquid r, which affects the vowel u, and partly to the

weight of the suffixes; (Comp. Gr., s. 490,) and without having recourse therefore

to the Zend law of epenthesis, there would be sufficient authority for supposing the

old Persian to have substituted kur for kar, but the elision of the r, of which

Lassen summarily disposes, stdl appears to me an insuperable objection to the

identity of ku and kri. I must add, at the same time, that there is an instance of

the same elision in the Vedic particip. offj, quoted by Westergaard, from the

Nirukta, 5; 24.
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by the term ahumd, where the characteristic, though no longer

apparent, may have once existed, hut also by akutd, which must,

as I think, be the prseterite of another conjugation. I will not

pretend at the same time to assert, that the roots leu and Icri may
not have been in their origin cognate. They are certainly used

in the inscriptions, the one for the other, with an exact identity

of signification; they are confounded in the conjugation of the

verb in modern Persian, (compare hunam, “ I do,” with

‘^kardam,"
,
“I did”). Neither the Sanskrit nor the Zend

affords any radically distinct correspondent for hu, while they

appear to conjugate kri and kere in the fifth class', with a near

assimilation to the forms used in the inscriptions, and it is very

possible, therefore, that in some earlier stage of the Cuneiform

language the roots may have been one and the same. All then

that I will venture to suggest is, that in the age of Darius, the old

Persian language had so far individualized the roots, as to employ

kri or kar in the part, verbal noun, and in composition
;
while ku

was used in all the ordinary verbal formations of the fifth class,

and was even sufl3.ciently distinguished to admit of conjugation

in the second class, when the signification required to be modified

from a transitive to a neuter application. This explanation I have

derived from the actual examples furnished by the inscriptions;

but I leave it to the consideration of better scholars, whether it

may not also serve to support the distinction of the Vedic scho-

liasts, who refer all the forms of the fifth class to an independent

(although of course a cognate) root kriv, the existence of

which has been doubted, owing to the disappearance of the radical

^ ,
(retained perhaps in the Cuneiform from the various

Sanskrit derivatives.

I shall now briefly compare the terms which occur in the

inscriptions with their Sanskrit correspondents, but shall refrain

as much as possible from drawing general inferences from the

examples, regarding Cuneiform conjugation, as any deep inquiry

' In this I follow Wilson and Rosen, but it must be observed that the Indian

grammarians distinguish clearly between the Vedic hriv, of the fifth class,

and the classical 'g; kri, of the first and eighth classes, and that Westergaard

adopts and illustrates the distinction. See Wilson’s Diet., p. 240; Rig Vedse

Spec., Notes, p. 19; and Rad. Ling. Sans., p. 58 and 256.
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into the old Persian grammar would hardly be suited to a Voca-

bulary. The root leu, then, with the transitive signification of

“ doing (something),” may he considered to he exclusively of the

fifth class’. I do not compare kun{a)vdhya with krinoshi,

or kSrenuishi^, hut rather suppose it to be the 2nd

pers. sing, of the present subjunctive, which if the term occurred

in the Vedas, would be, I believe krinvdsi^, and as I am

doubtful if the languages of the inscriptions admitted of the

groupe nv, I place the supposed guna of the characteristic in this

and all similar formations in a parenthesis.

In writing akunavam for the 1st pers. sing, of the act. imperf.,

instead of akunvam with Lassen, I follow the regular Sanskrit

orthography of which Wilkins gives an example in asu-

navam. The form akunaush is of particular interest; for it not

only shows, by the employment of the instead of that

the old Persian certainly employed the guna in expressing the

conjugational characteristic; but it also preserves, as I think, a

more ancient personal termination than the dental of the Zend

and Sanskrit*; us occurs in the classical Sanskrit as the ending

of the 3rd person under four different conditions, but its employ-

ment is restricted to the plur. number, and it is thus compared

with the Greek ovo-i®. I am not sure, however, that it is not

also met with in the Vedas, representing the 3rd pers. sing, of

’ For an analysis of the sufiBx in nu, Bopp must be consulted. Comp. Gr.,

s. 109% 4.

® See Bopp’s Comp. Gr., s. 447.

3 Bopp (Comp. Gr., s. 713) merely observes, that the Vedic lit or subjunctive

is distinguished from the indicative by the lengthening of the vowel of the class-

syllable. I judge, however, from the inscriptions, that the distinction is in reality

the introduction of an additional short a before the personal endings
; a -f a in the

first class, &c., becoming a, but in the second class the short additional a alone

intervening between the root and the termination. Comp, astiya, indie., and

ahatiya, subjunctive.

* I say more ancient, as the true pronominal base of the 3rd pers. in Sans, is

sa; and ta merely occurs in the secondary forms. Bopp and Gesenius, however,

are agreed that, taking the whole range of language, the latter is anterior to the

former.

* In the potential; the imperf. of reduplicated roots; the imperf. of roots in d

of the second class ; and in some instances in the multiform praeterite. See Comp.

Gr., s. 462, and Burnouf’s Yacna, Notes, p. 147.
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the imperf. There is at any rate a word d-ri-noh in the 30th

Hymn of the Rig Veda, where it has this power, and where, in

order to explain the form, the scholiast is obliged to suppose the

2nd pers. to be irregularly substituted for the 3rd Whether at

the same time this identification be admitted, or whether we con-

sider aush to be a weakening of ot, is of no great consequence.

The termination is also found in adarshanaush, and is certainly

therefore, in the language of the inscriptions, the regular cha-

racteristic of the 3rd pers. sing, of the act. imperf. of the fifth

class.

I now come to the plural forms of the same tense akun{a)va

in the 3rd pers., and ahumd in the 1st. Akun{a)va is the Vedic

akrinvan, the silent terminal being elided, and I com-

pare akumd with the Sans, form asunma'^, which is used

equally, according to Wilkins, with asunuma, and in

representing which in the Cuneiform, the n, although performing

an important grammatical function, is necessarily expunged as

the first member of a compound consonant articulation. The

dialectic elongation of the final a in all such verbal formations

has been frequently remarked on as a peculiarity of the old

Persian language.

The 3rd pers. of the middle imperfect akun{a)vatd presents a

difiiculty; it occurs in two passages, in one apparently as a sin-

gular, for the nom. is dahydush; in the other, it is certainly a

plural, being in immediate relation to the plural suffix in sMm.
ow akun{a)vatd will answer sufficiently well to the Vedic plural

vtetKjtiri akrinvata, formed like the Sans. asunvata^; but

it will not correspond with the sing, akrinuta, and it is possible,

1 See Rig Vedse Spec., p. 48, and Rosen’s remarks on the passage in the

Adnotationes, p. 66.

2 Wilkins merely gives it as a rule, that the u of the conjugational suffix may

be occasionally dropped before ^ and If ,
but he does not explain the principle

of this orthographical change. Bopp, however, would I suppose attribute the

elision to the weight of those consonants which cannot tolerate the light u.

® In Sanskrit, as we know, the guna is only admitted before the light termi-

nations, or those distinguished according to the grammarians by a servile xj ,

which in the middle voice are unlmown, except in the 1st pers. of the imperative,

but I cannot satisfy myself that this rule applied to the language of the Inscriptions,

and I therefore give an optional guna throughout.
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therefore, that in the aforesaid passage, dahydusli may be used

as a noun of multitude. If, however, it be determined that

akun{a)vatd is exclusively a plural form, a question will then

arise whether the singular of the middle imperfect may not be

akutd, akunutd being shortened to akuntd and subsequently to

akutd, as akunumd was contracted to akunmd, and ultimately to

akumd. I should be inclined, I confess, to accept of this explan-

ation, regardless that, although we have in Sanskrit the optional

orthography of asunma in the active, the corresponding contrac-

tion of asunta in the middle is wanting', did I not also find the

meaning of the root in akutd to have undergone a modification,

which seems to point to the employment of a different conju-

gation. I cannot of course be positive, but influenced by the

latter consideration, and remembering that in no other verbal

formation is there any visible difference between the sing, and

plur. of the 3rd pers. of the middle imperfect, I prefer accordingly

regarding akun{a)vatd as an irregular substitute for the singular

akunutd^, and attaching akutd to the second class.

The next term to be considered is akun{a)vayatd, where we

have the anomalous employment of the conjugational suffix in

the passive voice, a peculiarity of construction which is of much

interest, inasmuch as it connects the old Persian with the Greek

and Gothic, and distinguishes it from the Zend and Sanskrit’.

Independently of this there is nothing remarkable in the Cunei-

form term, except that the guna is perhaps employed in the

conjugational suffix in the place of the vowel-lengthening of the

Sanskrit, which distinguishes roots in u in the passive voice, and

that the conjunctive vowel a, being introduced between the suffix

and the passive characteristic, converts that vowel into v, I do

not think we can possibly read akun{a)vyatd, for if the suffix

1 The u appears to lapse in asunma from the weight of the labial m, an influ-

ence which would not be felt in asunuta, where the personal sign commences with

a dental, and this accordingly is a further proof against the possible contraction of

asuntd.

* If akun[a)vatd be admitted as the substitute of the Vedic ukrinuta,
e o

we must suppose, of course, that the old Persian, in the fifth conjugation as in tlie

first, employed the connecting vowel a between the personal-endings and the class

suffix, and of this peculiarity we appear to have another example in kunavdhya.

® See Comp. Gr., s. 427, where this discrepancy between the Greek and Sans,

is particularly noticed. There is, I think, however, an error of some consequence

in the English translation of the first sentence of the paragraph in question.
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coalesced immediately with the passive sign, there would be no

occasion for altering the vowel, and we should have accordingly

the orthography of akunauyatd.

The only remaining term is ahutd, which, as I have already

observed, I consider to be the 3rd pers. sing, middle imperf. of

the same root, but conjugated in the second or seventh class,

where the personal ending is either added immediately to the

base, or the u, being interposed befoi’e a light termination, would

be elided in combination with the Cuneiform dental’. The

respective employment of the active and middle voice appears in

general to be as arbitrary in the old Persian as it is in Sanskrit^,

and in this particular instance, where we perceive the distinction

between a transitive and reflective sense, I am inclined there-

fore to attribute it to a change of conjugation, rather than to a

discrimination between the powers of the parasmdipadam and

atmanepadam forms; ahutd seems to signify “ he acted,” the fruit

of the action reverting to the agent
;
while in all the other forms,

the verb governs an accusative case, and the action which it indi-

cates passes over to the object.

<T <fr -< T" m kuganaka, [coi. n., 1.9, p. 215,]

Cyganaca. The name of a Persian town which was probably

near the Susian frontier, (as it was the native place of a chief

who aspired to the independent government of the latter pro-

vince,) but the position of which I am altogether unable to illu-

strate, either from ancient or modern geography.

<I <ft K< <n T<
Kur-ush, [Insc. No. 1, p. 270,] Cyrus.

Kur-aush, [Col. I., 1. 28, p.200, 1. 39, p. 201, 1. 53, p. 204, &c.,]

Cyri.

This is the true vernacular reading of the name of the Great

Cyrus, which in Hebrew was written tyii) or and in

Greek Repos' or Kovpos. I have hitherto been content to accept

1 I suggest the seventh class, as I am loth to believe that the nasal can be ever

entirely lost in the conjugation of the root ku.

2 Akun{d)vata in the middle voice is thus used -svith the same transitive power

as akun(a)va in the active voice, and the two forms also of agarb&ya and ayar-

b&yatd, are employed indifferently.
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the etymology, to which currency was given by a contemporary

Greek', and comparing the name accordingly with the Sans.

Zend hvare, and Pers.^^-=^ khur, I have even ventured

from the change of the initial to draw an inference regarding the

orthographical degradation of the Persian language in that early

age*.

Consequent, however, on the discovery that the letters

and ^y present the same alphabetical power, I am constrained to

abandon the identification of Ctesias
;

for the guttural*does not I

believe in any example throughout the inscriptions represent the

Devanagari sibilants I now compare Eurush with the Sanskrit

which was probably a popular title among the Arian race

before the separation of the Median and Persian branches*, and I

support the illustration by remarking, that the rivers of Georgia

and Persis, which we know in antiquity to have been distin-

guished by the royal title of Kvpos, still retain the old pronun-

elation in the modern orthography of jS Kur^. It would be a

curious though unprofitable enquiry to investigate the reasons

which induced the compilers of the Zend Avesta, to disfigure the

name of the great national hero of Persia, under the artificial

form of Iluqrava, from whence we have the modern

' Kai TiSerac to ovopa airrov dm tov rjXlov Kvpov. Ctesias in Phot. Bib-

lioth., col. 125. The same etymology is repeated by Plutarch in Vit. Artaxerxis;

by the author of the Et}^!. Mag. in voce Kopos, and by Plethon in his Commen-

tary on the Zoroastrian Oracles; and Lassen adopts it in his Memoir, Ueber die

Keilinschriften, p. 154.

* See the observations on the letter ^y in the Chapter on the Alphabet, p. 91.

3 That there was an interchange between the guttural and sibilant in Baby-

lonian is certain, for Nabokodrossor is as often written with the s as the k, and the

same change of course is found in comparing modem Persian with the Sanskrit,

but I think that the language of the inscriptions uniformly represents by 'uva.

* The Kuru race of ancient India, descended from the famous oJT^, the son

of Samvarana, is too well known to require notice.

* Strabo, lib. XV^.,p. 501, expressly says, that the Persian river Kvpos derived

its name from the king, “ On pere^aXe to dvopa 6 ^acriXtvs."
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Khusru', That name is, I believe, to be first found in the

geographical title of 'Oa-porjvr] or 'OcrdpoTjvrj, and it may be pre-

sumed, therefore, to have been borrowed from a Parthian Sa-

trap^, but unless from some fancied resemblance in sound and

application to the person of Cyrus, I am utterly unable to under-

stand how, in the time of the first Sassanians, it should have

attained the popular pre-eminence which distinguishes it in the

pages of the Zend Avesta, and which from that source has

descended to it in all subsequent history. I will only add, that

the absolute identity of the Sanskrit, Hebrew, Greek, Persian,

Median, and Babylonian orthographies of the name confirm in the

most satisfactory manner its true and primitive form.

The genitive form of Kuraush, which occurs repeatedly at

Behistun, is extremely valuable in showing the respective employ-

ment of the letter in combination with u, and the letter

with a, as well as in connecting the case-endings of the old

Persian with those of the Sanskrit, the Lithuanian, and the

Gothic, in all of which, themes in i and u take the guna before

the genitive sign The ausk, in fact, of the language of the

inscriptions is exactly identical with the Sans, genitival os,

the Lithuanian aus, and the Gothic aus, and it may moreover be

compared with the Latin us in the fourth declension, where the

elongation takes the place of the guna, and also with the

eus, of the Zend'*, where the guna forms a distinct diphthong in

conjunction with an epenthetic i.

1 The Zend Hufrava appears to have been taken immediately from the Sans.

Susravas, who is mentioned in the Purdnas as one of the Prajdpatis, and

who, according to Burnouf, plays a conspicuous part in the Vedas; but this does

not in any way explain the application of the name to the popular hero of Persia.

See Vish. Pur., p. 50, n. 2, and Burnouf’s Cun. Mem., p. 172. Burnouf, indeed,

appears to doubt in the passage last quoted, if Hup-ava can be intended to desig.

nate the great Cyrus.

2 Procopius distinctly says that the Mesopotamian 'Oa-porjv^ was named after

a certain king, ’Oopdos, who reigned there. De Bel. Pers., I. 1., c. 17. Now
'Oa-porjvrj is first mentioned in the campaign of Crassus, but the Parthian king
'Oa-poos was only contemporary with Trajan, and it cannot therefore have been
from him that the province derived its name.

3 For an examination of these genitive endings, see Bopp’s Comp. Gr., ss. 185
and 186.

* Burnouf has very successfully analyzed the Zend genitive of themes in u, in
his Commentary on the Yaqna, pp. 90 and 156.
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<Hn « ff K' m Kushiya, [Insc. No. 6, 1. 30, p. 294,]

Cossoei. I believe this name, which occurs in the geographical

list at Nakhsh-i-Rustam, to refer to the Cossasans of Southern

Media, who were indifferently termed by the Greeks Kotraaioi and

Kova-araloi' . An exposition of the views which I entertain regard-

ing the settlement of the Kush in Persia must be reserv’ed for

another portion of the Memoir; for the subject, presenting an

unbounded field for speculation with very little of determinative

proof, requires to be examined with equal diligence and caution.

I will here only observe, that without subscribing to the extra-

vagant theory of Bryant regarding the almost universal sway of

the Ammonian Cushites, I am still inclined to see in the Kushiya

of the Inscriptions and Cossseans of authentic history, a remnant

of that primitive and powerful race, which furnished its con-

tingent under Memnon, at the siege of Troy, and branches of

which were also led under Tirhak and Zerah to the invasion of

Judma. I see, indeed, strong reasons for identifying in many
instances the Hebrew Kush with the Eastern -^Ithiopians of

the Greeks, who built Susa, who were the subjects of Cepheus,

and whose principal establishments in the time of Darius were

partly in the Median mountains and partly in the Gedrosian

deserts; and I further suppose this to have been the dominant

race in Southern, and perhaps in Central Persia, prior to the

Arian immigration^.

The Persian Kushiya is evidently the nom. plural of the

ethnic title, the adjectival suffix in iya being added to the proper

name; but it is worthy of remark, that the Median correspondent

is used without the plural characteristic, and that in the Baby-

lonian we have the territorial, rather than the ethnic, desig-

nation.

* For a collection of all the notices of the Greek and Latin Geographers and

Historians regarding the Cossaeans, see Cellarius, vol. II., pp. C75, 682, and 690.

* If it be true, as Dr. Lepsius has recently asserted, that the Beja, the most

ancient dialect of the .dithiopic, be of the Caucasian family of languages, it will go

far to connect the AEtliiopians of Africa with the Eastern Kush. I have long,

indeed, suspected, and am becoming daily more convinced that the languages of

the so-called Median and Babylonian Inscriptions will be found to be nearly con-

nected with those of Western Africa, and that the links of the connection will be

traced in the migrations of the Kush.
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«T! kh.

II « YY ^[11 Khshatram, [Passim,] Corona or Imperium.

This word is of course to be compared with the Sans, used

to denote “ the warrior caste,” and with the Zend

Ichshatlira, which was employed in a more specific manner to

designate “ a king bnt its etymology is subject to some uncer-

tainty, for in Sanskrit merely signifies “ to eat ” or “ divide,”

and the grammarians therefore have snpposed a Sautra root of

the same form, with the meaning of “protecting” or “defend-

ing^.” As however the Sanskrit Tcshatra is freqnently written

chheta in Pali^, and as the tendency of the guttnral and palatal

to interchange is notorious, I cannot help suspecting that the

primitive Sanskrit kshad has been corrupted into clihad,

which does actually exist in the classical language with the same

signification of “ covering ” or “ screening,” and from which the

chhatra, or “parasol,” the symbol of royalty, is avowedly de-

rived^. The only question is whether the term may not have

originally denoted “ a crown,” as covering the head, and whether

its application may not have been snbseqnently transferred

from the special to the general, both in regard to the regal or

“crowned” class of India and to the word in Zend expressive

of “ royalty.” On the one hand, there is I think reason to suspect

that the Hebrew ”)n3j whence the Gr. Klrapis, may represent

the Persian khshatram^, and as kings are in many langnages

* Khshaihra, “ a king,” occurs repeatedly in the Zend Avesta, and the meaning

is considered by Burnouf to be determinately established ; see Yaijna, &c., p. 151,

&c., &c.
^ See Westergaard’s Ead. Ling. Sans., pp. ICl and 333. Also, Wilson m

voee, and Lassen’s Memoir in the Zeitschrift, &c., p. 18.

^ Journ. As. Soc. Beng., vol. VII., p. 664.

* I am afraid to connect chhatra immediately with khshatram, although they

may both etymologically signify “ a roy.al covering.”

^ The term, indeed, was no doubt used long before the introduction of caste;

comp, the ethnic names SarpaiSru, 'O^vSpaKac, &c.

® The repugnance of the Semites to the compound Arian articulations was

notorious, and khsh would naturally be contracted to a simple guttural; the 1/13
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termed “ crown bearers while I am not aware that the term

denoting “a crown,” or any other emblem of royalty, is ever

derived from a root conveying the abstract idea of “ ruling,” we

might perhaps infer “ a covering for the head,” to he the primary

signification of the Cuneiform term. On the other hand, the

Sanskrit hshatra, and Zend kJishathra, have every appearance of

being derived immediately from ksliad or chhad, “ to screen or

defend (the people)’*”; and Rosen, moreover, from the Vedas,

gives an abstract noun kshatram, with the signification of

“strength,” which he compares with the Greek /cpdros®, and which

in form is absolutely identical with the khshatram of the inscrip-

tions. Leaving it doubtful, therefore, which may be the original,

and which the secondary signification, I have rendered the term

by “ crown” or “ empire ” throughout the translations, according

as may be most agreeable to the English idiom ^ I have only to

add, that khshatram is used in the inscriptions as a neuter noun

of the first declension, and that it thus indifferently represents

the nominative and accusative case.

yT n TTT
*^y^ TTT KhshatrapA-va, [Col. III., 1. 14,

p. 230, and 1. 55, p. 235,] Satrapesque. The occurrence of this

word in the inscriptions renders useless all further speculation as

to the etymology and meaning of the word Satrap \ The verbal

of Esther, moreover, refers particularly to the Persian “crown;” see Gesenins in

voce. The word, moreover, is generally derived from "1/13 ,
“ to surround,” the

Kirapii being a “diadem” or “cincture.”

' Comp. Arm. (Ind. ThakoreV) lit. Taj dwar, “crown bearing.”

Taj is of Semitic origin.

* Khshathrdt is also used in Zend with the meaning of “ empire,” and Bur-

nouf says that kshatra has frequently the same signification in the Vedas, so that

on the whole, no doubt, “ imperium ” is the best translation for the Cun. khsha-

tram. See Journ. Asiatique, Ser. IV., tom. IV,, No. 20, p. 479.

® See Rig Ved® Spec., Notes, p. xi.

* I rather think that we have khshatra, ‘‘ a king,” in the last word adrpa

of the famous Persian verse in Aristophanes—“ Tdpra pave ^ap^dv aTnaaova

aaTpa," Acharn., Act I., Sc. 3, [see Mitchell’s Arist., vol. I., p. 27,] but I am

not quite satisfied as to the meaning of the entire phrase.

* This is a subject which has been much discussed; see Gesen. Heb. Lex.,

Eng. Ed., p. 41, for several fanciful derivations, De Sacy’s being the only one

which is near the truth. Sir J. Malcolm compares chhatrapa, “ the holder of the

parasol,” and Anquetil suggests the etymology of Satar-pai “below
V
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affix which is added to Tchshatra is identical with the Sans. '*TT pa,

whence pas, pan, &c., in Persian, and the compound

therefore signifies either “ preserving the empire,” or “ preserving

the crown.” In the only two passages where the term is found,

the copulative conjunction vd, answering to the Sans. 'W, and

allied of course with the Semitic 1, is added to the nom. of the

noun to connect the phrase that is attached to it with the pre-

ceding clause. Kkshatrapd is probably declined like a theme in

long a of the first declension.

The change of the initial sound which is observable in the

Hebrew
,

is nothing more than might be expected

from the impossibility of adapting to the Semitic organs of speech

the articulation of the Arian hlish, as a single power'; but I am
somewhat at a loss to understand the origin and application of

the terminal n, although I perceive traces of the same (euphonic?)

ending in the corrupted Median orthography of shagsliapdwanm.

In the Arian dialects, certainly, the suffix was preserved in its

pure form, as we may assure ourselves by comparing the Cunei-

form term with the Kshatrapa of Rudra Duma's inscription at

the Girnar Bridge, and upon the Saurashtran coins of the same

family'*.

The Satraps were, as it is well known, originally the Gover-

nors or Viceroys of the large provinces of the Persian empire,

but the title in later times appears to have been equally adopted

the star.” Mdm. de I’Acad., tom. LVI., p. 291, (12mo. Edit.) Hyde, again,

(de Rel. Vet. Pers., p. 325,) would fain refer the title to lit- “ mule-

keeper,” supposed to have been adopted as an honorary epithet by the great officers

of the State. While Prinsep, (Asiat. Journ. Bengal, vol. VII., p. 345,) and

Wilson, (Arian. Ant., p. 405,) relying on the exclusive application of the Sanskrit

render the Saurashtran title by “ protector of the Kshatriyas,” or “ patron

of the warrior class.” I differ from De Sacy’s explanation merely in referring

the suffix immediately to the Sans. tiTj rather than to the modern Pers. corruption

^dn. See M^m. de I’lnst., Classe d’Histoire, &c., II., p. 229.

' The Hebrew word occurs in Esther iii. 12, viii. 9, and ix. 3; and its Chaldee

correspondent in Dan. iii. 2, 3 and 27, vi. 2 and 3.

^ See the Coin Legends in the Journ. Asiat. Soc. of Bengal, vol. VI., p. 382,

and vol. VII., p. 345.
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by those who exercised independent royal functions. In the

mutilated Greek Inscription at Behistun, the great Parthian

king Gotarges is thus content to name himself “Satrap of Sa-

traps,” (SATPAnHS TI2N 2ATPAn i,) and throughout the

whole series of the coins of the Saurashtran dynasty the titles of

Raja and Kshatrapa are applied to the same individual. I have

never met with the term in Arabic or Persian works*, and I

greatly doubt if it was employed in Persia subsequent to the rise

of the Sassanians.

«n « K1 eT it Khsuathrita, [Col. II., 1. 15, p. 216,

&c.,] Xathrites. A name which is evidently of kindred etymo-

logy with khshatram, but in which I am altogether unable to

explain the reason of the substitution of KI for for the

latter character will coalesce with the i, as in Atrina, Atriydtiya,

&c., as well as with the a. In pronunciation, we can of course

readily distinguish between the tr, where the r was almost dor-

mant, and the thr, where the dental combining with the liquid

in its full force underwent aspiration; but I confess I do not

understand the etymological reason of the distinction in the deri-

vatives from ksliad. The name would appear to have belonged

to the son or next heir of Astyages, as it was assumed by an

impostor Phraortes, who sought in the time of Darius to re-

establish the independence of the Medes*; but there is certainly

no such individual mentioned in Grecian history, nor have I met

vvith the name applied to any other chieftain. I should translate

kkshathrita, “ who has obtained the empire” (or
“ crown,”) com-

paring the tei’iuination with the Sanskrit participle,

* See Joum. Royal Geograph. Soc., vol. IX., p. 114. There is also a copy

of this fragmentary legend in Hoeck’s Vet. Med. et Pers. Mon., p. 141, which

must have been taken by Grelot, who aceompanied Bembo in his Persian tour not

many years after the old tablet was destroyed to make room for the Arabic

inscription. Bembo’s visit was in 1673, and the Arabic tablet is dated a.h. 1026.

^ I do not regard the ®f the Lexicons, as that term has been evidently

foisted in through the Arabic from the Greek.

3 This Median revolt will be further noticed under the head of Fravartish.

* The true reading, however, may perhaps be Khshaihraita, the name being

formed in the same manner as the Zend khshaeta, “ a king.”
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^ ’y^
yil Khshapa-va, [Col. I., l. 20

, p. 198,J

Nocte-qiie. This word occurs in the phrase, Idisliapavd rauclm-

pativd, “ both by night and by day,” the postposition pad, (for

irffT or paiti), governing both the nouns in the accus.

case, and the copulative conjunction vd being appended, in one

place immediately to the noun, and in the other to the governing

particle. It follows, therefore, that the true forms must be

Ichshapamvd and rauchampativd; and it is this example of the

elision of the nasal before the semi-vowel v which, among other

considerations, has induced me to interpose an a in the groupe

KdE that occurs so frequently in the verbal formations of

the fifth class. The nom. Tchsliapa answers to the Sans. ^'TTj

the Zend Tchshapo' and Persian shah; and ac-

cording to Rosen, it may also be compared with the Latin “ cre-

pusculum^.”

^^yy ^ TTT y^ nr ^yyy f? khshanasatiya, [coi.

I., 1. 52, p. 204.] Cognoscat. I consider the Cuneiform Jchshands

to connect the Greek yivaa-KO), (Lat. gnos-co,) with the Pers.

shinds, the guttural being preserved in one form and the

sibilant in the other; but I doubt if the Sans. which is

usually compared with the Greek verb, can be of cognate origin

' I have never met with the Zend nom. sing., but I have khsJiafna in the

nom. plur., and khshafne in the loc. sing., while the abl. sing, is khshapardt; so

that the theme evidently follows the declension of the Sans.
,
which has

in the nom. for
,
and which uses the r in all its compounds. As a

further proof that the nouns are declined alike, compare the Zend locatives paiti

afne, paiti khshafne, and consult Bopp, Comp. Gr., s. 40, and Ya^na, p. 34. I

consider this evidence of the interchange of the n and r to be of much orthogra-

phical value.

^ See Rig Vedse Spec. Adnotat., p. xi.

® ITT altered to as it is in all the special tenses, has with the suffix of the

ninth class produced the Pers. dan; khshandsaxid yivas must, on the other

hand, I think, be compound roots, but I know not the elements. Schneider’s ex-

planation, vm, yva>s, and by reduplication yiyvm, cannot'at any rate be admitted.
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The term used at Beliistun is the 3rd pers. sing, of the present

subjunctive, the a being elongated by the sandhi of the modal

vowel which precedes the personal-ending with the conjunctive

vowel of the first conjugation. There is in the inscription at

Nakhsh-i-Rustam another form, which is apparently derived

from the same root, (Ins. No. 6, 1. 42, p. 298); but it is in too

mutilated a state to be identified.

«n « K' ’m El ^ iTf

Khshayarsha, [Passim,] Xerxes.

Khshayarsham, [Passim,] Xerxem.

There can be little doubt but that this, the true vernacular

orthography of the name of Xerxes, is compounded of the root

“to rule,” and of the same term which occurs in the names

of Arsames and Arsakes. Khshai/a, from kshi, ma.y signify “a

king,” equally with Tchshdyaihiya, and arsha may be equivalent

to the Sans. “ venerable,” At any rate, there can be no

question, but that Herodotus must have been mistaken in ren-

dering the name by aprj'ios, and it is almost certain that his mis-

take arose from confounding the orthography of Xerxes with

that of the last element of the name of A rtakhshatfd, which may
in reality refer to “a warrior,” as well as to “a king’.” There

is probably no other term in the whole cycle of Persian nomen-

clature which has undergone so much violence in transcription.

In the Greek Sep^rjs, the medial sibilant is hardened
; the

Hebrews by introducing two additional vowels in have

so disfigured the name, as to render it diflBcult of recognition*.

' Herod., lib. VI., c. 89. It is curious that in assimilating these two distinct

forms, writing them respectively, Sep^rjs and ’Apra^ep^iyr, and translating them

aprj'ios and peyas aprj'ios, Herodotus should have thus followed the orthography

of the one, and the etymology of the other.

* In the books of Esther and Ezra *s certainly the Khshayarsha

of the inscriptions, but it is not so easy to understand the application of the same

name in Daniel. The alteration of the initial sound is precisely the same that we

have seen in the Hebrew rendering of Khshatrapd, and I am half inclined to think

the substitution of 1 for ' between the Ji? and *1, to be an orthographical error,

dating, of course, before the time of the Septuagint. It is inconceivable to me
that chronologers should persist in appljdng the l£liTH£/riK of Ezra iv. 6, to

Cambyses, when the series of kings given in that book, Cjtus, Darius (Hystaspes),

Ahasuerus (or Xerxes), Artaxerxes (Longimanus), Darius (Nothus), and Ar-
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In the Median form, which I read Ahsakasha or Alcsahasslia, the

r has given way to a cognate aspirate, and in the Babylonian

orthography, which I doubtfully give as Ah{a)shhdrasha or

Ah{a)shharashhd, these aspirations are so formidably multiplied

as almost to impede pronunciation. Of all the various forms

that have been yet discovered, the hieroglyphic Klishharslia upon

the Vase of Caylus approaches nearest to the true orthography’.

As we have no example in the inscriptions of the name of Xerxes

in the gen. case, it must be doubtful whether the noun follow the

first declension in long a, or whether it may not rather be of the

twelfth class of the eighth declension of Wilkins.

If we may credit the lists of Assyrian kings preserved by the

chronologers, the royal name of Xerxes had been adopted on the

banks of the Tigris in the very remotest antiquity®, and this is

the more remarkable as the etymology is certainly Arian. After

the time of the Achmmenians, however, it appears to have fallen

entirely into disuse. Neither is it employed in the Parthian

nomenclature, nor has it survived under a corrupted form in the

Zend Avesta, or in Persian romance. There was an Armenian

province of named from the king®. There is also a

town of Drangiana, mentioned by Ptolemy under the name of

Slap^idpr] *, and it is possible that the royal title of^L^ Shdr, which

belonged to the kings of the Persian colony of Gkurjestdn, esta-

blished in the Paropamisan mountains may preserve a trace of

the ancient designation, but I have never met with any other

name which could be conjecturally referred to it®.

taxerxes (Mnemon), is perfectly consistent with history, and fixes the Exodus of

Ezra in b.c. 398, and that of Nehemiah in b.c. 385, (instead of in 458 and 445),

the colonies, in fact, leaving Babylonia under Artaxerxes Mnemon, and not under

Artaxerxes Longimanus.

' See Heeren’s Researches, vol. II., p. 340.

^ See the several Lists in Clinton’s Fasti HeUenici, vol. II., p. 267.

® Strabo, p. 364, and Stephen, in voce.

^ Lib. VI., c. 19.

® De Sacy published a Memoir on this colony in the Mines de I’Orient, vol. I.,

p. 321.

® That Gesenius {in voce') should pretend to compare

Lion King,” is a proof that the study of Persian comparative philo-

logy is stUl in its infancy.
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«rr m r<^ T<T TT y<>

Khshayathiya, [Passim,] Rex.

Khshayathiyam, [Passim,] Regem.

Khshayathiyahya, [Passim,] Regis.

Khshayathiya, [Col. I., 1. 8, 10, pp. 196, 197, &c.,] Reges

(nom. jilur.)

Khshayathiya, [Col. IV., 1. 7, p. 240, 1. 32, p. 243,] Reges

(accus. plur.)

Khsiiaa^athiaanam, [Passim,] Regum.

That this noun is derived from f^, “ to rule with unlimited

power,” is admitted by every one*, but there is some difficulty

with regard to its grammatical construction. I propose to con-

sider that it presents a double inflexion, khshdyanta being formed

in the first place by the addition of the unadi affix in anta

to the causal form (according to the rule given in Wilkins,

p. 468), and the signification being subsequently altered from the

abstract to the possessive, by joining on the adjectival suffix in

ya. I know not if it be the elision of the nasal which leads to

the aspiration of the dental, but we have at any rate an instance

of the same orthographical change in the substitution of athiya,

“ near,” for and with regard to the connecting vowel

between the affixes, it seems to be in accordance with the genius

of the old Persian language, that the euphonic i should in this

position and before its cognate semi-vowel, take the place of a*.

The corresponding term in Zend is Khshacta, which

however is found with a diflferent affix. Even under the Achae-

menians, the vernacular title of Khshayathiya was frequently

exchanged for a foreign synonym**, borrowed probably from the

West; and for a long period afterwards its employment seems

to have been almost exclusively confined to the eastern portions

of the Arian race. The Parthian kings adopted upon their coins

’ This was indeed the first word which Grotefend identified in the Cunei-

form Inscriptions, its frequent occurrence leaving no doubt as to its meaning, and

Anquetil’s vocabulary affording an approximate clue to the orthography.

^ Possibly, however, the term should be read khshdyathaiya, the final a of

anta being preserved, and the following i being epenthetic.

^ This sjTionym ^ K will be discussed hereafter. The Median and

Babylonian terms are both uncertain.
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both the I3a(n\evs of the Greeks, and the Raja of India'
;
but their

native epithet appears to have been that of TerTchdn, which is in

use among the Turkish tribes to the present day^. I know not

indeed of any employment of the ancient title under the Arsacide

empire, except in the Za6os of the coins of Kadaphes, who reigned

in Cabul, about b.c. 120^. Under the Sassanians, with the

revival of Persian habits and institutions, the appellation was

partially resumed, but it came in apparently from the East;

while the Semitic Mailed ^ continued to hold its place on the coins

and in the royal inscriptions until a late period of the dynasty.

The title certainly occurs in the name of Sliahpuhri (Sapor),

as well as in the territorial epithets of Zayava-ad and Kepjaoo-aa,

assumed respectively by Bahram III. and Bahram IV.®, and it

is, I think, even to be recognized in the Pehlevi Inscriptions of

the second and third Shapur, at Kermdnshdh, (where, however,

A5i?^22 has been hitherto read Vohid instead of Slialiyd^.) It

must have been well known at the same time in the extreme

East, to have given rise to the distinctive epithet of Shdhishalidn,

applied to the King of Persia in the Gupta Inscription of the

sixth century, upon the pillar at Allahabad 7, and that it had

come into general use also in Persia among the later Sassanians,

is shown by the title of 2a8a<ja8ao-dx, which is assumed by Siroes,

1 See the’eoins of Gondophares, Arsaces, Pacorus, &c., in Cunningham’s Plates,

No. 14 and 15, and Wilson’s Ar. Ant., Plate V. I have also seen coins of

Orodes with the same Indian legend.

^ Uepmerri 8e TopKip. /3aircXevs ippeveverai. John of Malala, Ed. Dindorf.,

p. 270. The title of Terkhdn is now given among the Uzbegs to the heir-appa-

rent; but in the lists of Ibn Khurdddbeh and Abu Rihdn, it is stated to belong to

the lung himself.

® In giving this date, I follow Lassen with some hesitation. See Journ. Asiat.

Soc. Bengal, vol. IX., p. 765.
* The Semitic Malkd is also found in the Parthian transcripts of the records

of the early Sassanians, and was thus probably in use in the West under the later

Arsacides. I think even it may be read on the Perso-Scythic coins of Cabul, of

the sixth and seventh century, upon which the concluding epithet appears to be

Hurasdn Malkd, “king of Khorassan.” See Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, vol. VII.,

PI. XXII.
® Agathias, lib. IV. c. 24, says distinctly that 2eyava-ad signified in Greek,

Seyaorai'ojj' ^aaiXevs, and he refers to the same explanation in noticing the title of

Keppacrad, in the 26th chapter of the same book.

® Even in the last critique upon these inscriptions in the Journ. Asiatique for

January, 1843, the old reading of Vohia is still retained, but it is extremely

doubtful if such a term was ever in use in Pehlevi.

1 See Prinsep’s remarks in the Journ. Asiat. Soc. Bengal, vol. VI., p. 974.
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in his letter to Heraclius

I

have not yet been able to satisfy

myself of the reading of the Sassanian coins of this age, but the

Malkd of the earlier series has certainly disappeared, and I think

that the title has been replaced both by Khzata (the 2a6a of

Siroes,) and Huta (for After the rise of Islam, the old

term continued to be extensively used in the eastern portions

of the Persian empire. In a very curious list of royal synonyms,

which was I believe first published by Ihn Khurdddheh in about

A.n. 280, and which was afterwards re-arranged and tabulated

by the famous Ahu Rihdn in about A.n. 420^, it is applied under

different forms to the Kings of Cdhi'd, of Khdrizm, of Sughd,, of

Ferghdneh, of Termid, of Khatl, of Bdmidn, and other neigh-

bonring countries, and the Shah Ndvieh of Firdousi is alone suffi-

cient to establish that in that age the particular applicability of

the title to the monarchs of Persia was universally admitted;

but still I am doubtful if it ever regained its proper and legi-

timate pre-eminence in the country in which it originated until

the rise of the Suffavean dynasty *. At present, as we know, the

King of Persia is termed the Shah sL«>, “par excellence,” and

his paramount epithet of Shahinshah nearly repro-

duces the khshdyathiydndm khshdyathiya of the inscriptions®.

1 Paschal. Chronicle; Ed. Dindorf., vol. I., p. 735. Ammianus Marcellinus,

also, applies the exact title of Saansaa to the Persian kings, but I cannot now

refer to the passage.

® These coins are figured in Marsden’s Num. Orient., vol. II., PI. XXIX., and

in Longperrier’s Mem., PI. X., XI., and XII., and I believe that the legends have

been pretty satisfactorily deciphered by Dr. Olshausen of Copenhagen. I have

in my own cabinet, however, several new and perfect varieties that have never, I

think, been published. Khodd, now used for “ God,” was the royal title of the

ancient kings of Bokhara and Guzagdn.
® I quote Ibn Khurdddbeh, after a copy taken by Dr. Sprenger from the unique

MS. in the Bodl., No. 993. Abi R'lhdn's Hadikat ul Ahbdb i i l t

a most excellent work on Chronology and Astronomy, is in my own library.

* In India, the title of Shdh was commonly used from the first establishment

of the Patan sovereigns, in the sixth century of the Hejrah; but in contem-

poraneous Persian numismatology it is, I believe, unknown, except as a proper

name. In the oldest Persian written works, however, the titles both of Shdh and

Pddshdh (Pdd being the Pehlevi Pad, Sans. joati,) are frequently found

;

and D’Herbelot says that the Boides assumed the title of Shdhinshah in the fourth

century of the Hejrali.

® For a collection of all the ancient authorities regarding the title of “king of
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The Cuneiform noun is regularly declined as a masc. of the

first declension in short a, the terminations in a, am, ahya, d, and

dndm, answering respectively to the Sanskrit endings in j ^5

’STTIj and ^T^T. Bopp observes of the gen. plur., that the

true inflexion is and that the n which precedes it, both in

Sanskrit and in Zend, is euphonic; but this does not explain the

lengthening of the vowel of the base in the former language, and

I am inclined, therefore, to see in the syllable an, which inter-

poses between the base and the case-ending, the pristine plural

characteristic to which I have more than once alluded, and the

existence of which, if established, will form an important link

between the languages of the Arian and Semitic family.

<ir g-

<ir TT TiT El Gadara, [Ins. No. 4, 1. 18, p. 280, and

No. 6
,

1. 24, 25, p. 294,] Gandara. For the ancient illustration

of this name, which was equally well known in Sanskrit history

as IT^TT, and among the Greeks under the forms of Tai/Sapms’

TavBapiKrj, &c., it may be sufficient to refer to the elaborate

commentaries of Wilson, Troyer, and Lassen^; but I cannot

avoid adding a few remarks on the application of the title in

kings,” assumed by the Persian monarchs, see Brisson, de Reg. Pers. Princ., p. 4.

sqq. In Shdhinshdh we have the Chaldee plur. which was also used in

Parthian, instead of the Pehlevi Malkdn,

^ See Comp. Gr., ss. 245 and 246; Bopp, however, observes that the euphonic

interposition appears to be pristine, since the Zend partakes of it; and he admits

the connexion of the accus. ending in with the plur. dn, of the modern

Persian.

^ Professor Wilson’s remarks on the Gandhdras are contained in the Asiat.

Res., vol. XV. p. 103; in his Arian. Ant., p. 131, &c., and in his admirable

translation of the Vishnu Parana, pp. 191 and 443. For Captain Troyer’s Notes

on the same subject, see his edition of the Rdja Tarangini, tom. II., p. 316, &c.,

and Lassen’s arguments are given in the Pentapot., p. 15; in his Ind. Alter-

thumsk., p. 422, and in his Memoir on Bactrian history, (translated in the Asiat.

Journ. Bengal, vol. IX., Part I., p. 473, sqq.) The Sanskrit authorities embrace

every ancient work of any note ; among the Greeks who mention the name we
have Hecataeus, Herodotus, Strabo, Dionysius, and Ptolemy, and the Chinese

notices which are most ample occur in the respective travels of Fa Hian, of

Soung yun, and of Hiuan Tsang. See Foe Koue Ki, pp. 66, 353, and 379.
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more recent times. The Gadara of the inscriptions is no doubt

identified with that of the Greeks and Hindus, and refers to the

country along the banks of the Indus, and its tributaries as

they descend from the mountains. The question then arises

if there be any connexion between this title and the modern

Candahdr Wilson and Troyer are of opinion that

the country of the Gandhdras may have extended from the Indus

to the vicinity of the Helmend; while Lassen, on the contrary,

holds the two Candahdrs to be entirely distinct, and sees in the

Western settlement an extraordinary instance of the migration

of a name. The inquiries, however, which have been hitherto insti-

tuted and which give these results, depend entirely on Greek, San-

skrit, and Chinese authorities, descending no lower than the era of

Islam, and I propose therefore to add something from the Arabs.

In Eastern geography we have ample and repeated notices of

Candahdr, and, with one exception which I shall presently men-

tion, the name invariably applies to the country on the Indus

until comparatively modern times. I may quote in chronological

succession, Belddhori, Masdoudi, Ahu Rihdn, Edr'isi, and Abul-

fedd, to show that Sindku Gandhdra retained its ancient title, as

low at any rate as the sixth or seventh century of the Hejrah’,

and I may add, that during the same period Arachosia, with its

successive capitals of Penjw'di and Tangandhdd would appear to

have entirely lost the designation®. That the name of Candahdr,

however, was actually borne by the city on the Arghanddb soon

after the institution of Islam, is proved by the account preserved of

the first Arab invasion of the country in about A.n. 55^, and

' Candaliar on the Indus was taken b}’ the Arabs, who ascended the river in

boats, under the Caliph Mansoor, about a.h. 145. SeeReinaud’s Frag., (Beladli.)

p. 179. It is noticed by Mass’oudi (Sprenger’s Ed.,) pp. 234 and 381, Abu Rih4n

gives the position of Vihuud (modern Hound or Uhiind,) the capital of Candahdr,

on the west bank of the Indus, fifteen farsakhs from Peshawar; (see Reinaud’s

Frag., p. 88.) Edrisi’s account, p. 182, is probably from Ibn Haukal, but Jau-

bert’s translation is always suspicious; and Abulfedd, (p. 357, Ar. Text,) in his

notice of Vihuud, appears to follow Abu Ri'hSn. I here merely quote printed

authorities, but in manuscript works the indication is even still more clear.

® The ruins of Penjwai are still to be seen about eighteen miles south-west of

the modern town of Candahar, but I am doubtful about the site of Tangan4b4d.

® All the geographers and historians from Ibn Khurdddbeh to Abulfedd,

describe Arrakhaj, (Arachosia,) and Penjwai, but Ydkut alone in the

Mo’ejem el Balddn, applies to the .same place the name of Candahdr. He follows

Belddhori word for word, and describes the march of ’Obdd Ibn Ziydd from the
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we must suppose it therefore to have only temporarily fallen

into disuse between that period and the rise of the Chenghizian

kings.

I cannot pretend to explain with any certainty the cause of

this assumption of the name, but I will offer a very probable con-

jecture. We are enabled from the Chinese authorities to trace

in the sixth century of Christ the transport of the most holy relic

of Buddhism, the famous water-pot of Fo, from the banks of the

Indus to the frontiers of Persia, that is, from the eastern to the

western Gandhdra. This remarkable transport must, I think, ne-

cessarily have been attended with a great popular emigration ', for

the Gandhdras regarded the relic as a sort of national palladium,

and previous attempts at its removal by foreign hut victorious

powers had failed^. They probably, as I think, were driven from

their native seats by the incursions of the lesser Yue-chi^, and

carrying their treasured vessel with them, they founded a new

settlement on the hanks of the Arghanddh, and gave their name

of course to the country of their adoption. I may add, that the

pot of the Gandhdras is to he seen at the present day among the

ruins of the town of Candahdr, still retaining its holy and mira-

culous character, and thus affording one of the only traces that

remain to us of the early fortunes of the province^.

Siu^rud of Sejestan to Rudb^r, then along the Helmend to Bost, and from thence

across the Desert to Candahdr, where he founded the town of ’Obddieh. The
passage in Reinaud’s Frag., p. 164, requires correction after Y4kut.

1 The Pot of Fo was in Foe-leou-cha orPeshdwar, one of the chief cities of the

Gandhdras of the Indus, when Fa Hian visited the place in about a.d. 403; but it

could hardly have been there at the period of Soung yun’s journey to the same

city (he names it however, Foe-sha-fou) in about a.d. 503, or it would have been

noticed by him. At any rate it had been removed to the Persian frontier some

time before Hiuan Tsang’s visit to Pa-lou-cha, (which is the same town of Peshd-

war,) in about a.d. 635. I suppose the tyrant who ruled in Gandhdra at the

period of Soung yun’s journey, and who was not of the Buddhist faith, to have been

king of the invading Yue-chi, and I place therefore the great emigration of the

Gandhdra tribe to the westward in about a.d. 480. Compare Foe Koue Ki,

pp. 76, 351, 355, and 356.

2 Foe Koue Ki, p. 76.

= Ibid., p. 84.

* This pot has been inscribed with a modern Arabic legend, and was therefore

little noticed by our Anglo-Indian antiquaries at Candahdr, but it exactly answers

the description given in Foe Koue Ki, p. 32, from Chinese authorities; and on
great occasions the Dervishes of Candahdr are still regaled with sherbet at the

public expense from the capacious bowl; it is believed, also, by the vulgar, that

the Icashhul, or “ water-pot,” as it is called, will contain any quantity of liquor

without overflowing.
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Gaddra, in the inscriptions, is used as the name of a country,

but in Greek and Sanskrit it generally occurs as an ethnic title.

Earlier migrations of the tribe may account for the position of

the Candari of Pliny and Ptolemy, and the Gandari of Pompo-

nius Mela, on the northern frontiers of Sogdiana, as well as for

the town of rddap in Khorassdn^, but as the name of Gaddra is

always found in the Cuneiform geographical lists in conjunction

with India, Sattagydia, or the Sacas, we must certainly believe

the body of the nation to have resided, in the time of Darius,

between Peshdwar and Cashmir, and the expedition of Scylax,

in which the monarch is known to have been greatly interested*,

will account perhaps for a petty district being thus prominently

noticed, while several of the chief provinces of the empire are

omitted in the enumeration of the Satrapies.

>yyy *‘y>i= Gadutava, [Col. m., 1. 65, p. 236,]

Gadyta. A district on the western frontiers of Arachosia, which

may possibly he represented by the modern EaddaJi on the

Khdsh n'td, conterminous with Seistan. I do not think the name

occurs in ancient geography, hut the place was well known to

the Arabs under the title of sjo. Jaddak^, and appears to have

been of some consequence in the third and fourth centuries of the

Hejrah. It is mentioned in the inscriptions as the scene of an

action between the Satrap of Arachosia and a rebel force which

had been detached from Persis, and which had rallied after their

first defeat at Edpishkdnish.

<Tf El sy Garb. This root, which may perhaps with more

propriety be written Grab, is identical with the Vedic Gribh,

and may he compared with the Zend Gerev; Pers-

Girif; Icelandic Gripa; Ger. Graben; Eng. grip, gripe, grab.

' Plin., lib. VI., c. 16; Ptol., lib. VI., c. 12; Pomp. Mel.,'lib. I., c. 2, and

Isidore of Charax, p. 7-

“ Herod., lib. IV., c. 44.

® Jaubert, in his Translation (p.[445) of Edrisi, reads incorrectly Jarrah

or Jarrat. The town is mentioned by all the geographers, and was \isited by

Captain E. Conolly in 183.0.
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<kc.' In the inscriptions we have the following verbal for-

mations :

—

Agarbayam, [Col. II., 1. 4, p. 214,] Cepi.

Agarbaya, [Col. II., 1. 88, p. 226, &c.,] Cepit.

Agarbayata, [Col. L, lines 42 and 4-3, p. 201, &c.,] Potitus est.

Agarb.4ya(ya?)ta, [Col. II., 1. 73, p. 223,] Captus est.

Verbs of the tenth class in the Vedic dialect frequently, I

believe, elongate the vowel of conjunction between the eonju-

gational suffix and the root, instead of changing the radical

vowel as in Sanskrit. In regard to this verb, at any rate, the

Vedic conjugation is exactly similar to that of the old Persian,

for in the former dialect regularly makes and we

have thus in the 2nd pers. sing, imperat., ^JpT'nr^ in the

3rd pers. act. imperf., and ^p?T^ (without the augment) in the

3rd pers. middle imperfects

With the two latter forms, then, must be compared the Cunei-

form agarhdya and agarhdyatd, the personal termination being

elided in the one instance as a silent consonant, and in the other

the final vowel being elongated. Agarhayatd, as the 3rd pers. of

the passive imperfect, is suspicious, for as we have seen the conju-

gational suffix to be retained in that voice in akun{a)vayata. we
should expect to find agarhdyayatd, and the word being imperfect

on the rock, that may very possibly, after all, be the true ortho-

graphy®. On the other hand, the middle voice is certainly in

some instances used with a passive sense, (compare agauhatd,

“he was called,”) and I therefore leave the reading in suspense^.

I have written garb instead of grab, merely because the Cunei-

form alphabet does not possess the Vedic but as the root

’ The Latin rap-io, Finnish Rawi, Permian Row, &c., appear to be all cognate

forms, with the mere loss of the initial. For Burnouf’s remai’ks on the Zend
yerev, gerepta, &c., see Yaqna, p. 460.

^ I find the imper. gribhdya in the Rig Veda, II. 91, s. 4. Rosen, also, gives

the act imperf. udagribhdyat from the Schol. to Panini, 3. 1. 84, and Wester-

gaard quotes for the mid. imp. without the aXLgmexit gribhdyata, vv. 104. 18, See

Rig Ved. Spec., p. 180, and Adnot. to the same, p. 57. Westergaard's examples

are in his Rad. Ling. Sans., p. 320.

® See the Notes to the Text and translation of Col. II., 1. 73.
* It is possible, also, that the retention of the class suffix in the passive voice

may not have been constant, and in that case ya would be the regular passive

characteristic in agarbayata.

k
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becomes ^Tf iu the classical Sanskrit, and as the lengthening of

the conjunctive vowel in the old Persian renders unnecessary any

modification of the radical letters, I am by no means satisfied that

the latter is not the true reading'. The verb in the inscriptions

usually has the signification of “ taking,” as applied to “ taking

a city,” “ taking a man prisoner,” &c., but in some instances it

may be more appropriately rendered by “potior," “to obtain” or

“ to become possessed of,” a sense which is not given by Wilson

to the Sanskrit ^CT?, but which appears from Westergaard to

belong legitimately to the verb as it is used in the Vedas®.

Khshatram agarhdyatd can thus only signify “ he gained pos-

session of the empire,” [Col. I., 1. 42, 43,] and, I agree with

Lassen in translating imd dahydva tyd adam agarhdyam, “ these

are the countries of which I have become master,’’ the Median

translation employing in the latter passage the same verb which

usually answers to V, “to possess.”

<jr £T i n Garmapada-hya, [Col. I., 1.42, p. 201,]

Garmapadis. The name of a month in the old Persian calendar,

which no doubt belonged to the summer, as it must he com-

pounded of “heat,” and “a mark” or “sign“.” The

Cuneiform garma has been preserved in the Persian and

may be compared with the English warm. The original root,

however, was no doubt the biliteral Har, which remains in the

Arabic to the present day, which was the stem-word, (ac-

cording to the phraseology of Gesenius,) both of the Hebrew

rnn. and the Chaldee both signifying “to burn,” and

' Lassen reads garh, doubtless in consequence of the Zend change of into

ere, but if we suppose the vowel to have become a consonant as in Sanskrit, gr

^y) will be a legitimate Cuneiform groupe; and the orthography of

the Teutonic correspondents is certainly in favour of this reading.

® Rad. Ling. Sans., loc. eii.

^ Inscript. No. 6, lines 16, 17, p- 293.

* The term garem also occurs in Zend. See the phrase “noil aokhiem noil

garemem," “ of neither cold nor heat,” quoted and examined by Burnouf in the

Journ. Asiat. Ser., 4“'^ tom., p. 485.
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which with a nasal augment gave birth, by a different modi-

fication of the initial aspirate, both to the Greek Oepiibi, and to

the Sans. thus, as I think, affording another link of con-

nection between the languages of the Arian and Semitic families.

The name occurs in the inscriptions merely in the gen. case, and

by some rule which I do not understand, hut which is uniform in

its application to the months, the final vowel of the case-ending

wants the usual elongation.

<n^ IE fill ’m Gasta, [Insc. No. 6, line 57, 58, p. 310,]

(with the negative particle) Nunquami In the notes to the

Inscription of Nakhsh-i-Rustam, I have compared gasta with

the Persian gaskta, “having returned,” and if it he

really a participial form, I can discover no other possible cor-

respondent. In the Median translation, however, the equivalent

is certainly neither a participle nor gerund
;

for those forms

always exhibit the labial termination of the Turkish. The Me-

dian word appears to be an adverb, and the Persian td, as I have

already shown, is a regular adverbial suffix. I venture, there-

fore, with some hesitation, to propose for gasta the reading of

“ ever,” comparing gas^ with the Persian giz, in and trans-

lating the phrase hauvatiya gasta md ihadaya, “let it never perish

from thee.”

' The Indian grammarians are totally unable to explain the etymology of

for the verbal root of the Semites appears to have never been introduced

into the Sanskrit.

2 Anquetil, indeed, gives the actual term gas as the Pehlevi equivalent of gah

or gah, signifying “ time,” in Persian, and applied in the Parsi theogony to the

particular parts of the day, or rather to the genii presiding over them ; hargiz is

always used in Persian with a negation, but it can hardly include a negative par-

ticle within itself, the suffix giz being in fact evidently allied to and .

I know not at the same time of any kindred term either in the Semitic or Arian

languages. See Zend Avesta, tom. II., p. 514, and Ya^na, p, 178.
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<ir m KT <n 'Tr!

Gathum, [Insc. No. 6, 1. 41, 42, p. 298,

Gathwa, [Col. I., lines 62, 63, 66, p. 205, 1. 69, 1

p. 206, Ins. No. 6, 1. 36, p. 298,] /

I am by no means satisfied with the signification assigned to

these terms in the former portions of the Memoir, but I can dis-

cover no other suitable etymology. I continue, therefore, pending

Stabilitatem 1

JEternitatem ?

Firmiter ?

In ceternum 1

further research, to derive the theme gdthu from HTV
,
“to stand,”

“ stay,” or “ remain •" and suppose the unadi affix in this instance

to give an attributive instead of an active sense, and to form a

noun of the fern, gender; gathum will thus represent the accu-

sative, and gdthwd the instrumental case of the singular number,

the former term being rendered by “stability” or “firmness,”

and the latter as an adverb by “ firmly ” or “ with firmness.”

If this etymology could be established, it would be of some

interest in afifording the only example which occurs in the inscrip-

tions of the instrum, sing, of a fern, noun of the third declension,

and it would be satisfactory thus to find a perfect identity

between the case-ending of the old Persian and of the Sanskrit

;

but there are many difficulties in the way. In the first place, the

change of v to can be explained only by supposing an

intermediate aspirate, and there is no trace I believe of the form

gdh with the signification of “ stability” or “ firmness.” In the

next place, the unadi affix should give a masc. noun of agency,

rather than a fern, noun of attribution; and thirdly, neither from

the Babylonian nor Median translation can I assure myself of the

connexion of and In both, indeed, of the foreign

transcripts at Nakhsh-i-Rustam, the two forms appear to be ren-

dered by distinct equivalents, and it is thus very possible that

the similarity of the Persian orthography may be accidental.

Under such circumstances I cannot pretend to claim much respect

for the translation which I have hazarded, a translation, in fact,

which I am bound to say has little to support it beyond an appa-

rent propriety of application’.

* On further consideration I think that the phrases, ^‘gathwa avdstagam

‘‘gdthwd niyashddayam," must signify “ I have established for ever;” but I am

still at a loss to explain the etymology and grammatical condition of gdihwd

;

is united with a gerund in Sanskrit, especially to express “ duration,”
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<rr Tf KT m iTl Gaitham-cha, [Col. I., 1. 65, p. 205,]

Cantumque. I conjecture this to be the accus. of a fern, noun,

formed from the root “ to sing,” with the attributive suffix

termed by the grammarians
;

hut I am quite unable to

explain the reason of the aspiration of the dental, and the first

syllable also should represent rather than ^ or fH. As the

context, however, renders it almost certain that the term refers

to the sacred chants of the early Persians, (the Beoyovlr) of Hero-

dotus', and the eVcoSai of Strabo*,) we must reconcile such etymo-

logical differences as we best can. The Sanskrit correspondent

of the word, although formed with a distinct suffix and under

a different orthographical law", I suppose to be “a song”

or “chanti” The final ckd is the copulative conjunction, which

is common to the Zend and Sanskrit and and which is

also of course cognate with the Greek km, and Latin que, this

adjunct being particularly affected in the old Persian by terms

ending in m.

GUB. A root answering to the Sans. and preserved in the

Persian Guftan. It is not, I believe, found in Zend, but

(Rad. Ling. Sans., p. 19,) and gathwa would answer sufficiently well to the gerund

of ipR ,
“to go,” which is in Sans., and ASCixfiAAM^ gathwa, in Zend;

but in this view the allusion should be to “ past,” rather than “ future ” time. I

would rather suppose gath as well as gas to be connected with slij “ time;” but

if this even be admitted, there will still be some difficulty about the adverbial

suffix ; as the palatals and gutturals of the same grade, however, are constantly

liable to interchange, gah and jah being thus used indifferently in Pers. to denote

“a place,” may not “ for ever,” be related to afni, “sometimes,” for

which the Indian grammarians can find no satisfactory etymology ?

1 Lib. I., c. 132.

2 Lib. XV., p. 733.

3 I write gai instead of gi in the Cuneiform words, as I believe the character

to be exclusively employed with the vowel a.

* The Latin “ cano" is probably allied to TTpT from the same root and

there are also several cognate associates in Zend.
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it reappears in the Pehlevi Guohia\ “ language,” and either from

it, or from a root which must have been of cognate

origin, we have several English words, such as ffab, gahher,

gibberish, &c.“

The derivatives from guh which occur in the Inscriptions,

are,

—

Gaubat(a)iya, [Col. II., 1. 21, p. 216, &c.,] Dicitur—appellatur.

Agaubata, [Col. I., 1. 84, p. 211, &c.,] Dictus, seu appellatus est.

The latter form is the 3rd pers. sing, of the middle imperfect,

but it is impossible to say from the orthography of the former

coalescing equally with a and i), whether it may be the

3rd pers. sing, present of the active, or of the middle voice. As

the verb however is in every instance used in a passive, or at any

rate a reflective sense, (the best English translation being “ to be

called,”) the conjugation is most probably restricted to the dtma-

nepadam voice, and I give the optional reading accordingly of

taiya for
:1tT it t<

>• in the 3rd pers. sing, of the present, to

reproduce the Sanskrit W, te. I have only to add, that the

Cuneiform verb follows the first instead of the tenth class, and

that the emplojrment of instead of to express the

radical guttural, afifords sufficient evidence of the introduction of

the guna, the former character requiring, I think, the vowel a as

a necessary adjunct'*.

> 1 take this word from Anquetil, tom. II., p. 515, but no doubt the ortho-

graphy is disfigured, and I have failed to discover the term in the Bun Dehesh.

^ Gab\s I believe a gypsy word answering to the Hindustani Gap

which again may come either from or . Gibberish, also, has been com-

pared with the Arab, but with little show of probability; equally

Vet. Pers., p. 364, where the extracts from the Talmud, however, regarding the

Gabars of Persia, are certainly very curious in showing the extreme antiquity of

the title.

3 The guna, as it is well known, is apphed to the radical vowel of verbs of

the first class in Sanskrit throughout the special tenses, both in the active and

middle voice.

wild is Hyde’s reference of the term to the Persian Gabar See de Rel.
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<ir <fr "T <fr Gaubruva, [Col. IV., I. 84,

p. 257, and Col. V., 1. 7, p. 258, &c.,] Gohryas, Tlie name of

one of the seven conspirators which has been preserved in the

Tco^pvrjs of Herodotus'. We learn from the inscriptions, that the

father of Gobiyas was Mardonius, and Grecian history gives the

same title to his son, the famous Persian commander under

Darius and Xerxes who fell at Plataea^; so that in this case we

have another example of an alternate series in the names of a

family. Ctesias, indeed, appears to have been confounded with

the sustained alternation, and names accordingly the conspirator

Mardonius, intead of Gohryas^.

I conjecture that the term etymologically signified “a speaker,”

being derived from “speech,” and W, “to say*,” and as an

additional proof that the first syllable of the name is Gau rather

than Gu, I may refer to the Greek orthography of To), instead of

Too or To. Herodotus terms Gobryas one of the noblest of the

Persians, and further informs us that he married a sister of Da-

rius ^ In the inscriptions, besides being mentioned among the

conspirators, he appears as the leader of an expedition against the

rebels of Susiana, and was no doubt, therefore, one of the most

confidential officers of the Court.

<yr <fr 'M nr drl
Gaum.-vt-a, [Col. L, 1. 36, p. 201, &c.,] Gomatus.

Gaumat-am, [Col. L, 1. 49, 50, p. 204, &c.,] Gomatum.

In this word we have the true orthography of the name of the

Magian impostor®, who personated the son of Cyrus, after the

* The name of Gobryas is mutilated in the list of the conspirators on the

Persian tablet, but can be restored from the Median copy, where we have
Gupava. In the fifth supplementary column, also, the Persian orthography is

complete.

Herod., lib. VII., c. 82; lib. IX., c. 63, &c.

3 See Phot. Biblioth., p. 114.

^ I prefer this etymology to that of “ the cherisher of herds,” for if we have a

noun of agency from the nom. would be Gaubarush

;

the v in Gaubruva is

euphonic to connect u and a; bru, “ to speak,” in Zend becomes mru.

5 Lib. III., c. 70; and Lib. VII., c. 5.

® I may observe, also, that the Median and Babylonian orthographies of the
name correspond as nearly as possible with the Persian; the only difference,

indeed, arises from the confusion of m and v.
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death of Cambyses, and who is known in history as Smerdis Magus.

I am not q^uite satisfied of the etymology of the name, hut I ima-

gine it must be equivalent to the Sans. “ possessing herds

the vowel of the affix being irregularly lengthened'. In nothing

is the Behistun Inscription more valuable than in the brief, but

authentic account which it contains of the Magian usurpation, a

period of history that has been strangely disfigured by Grecian

annalists. Herodotus, is, perhaps, the nearest to the truth in his

general accouut of the rebellion, but he falls into the extra-

ordinary error of associating two brothers in the imposition, and

he appears moreover to have been ignorant of the name of Go-

matus^. Ctesias^ again substitutes a Zend title, ScftevSaBarrjs,

Spentaddta, “given to the holy one*,’’ for the

proper name Gaumata, and he is certainly wrong in supposing

the Magian to have adopted the character of the son of Cyrus

with the knowledge and approval of Cambyses; while Trogus

Pompeius (who has, howev^er, alone preserved the vernacular title

of the impostor,) gives a still more distorted account of the trans-

action, and describes the Magian conspiracy and the murder of

Smerdis, as occurring subsequently to the death of his elder

brother®. We may hardly quarrel with Herodotus and .iPischylus

for giving to the Magus the names of S/zepSts and MtlpSoy^ for he

was no doubt generally known by the fictitious title of Bardiya

which he had assumed®; but I am quite at a loss to explain the

' I prefer this explanation to a comparison of the name with TftlflT ,
for the

nom. of that form would be
,
the affix in appears to be exactly the

\
*

Persian mand.

>! He says indeed, expressly, (lib. III., c. 61,) that the Magian’s own name
was Smerdis, a circumstance which he seems to think assisted in the imposture,

though it is not easy to see how.

3 For the account which Ctesias gives of the usurpation, see Phot. Bib., p. 112

and 113, Ed. Schott.

* Spenta, which is the Lithuanian szventa, and I suspect the Latin sanctus,

occurs in the name of Spentamdn, the ancestor of Zoroaster. Compare also the

name of the Sogdian chief 27nrapeVi;s; and see Ya<;na, p. 173.

® For the account of Trogus Pompeius, see Justin, 1. I., c. 9. This historian

agrees in many circumstances with Herodotus, but still there is sufficient difference

in the two accounts to show that he must have had access to independent autho-

rities.

^ The various orthographies of this name will be examined under the head of

Bardiya.
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origin of the story of the two brothers, not a trace of which is to

be found in the record of Darius; and I am equally perplexed to

account for the nart^et'diys of Herodotus, or to understand how

Trogus Pompeius, who was acquainted with the name of Cometes',

should nevertheless have transfered the impersonation of the son

of Cyrus to an imaginary confederate, Oropastes. The most sin-

gular hallucination, however, under which the Greeks laboured,

and which Plato shared with Herodotus^, was that the usur-

pation of the Magus was an attempt at the re-establishment of

the Medes’’; whereas, to all appearance the impostor was a

native Persian His cause, at any rate, was first adopted in

Persis, where affairs probably had become disorganized in conse-

quence of the long continued absence of Cambyses, and it is

stated by Darius as a matter of surprise, that “ neither Persian,

nor a Median, nor even one of the Achemenidis, opposed him^.”

Further illustration I shall reserve for the chapter that I devote

to history.

<tr <n ^ lit Gausha, [Col. II., 1.74, p.223, and 1.89, p.226,]

Aures. The accusative plural of a noun in short a of the first

declension, which is identical with the Zend or

gaoska^, and the Persian gush, and which, de-

rived from the root “to emit a sound,'’ is cognate with the

abstract noun voice” or “sound.” Burnouf not only con-

siders the Gothic haus-jan, “ to hear,” and aus-6,
“ an ear,” toge-

ther with the Greek ovs, (and I may add, the Latin aus-culto), to

correspond etymologically, but also by the change of the s into

’ The Cometes (I believe Comates is found in some MSS.) of Justin, is tlie

Patizithes of Herodotus, and Oropastes represents Smerdis.

^ See Herod., lib. III., cc. 65, 73, &c.; and Plato, Op. II., p. 695.

3 Heeren assumes this as an established fact, on the authority of Herodotus

and Plato. See Researches, &c., (Eng. Ed.), vol. I., p. 346.

* It cannot be proved that Pishiy4’uvaday4, the native country of the Magian,

was in Persis; but it may be assumed with a very strong degree of probability.

See hereafter in voce.

3 Compare throughout the 11th, 12th, and 13th paras, of Col. I. at Behistun.

® The indifferent employment of and in this word affords, I think,

another proof that they both represent the aspirated sibilant. Nevertheless, in

writing Zend words in the Roman character, I nsually follow Burnouf’s system of

orthography.
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r, he compares the Latin auris, Germ, horen, ohr, (and of course

all the European forms, or-eille, hear, ear, &c.,) and by a further

strengthening of the r into d, he includes even aud-io, ar-os, &c'.

If this extensive comparison be admitted, the Semitic forms will

likewise come into the catalogue; for we can hardly doubt of the

connexion of aud-io with the Chaldean and this again,

passing through the Arabic becomes the Hebrew In

almost every case, indeed, if we strike off the supplementary

Semitic augments, we obtain a biliteral base which can thus be

connected with the Arian languages.

In Gaushd the final
yyy

stands for and that the radical

vowel is subjected to the guna, is supported by a comparison

with the Zend and Sanskrit correspondents.

g {with u).

(Xi Kff Gudrush", [Col. II., 1. 65, p. 222,]

Gudrus. The name of a city of Media, where the arch-rebel

Phraortes fought his last battle with Darius, and which may be

conjectured to have been somewhere in the vicinity of the modern

Casvin, as the Median chief, on his defeat, fled from Gudrush to

Rhages, and was brought back from thence to Darius, at Ecba-

tana. I should wish to connect the name with that of the great

Scythic tribe, of which, under the various titles of Cadrusi'*,

Tedpoicroi and KaSoiio-iot, we find extensive settlements to have an-

ciently existed in the Paropamisan mountains, between Carmania

See Ya^na, &c., p. 213, and sur I’Alph. Zend, p. cii., note 41. Here is a

reference also to Bohlen de Orig. Ling. Zend, p. 4.

2 Gesenius, however, who is fond of comparing cognate forms in the Semitic

and Arian languages, does not venture on this relation. See Heb. Lex., p. 32.

® The orthography of the name is remarkable in affording an example of the

employment of instead of
TT

not in immediate connexion with the u, but

in a groupe of which that vowel is the complement.

* Pliny, lib. VI., e. 23.

* The name of the province Gedrosia is variously written by the Greeks. See

Cellarius, vol. II., p. 726.
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and the Melas, and on the northern frontier of Media'. The

position, indeed, of the Median Cadusians would be sufficiently

applicable to the geographical indication afforded by the inscrip-

tions regarding the site of Gudrush; for we may suppose a tribe

which could bring 200,000 men into the field to have occupied

the entire country between Atropatene, the Caspian, and Media

Magna but on the other hand, the assimilation of the names

is more apparent than real, the termination in Cadusii being pro-

bably an ethnic suffix, while that of Gudrush is the simple case-

ending of the third declension, and I cannot pretend, therefore,

to consider the identity as at all established. I can neither dis-

cover, I may add, any satisfactory etymology for the name'^j nor

if the proposed reference of Gudrush to the Cadusii he rejected,

can I find any other representative for the Median city in the

ancient geography of the province.

^ Ch.

"TT KKTT TT yK’' ITT Chakhriya, [Col. I., 1. 50, p. 204,]

Repugnaret. I have been long in doubt, whether this term can

be a reduplicate form of '5F, or whether it may be derived from

an independent root
j nor, indeed, have I yet been able to make

up my mind definitively on the subject. The word occurs in the

following passage, “ Niya aha martiya ------ hya avam

Gaumdtam tyam Magum Ichshatram ditam chakhriyd*,” which

1 I shall explain hereafter my reasons for connecting the Cadusii and Gedro-

sians, and for considering them of the Scythic rather than the Arian race.

* The Cadusians of Media, who are generally associated in Grecian history

with the Sac8e, have been noticed in my remarks on the Median language in

Chapter II., as well as in the Mem. on Ecbatana. See Journ. Royal Geog. Soc.

vol.X., p. 126. They gave the name of Li' Kadustdn, to the mountains

of Tfirim until comparatively modern times, and are represented at the present

day by the large and ancient tribe of Gards

^ The only Sanskrit root that I can find is Jfff, “ to lie,” which will not give

any suitable meaning.

See commencement of the 13th paragraph of Col. I., at Behistun.
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may perhaps be rendered, “ there was not a man who would dis-

possess, (lit. “make dispossessed,”) that Gomatus the Magian

of the empire',” or, as I think preferable, [ditam being the par-

ticiple of iV), “ there was not a man who would act against that

Gomates the Magian possessing the empire.” Under either of

these interpretations chakhriyd would be derived from
;

but I

am not certain that the root will bear such an application as “ to

act against^’ and I have sometimes, therefore, conjectured that

the old Persian may have possessed a compound root, chakhra,

allied to the Sans, “ to resist ” or “oppose,” chakhriyd being

the 3rd person of the present potential. Leaving, then, this

question to be settled by better Orientalists, I will merely ob-

serve, that if chakhriyd for chakhriyat come from and my

own opinion, I confess, is in favour of the identification, it must

be regarded as the 3rd pers. sing, of the reduplicate perfect of

the potential or subjunctive mood, being in fact a precisely analo-

gous form to the sasriydt which has been found by Westergaard

in the Vedas ^

fr ET 4IT n t<» Chartaniya, [Beh. Passim,] Instruens,

instruentes. The phrase hamar{a)nam chartaniya occurs re-

peatedly in the inscriptions, but I am not sure whether it should

be translated, “joining battle,” or “ setting the battle in order;”

for the Sanskrit root with which I compare the Cuneiform

’ In this view ditam for dintam must come from a root din, “ to take away

from,” and the initial in adind will be the simple augment of past time. I doubt,

however, if the old Persian idiom will admit of a causal signification being given by

the employment of e|r as an auxiliary verb.

* Westergaard, however, gives the periphrastic meanings of “ puynare," and

“ «i uti,” which are tolerably applicable, and with irfir,
“ resistere." In Sanskrit

with the meaning “ to hurt” or “ injure,” is of the fifth class, and cannot
t

therefore be compared. See Wilson, p. 240, and Rad. Ling. Sans., pp. 58 and 61.

® I do not find this term in Westergaard’s Radices, but am indebted for it to a

note in Bopp’s Comp. Gram., s. 709, where, however, it is referred to the intensive

form rather than to the potential mood.
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chart, merely signifies “ to bind ” or “ tie together.” Most pro-

bably, however, the allusion is to “ arranging” or “joining” the

ranks preparatory to battle, as hamar{ci)nam ahunava, “they

fought an action,” usually follows. I have not met with a similar

term either in Zend or Pehlevi; but the Persian charrad,

which signifies “ a fray” or “ battle,” may perhaps preserve the

original idea.

The termination in aniya must not be compared with the

Sanskrit ^ which forms the future perfect participle. It is

rather, I think, the ending of the present participle, or of a

gerund which represents the present participle, in the language

of the inscriptions, and I perceive therein a marked, and to me
an almost inexplicable, difference from all other tongues of the

same family. The only conjectural explanation indeed that I

can give of so anomalous a form, and which moreover presents

the peculiarity of being independent of inflexion, {chartaniya

answering to the nominative equally of the sing, and plur. number)

is that it is compounded of the regular participial ending in an,

and of the suffix in ya, which gives the indeclinable preter par-

ticiple of the Sanskrit. In the Median inscriptions, chartaniya

seems to be replaced by a Turkish gerund, and this form of the

verb equally answers to the past participle in the correspondent

for hagamatd.

Cha, [Col. I., lines 65, 66, p. 205, &c.,] Que. A particle

used as an affix of conjunction, and (except in regard to its

enclitic power,) answering to the Sans.
;
Zend Gr. <tai;

Latin que, &c. It undoubtedly comes from the same interro-

gative base kd^, which has produced kash-chiya and kd'^; for while

iu Sanskrit, in old Persian, and in Zend, the guttural and palatal

are used indifiPerently in expressing the various derivatives from

' Bopp’s remarks on the interrogative bases are contained in the Comp. Gr.,

from s. 386 to s. 403.

2 I suspect even the Semitic 3 to be of cognate origin, though the significations

which it has taken have followed a different direction of developement. As Gese-

nius in explaining 3 compares the Latin qui, he must be of the same opinion,

though he fails to notice the connexion. See Heb. Lex., p. 456.
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the bases Tea, hi, ku, the entire series of cognate terms is written

in Latin with qu, and in modern Persian with ^ ch'; the elon-

gation of the a in this term must be considered a mere peculiarity

of orthography, and is entirely devoid of grammatical import;

the particle also occurs in the composition of hachd, “ from.”

^ ^ CHICnAKHRAISn--', [Col. II.,

1. 9, p. 215,] Sisacris, (gen. case). The orthography of this

name may perhaps be considered an additional reason for be-

lieving in the existence of a root chakkra, which may have pro-

duced the potential chakhriyd; for it certainly appears to be

formed (like Dadrashish from addition of the suffix

in i to the reiterative form of such a verb^j and the signification

of “ the opposer ” would be suitable enough to a proper name.

Were such an etymology however to be admitted, there would

still be some difficulty in accounting for the employment of ^
in the reduplicate syllable'*, and I do not give the explanation

therefore with much confidence. The name is applied in the

inscriptions to the father of the Persian Chief, Martiya, who

headed the second Susian revolt, and it is interesting in affording

an example of the employment of the guna in the case-ending

of the genitive of a theme in i. The affix in i being added to

Chichakhra, the form is obtained of Chichakhraish in the nom.,and

it is only by the addition of the guna, before the case-ending of

the genitive, that the d could be elongated*.

’ I say this advisedly, for the relati ve
,
and even the interrogative ^

^

“when?” come from the sibilant passing through an aspirate.

2 In the Cuneiform text this name is erroneously written Chichikhrdish.

2 The Sanskrit, however, employs the middle, instead of the active voice, in

reduplicate names of this class.

« The substitution of i for a in the reduplicate syllable is, however, not unusual

in Sanskrit and Zend, and is still more frequent in Greek. See Comp. Gr., s. 482.

* The Sanskrit is, I believe, deficient in themes in e, but after the analogy of

those in i, the nom. should certainly end in and the gen. in ; while themes

in d (
= au) should on the same principle end in and instead of in

and 'spfj, which is exactly reversing the application of the guna.
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W" yf ^TtT ^ Chita, [Col. II., 1. 48, p. 220, and 1. 63, p. 222,]

Tamdiu, or AHqiiamdiii. In translating the second column at

Behistun, where this terra occurs in two different passages', I

have conjectured it to represent a preposition governing the accus.

case, and I have even sought to compare it with the Persian

jidd, ‘‘separate” or “apart from;” further consideration, how-

ever, compels me to abandon this explanation; for in the phrase?

chitd mam amdnayd, I find that the Median certainly employs the

personal pronoun as the object of the verb
;
a construction, indeed,

which might have been presumed in the Persian from the causal

form of the root, and the transitive application that should thus

belong to it; mdm amdnayd is, I think, “he expected me” or

“waited for me^,” and chitd, therefore, must be explained as an

independent term. Now I observe in the Median that there is

no equivalent whatever for chitd; a single adverb expresses the

relation of time, and it is almost certain therefore that chitd and

ydtd must he a relative and co-relative, the former being of little

or no consequence to the sense. In this view, then, I suppose

chitd to be an adverb formed from the interrogative base Jci,

(modified to c7ii,) with the same temporal suffix that we have in

ydtd, “ until,” and thakatd, “ then,” and I translate it by “ some-

time,” or “ so long,” considering ydtd, “ until,” to be its necessary

and definite complement =*.

CniTRATAKHM-A, [Col. II., 1. 79, p. 226,] Sitratachmes.

CiiiTRATAKHM-AM, [Col. II., 1. 88, p. 226,] Sitratachmcm.

Chitratakhm-a, [Col. II., 1. 86, p. 226,] Sitratachme.

The proper name of a Sagartian Chief, who headed a revolt of

his tribe against Darius, laying claim to independent sway in

* In line 28, Col. II, where I have also hazarded the restoration of chita as a

postposition, I now propose to read simply mdm amdnayd, “ he waited for me,”

which, indeed, agrees better with the blank space on the rock.

2 “ To expect,” indeed, is the link which connects the significations of

“minding” and “ remaining,” that appertain to the several developements of the

root man, in Zend, Persian, Greek, and Latin.

3 The neuter particle cMya for chit, from the same interrogative base, is also

used with an indefinite sense, and we may further compare chish for kis, chiya for

kiyat, &c.
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virtue of bis supposed descent from Cyaxares’. The term may, I

think, be translated with some confidence “ of a powerful race,”

for the elements of which it is composed are sufficiently well

known to us through the Zend. That the first element, indeed,

must be compared with the Zend aj “ race,” “ seed,” rather

than with the Sanskrit “variegated’',” is proved by the

expression Ariya, Ariya chitra, “an Arian (and) of Arian

descent,” in the inscription of Nakhsh-i-Rustam, where the Me-

dian uses for chitra the same equivalent chissa, which also occurs

in the Median orthography of the name of Chitratakhma^. I

shall consider this term further under its own head, and will here

therefore merely observe of the second element, that it has an

exact correspondent in the Zend taJchma, which is

always rendered in Sanskrit by balishtha or dridha, “ very

strong” or “powerful,” and which Burnouf accordingly derives

from ’ira, “ to carry” with the suffix in nm‘', the guttural being

aspirated by an orthographical law as the first member of a com-

pound articulation. We must be careful, I may add, not to con-

found this word takhma with the Persian tukhm, “ seed,”

for the latter term occurs in the inscriptions under the form of

tau'md, being derived perhaps from a root answering to the

Sanskrit W’'; and the guttural which appears in the Persian cor-

respondent, as well as in the Zend “an off-shoot,” is

developed from the inherent aspirative power of the vowel u.

With the latter term also must, 1 think, be certainly compared the

second portion of the name of TepirovxM^^i probably the

same word, signifying “ seed,” is found in the TpiTavralxp-rji of

' For remarks on the connexion of the Medes and Sagartians, see under the

head Asagarta.
^ From chitra, “ variegated,” we have both chitar, “the spotted leopard,” and

chit, the English “ chintz," from its variegated patterns.

® See notes to Inscription Jso. 6, lines 14, 15, p. 293.
* See Yaqna, p. 40, for a detailed examination of this word; it is very com-

monly employed in Zend.
^ This will be explained more fully under the head Tau'md.
^ Or IlepiTouxprjs in Ctesias. See Phot. Bib., Col. 128.
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Herodotus and in the "Yo-rai'xjUT/s of iEschylus, although in these

two last examples the change of the vowel is, to say the least of

it, suspicious.

The name of Chitratakhma is not, I believe, to be found in

any Greek author, but it would regularly in that language

be written StTpardx/^ijr. In the Median and Babylonian, how-

ever, the orthography is strangely disfigured, {Chissa anhhwa in

the one, and perhaps Sijaankhma in the other,) and if therefore

the Greeks had taken the pronunciation from either of those

sources, they might omit the dental of takhma^.

The noun is regularly declined as a masculine theme in short

a, and the terminations above given are those of the nom., the

accus., and the instrumental cases.

ff n Chitra, [Ins. No. 6, line 14, 15, p. 292,] E stirpe, or

ortus, satus. I compare this term immediately with the Zend

a>7(3 chithra, which certainly signifies “ race,” or “ seed,” but

for which I have never yet seen any satisfactory etymology®.

Remembering, however, the tendency to interchange between the

palatal and guttural which we have seen in the derivatives from

the interrogative bases, I am inclined to refer chitra to the root

kit^
,

“ to dwell ” or “ abide,” the idea of a “ race” or

“family,” being hound up with that of its residence in a par-

ticular spot. The tern has survived in modern Persian only in

the name of Minuchehr but as that epithet, signifying

* Lib. VII., p. 32. Teri and Tritan are certainly proper names, and a term

implying “descent” would seem therefore to be the most suitable suffix; but I

know not the meaning of "Yr in Hystaechmes.

* The omission of this radical dental letter in the Median and Babylonian, has

sometimes led me to suspect that the ^ and might coalesce in the Persian

pronunciation of the name ; but such an amalgamation seems to be etymologically

impossible. The nasal developement before the guttural is a striking charac-

teristic of language, which the Median and Babylonian possess in common.

® I think I have seen some remarks by Burnouf on the Zend chithra, but I

cannot now refer to the passage.

^ De Sacy has some good remarks on Minuchehr in his Persian Antiquities, p. 93,

sqq. I strongly suspect, however, that minu is the Indian with the change

of the r into n.

I
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“ heaven-descended,” was adapted by the early Sassanians as one

of their royal titles, we are fortunately enabled in the Parthian

and Pehlevi forms to trace the intermediate orthographical

changes; these changes moreover are of particular interest, for

they show that, instead of the process of degradation following

the natural course of time, the Parthians employed the same cor-

rupted orthography as the modem Persians’; while the Sassa-

nians reproduced the true ancient form. We have thus for the

Cuneiform chitra, the Zend and Sassanian 3 chatri,

and obCS? chatli^; but in Parthian, chihr exactly answers

to the Pehlevi ^jici^^and Persian which again by the

Arabs, to whom the palatal was unknown, was further degraded

into^^ shahar. It only remains to consider whether chitra

may be more properly regarded as an adjective or a noun. In

Zend, chithra is certainly of the latter class, but in Manuchatri,

“heaven-descended,” and in Ariya chitra, “of Arian descent,” it

would seem to be an adjective; and I therefore compare the form

with the Sans. from f*T(T
,
which, although rightly a noun,

is optionally convertible to an attributive ^

If” yy
y*" ^y 'yyy chiyaka»jia, [insc. no. 6,1.39, p. 29s,]

Quicquid agendum. The prefix which occurs in this compound

has been long to me a source of perplexity, and the comparison

which I now venture to establish between it and the Sanskrit

fsRTnr is hardly satisfactory. Supposing, however, that chiya-

harma answered to ,
it would signify “ quantum

agendum,” and the phrase “ yathd mam kdma dha yadipatiya

maniydhya tya chiyakarma^' might still be translated almost as I

have before given it: “Ut mihi in votis erat siquidem,” (or per-

1 I take the Parthian form from the bilingual inscription in the cave of

Hajiabad.

* Chatri at Nakhsh-i-Rustam and generally on the coins; but chatli at Ker-

mansh^h. De Sacy writes tchetri, to bring the term into nearer connexion with

the Zend.

* See Muller’s Pehlevi Essay, in the Joum. Asiat., for April, 1839, p. 345.

See Wilson’s Diet., in voce, p. 661.
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haps “quamdiu”) ‘^observes quicquid agendum.” Of one thing

at any rate I am convinced, that chiyaharma is not the 1 st pers.

of a reduplicate aorist, as is conjectured by Lassen and Wester-

gaard', nor indeed any reduplicate form of but that the

prefix comes from the interrogative base ki, and that the said

prefix is united to a neuter noun, answering to the Sans, 5

which makes its nom, and accus. in The complement or

co-relative to chiyaharma, which occurs immediately afterwards

as patiharma, places the identity of the noun, I think, beyond

dispute; and whether the prefix chiya, therefore, may give a

definite or indefinite signification to the idea of “action” or

“ conduct ” to be observed, I do not regard as of much conse-

quence

n- TT « TT' fi '!<'

Chishchiya, [Col. I., 1. 53, p. 204,] Quisque.

Chiya, [Passim,] - - - que, quid.

These are masculine and neuter forms proceeding from the

interrogative base ki. Chish is the true nominative masculine

which exists in the Vedic and as well as in the

Zend mdchis, and naechis, and which is ab-

solutely identical with the Latin “quis^” Professor Bopp, I

believe, first identified the Vedic pronoun which had been lost by

the grammarians, (mukir and ndkir being classed among the

indeclinables)
;
and if the corroborative proofs afforded by the

Zend and by the Sanskrit itself, {mdhim and ndkim occurring in

the accusative) had been insufficient to confirm the discovery, the

' Lassen supposes chiyakarma to be substituted for achikaram. See Ueber die

Keilinschrift, p. 105, and Westergaard in his Median Memoir, although he cor-

rectly identifies the correspondent, does not attempt to alter the translation. See

the Copenhagen Meminr, p. 383.

2 It appears to me, indeed, that there is the same relation in regard to action

between chiyakarma and palikarma, as I have already remarked between chitd and

ydtd, in regard to time ; chi or chiya, from the interrogative base ki, seems to give

an indefinite sense, which requires afterwards to be brought out and individualized

by a definite complement.

3 See Comp. Gr., ss. 390 and 398, for some excellent remarks on this pronoun;

also Burnoufs Yaqna, Notes, &c., p. 142, where the value of Bopp’s discovery is

fully admitted.

I 2
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verification would at any rate have been completed by the Cunei-

form chishchiya, where the nom. occurs without the disfigurement

of a prefixed particle'.

Chiya, also, is the neuter form of the same pronoun, which,

after the analogy of the masc. nom. and accus. should have been

found in Sanskrit as hut which in reality has been altered

to ,
a form that has also been been preserved in the Zend

and in the Latin “ quid^.” But although chiya (or chit)

was certainly in its origin a neuter pronoun®, it came to be used

in Sanskrit, in Zend, and in old Persian, exclusively as an inde-

finite affix, and in this sense it is represented by the Latin que,

in quisque, uterque, &c.'* I have repeatedly alluded to its encli-

tical power, and I will here therefore merely give a list of the

words in which it is found. These are chishchiya, “everyone,”

kashchiya, “ any one,” hauvachiya, “ such a one,” avashchiya,

“ such as that,” aniyashchiya, “ else or other,” and a compound

tense paruvamachiya, which* probably signifies “in the time

before me;” the power of the suffix in every instance being to

give an indefinite signification to the preceding word.

*rr fr ^ fr ^
Chishpaish, [Detach. Ins. A, 1. 8, p. 261,] Teispes.

Chishpaish, f Col. I., line 5, 6, p. 196, 1 Teispis,

Chishpaishahya, l Detach. Ins. A, 1. 8, p. 261, J (gen. sing).

There is equal difficulty in ascertaining the etymology of this

name, which is applied to the son of Achaemenes, and in identify-

ing the class to which it belongs. I suspect, however, that chish

(or perhaps chaish,) may be for the Sanskrit ^51, “hair,” the

* The nom. masc. would no doubt present the orthography of chish in the

inscription without the addition of the enclitic chiya, for the sibilant case-ending is

preserved after the vowel i.

® The orthographical change of chit into chiya has been repeatedly explained,

and does not affect the grammatical question in any way.

® For remarks on the very ancient neuter in < or rf, (compare “id;

Ntt, “ quid," &c,), see Comp. Gr., s. 157-

* “ Que," as the indefinite suffix, is probably a weakening of “ quid;" as the

copulative adjunct it comes from a different base, ka.
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sibilant being aspirated by the power of the i; and that the second

element may come from ‘’TT, “ to nourish,” with the attributive

suffix in i, and the elongation of the a being suppressed'. In this

view it will be a regular theme in ai, and the genitive CMsh-

pdish will be formed by the introduction of a guna before the

case-ending, as I have already explained in ChichaJchrdish. The

Median form, also, which ends in silent s, and the Greek ortho-

graphy of TeiW7;s^ are in favour of such an identification; but if

it be admitted, we must convict the engravers at Behistun, not

only of error, but of ignorance. Supposing, in fact, Chishpdish

to be the true genitive, we must not only believe the nom. to

have been accidentally omitted in the genealogical series on the

great tablet, but we must further regard the forms on the de-

tached tablet, where the artist has evidently considered the name

to be of the first declension, and which he has accordingly written

Chishpiska and Chishpishahyd, as the barbarism of an ignorant

workman.

yy yyy yy jadivamiya, [ins. no. e,

1. 54, p. 308, and Ins. No. 3, 1. 21, p. 275,] Oro. I have formerly

considered this word as the regular 1st pers. sing, present of ^
conjugated according to the third class

; but as such an expla-

nation will not account for the interposition of iy between the

root and the personal ending^, and as it also seems impossible, if

1 There are certainly many cognate derivatives in Sanskrit which are used as

proper names; comp.
, &c.; but as becomes gis in

Persian, its relation to the Cuneiform ehish must be very doubtful.

2 I conjecture from a comparison of two passages in Herodotus, lib. I., c. 3,

and lib. VII., c. 2, that Teispes, the son of Achaemenes, was the father both of

Ariaramnes the grandfather of Hystaspes, and of the mother of ;Cambyses, father

of Cyrus the Great. Xerxes, in fact, in recounting his genealogy, evidently traces

up the maternal as well as the paternal line to Teispes ; he applies to Cambyses,
father of Cyrus the Great, the expression rov TeiVireos, but we know that the real

father of that Cambyses was named Cyrus, and the allusion therefore would seem
to be to his mother, who was the daughter of Teispes.

® The conjecture which I have formerly hazarded in comparing jadiydmiga

with the i may be employed to give vocalization to the ^yy, and
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tLe Devanagari aspirate were replaced by a Cuneiform dental,

that the palatal could be still used as the letter of reduplication

I am now compelled to seek for some other etymology.

Remembering, then, the tendency of the Sanskrit gutturals to

subside into Cuneiform palatals of the same grade, of which we

have seen numerous examples in the substitution of yy*" ch, for

I venture to compare jad with the Sanskrit “ to ask

”

or “ beg®.” If this identification, however, be correct, we must

suppose the verb in the old Persian to have been of the fourth

rather than of the tenth conjugation; for in the first place the

radical vowel is not elongated, and secondly, although diya in

the inscriptions would legitimately stand for ^ owing to the

repugnance of the language to compound letters, it could hardly

replace the less, indeed, as we have an undoubted example

of the 1st pers. sing, present of the tenth class in dnraydmiya,

where the conjugational suffix is used precisely as it is in Sanskrit,

without the euphonic i preceding it®. The elongation, also, of

the a before the personal-ending, which is likewise common to

the Zend and Sanskrit, is another source of difficulty so far as

regards its grammatical explanation; where we have dhya in the

2nd, and dtiya in the 3rd person, I have supposed the employ-

ment of the subjunctive rather than the indicative mood; but

that the y may be the vowel of connexion, cannot certainly be maintained ; for the

yy
and represent the same dental power, and the substitution of the latter

for the former must be owing to the previous existence of the i, which, indeed,

should thus either be a radical letter, or at any rate the representative of some

definite grammatical power.

^ The interchange of d and h in roots, also, must always be suspicious, for the

Devanagari aspirate is the degradation rather than the type of the Cuneiform

dental ; that it is not unknown, however, is shown by the root
,
“ to hide,”

which is in Zend, and gvd in the inscriptions.

® An objection, however, occurs to this assimilation in the retention of the

guttural under its proper form, in the Persian gadd, “a beggar.”

3 I have already indeed observed, that the suffixes of the fourth and tenth

conjugations appear to be everywhere distinguished, iya standing for 7f, and aya

for
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jadiydmiya and ddraydmiya are unquestionably forms of the

indicative present, and we may perhaps therefore refer the em-

ployment of the long a in these terms, to the immediate deri-

vation of the personal ending from the substantive verb rather

than from a pronominal suffix. This, however, is, I confess, a

most obscure point of grammar, which I have neither the incli-

nation nor the requisite knowledge to discuss'.

In line 21 of Insc. No. 3, Westergaard would appear to have

jadiydniya instead of jadiydmiya, but I doubt the correctness of

his copy. If, however, the former reading be the true one, the

verb is used in the imperative instead of in the present.

Jan. A root answering to the Sanskrit and Zend

jan or za7i, from which we have in the inscriptions the

following derivatives:

—

Jadiya, [Col. III., 1. 15, p. 230, &c., &c.,] Dehella,

Jata, [Col. II., 1. 21, p. 216, 1. 84, p. 226, &c.,] Dehellate.

Ajanam, [Col. I., 1. 89, p. 211, 1. 95, p. 213, &c.,] Projligavi—
deiellavi.

Aja, [Passim,] Projligavii—dehellavit.

Jata, [Col. IV., 1. 58, p. 251, 1. 78, p. 256,] Hostis—debellator.

Jadiya and jatd are the regular forms of the 2nd person of

the imperative singular and plnral of a verb of the second class,

the Sanskrit correspondents being and Jadiya, how-

ever, must not be compared immediately with but rather

1 Bopp (Comp. Gr., s. 434,) considers this lengthening of the class-vowel in

the 1st pers. as an orthographical effect of the m or v which follows; hut I cannot

help thinking that as the Vedic ending dmasi, (Zend dmahi) for the 1st pers. plur.

of the present tense of the active voice is evidently a contraction of the sub-

stantive verb asmasi, (the original form of smasi,) (Bopp, however, (s. 439) derives

the Vedic smasi from the dependent pronoun sma,) so ami in the sing, must also

come from asmi. For the plur. -endings, see an excellent note in Burnouf’s

Ya<;na, Notes et Eclair., p. 70.

* The identity of the initial letter indeed is accidental, for the Cuneiform

is a radical letter, which is used in every form of the verb; whereas the in

is a euphonic substitute: handhi by the lapse of the nasal has become in the first

place hadhi; the dental being no longer supported by a preceding consonant has

then been softened to an aspirate, giving the form of hahi, and to avoid the itera-
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with the primitive form which must once have existed of

and in the same way jatd will stand for a primitive I have

explained the forms of aja and ajanam, which represent the 3rd

and 1st persons singular of the active imperfect under the head

avdja, and I have shown that they stand for the Sanskrit primitive

forms and the former of which in’ the modern lan-

guage has become
,
owing to the inadmissibility of a com-

pound letter as a silent terminal^, but which in the old Persian

must have had the form of ajat before it was contracted into aja.

The term ya<d, which occurs as a noun in the eleventh and

seventeenth paragraphs of the fourth column at Behistun,

must bo the nom. of which is formed with the unddi affix of

agency from the same root . It probably, however, in the

old Persian signifies “ an enemy,” rather than “ a murderer ” or

“ slayer,” as in Sanskrit. In the other forms the root has the

the regular acceptation of “defeating” or “subduing®.”

From the various orthographies employed to express this root,

we see that the sonant palatal, equally with the sonant dental,

was the intermediate stage by which the Devanagari aspirate

passed into the modern z; for the Cuneiform ya« stands half-way

between the Sanskrit lian, and the Persian zan, “ strike,” and

the two forms even of y-^ii and were co-existent in the

Zend\

Several compounds also from this root are found in the

inscriptions. I have already explained avdja and avdjanam,

tion, the initial aspirate has been, by a last process of degradation, converted to its

reduplicate correspondent.

' In the Vedas the termination in is preserved in some roots of the second

general class without any reference to the preceding letter being a vowel or a con-

sonant; but the mutilated form of hi is also extant. In Zend and old Persian,

however, the employment of the primitive dental is constant and uniform. See

Comp. Gr., s. 450, and Rosen’s Rig Veda, Adnotat., p. viii.

2 See Bopp’s Comp. Gr., ss. 94 and 461.

s Westergaard (Rad. Ling. Sans., p. 199) gives examples of the root
,

with the meaning of “ dejicere,” “ vincere,’’ “ destruere,” &e.

* For examples of jaihti and juta from the root zan, see Ya^ua, Alph. Zend,

P. 71.
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which have the signification of “slaying.” Frdjanam, the 1st

pers. sing, of an active imperfect, answering to the Sanskrit

likewise occurs at Behistun, Col. II., lines 74 and 89, with

the meaning of “ I cut off,” and the most natural explanation of

the doubtful patiyajatd, (Ins. No. 6, 1. 47,) would be to con-

sider it as the 3rd pers. sing, of the middle imperf. of the same

root preceded by the particle ufiT, the y in that case being

rec{uired to connect the vowel i with the temporal augment. I

shall examine patiyajatd, however, at greater length in its

proper alphabetical place.

(j
with i).

yy ’yyy jivi, [Coi. iv., i. se, p. 250, and 1. 75, p.254,]

Vivas. I consider this term to be the imperfect subjunctive in

the 2nd pers. sing., the correspondent of which in the Vedic dia-

lect would be from the root “to live.” The

observation, also, that I have previously made in my notes to the

10th paragraph. Col. IV., at Behistun, stating that the 2nd pers.

sing, of the imperative would present the same orthography,

requires, I think, to he modified; for as the language of the

inscriptions did not distinguish between long and short vowels, it

is probable that the radical vowels i and u were affected by the

guna in the special tenses of all roots of the first conjugation,

and that the imper. form of jiv, therefore, would be written

K
» ^
TT yi! jaivd. It is moreover in perfect accordance

with the genius of the Zend to employ the imperfect of the sub-

junctive with an optative present signification^, and the term

' I am not sure, however, that this form is ever used. Westergaard gives

Il l'll for the passive aorist with the substitution of ^ for which as

Wilson (Diyt., p. 968,) remarks, takes’ place in most of the inflexions and deri-

vatives of the Sanskrit root.

* Bopp has some brief remarks on the imperfect subjunctive of the Vedas in

the Comp. Gr., s. 714.

® Burnouf gives a great number of examples of the subjunctive imperf. in

Zend, in an admirable note to the Ya^na, marked S, p. 148; and the signification

is uniformly that of the optative or subjunctive present.
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hiyd, wliich occurs in the 3rd pers. in apposition with jivd, at

Behistun, can only be of that mood and tense, for the terminations

of the 3rd pers. of the imper. are in the old Persian tuva, in the

active, and tdm in the middle voice. In Zend, the palatal of the

root appears to have been hardened in some forms to

an aspirate, for we have in the Vendidad (Fargard XVIII.)

A5»A5^ daregho gava, “ long-lived whilst in the

modern Persian j zhtan, “ to live,” it has been softened to

a sibilant.

TT JivAHYA, [Col. V., line 20, 21, p. 259, and 1. 36

p. 260,] Vitasi We have probably in this word the genitive case

of “ life,” but the passages in which it occurs are too much

mutilated to admit of the signification being verified.

>
>M t.

^y TTT Tak(a)bar.\, [Insc. No. 6, 1. 29, p. 294,]

Tacahri. An ethnic title occurring in the geographical list at

Nakhsh-i-Rustam, and which I am inclined to identify as that

which gave its modern name to Taharistdn^. The Taharis,

however, of Oriental history, are always supposed to have

derived their title from tabar, “an axe%” the favourite

> See Vendidad, Bomb, lithographed edition, p. 482. I take the meaning of

daregho gava from Burnouf. (See Ya^na, p. 533, note 386.) The Zend, how-

ever, retains a purer form, as 'in “ living,” from while the

guttural obtains in the Lithuanian gywa, and the Goth, quiv; from the latter, also,

Bopp derives the Latin viv, and he supposes even the Greek fdo) and ^los to be

of cognate origin. See Comp. Gr., Eng. Ed., vol. I., p. 119. ,

* There is an excellent article in Yakut’s Lexicon, on the origin of the name

of Tabaristdn, written by the Arabs

3 See particularly for this derivation the Tdrikh-i-Tabaristdn, Pers. M.S.

The axe was not only the national weapon of the Scythians, but was especially

used by the Caspian tribes to clear away the forests for their habitations.
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weapon of the Caspian foresters, and I know not exactly how to

assimilate this etymology with the Cuneiform term. The last

element, indeed, in the compound Tah{a)hard would seem to be a

verbal affix, and I should rather translate the name “the axe-

bearers,” {Taha, “an axe,” from “to cut” or “hew'”?), or

perhaps, “ the wood-cutters.” (Compare the Persian

talcht hur'\)

Another question of some interest is to consider whether the

TaTTovpoi or Tanvpoi of the Greeks really represent this tribe. Un-

doubtedly the Tapur i, in the course of their migration from Scythia

to Media, inhabited at one time the Caspian provinces^, and as the

Bun Dehesh has preserved the orthography of Taprastdn in de-

scribing these provinces, it is possible that there may be a con-

nexion between the names; but in that case we must distinguish,

I think, the Tah[a)bard of the inscriptions from the Tabaris of

Persian history
;

for the Greek reading of Tauavpai is too con-

stant to admit of much doubt as to the pronunciation of the name

under the Parthians, and I know not of any orthographical law

that could have led to the absorption of the long vowel. It

would be more reasonable to suppose that we have a trace of the

name of the Tak{a)bard in the Tap^pana or Tdp.^pa^ of Polybius

which was one of the chief cities of Hyrcania; for the Babylonian

employs, I think, the nasal n in the place of the guttural* in

expressing the title in question; and as the nasal, also, was legi-

' Tishah, and tabar, in Persian, are both evidently connected

with the root , but I know not exactly how the latter is formed.
N

Takht or takhtah, however, is properly the participle “cut” or

“ fashioned.”

* For the various seats of the Tapyri, see the authorities in Cellarius, tom. II.,

pp. 665, 756, and 707- As they are not mentioned among the Caspian tribes,

either by Herodotus or Ctesias, I conclude that their immigration from Scythia

occurred under the Parthians. Perhaps, however, the Tibareni of Asia Minor

were a kindred race, who had moved earlier to the west.

^ KeTcrdai oii paspav rris Tdp.^paKos. Lib. X., c. 28.

* In Westergaard’s Babylonian copy of the Nakhsh-i-Rustam Inscription, the

name is difficult to be recognized, owing to the epithet applied to the preceding

yund, and to the mutilation of the distinctive sign . I read it, however, Tati-

para. The Babylonian, indeed, thus constantly uses the same letter for a nasal

and a guttural.
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timately intercbangeabie with the I, there would be no objection

to recognize the same name in the Tdka^pom of Strabo', the final

syllable in both of these Greek forms being the Scythic affix of

locality.

I will only add, that the final d, standing for the Sanskrit

'3rn, marks the nom. plur, masc., and that I place the a of the

first element of the compound in a parenthesis, ^to admit of the

possible contraction of TaJcbar into Tahar.

>fyy ’yyy Tacharam, [Insc. no. 2, 1. 6, p. 271,] Sculp-

turam. The Cuneiform root tach, from which this term must be

derived, should, I think, correspond more regularly with rT^

than with
;
for the Devanagari gutturals, as we know, have

a general tendency to subside in the old Persian into palatals of

the same grade. It is very possible, however, that the two

Sanskrit roots, although signifying respectively “ to bear,” and “ to

cut” or “ carve,” may be of cognate origin, for there is much dif-

ficulty in distinguishing in Zend between the derivatives of

tak, and tas^ which answer to and 11^, and in

Greek, also, rdo-o-Qj and Tevx(^ connected both in sense and

sound'^. The Cuneiform taklima which occurs in Chitralakhma

can only be translated “ strong” or “powerful,” and the adjective

certainly comes from the root tak, “to bear;” yet, in the name of

Tak{a)hard, the same root would appear to have the signification

of taksh, “to cut” or “ carve.” On the other hand, tacharam or

tachram, formed with the unadi afiix in from tach, will

more suitably denote “a sculpture” than “a work;” while the

1st pers. of the middle aorist hamatakhchiya, which must also

he derived, I think, from tach, (as from certainly

signifies “ I laboured®.” In the compound us{a)tashandm, also,

• See lib. XI., p. 350. Strabo, however, names the capital Toth;, a title

which may be perhaps of kindred origin.

* Burnouf has some excellent remarks on the analogy and distinction between
the various derivatives in Zend from the Sanskrit roots tak and taksh, in his

Commentary on the Yaqna, pp. 143, 168, and 299.

® We must remember, also, that takhsha in Pali became takka, by a law of
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where tashan appears to represent the Zend the

meaning of “ skilfully made” and “skilfully sculptured” will he

equally applicable, and from this general confusion, therefore,

between the acceptations in which the root is to be taken, I infer

a common origin for the ideas of “bearing” or “labouring,”

and of “fashioning” or “carving;” and I suppose the difference

between the Cuneiform tak and tach to be of the same character

as that which we have seen in the varying orthography of the

interrogative bases.

>yyy ^y y>ti Tars. a root answering to the Sans. Zend

teres, and Persian tars. It is however, I suspect,

like many other of the supposed stem-words of the Sanskrit, a

compound, or at any rate an augmented root, for the primary

element tra would appear to be cognate with dri, which has

the same signification of “ fearing” or “ being afraid,” Compare

the Gr. rpeo), Tpi-jxco, Latin ter-reo, tre-mo, trepido, Eng. “ dread,”

“ tremble,” &c. The verb in the inscriptions, as in Sanskrit, is of

the first class, and occurs under the following forms:

—

Tarsatiya, [Insc. No. 3, 1. 11, 12, p. 274,] Timet.

Tarsam, [Insc. No. 4, 1. 21, p. 282,] Timeam.

Atarsa, [Col. I., 1. 50, 51, p. 204, Insc. No. 4, 1. 9, p. 279,]

Timuit.

The original Sanskrit root answering to the Cnneiform tars should,

I think, be '
;

for in the first place we mnst expect in both

languages to see the radical vowel affected with the guna in the

orthography. Hence, Td|tXa, or Tahkasila, for the Sans.
; as also,

became Pukkala, (Gr. IlenKaXa,) and became Turukka, the true

original of TovpK or ^yj Turk, for I pay no respect whatever to the fabulous

derivation from Thu-kiu, “a helmet.”

* it must be remembered in Sans, would be an impossible orthography,

the vowel necessarily aspirating the following dental sibilant; and it is on

this account, I imagine, that roots in ^ invariably change the radical vowel

to the homogeneous consonant
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special tenses; and secondly, if tras had been a primary form it

would have been expressed before the vowel a in the inscriptions,

according to the laws of orthographical change, by thrah. Tarsa-

tiya, in the 3rd pers. sing, of the pres., therefore, must be compared

with a primitive rather than with (which in the

old Persian would give the form of thrahatiya,) and the 1st

and 3rd persons of the imperfect, tarsam and atarsa, will answer

to fftr and
, instead of the modern forms of ^ and

. Tarsam, I must add, which has lost its augment of

past time in consequence of being preceded by the interdictory

particle md, will perhaps orthographically represent the 1st pers.

sing, of theaorist', as well as of the imperf., and if we followed

the idiom of the classical Sanskrit, where the aorist is alone used

with the particle md, to express “ dissuasion,” without reference

to time, we should be inclined, therefore, to accept of the former

explanation; but in the Vedas, it must be remembered, the im-

perfect is employed in the same manner with equal frequency*;

and as Vedic analogy is, I think, usually to be preferred to that

of the classical Sanskrit in illustrating the old Persian grammar,

there can accordingly be no objection to consider atarsa and

tarsam to belong to the regular imperfect of the active voice.

Whichever be the tense employed, the translation of md tarsam

will be the same, “ne timeam," “ let me not fear.”

>y^ 'yyy TArva, [Col. III., l. 22
, p. 231

,]
Tarha.

The name of a city in the district of Yutiyd, which appears under

Darius to have beeu one of the divisions of Persis proper. It

may possibly be identical with Tapovdva, which is placed by Pto-

lemy in the western frontier of Carmania, and which again may

derive its title from the river named by the same author Adpa, but

> Compare the 1st pers. sing, of the aorist, from the root “ to

see.”

* Lassen, indeed, (Ueber die Keilinschriften, p. 247,) says that the imperfect

is also used in the classical Sanskrit without the augment after the particle md,

but AVilkins, s. 1310, restricts the employment of the tense in that shape to where

it appears in composition with JITW- If Bopp be right in identifying the aug-

ment with the privative a, (see Comp. Gr., s. 537, sqq.,) it may be dropped in

these positions to avoid a double negation.
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by Pliny Baras. Etymologically, also, I should wish to com-

pound the name of the Sans. WR, “clear,” and 'Wt, “water',’’

perhaps even it would be less objectionable to compare Tdrvd

with the modern Ddrdh-jird, then to refer the latter term to a

corruption of the name of Darius®.

:Ttt it <ir El Tigra, [Col. II.
,

1. 39, p. 219,] Tigra. The

name of an Armenian fort, which may possibly be the same as

the Tiypdva of Ptolemy, placed by that geographer in the vicinity

of the Cyrus or Kur^, but which more probably took its title

from the river Tigris, on the upper course of which it was

situated. I shall examine the etymology of the term under the

following head, and will merely therefore add, that in expressing

the name, the Median exactly reproduces the Persian ortho-

graphy.

>yyy yy ^yy ^y yyy Tigra-m, [Col. I., Is. 85 and 88, p. 211

and Col. V., 1. 23, p. 259,] Tigridem. This is the accusative

case of Tigrd, under which orthography the ancient Persians

represented the name of the Tigris. According to the consen-

tient testimony of Greek and Latin authors, the term signifying

in the old Persian language “ an arrow,” was applied to the river

in consequence of the rapidity of its current

I

have little hesi-

tation, therefore, in deriving Tigrd hom ftT^, tij,“ to sharpen,”

1 Vas would be written vd in the Cuneiform, as ojf; has become Jed.

2 For remarks on the Persian
,

^

. 1^1.\ Ddrdb, see under the head Ddr{a)-

yavush.

3 Lib. VI., c. 2. Agathodsemon’s map places Tigrana upon the Cyrus; and

it may be presumed, that in common with TiypavoKepra and Tiypavoapa, the city

took its name from King Tigranes; but whether under this title we are to under-

stand (with Strabo, Appian, and Plutarch,) the famous opponent of Lucullus, or

whether we are to ascribe the above-named cities to that more ancient monarch of

Armenia, the Tigranes who is mentioned by Xenophon in the Cyropmdia, and

who, according to the native tradition, vanquished the Median King Astyages,

must remain a doubtful question. St. Martin has collected all the authorities on

the subject in his Armenian Researches, tom. I., p. 173.

* Among other authorities, see Strabo, 1. XI., p. 529, Pliny, lib. VI., c. 27,

and Q.. Curtius, lib. III., &c. The notices of the ancients have been collected by

Wahl, Pers. Reich,, p. 709.
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either with the unadi affix in or, as it is more probably a

feminine adjective, with the attributive and it is no doubt

the same term which has been softened in modern Persian into

tir'^. The root indeed, has given birth to a great

number of cognate derivatives; compare Sanskrit tigma,

“ sharp,” where the same hardening has taken place of the palatal

to a guttural; Arm. “ a javelin V’ Pers.

blade,” ik,
“ sharp,” “ quick,” &c. I prefer at the same

time considering tigra in its primitive form to have been an

adjective, (signifying “ sharp ” or “ rapid,” and thus equally

applicable to “ an arrow ” and to “ the river,”) rather than the

abstract name of an object^, from observing the attributive ety-

mology of the Ufrdtaush or Euphrates, and from finding also that

the Arian nations, when the original name of the Tigris had been

so corrupted by Semitic orthographical changes as to be no longer

distinguished in its pristine sense, reproduced from another root a

synonymous epithet, by which, in their sacred books, the river in

question alone continued to be known. This epithet, Arvand,

unquestionably signifies “ rapid*,” and that under its Pehlevi cor-

ruption of A or Arang, it was especially employed to denote

the Tigris, is shown by the direct testimony of Hamzeh of Isfahan,

who says, that in his day, even the Dijleh of the Arabs was

known to the Persians as the Arang rud, and the

Kudak darya, (“ little sea®.”)

1 For these affixes, see Wilkins, s. 874, and s. 913.

* The softening of the old tr into r in modern Persian is very frequent, but

the only other example that I remember of gr becoming r is in the modem Zdr

for the ancient Zaypos.

® See Preface to Whiston’s Mos. Chorenensis, p. v.

* It has been often remarked, that the names of objects are in fact in almost

every instance adjectives, being derived from the quality which the object em-

bodies.

* Arvand does not occur in Zend as the name of a river, but it is found in

the Pazend hymn to the Amshaspands. See Anquetil’s Zend Avesta, tom. II.,

p. 78.

s Burnouf has some elaborate remarks on the etymology of Arvand, in the

Yaqna, p. 248, and he discusses the connexion between Arvand and Arg, in his

notes to the same work, p. 181 ; but the evidence of Hamzeh, an excellent Persian

scholar, who lived at the end of the fourth century of the Ilijreh, and whom I quote

from Yakut’s Lex., in voce Dijleh, is conclusive against BurnouTs attempted iden-
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Under the head ’ Ufrdtauvd, I have noted the important

inference to be drawn from our finding the names of the two

great rivers of Mesopotamia to he of genuine Arian etymology.

An Arian must, I think, have preceded a Semitic colonization of

Shindr; and the antiquity of the primitive colonists may be

judged of from the fact of the vernacular Tigra having been cor-

rupted by their successors to Bekel, as early as the time of Moses.

Gesenius has availed himself of some apocryphal Zend and

Pehlevi forms, which he writes Tedsherem and TedsJiera, but

which are certainly unknown as geographical titles in any part

of the Zend Avesta, to distinguish the Greek Ttyptr and the

Hebrew Hiddekel *i5p'^n'. The latter he appears to regard as

an independent title employed especially by the Jews, while he

derives immediately from the spurious Tedshera, not only the

Greek Tlygis, but the Chaldee the Syriac and the

Arabic
^
but this is certainly a false distinction. Most

other critics are agreed that the initial syllable in Hiddekel is a

redundant prefix^, and that the form which remains after the

elision of this prefix is identical with the modern Dijleh. The

change, indeed, from Tigra to Dikel or Dijleh, is in perfect ac-

cordance with the Semitic usage of expressing Arian names, and

it dates probably from the first Semitic occupation of Shindr.

Pliny, as it is well known, has preserved the double form of

Tigris and Diglito as applying to the same river, and I may add.

tification of the Arg of the Bun Dehesh with the Jaxartes. It is curious, at the

same time, that I find in my copy of the Bun Dehesh, which is a very correct

manuscript, the name of the river in question invariably written Arvand, and

not Arg; the latter, indeed, which is the imiform orthography employed by

Anquetil, being, I suspect, the Parsi corruption of the Pehlevi and Pazend term.

This latter form, still further altered to Arang, is used as I have said by Hamzeh,

while Firdousi, (Ed. Mac., tom. I., p. 39), in speaking of the Tigris, continues to

employ the old orthography of Arvand. There is a good note on the

Arg rud of the Bun Dehesh, in Sprenger’s Massoudi, tom. I., p. 243.

^ See Gesenius’ Lex., Eng. Ed., p. 321.

® Onkelos and Jonathan write exactly hke the Arab. .

3 Gesenius considers the n as a peculiar Hebrew prefix; while Morinns

regards it as a radical, which was frequently elided by the Chaldees and Syrians.

All the Greek and Latin authorities regarding the derivation and meaning of

the name are collected by Morinus in his Treatise, p. 25, prefixed to Bochart’s

Phaleg.

m
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that although Dijleh has remained in use amongst the inhabitants

of Mesopotamia to the present day, that the name had been sub-

jected under the Sassanians to a still further corruption is evident

from its being compared by Hamzeh with the Pehlevi fonns of

or Dildha or Dildhd^.

^TTT TT ^TT TT' nr TigrakhudA, [Inscrip.

No. 6, 1. 26, p. 294,] TigricolcB. An epithet applied in the

Inscription of Nakhsh-i-Rustam to the western division of the

Persian Sac®, and referring, doubtless, to their habitat on the

Upper Tigris. I have been unable at the same time to find any

correspondent for Tchudd, either in Sanskrit, Zend, or Persian, and

suppose the term accordingly, as an afiix of locality, to have been

adopted by the tribe from their own vernacular Scythic®. Whe-
ther the Sakd Tigrahhudd are to be referred ethnographically to

that powerful body of Scyths who held possession of Media for

twenty-eight years during the reign of Cyaxares, and who ever

after, in classical history, are associated or confounded with the

Medes and Cadusians^, or whether they may not rather represent

the more ancient Chasdim or Chaldmans, whose Scythic origin

has been so frequently surmised, I shall consider in another

place; but, nevertheless, I cannot avoid noticing at present such

few points of evidence as we possess, for establishing the geogra-

phical identity of the colony on the Tigris. That Tigrakhudd,

then, is an epithet, applying particularly to this division of the

Sacae, rather than the title of an independent country, is shown

by the employment of the relative particle, which, although

omitted in the Persian, is preserved in the Median intermediately

O 3

> Ydkut, inthe Mo’ejem, (in coc. and J quoting from Hamzeh,

gives the Pehlevi forms as the originals of the Arabic Dijleh, but they do

not occur in the Bun Dehesh, nor, indeed, have I met with them in any other

author.

* The Median exactly reproduces the Persian orthography of this name, but it

is impossible to draw any argument therefrom as to the etjanon of the title.

The Babylonian form of the name is unfortunately too much mutilated to be

legible.

® There is a curious paper by Freret, in the Jlem. de I’Academie, tom. X.,

p. 679, (12mo Edit.,) in which he endeavours to prove the Sacae and Cadusii of

Xenophon to have inhabited Babylonia.
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between tbe names', and that it must possess a geographical

import, a circumstance which is indicated hy its appropriate juxta-

position in the list of Satrapies with the titles of Babylon and

Assyria, is confirmed, I think, by our finding the name of the

Tigris, under its own proper form, employed to illustrate the

expedition which was undertaken by Darius in person against

the tribe in question, and which is recorded in the mutilated

supplementary 5th Column at Behistun^.

There is also another very important circumstance which

throws a light upon this interesting colony. Herodotus parti-

cularly notices the high cap of the Sacse®; upon the triumphal

tablet at Behistun, the Scythian leader, Sakukha, is thus distin-

guished by the national head-dress^. We may, I think, indeed

presume, that wherever we find this peculiar conical cap, the

Scythic race is depicted, and it becomes accordingly of the

highest interest to observe that on the sculptured slabs of Nimrudj

the high-capped warriors are apparently exhibited under two

distinct social phases. On the outer walls, which seem to have

been constructed out of the debris of some prior edifice®, they

are represented as vanquished enemies. In the interior of the

palace, where the sculpture may be supposed to be of a later date,

they appear as the triumphant followers of the king. The infer-

ence then is obvious, that the southern capital of Assyria was at

some period or other reduced by the Scythians, and that it

remained for a considerable time in their hands
;
and if we were

to follow ex:clusively the authority of Herodotus, we might be

' This Median construction, indeed, is particularly remarkable, for it is so

unusual in Persian to employ an isolated noun and adjective in apposition, that I

should not otherwise have ventured to connect the names.
^ Westergaard on the contrary, translates Tigrakhuda, ‘‘Lords of the arrow ”

or archers,” having in view apparently the analogous names of the SaranccB

(from Saran, “the moon” or “a bow,” Mongol,) the Comani (from the Pers.

geographer Vartan designates the Turks.—See St. Martin’s Armenia, tom. II.,

p. 439.

® The words of Herod, are, Sukui Se oi 'S,Kv6ai jrepl pev Trjari KetpaXTjcri

Kvp^aa-ias is o^v dmypivas 6p6ds eixov TreTrrjyvlas. See lib. VII., c. 64.

* He is the only figure on the rock, it must be remembered, who has the conical

or high-pointed cap.

® This is rendered probable by the circumstance of the blocks being laid one

upon the other to form a wall, without any reference to the continuity or even

the direction of the sculpture.

m 2
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induced to assign this historical episode to the above-mentioned

interval of twenty-eight years in the reign of Cyaxares, during

which the Sacaj held the Medes and Assyrians in subjection, and

during which they penetrated into Palestine and founded the city

of Scythopolis'. Without pursuing this subject however farther

at present, I will merely add, that the city in question retained

the title of Saxdda, evidently from its Scythic occupants, as late

as the time of Ptolemy^, and that at whatever period a Scythic

superseded a Semitic rule in Assyria, there can be but little

doubt that the high-capped warriors of the Nimrud marbles

represent the Said Tigrahhudd of the Inscriptions.

<n *M nr
Tauma, [Col. I., 1. 8, p. 196,] Genus.

Tauma Y.\, (gen.,) [Col. I., 1. 9, p. 197, 1. 28, p. 200,] Generis.

Taumaya, (abl.,) [Col. I., line 61, 62, p. 204,] Genere.

Taumaya, (locat.,) [Col. I., 1. 45, p. 203,] Genere.

Tauma is a feminine noun formed with the unadi affix in ma,

and with conversion of the radical vowel, from the root Ui,

which is probably identical with the Sanskrit H, signifying “to

thrive” or “ increase The inherent aspirative power of the vowel

u has produced the developements of tuhmah,m Pehlevi,

taokhma, (“an offshoot,”) in Zend, and tukhni,

in Persian, which although properly signifying “ seed,” is used to

* See Joseph. Ant. i. 27; 2 Maccab. xii. 29, &c. Herodotus in his brief

account of the period of the Scythic supremacy (lib. I., c. 105 and 106,) evidently

supposes the tribe in question to have been in possession of Nineveh after the

defeat of Cyaxares, and to have again lost that city to the Medes ; but this is not

admitted by Clinton and the modern school of chronology. The great objection to

regarding the Palace of Nimrud as a bona fide Scythic edifice, is in the close

resemblance of the inscriptions to those of the Achaemenian Babylonians, but I do

not consider this difficulty to be insuperable.

* Lib. VI., c. 1.

® In former passages I have derived tauma from the Sautra root
,
which

\

has produced the “strength,” of the Vedas, the Pers.
^

&c., denoting “ability;” but I now think that jf, which is also a Sautra root,

both orthographically and etjTnologically offers a preferable explanation; for

examples of similar derivations, see Wilkins, s. 867.
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denote “a race” or “family,” precisely in the same manner as

the Cuneiform taumd. I strongly suspect, also, that the Latin

s-temma applied to “ a line ” or “ pedigree,” is of cognate origin,

for it appears impossible to derive that meaning from the Greek

a-Ticpetv, “to crown'”. Anquetil, it must be remembered, every-

where translates toMma, by “ race ” or “ seed,” identi-

fying it evidently with the Persian tukhm, but M. Burnouf has

well distinguished between the Zend tahhma and taokhma, show-

ing that the one is an adjective signifying “ strong,” and that the

other, which is of rare occurrence, and which he translates

“ rejeton,” must be derived from a different root'*. With the

latter, no doubt then, is to be compared the Cuneiform taumd

;

but if, as I have before suggested'*, the same element is to be

found in the Greek names of Tepirovxfirjs, 'Aproxprjs, &c., the deve-

lopenient of the guttural will be shown to be extremely ancient,

and may perhaps support the theory of M. Burnouf, that the

Zend and Persepolitan were co-existent languages'*.

It is necessary, also, that I should make a few observations on

the inflexions. Under the heads Atlmrd and Arhird, I have

proposed to compare dyd, as the locative case-ending of the old

Persian, with the primitive Wm: of the Vedas, rather than with the

corrupted ^TRT of the classical Sanskrit ^ The same tei'mination

for the genitive of a feminine theme in long d, unquestionably

stands also for dyds, which by a law of orthography becomes do

in Zend, with the shortening of the class vowel before the con-

necting y, (compare = Jau^^a5>^a»j but it is not so

easy to determine whether taumdyd, in the ablative, may stand

for taumdydt or taumdyds. Professor Bopp has certainly shown

' This however is the derivation usually given by etymologists, who compare

the Latin stemma with the Greek crreppa.

2 See Ya^na, p. 441, Note 296.

3 Under the head Chitratakhma.

* This is assumed generally by Burnouf throughout his Commentary on the

Ya<;na as an established fact.

5 See the reference before given to Bopp's Comp. Gr., Eng. Ed., Note to

p. 215.

® See Bopp’s Comp. Gr., s. 192, and the list of genitives in page 210, where

he compares also the Greek and Latin feminines x^pds and terras.
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good ground for supposing the primitive and universal sign of the

ablative to have been a dental', and taumdyd, therefore, may

be as well compared with a form like the Zend ^

dahmaydt, as with the of the classical Sanskrit; yet, on

the other hand, as we have in the inscriptions the termination in

aush for the genitive and ablative of masc. themes in exactly

answering to the Sanskrit and opposed to the Zend distinc-

tion between eus and a6t (or euf) for the corresponding cases, it

is safer, I think, to believe that the corruption of the ablative

dental to a sibilant under certain conditions had taken place

previously to the separation of the old Persian from the Sanskrit

stock
;
and thus, although I compare the masc. abl. hdrd with

Tidrdt, I prefer regarding the feminine taumdyd as a contraction

of taumdyds.

lyy*"
t {with U).

nr <n 'Ttt

Tuvam, [Col. IV., 1. 37, p. 245, 1. 41, p. 246, 1. 67 and 70, p. 253,]

Tu.

Thuvam, [Col, IV., 1. 43, p. 246, 1. 53, p. 250, 1. 74, p. 254, &c.,]

Te.

Taiya, [Col. IV., 1. 58, p. 251, Is. 75, 76, p. 255,]

Taya, Col. IV., 1. 58, p. 251, 1. 79, p. 256,]

The true pronominal base of the 2nd person in the language

of the inscriptions, as in all others of the same family, is tu, and

in the nom. sing, it is combined with the so-called neuter termi-

nation in am, which also occurs in the Cuneiform pronouns adam,

* For a full examination of the ablative case-sign t, which is preserved univer-

sally in Zend, and occasionally in Sanskrit, see Comp. Gr., from s. 179 to s. 184.

The d of the old Latin is a cognate form.

* Compare the gen. Kuraush and the abl. Babiraush. There is no example in

the inscriptions of the abl. of a theme in i, but the case-ending would doubtless be

aish, like the gen. The only real difficulty with regard to the Cuneiform ^abl.

arises from the term Paruviyata, which I shall examine in its proper alphabetical

place.

® Burnouf does not admit the Zend abL in aot for themes in «,• he considers

the true case-ending to be eut, which certainly occurs in mainytut. Whichever

be the true form, however, the distinction between the abl. dental and the gen.

sibilant will be equally marked. See Ya(;na, Notes et Eclair., p. 8, foot-note 16.
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vayam, iyam, &c., and which is of an equally extensive appli-

cation in Zend and Sanskrit'. Tuvam, therefore, is for

and the merely employed to connect the dissimilar

vowels. The corresponding forms are in Sanskrit i^, in Zend

9^^ turn, and in Boeotian Greek tovv.

In the accusative ihuvdm, on the other hand, the base is

thwa, answering to the Sanskrit i^, which, as Bopp has remarked,

is the theme of the oblique cases^, and the therefore, can

only be interposed in the old Persian for the sake of euphony,

aud to avoid a compound articulation. The termination in dm,

also, is the accusative case-ending in am, coalescing with the

short a of the base®. Compare the Sans. RT, Zend

thwdm, &c.

Taiya and Taya are used indifferently in the inscriptions

for the suffix of the 2nd person. They exactly answer to the

Sans. W and Zend and are, I think, equally correct ortho-

graphies, the y in taiya being used to connect the i and a,

and in taya being the direct substitute of the former voweP.

The forms of me, te, se, &c., are, according to Bopp, in their

primary condition locatives, {te being a contraction of twe,

for twai), with which corresponds the Zend thw6i), and

it is owing to a grammatical artifice that .they are substituted for

datives*. In the few examples which occur in the inscriptions

of taiya and taya, they are certainly, as in Sanskrit, used with a

dative signification only; but judging from the analogous em-

ployment of the other personal suffixes maiya and shaiya, as well

' Compare aham, “ I,” svayam, “ self,” ayam, “ this,” vayam, “ we,” yuyam,
“ ye,” &c.

* See Comp. Gr., s. 326.

^ As md and twd are used in Sans, equally with mdm and twdm, Bopp has

suggested that the vowel has been lengthened to compensate for the rejection of

the m, and that the abbreviated md has afterwards reacted on the more complete

mdm, and imparted to it the newly acquired quantity. See Comp. Gr., s. 326.
* Tai is the exact orthographical equivalent of te, hut the i cannot be used as

a terminal in the old Persian, and hence the more developed form of taiya.

® See Comp. Gr., s. 329. Compare also with me, te, se, the Latin datives,

mi-hi, ii-hi, si-bi.
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as from the actual application of the Zend I believe that

they would with equal propriety represent the genitive and

instrumental cases, and that as a genitive they might even replace

the possessive pronoun.

It is sufficiently remarkable, that there is not a single example

in the inscriptions of the employment of the pronoun of the 2nd

person in the plural number, although the object of address in

more cases than one, is certainly a multitude, rather than an

individual'. Nevertheless, I cannot, on this negative evidence,

suppose the language to have been deficient in a correspondent

for '3^ or yujhem, “ye.” It is more probable, as the

admonition or declaration always proceeds from the monarch,

that the singular is used for the plural, to mark the inferiority of

the parties addressed; and in the event of an inscription being

ever found in which the king may address himself directly to

the Gods, I should thus expect to find the pronoun in the plural

number.

Under the head of adam, I have cursorily noticed the con-

nexion which is shown by the pronoun of the 1st person to have

existed between the early languages of the Arian and Semitic

family. This connexion, however, is even more clearly marked

in comparing the various terms employed to express the pronoun

of the 2nd person. The true and universal sign of the 2nd person

is t; in the Arian languages the dental has been united to the

vowel u, and we have thus, Sanskrit Tu-ain (t^ Twam,) Zend

Turn; old Pers. Tuvam; modern Pers. ^ tu; Greek rv; Latin

tu; Goth, “thu;” Germ, “du;” Eng. “thou,” &c. In the

Semitic languages on the other hand, the article an, which is

optionally used in the Babylonian, and which unquestionably

performs the same grammatical function' as the suffixed am of

' See particularly the address to the Persian race at Nakhsh-i-Rustam, (Ins.

No. 6, 1. 56,) where although martiyd, “the men,” be used in the plur. vocative,

the pronoun of the 2nd pers. (in hauvataiyd), together with the verbs which form

the complement of the phrase, are all placed in the sing.

2 Bopp observes, (Comp. Gr., s. 348,) “ That the pronouns in general are so

strongly and vividly personified by themselves, that they are not in need of a very

energetic and animated sign of personality ; for which reason, although aham,

twam, &c., have a termination, it is not that of the usual nominative, but they

appear as neuters in the mere objective or accusative garb.” I suspect, however,

this so-called neuter termination to be absolutely identical with the prefixed

Semitic article.
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tlie Sanskrit, Cuneiform, and Zend, (compare twam, tuvam, and

has been everywhere prefixed to the dental base, and the

terminal vowels have been modified to admit of a distinction of

gender. The Hebrew masc. j fern. (or properly 'riX,)

no doubt, therefore, are contracted from an-ta and an-ti; as we
' oS

have the Arab. m. uHaJI f. i-Hol
; Copt. m. rf-&OK; f. rf-0-O;

./Ethiopic, m. 1
f. and Syriac, with the dor-

^ r
^

niant n, m. Aj] i
f- 1. The same pronominal dental

occurs also in the 2nd pers. of all Semitic verbs, either prefixed

or sutfixed, and is likewise of a very general employment for

a similar purpose throughout the Arian family of languages.

Wherever, indeed, we have a sibilant in the termination of the

2nd pers. sing, of verbs in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, it must be

considered a degradation of the primitive dental, (compare Gr.

TV or av,) and of course the aspirate of the Zend and Cuneiform

in corresponding terms, is a still later orthographical corruption^.

KT th.

K1 1- dTl Thakata, [Behistun, Passim,] Tunc. Thakatd

must be compared with the Sanskrit with this difference

however, that the former is derived from the compound pro-

noun rather than from the simple base ta, (neut. IT^,) and

’ I take these Semitic forms from Gesenius Lex., (Eng. Ed., p. 116,) who has

compared the dental bases, hut who has failed to recognize the prefixed article,

(which, however, occurs in the sing, and plur. of all Semitic pronouns of the 1st

and 2nd pers. ), or to identify it with the suffixed am of the Sanskrit and Zend.
^ It must be remembered, however, that the application of the dental to the

2nd person is secondary, not primitive, for in its original condition, as a base, it is

a demonstrative. In the derivation of the sibilant, (which in the Turkish lan-

guages is universally applied to the 2nd pers.
)
from the demonstrative dental, I

follow Gesenius. See his note to in the Hebrew Lexicon.

® The common nse of the suffix ka in Sanskrit is to form a possessive, (comp.

mdmaka, “mens,” tavaka, “tuus,” and the Vedic asmaka, yushmaka, Slc.,) but

Wilson defines the suffix in taka as a pleonasm; ka as a possessive, is no doubt,

the original of the Hindustani ka, ki, ke, and is also cognate with the gen. case-

ending in Turkish.
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that, as the Cuneiform dd represents the old Sanskrit locative

suffix in f,
(compare idd,

“ here,” for hadd for avadd,

“ there,” &c.), the suffix in which is used in Sanskrit to form

adverbs of time, is necessarily in the inscriptions converted to td.

Thakatd is properly the correlative of ydtd, which again must be

compared with '*1^, but it is generally used in the inscriptions as

a mere demonstrative adverb of time, referring to a preceding

date. Its resemblance to the Latin tunc is, I think, in some

degree accidental, for the adverbs tunc and nunc being derived

from the pronominal bases tu and nu, the guttural terminations

of those words must express the idea of time whereas the tem-

poral application being denoted in old Persian by the suffix in td,

the ka in thakatd can only be explained as the pleonastic

which also occurs in

I will merely add, that the substitution of the Cuneiform iha

for the Sans. IT, exhibits the orthographical process by which, as

I have before observed, the demonstrative dental ultimately sub-

sides in many cases to a sibilant.

KT ffiT <s^ <n ^ Thatagush, [Col. L, 1. 17, p. 197,] Sat-

tagydia. The name of a Satrapy of Eastern Persia, which from

its being mentioned in four different geographical lists between

Kharism and Arachosia, between Arachosia and Gadara, between

the SacsB and Arachosia, and between Margiana and the Sacse*,

may be inferred to have included the whole extent of the Paropa-

misan mountains; being bounded by Candahar on the south, by

Cabul on the east, by the valley of the Oxus on the north, and

by Merv and Herat on the west. From the circumstance, more-

over, of Margush, or Margiana, being everywhere omitted in

the list of Satrapies, while a revolt, which in the descriptive part

of the Behistun record, is especially referred to that province, is

' Bopp, although he explains the ablative locative adverbs, hinc, istinc, illinc,

&c., omits to notice the suffix of time in nunc and tunc. This termination, how-
ever, is no doubt identical with v'lKa in the Gr. correlatives Tcq-viKa, rrj-vLKa, ^-viKa,

and may be compared also with the endings in donee, donicum. See Comp. Gr.,

ss. 352 and 424,

^ See Ins. No. 4, par. 2, Ins. No. 6, par. 3, and Beh. Col. I., par. 6, and

Col. II., par. 2.
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made in another passage to include the inhabitants of Margush,

Thatagush, and Saka', I should suppose the countries of Merv

and of the Paropamisus to have been anciently very closely con-

nected; the former, indeed, as far as political government was

concerned, being dependent on the latter. There can be little

doubt either, but that the ^arrayidai of Herodotus, who are

classed in his seventh Satrapy with the Gandarii, the Dadicm,

and the Aparytse, represent the inhabitants of Thatagush, and

as the DadicsB in another passage of the same author are asso-

ciated with the Gandarii in a common command, the latter, as I

have before shown, dwelling on the banks of the Indus, there is

additional reason for believing the province of Thatagush, which

is mentioned in the inscriptions, to have extended over the entire

mountain range It is at the same time sufficiently singular

that, while the geographical notices both of the Vendidad and of

the Bun Dehesh, point to this particular country as the high

place of the ancient Zoroastrians^, the name of Thatagush should

still admit of so very little direct, or even conjectural illustration.

The Cuneiform K1 being a regular correspondent for the Deva-

nagari the title may be presumed to be identical with the

Sanskrit ^Indi, “possessed of a hundred cows'*,” and to have

been given to the country in consequence of the abundance

of horned-cattle which it pastured
; but with the exception of

the solitary notice of the SorraytlSat in Herodotus, and the pos-

sible allusion to the same people in the Catace of the Peutin-

' Compare Beh. Col. III., par. 3, with Col. II., par. 2.

^ Compare lib. III., c. 91, with lib. VII., c. 66; Rennell (Geog. of Her.,

vol. I., p. 390,) would confine this Satrapy to Margiana and the surrounding dis-

tricts, but he was misled by his ignorance of the true position of the Gandarii
; he

does not attempt to identify the Sattagydse.

® The province of Thatagush is probably represented in [the Vendidad by
Hadtumat, being the region watered by the Helmand (or Etymander) and its tribu-

taries; but I cannot venture to compare the names, notwithstanding that th is a

legitimate correspondent for ^, (comp, mathishta and ), and that the

Median does actually employ an aspirate instead of a dental jin expressing the

Persian Thatagush, I entirely approve of Burnouf’s analysis and illustration of

Haetumat. See Yacna, Notes et Ec., p. 93, sqq. The Paropamisan range in

the Bun Dehesh is Mount Arparsin.
* Wilson compares Satgerhi, but doubtingly, (see As. Res., vol. XV., p. 104.)

If the S4taeas of WUford (As. Res., vol. VIII., p. 340,) be really found in a

Sanskrit geographical series, the assimilation of the name to the Cimeiform Thata-

gush is probable.
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gerian Tables, which is placed to the north of Drangiana, I know

not of a single passage in Greek or Latin authors which can be

supposed to preserve a trace of the ancient name. About the

period, indeed, of the extinction of the Achsemenian monarchy, a

tide of immigration appears to have set in from the eastward,

which continued for many centuries in a series of waves to over-

flow the Paropamisan mountains, and which, as it discharged its

shoals of population upon Eastern Persia, along the valleys of the

rivers descending from the great range, obliterated the old terri-

torial and ethnic laud-marks, and caused the nomenclature of each

tract to vary according to the shifting footsteps of the tribes.

The Dadiccfi of Herodotus were perhaps among the earliest of the

immigrants. Pressed upon by the Sacae, they followed along the

course of the Helmand, Heri-nid, and Murgh-ab, had reached the

skirts of the mountains in the time of Ptolemy, who places

Tatacene between Aria and Drangiana, and were subsequently

distributed over the plains as Tats and Tajiks'. The Sacae in the

same way, who were their successors, had given the name of

2aKa(TTT]vfi in the time of Isidore to the Thatagush of the inscrip-

tions, but shortly afterwards they themselves were expelled by

fresh colonists from the mountains, and permanently settled in

Sagastan or Seistan, on the lower Helmand*. I will not pretend

at present to trace the steps of the multitudinous hordes who fol-

lowed; the Zaopot, Ttopot, KofoXot, Kopcroi, and the hundred tribes

who are mentioned by Chinese, Arabic, and Armenian authors*;

' The Tdjiks are usually identified with the Dah®, but I think wrongly.

Throughout Eastern Persia, Tdt and Tajik are sj-nonymous terms applied to the

agricultural peasantry in contradistinction to the pastoral and foreign nomades,

and it is, I think, therefore, a fair induction to refer them to the AaSi'/tat, who

colonized TaTUKfjvr]

:

see Ptol., 1. 6, c. 19. In Chinese history, indeed, a distinc-

tion is recognized between the Tahia or Dah® and the Taio-chi or Tdjiks.

* The Sa/cacTTTji'ij of Isidore, it must be remembered, is distinguished from

Drangiana, and cannot therefore represent the Sagastdn of Persian history. Its

title of XlpmTaKTjvr], also, necessarily confines it to the mountains, and the names

of several of its towns are, I believe, to be recognized in Oriental geography among
the dependencies of Ghur.

* The Zaori and lori are mentioned by Dionysius in his Bassarica, 1. 26,

V. 166, and perhaps the S,ov6oi of the same author may be referred to the inha-

bitants of Thatagush. I take the names of Kozol and Kors from the coins of

Kadaphes and Kadphises; Khojeristdn, or the country of the Kozols, is mentioned

by Mos. Chor., and is the Khujestdn of the Bun Dehesh. The name however

is now lost, as is also that of Ghurshistdn, but the positions on the Upper Murgltdb
and Helmand may be verified from the notices of the Arab geographers. I take

this opportunity of remarking, that while Sanskrit and Chinese authorities have
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that they were in many instances numerically strong, and of some

political weight, may be inferred from the traces they have left

of their names in Zabulistan, Khorassan (anciently Khoristan),

Khojeristan, Ghurshistan, &c., but their ethnographical history is

involved in much obscurity, and its discussion would be foreign

moreover to the present argument, which merely aims at ex-

plaining the reason of the disappearance of the title of Thatagush

from ancient as well as modern geography.

K1 ’n K> Thadaya, [Ins. No. 6, 1. 58, p. 310,] {Ne) pereat.

I suppose the root tliad to be identical with the Sans.
,

“
to

perish,” but if this assimilation be admitted we must consider the

verb to be conjugated in the old Persian according to the tenth

class, instead of following the first and sixth classes as in Sanskrit,

for there can be no doubt but that the termination in aya is the

conjugational suffix. I have already more than once alluded to

the distinction between the suffixes in iya and aya, the one being

employed for the fourth and the other for the tenth class
;
and I

may add, in reference to thadaya, that the rule in Sanskrit which

elongated the radical vowel a in the special tenses of roots of the

latter class is not of universal application, and that thad, accord-

ingly, may be compared with the Sanskrit conjugation of such

roots as
,
“ to eat

“

to tell
; ,

“ to count ^

,

“to leave;”
,
“to thunder, &c., in all of which the short a

retains its primitive quantity throughout the special tenses. In

thadaya, then, for thadayat, I suppose that we have the 3rd pers.

sing, of the act. imperf. of thad, conjugated with the suffix in

aya, and that the temporal augment is dropped after the inter-

dictory particle md, in order to give the meaning of dissuasion

without reference to time; md thadaya signifying “ let it not

perish,” as I have already explained md tarsam to mean “ let me
not feark”

been exhausted in the illustration of Arianian ethnography, Pehlevi, Armenian,

and Arabic sources of evidence have been almost wholly neglected; yet the Bun

Dehesh, Moses of Chorene, and the early Arabs have the most valuable notices,

and their rigid examination is indispensable to a complete enquiry.

' There is a difficulty however with regard to voice ; Westergaard observes,

that is conjugated in the middle voice in the special tenses, and in the active
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T<T ET n TnRAD(A), [Col. IV., 1. 4, 5, p. 240, 1. 41, p. 246,

1. 45, p. 247, 1. 52, p. 249, 1. 60, p. 252,] Perfectio. In the

notes appended to the second paragraph of the fourth column at

Behistun, I have adverted to the extreme difficulty of rendering

the phrase hamahydyd thrada, so as to reconcile with its appli-

cation to the context, the etymological import of the terms, and

their various conditions of grammatical employment
;
and after

much further consideration, and with the improved acquaintance

with the old Persian language which I have acquired in com-

piling the present Vocabulary, I still find myself as incompetent

as ever to deal with this obscure expression. As the Cuneiform

KT replaces the palatal sibilant and the aspirate as well as the

dental, thrad(a) might perhaps be orthographically compared

with
,

“ the autumn,” or *, the particle of belief, or

even with “the mind,” but I cannot obtain a suitable

meaning from any of these equivalents, and I am obliged there-

fore to fall back upon the very doubtful derivation which I have

before given from “to do” or “perform,” conjecturing the

name, which may signify “ performance,” to be a neuter in silent

d, following the ninth class of the eighth declension of Wilkins'.

in all the others, (Radices, p. 177,) and the signification moreover of thadaya in

this passage is reflective and not transitive ; but asadayat will represent in Sanskrit

neither an imperfect nor an aorist in the middle voice, and I am doubtful there-

fore if we may not rather have a passive aorist, thad{a)ya being for sadi, as I

shall presently show athahya in the same tense to be used for asansi. (The signi-

fication also of “ let it not be lost,” would be equally applicable with “ let it not

perish.”

> I was long inclined to translate hamahydyd thrada, “ true in every thing,”

supposing thrada to be the connecting orthographical link between “ truth,” and

^ TT, a term, wliich by another modification of the initial has also given rise to
\

the Latin cred-o; but I found the grammatical application in some passages to

present an insuperable difficulty. Another conjecture which has occurred to me

is, that the allusion may be to the tri-lingual writing, thrada standing for
j

“ in three ways;” but this explanation, also, I have on due consideration rejected.

The Devanagari tra, which occurs in gw
,
is, as we know, generally repre-

seated in the inscriptions by ^ ,
but stUl the reading of Mithra and Khshathrita

shows us that the Zend law of aspiration was also sometimes acknowledged, and

there is no orthographical difliculty therefore' in comparing KT ET rr
with
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If this explanation, however, (which is, I confess, to me anything

bnt satisfactory) be admitted, we must of course read ihrad

instead of thrada, both in the nominative and accusative case,

supposing the silent d to be preserved as a terminal where it is a

radical letter, (compare also the nominatives Icauf 2M.6. daraug);

and in Col. IV., line 45, where thrada would appear to be a geni-

tive for thradas, we must further believe the old Persian theme

to have differed from the Sanskrit in retaining the sonant dental

in the oblique cases instead of converting it to a surd of the same

class. I have so little confidence at the same time in the meaning

which I have thus given to hamahydyd thrad{a), that I will

abstain from any further attempt at illustration.

y^ >yyy yy yK” thastaniya, [coi. i., 1.53, 54, p.204,]

Stans, sistens. I have no great hesitation in identifying this

word as the present participle, or the present gerund of a root

answering to the Sanskrit VT, the reduplicate letter, which in

Sanskrit is the dental f, in Latin a sibilant, and in Greek and

Zend an aspirate, (compare firvrf*T sisto, ta-T-qyi, and

being represented by the Cuneiform
T<r.

and thus supplying an

important link in the chain of orthographical mutation. But,

although, according to this explanation, the thastaniya of the

inscriptions will be intermediate between the Sanskrit and

the Latin sistens, it exhibits a purer form than is found in any

of the cognate languages, in so far as it preserves unchanged the

vowel of the reduplicate syllable I have already noticed the

peculiar ending of the words which represent the present par-

ticiple in the old Persian, under the head Chartaniya, and I shall

submit any observations that may be necessary regarding the

employment of the root, when I come to consider the substantive

stdnam. It only remains therefore to add, that as the verbal

formations in aniya are used in almost every instance in the

1 Bopp (Comp. Gr., Eng. Ed., vol. I,, p. Ill,) assumes that the Sans, tish-

thdmi is a degradation of a primitive tasthdmi, and he explains the substitution of

» for a, “ on the ground that the reduplicative syllable, which is seeking generally

for relief from weight, and therefore converting long into short vowels, may not

mix up the heaviest among the short vowels with the weight derived from posi-

tion.” See Comp. Gr., s. 482, and for further remarlis, s. 508.
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inscriptions without the support of the substantive verb, they

may perhaps be considered as independent gerunds of present

time, rather than as hona fide participles.

KI <K Thah. a root which is certainly identical with the

Sanskrit and the Zend “to say,” and which by the

strengthening of the aspirate to a guttural, (a change that occurs

even in the Zend derivatives) has produced the Persian

snlchn, “speech;” the Germ, sagen; Scandinavian saga; Eng.

“sing,” “song‘,” &c. The verb occurs in the inscriptions under

the following forms :

—

Tiiatiya, 3rd pers. sing. act. iraperf. [passim,] Dicit.

Athaham, 1st pers. sing. act. iniperf. [passim,] Dixi.

Athaua, 3rd pers. sing. act. imperf. [passim,] Dixit.

Tiiaiiyamahya, 1st pers. plur. pres, passive, [Col. I., 1.7, p. 196,]

Appellamtir.
Athahya, 3rd pers. sing. pass, aorist, [Col. I., 1. 20, p. 198,

1. 23, 24, p. 199,] Dictum est.

Tua (?) [Col. IV., 1. 49, p. 247,] (?)

Thah (?) [Col. IV., 1. 58, p. 251,] Commemoraheris ?

Tiiatiya for the 3rd pers. sing, of the act. present is un-

doubtedly an irregular form, so irregular indeed, that notwith-

standing the uniform applicability of the meaning, “he says,”

we might still doubt its identity, did we not find that the Median

translations at Behistun, substituting the present for the past,

make use very frequently of a common term to express the Per-

sian tiiatiya and athalia. Under what particular process the

* The usual Sanskrit form is
,
and Wilson admits the signification of

“speaking,” only when the root is preceded by |'^. Westergaard, however,

gives many examples of
,
with the meaning of “ telling ” or “ speaking,”

(see Rad. Ling. Sans., p. 312,) and Bumouf comparing avjajjj, (which, however,

is generally written ajasAJ) with the Sans, ,
simply translates the root by

the French “dire.” See Yaijna, p. 29, where the Zend fey^A5A} foyh, is also

given by Burnouf in the Avant-propos to the Yaqna, p. 21.
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radical h has been elided in the Cuneiform thdtiya, I am unable

to guess, but it is certainly owing to this elision that the a has

been elongated (tha-\-atiya becoming thdtiya); for the verb is

of the first class, and I do not believe any other example is

to be found of such an essential deviation from Sanskrit ortho-

graphy

Athaham and athaha for the 1st and 3rd persons singular of

the act. imperf. are regularly formed, and represent the Sanskrit

and

For the 1st pers. plur. of the present passive, thahydmahaya

is, perhaps, a more correct orthography than thahydmahya, as it

is hardly probable that the additional a which is pre-inserted

before the terminal i in the primary forms of the middle and

passive voices in Sanskrit, Zend, and Greek^, should have lapsed

in the language of the inscriptions
;
and orthographically, indeed,

although yK*" when it replaces ^ or f-S, may be read

with some confidence as hya^, yet as the substitute of ^ {he=hai),

it must necessarily, I think, be pronounced with the fuller form

of haya. In comparing tliahydmah{a)ya, however, with

s^ansydmahe, the most interesting thing is to observe the close

affinity of the Sanskrit and the old Persian, and their common dis-

tinction from the Zend and Greek; they which is appended to the

root is of course the passive characteristic, and the class-syllable

a, upon which it opens, is elongated, according to Bopp, by the

weight of the following m*, but the personal termination mahaya

or it must be remembered, is not a primary but a secondary

' The elongation of the a is considered by Bopp in many cases to be equivalent

to the guna of the other vowels, {a-\-a becoming d as a+i becomes e and a-j-u

is equal to o), and tliis guna is found in the old Persian forms of the pres, tense of

the first class, such as gaubataiya, “it is called,” vainataiya, “it is seen,” tar-

satiya, “ he fears ;” but at the same time, as the Sanskrit does not lengthen the

radical short a in roots of the first class, neither can I suppose such a rule to have

applied in the language of the inscriptions; the lengthening of the radical a in

certain roots of the fourth class in Sanskrit, appears to be owing to the weight of

the following m. I allude to the examples given by Willdns, s. 2-18.

2 See Bopp’s excellent observations on this subject. Comp. Gr., s. 466.

3 As in the genitive case-ending of the first declension, and the termination of

the 2nd pers. sing, of the pres, tense of verbs.

•* Bopp’s observation (s. 434) refers particularly to the elongation of the class-

syllable a in the active voice, but is of course equally applicable to the middle and
passive.

n
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form and hence the identity of the Cuneiform and Devanagari

alphabetical power. Founding on the corresponding termi-

nations, which are .'OfPJAig maidhe, in Zend, and p.e6a in Greek,

Professor Bopp, long ago, determined that the Sanskrit was a

mutilation of and, although this is, I believe, the only

instance in the inscriptions in which the Cuneiform will be

thus found to replace a primitive V, yet the frequent examples

of the converse mutation may be held to support his explanation®.

At any rate, if the Sanskrit had been a primitive form, we

could hardly by possibility have had the Cuneiform equivalent of

mahaya. The Devanagari would in all likelihood have been

represented by KT or or y*‘*’y*

The term athahya certainly signifies “ it was said,” and as it

cannot represent the imperfect (we have, indeed, an

example of the regular passive imperfect in akun{a)vayatd,) I

am obliged to explain it as the 3rd pers. of the aorist, notwith-

standing that the radical vowel retains its quantity, and that in

the similar aorist form of the passive voice, addriya, the Sanskrit

termination in i is replaced by iya. We must remember, indeed,

that we are not without precedents, even in Sanskrit, for the

retention of the short vowel in the passive aorist, (compare

“he was born,” “he was killed V’) and that,

> While I thus willingly concede the originality of the passive ending in

mahaya, I should still consider the active plur. termination of the 1st pers. in the

possible term thahamahya to be amahya, for asmasi, the true and original form of

the 1st. pers. plur. present tense of the substantive verb. See above imder the

head Jadiydmiya.

* Bopp ably illustrates this subject. Comp. Gr., s. 4/2; but I do not find any

etymological explanation of the ending in madhe.

® Generally, I think, in grammatical adjuncts, the dental is an older form than

the aspirate, as in the adverbial suffix of place, and certainly in the 2nd pers. sing,

of the imperat. ;
but on the other hand, ad-am for the pron. of the 1st pers. sing.,

is undoubtedly a later orthography than ah-am, and daraya, dastayd and yuda,

are also, it may be presumed, degradations of the Sanskrit forms '^f^,

and TT?.
O ^

* See Wilkins, s. 601. These however are, I believe, the only examples
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although the terminal ^ is represented by iya after other con-

sonants, owing to the repugnance of the old Persian to admit

compound groupes, yet the aspirate possesses a peculiar aptitude

for combination, and liya therefore is always used for in the

2nd person singular of the present tense of verbs’. I propose,

accordingly, to compare aihaliya with which, although

not in use, will admit of a possible formation.

The imperfect word which appears to commence with KTW
in line 49 of the 4th Col., at Behistun, is in all probability a

derivative from the same root tliah, which I am now considering,

but the passage is too much mutilated, and the sense is too

obscure to justify me in attempting its restoration^. I have less

hesitation in completing the other imperfect word commencing

with KT m <K in line 58 of the same column, for the sense

evidently requires a term signifying “ thou shalt not be recorded,”

and thdhydhya, as the 2nd pers. sing, subjunctive present of the

passive would give that precise meaning”. At the same time,

it may hardly be allowable to analyze a term for the orthography

of which we are thus merely dependent on a conjectural resto-

ration.

T^T ^ TT ff ft ^ Thaigarchaish, [Col. IL,

1. 46, 47, p. 220,] Thegarsis. The name of a month in the old

Persian calendar, which here occurs as the gen. case of a masc.

theme in i. As the Median employs an aspirate to express the

which occur of such a formation in Sanskrit. In every other case the short

a is elongated, and the other vowels are affected with the vriddhi in the pass,

aorist.

’ I may instance also the optional reading of ahiydyd and ahydyd, as a proof

of the tendency of the letter h to coalesce immediately with the y.

* See the notes to clause 3, para. 8, Column IV. at Behistun, p. 248.

3 The appearance of the m however, as the second character, is suspicious.

The elongation might, it is true, distinguish the subjunctive (which would be used

in the complement to a condition) from the indie, mood in the passive voice, but

we have no authority for such a construction. It might also be used to give a

causal signification to the verb, the etymological meaning of the passive verb

thdhya, being “ to be spoken of,” while that of ihahya, is simply “ to be said ” or
“ called.”

n 2
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initial letter of the Persian word, and as the month in question may

be referred, from its relative position among the series of names

preserved at Behistun, to the winter season, I am almost inclined

to derive the term from the Sanskrit “ cold,” supposing

the nasal coalescing in the first place with the guttural, and thus

forming hinhara, to have been subsequently lost in the Cuneiform,

as the first element of a groupe, and seeing in the first syllable

the vriddhi, which is also met with in many of the derivatives

from the Sanskrit The guttural, indeed, may have been

altered from the surd to the sonant grade by the absorption of the

nasal, but I am unable to offer any reasonable explanation of the

suffix in chi. Several other examples occur in the inscriptions of

the genitive of masculine themes in i, such as Fravartaisk,

Bdgayddaish, and in the latter term, as the necessarily opens

on the a, we have a determinate proof of the guna being intro-

duced before the case-ending in the old Persian, as it also is in

Zend and Sanskrit; aish, in fact, being the exact equivalent of

or

y^y *^y *”y*^
ttt >^y tudravahara-hya, [coi. n.,

1. 36, p. 218, &c.,] Suravaris, This is the name of another of

the old Persian months, which probably belonged to the spring, as

it intervened between the intercalary month Anamaka and that

that of Garmapada, the latter, from its etymological import, being

necessarily included in the hot season
;

in Sanskrit is a name

for “ the sun,” and 'iiwO signifies “ a day,” but I know not if

we are justified in assuming this derivation for the Thuravahara

of the inscriptions. I cannot pretend indeed, at present, to give

any illustration of the primitive Persian calendar. The names

are undoubtedly more ancient than those of the Zend Avesta,

(which, indeed, are taken from the genii of the hybrid Chaldaeo-

Persic theogony). They are probably more ancient than any

nomenclature which is preserved in Sanskrit literature, or than

the titles of the months of the Cappadocians which have been

handed down to us by the Greeks. They be.ar internal marks of
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an Arian origin, and may be supposed to refer to the variations

of climate or natural phajnomena which marked the respective

seasons of the year. On many grounds they present a curious

object of enquiry, while the employment of the same names by the

Medes, or at any rate by the race who spoke the so-called Median

language, is a circumstance of direct, and perhaps important,

ethnographical value.

yy
(d with a or a).

Daraug. See Duruj.

yy ^yy yff ^yy danautuva (?) [Coi. iv., i. 76, p. 254,]

Prosperet. I doubt exceedingly if this can be a perfect word

;

for the Sanskrit V?T
,
the meaning of which will alone approxi-

mately suit the context, is of the first and third instead of the

eighth class, to which the Cuneiform term, if complete, would

necessarily belong, in order to explain the guna of the couju-

gational suffix'. I would much rather suppose the full ortho-

graphy to he ardanautuva, for the Sanskrit comparing

arda with (as in Ardastdna,) and supposing the syllable

Kfr
characteristic of the fifth class, which, as

it is well known, receives the guna before all the light termi-

nations. The signification indeed, must necessarily be “ may he

prosper,” which is the exact meaning of the Sanskrit ridhnotu,

and it is impossible to say from the present appearance of the

rock whether other characters may not have preceded the
yy

It is quite unaccountable that Professor Lassen, with so many

examples before him of the Cuneiform imperative, should have

endeavoured to assimilate the termination in tuva with the

' All the roots of the eighth class, it is true, in Sanskrit (excepting op) end in

a nasal, which would apply to dan sufficiently well, but they are at the same time,

as it is well known, extremely limited; and there is no single verb of the class of

which the meaning will apply to the passage under consideration.

® In the Cuneiform text I have conjecturally given the sign of disjunction

before danautuva^ but it cannot be distinguished on the rock.
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Sanskrit which is the sign of the 2nd pers. of the middle

voice, instead of comparing it directly with the regular ending

in Sanskrit of the 3rd pers. of all verbs of the active voice^. It

is impossible, I think, that tuva could orthographically repre-

sent the syllable sva, while a Devauagari W could be expressed

in the old Persian in no other manner; and moreover it must be

remembered, that forms in tuva are always used in the inscrip-

tions with a nominative A’uramazdd, the phrases, “ may Ormazd

protect,” “ may he prosper,” “ may he bring help,” &c., being

evidently considered more respectful than if the Supreme Angel

were addressed in the 2nd person.

I may add, also, that in the particular passage where we have

danautuva or ardanautuva, the verbs in the other clauses invok-

ing a series of blessings are used throughout in the 3rd person.

yy Dar. a root answering to the Sanskrit V, “to hold” or

“ possess,” which becomes dere,'m Zend, andjli dar, in

Persian. The verb is both of the first and of the tenth class

as in Sanskrit^, and is found in the inscriptions under the fol-

lowing forms :

—

D.\ray.4MIYA, [Col. I., 1. 2b', p. 200,] Uabeo—teneo.

Adaraya, [Col. I., 1. 85, p. 211, &c., &c.,] Tenuit—hahitavit* ?

Adari 1 (for Adaraya,) [Ins. No. 6, 1. 22, p. 294,] Tenuere—
hahuere.

‘ See Ueber die Keilinschriften, p. 248. Professor Lassen, however, appears

to have been led into this error by taking the letter ni' for dh instead of t.

* The t in this suffix is of course the demonstrative dental applied to the .3rd

person, but I know not the grammatical value of the u. I should have supposed,

also, the t<b of the Greek imperative to be equivalent to the Sanskrit transitive

ending in tu, in the same way as ra>i> in the middle voice would represent the

Sanskrit and old Persian tdm, but Professor Bopp refers both one termination

and the other to the Vedic irnT • See Comp. Gr., s. 470.

® The verb in Sanskrit is also sometimes used in the sixth class, but the

inscriptions are deficient in any example of this form of conjugating the root.

* Westergaard gives the middle imperfect in the Rig Veda with

the sense of “ they lived;” but Rosen translates “ obtinuerunt.” R. V. Hymn.

20. 1. 8. See Rad. Ling. Sans., p. 03, and Rig Vedse Spec. p. 30.
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Adaraya, [Col. I., 1. 26, p. 200,] Potitus essem.

Adariya, [Col. II., 1. 75, p. 223, and 1. 90, p. 226,] Petinebatur.

Adarshiya, [Ins. No. 4, 1. 8, p. 279,] Potitus sum.

Ddraydmiya for the 1st pers. sing, of the act. present of the

tenth class exactly answers to the Sanskrit the elon-

gation of the a in the first syllable standing for the vriddhi of the

Sanskrit verb, and the following aya being the conjugational

suffix.

The 3rd pers. sing, also, of the act. imperf. of the same class,

addraya, is the regular correspondent of the Sanskrit >

and the term at Nakhsh-i-Rustam, which in Westergaard’s copy

appears as addri, but which should, I think, be written addraya,

with a terminal instead of will represent with equal

closeness the 3rd pers. plural

Where the term addraya, however, occurs in the 9th para,

of the 1st Col. at Behistun, it must be necessarily identified as

the 1st pers. sing, of the middle aorist of the tenth conjugation,

and the termination in aya must stand for the personal-ending of

that voice (Tr=ai-*) rather than for the conjugational suffix. In

Sanskrit, indeed, verbs of the tenth class and causals, while they

usually retain the elongation of the radical vowel in the aorist of

both voices, lose the class syllable or affix in
,
and I believe,

therefore, that for the 1st pers. sing, of that tense in the

middle voice of the tenth class would be an equally legitimate

formation with the which must be in use for the cor-

responding form of the first class’. If, however, there were in the

> For observations on the elongation of the class-syllable a, and on the so-

called personal termination, see the note to jadiy&miya.

See the notes to the third para, of Insc. No. C, p. 29-5.

3 The personal-endings of the sing, and plur. t and n, are of course elided in

the old Persian as silent terminals.
* Bopp, in his excellent chapter on the Medial Terminations, (Comp. Gr.,

s. 466 to s. 480,) satisfactorily explains the general substitution of e (=zai) for

ame (=amai) in the 1st pers. sing, of the middle voice.

® In treating of the active aorist of the tenth class, Bopp observes, that the

syllable of reduplication or the base-syllable must be long, and I imagine that the

latter condition applies also to the middle voice. See s. 580 of the Comp. Gr.
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language of the| inscriptions such a tense as the subjunctive

aorist, which is far from improbable, I should prefer that expla^

nation for addraya, as the conditional adverb ydtd, “ until,” which

precedes it, would be more appropriately joined to the sub-

junctive than to the indicative mood. I may add, also, that the

reflective power of the middle voice is sufficiently apparent in the

application of addraya, for ydtd addraya means “ until I had

gained (for myself.”)

Addriya is, I think, undoubtedly the 3rd person singular

of the passive aorist, the Sanskrit correspondent being ’HyiK,

and the euphonic ya being necessarily superadded, as the old

Persian will not admit of a termination in the vowel. I do

not find any explanation in Bopp of the lapse of the personal

termination in this form of the verb, and Wilkins, comparing the

passive aorist with his tenth mode, which properly belongs to the

middle voice, contents himself with observing that in the 3rd

pers. sing. ^ has been substituted for ^ but that the loss of

the t must have been very ancient, is shown not only by the

accordance of the Sanskrit and the old Persian, but by the agree-

ment also of the Zend, in which Lassen has found the corre-

sponding form of erendvi, from ere with jthe suffix of the fifth

conjugation''*. Under the head atlialiya, (p. 179) I have shown

that, although addriya must in the inscriptions orthographically

represent adhdri, yet the same termination in i may be con-

tracted into ya after an aspirate, from the facility which that

consonant affords for combination.

The only other form of the verb that occurs in the inscriptions

is adarshiya, which Professor Lassen has already compared with

adharshi^, the 1st person sing, of the middle aorist, designated by

Wilkins as the tenth mode. I should suppose, however, that

Although, indeed, I cannot find any example of ^nTIT> if he of the

tenth class it would seem to be a regular middle form, belonging to the ninth

mode of Wilkins. Compare in Wilkins’s Gram., s. 440, 444, and 455.

' See Wilkins’s Gr., s. 601.

* Ueber die Keilinsehriften, p. 249. Zeitschrift, p. 527.

3 See Ueber die Keilinsehriften, p. 44 and 247. Zeitschrift, p. 525. Bopp

has some admirable remarks on this form of the aorist in his Comp. Gr., s. 542

to 8. 547, and he clearly shows its connexion with Latin perfects in si ; compare

scrips!, veri, rc,ri, Ac.
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although the root ending in a long vowel may admit the

guna in the 3rd and 1st persons and the short

vowel would he preserved intact in and as in fact

it is preserved in ^ consider, therefore,

the snbstitution of dar for dhri to be the mere orthographical

artifice by which the Cuneiform alphabet compensated for its

want of the Devanagari Westergaard gives as the

3rd pers. of the middle aorist of Y in flie fii’st class, and I ac-

cordingly assign the 1st person adarshiya to the same conju-

gation; but I am not prepared to say that there is any real dis-

tinction of meaning, according as the root may follow this class,

or be of the ordinary tenth conjugation. The verb is used, I

may add, with a refiective application, and hence the employment

of the middle instead of the active voice.

From this same root, Dar, conjugated in the tenth class, is

undoubtedly derived the name of Darius, and I suspect the termi-

nation to be nothing more than a euphonic strengthening of the

unadi affix in u, though it is, to say the least of it, a strange

anomaly to find the conjugational characteristic in a derivative

noun-. The name occurs in several cases;

—

F ’m ST ,<> ds <iT <<
Dar(a)yavush, nom., [Passim,] Darius.

Dar(a)yava(h)ush, gen., [Passim,] Darii.

Dar(a)yavum, acc., [Passim,] Darium.

Herodotus expressly states this title to mean ip^drjs:,
“ the

powerful.” Others translate it (ftpovigoi, “the intelligent^,” or

' This substitution, in fact, is precisely similar to the corresponding Zend

orthography of
^

rfere. It must be observed, however, that the primitive

short vowel of the Sanskrit still retains, notwithstanding the Cuneiform mutation,

its power of aspirating the following sibilant. See Rad. Ling. Sans., p. 63.

'2 It is owing to this presumed identification of the Cuneiform with the

conjugational suffix of the tenth class, that I write Daraya instead of D&rya, but

at the same time I employ a parenthesis to show that the reading is doubtful.

® Lib. VI., c. 98; ep^elrjs is Ionic for ep^ias from epyoo. Donnegan gives

TrpanriKos as the equivalent.

* Hesychius in voce Aapelos,
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TToXffUKos, “the warlike'.” Etymologically however, it simply

signifies “the possessor,” and the quality or object possessed

must be left to conjecture.—The Greeks usually employed the

corrupt reading of Aapelos, but we have a purer form in the accu-

sative AapiavTjv, which is preserved by Strabo", and the Hebrew

lyV"V^, Daryavesh, represents almost exactly the true and pri-
VT I

~

mitive orthography. The Medes and Babylonians, also, repro-

duced the original Persian title as nearly as their respective

alphabetical systems would admit, and in the modern corruption

even of Ddrdb, although the inflexion has been dropped

and the conj ugational suffix suppressed, the Cuneiform is

still preserved in the terminal labial. Of all the Achaemenian

names this title alone appears to have survived the dynasty

without much disfigurement. The King of Media, at any rate,

who supported Tigranes in his great battle with Lucullus, had the

name of Darius’, and that the old pronunciation had not been

essentially altered as late even as the first century of our era is

evident from the comparison which Strabo makes between the

Greek aud Persian orthography. I suppose, however, that under

the Lower Arsacides the historical knowdedge of the early

empire was almost entirely lost, and that when the Magi accord-

ingly under Ardeshir Babegan undertook to recover the scat-

tered Zoroastrian fragments, and to comjiile a full and complete

liturgy for their renovated faith, the name even of the great

Ddr(a)yavush of the Behistun and Persepolitan Inscriptions was

no longer known to them. His memory, as the reformer of the

national religion, was still held in veneration, but by a strange

error of nomenclature which can only be explained, I think, by

the influence of Greek literature, the patronymic Vishtaspa was

substituted for the proper name of the king^; and the title of

‘ Etym. Mag. in voce.

“ Aapiavrjv, liowever,'is a correction of Saumaise’s for Aapiaiajv, which occurs

in all the MSS. of Strabo, c. XVI., p. 785; and Salm. Ex. Plin., p. 405. Gese-

nius proposes a further correction of Aapid^tjv ; but this is quite unnecessary,

while Lassen (Ueber die Keilinschriften, p. 9,) writes AapirjKrjs in the nom. I

think it very possible that Strabo may really have written Aapidxyv, for the

guttural was a regular Parthian euphonic suffix.

’ He is named by Plutarch in his Life of Lucullus, and by Dio Cassius.

* That the Zend writings, in their present state, are as old at any rate as the

Sassanians, may be inferred from the testimony of Ammianus, (lib. XXIII., c. 61),

aud Agathias (lib. II., c. 24), -who both connect Hystaspes (the Vishtaspa of
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Ddr(a)yavush. corrupted probably in the popular speech of that

age to Dardb, was appropriated to Darius Codomannus,

and to an immediate predecessor of the same name upon the

throne, whose history must be considered purely fabulous. I

am ignorant from what source Anquetil has drawn the Zend

orthography of Antare-dfsli

;

it certainly is not

found in the Zend Avesta, and if it ever were in use among the

Parsis of India', it must be regarded as a forced Zend trans-

lation, of the Persian Dardb, which, the original etymology

being lost, might be supposed to signify “on the water".’’

When the latter part of the Pehlevi Bun Dehesh was com-

posed, the name exhibited the same form of Ddrd by which it is

usually known at the present day^, and it is probable, therefore,

that the less mutilated reading of Ddrdb has been preserved

through a Pazend or Parsi medium.

There is a remarkable circumstance connected with the de-

clension of the noun Ddr{a)yavush to which I have previously

alluded in the Supplementary Note on the Alphabet, but which

still requires further explanation in this place. As a masculine

theme in u, the genitive should of course be formed by the mere

introduction of the guna, as from Kurush we have Kurausli, and

from BdbirusJi, Bdbiraush*. The Cuneiform alphabet, however.

the Zend Avesta,) with the establishment of the later Magism. Ammianns does

not question but that this Hystaspes was the father of the great Darius, but Aga-

thias notices the uncertainty of the identification. In the Zend fragments, also, it

is interesting to observe that Vishtdspa is the latest Achmmenian king whose

name occurs, and hence may be derived an argument that the hymns and prayers

really date from that epoch.

* Burnouf has well exposed this spurious derivation of the name of Darius, in

his Mem. on the Hamadan Insriptions, p. 73 ; but I am not sure that Anquetil

did not fabricate the reading, to suit his own conceit that the etymology must be

necessarily sought in the Zend language. His words at any rate are ambiguous,

and he quotes no authority. See his Memoir on the Zend, Mem. de I’Acad.,

tom. LVI. p. 199 and 241, 12mo Edit.

“ The Persian fables depending on this derivation, are, I consider, unworthy of

notice.

“ My copy of the Bun Dehesh, which is much more complete than that trans-

lated by Anquetil, gives Dar& for the one Darius, and Ddrdi Ddrhdn for the

other.

In these terms the introduction of the guna is shown by the employment of
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I

by a deficiency as I think in its structure, possessed no secondary

form for the v or w, and as orthographically therefore Ddr{a)-

yavush could not be distinguished from Ddr{a)yavaush', it was

obliged to emply an aspirate in the genitive to mark the intro-

duction of the yuna. This aspirate, accordingly, possessing no

grammatical value, and probably not intended for articulation,

I have placed in a parenthesis. Tbe accusative Ddr{a)yavura

is again regularly formed and requires no illustration.

n ET <Tf -TtT Daragam, [Col. IV., 1. 56, p. 250, and 1. 75,

p. 254,] Lonyuni. This is an adjective in the neuter gender used

adverbially. Its origin must be referred to the Sanskrit root

,
“ to lengthen,” but it may be more immediately compared

with the Zend darega, which is of very common em-

ployment^; as well as with the Persian darang, where the

nasal is interposed before the guttural agreeably to the genius of

the language, and also with j'ji dardz, “long,” which in Pazend

would be undoubtedly written daraj^. I am not aware that a

cognate term is employed in Greek or Latin, or in any other of

the Arian languages. It was peculiar, perhaps, to the Perso-

Sanskrit family, but in these tongues was of extensive appli-

cation.

which necessarily requires an a (or an ») to follow it, instead of

which with the same uniformity requires to be followed by u.

1 That is, the letter *'1^ will coalesce indifferently with the a and « and

dE <fr
may be thus read either vu or vau. Strictly speaking there is a

secondary form of *'1^, namely but that character is exclusively allotted to

combination with the vowel i, and could not therefore be employed in the word

under discussion.

* For a full examination of the etymology of the Zend darega, see Bur-

nouf’s Ya^na, p. 387; he supposes b® ^ secondary form of drih;

and refers darega to another supposed secondary form drigh.

» The superlative drdjista, does actually occur in Zend. See

Ya^na, p. 389,
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n !E t<>

,

Daraya-hya, [Col. L, 1. 1.5, p. 197,] Maris, quasi maritima.

Daraya-m, [Col. V., 1. 24, p. 259,] Mare.

Para-daraya, [Ins. No. 6, 1. 28, 29, p. 294,] Transmarini.

The Cuneiform daraya, “ the sea,” is derived from the Sans.

“ green,” and answers to the Zend zarayd, Pehlevi

zare, and Persian Uji daryu'. It is possible even that the

Greek SaXaa-a-a may be a term of cognate origin, the termination

in ao-o-a or arra, being the Chaldee feminine characteristic which

occurs in the ©aXard of Berosus, and the substitution of 6dK (from

dciXXo), “to be green,”) for dar being entirely agreeable to the

laws of Greek orthography^. With the primitive signification of

“green,” compare likewise the Zend zairi; Latin

“viridis" (where the digamma takes the place of the aspirate);

Persian jij zdr in J'j “ pasture land;”

nai zdr, “a place of green reeds,” &c.; also, zard, “ yellow,” a

meaning which equally applies to hari^. Darayahyd is un-

doubtedly the genitive case of a masc. theme in short a, but

according to a system of construction, which is very frequent in

the inscriptions^, it is used as an adjective of attribution; tyiya

darayahyd, “ which are of the sea,” being employed, as I think,

to denote the insular possessions of the Greeks, in contradistinc-

tion to the tyiya 'ushhahyd" “which are of the dry land,” or

their continental settlements.

Where we have ahiya darayam in the 5th Column at Be-

histun, the writing is too mutilated to admit of connected inter-

' For a full and satisfactory examination of the Zend zarayo, see BurnouFs

Yacjna, Notes et Eclair., p. 97.

^ EtVai he tovto x^hhaiaTi fiev OaXard, eKKevia-rl he fxedepfjrjveveadaL

ddXa(To-a.— Syncellus, p. 23. This extract from Berosus is preserved by Alex.

Polyhistor.

® Burnouf has compared most of these terms in his Commentary on the Ya 9na,

sur I’Alphab. Zend, p. 81, n. 32, and he has even ventured to include in his list

the Greek axpos.
* Compare kardhya maud, “ my forces;” khshatram tya Bdbirauva, “ the Ba-

bylonian crown,” (where the locat. is used for the genit.) hyd amdkham iumd,

“ our race,” &c.
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pretation, but this particular phrase can only signify, “ ad mare ”

or “ versus mare."

Pdradaraya is a conjectural restoration, the arguments in

favour of which have been already explained in my notes to the

third paragragh at Nakhsh-i-Rustam. That the last element of

the compound is daraya, “ the sea,” will admit of no question,

for the Median equivalent is the same term which answers to

darayahyd in the geographical list at Behistun
;
and as the Scy-

thians of Imaus and of the Tigris in the detailed catalogue of the

Satrapies on the grave of Darius, are separately enumerated,

there would seem to be no reasonable explanation for the SaJca

tyiya - - radaraya in the same list, but to suppose an allusion to

the Scythians of the North, whom Darius subdued in his famous

expedition beyond the Hellespont' . Pdradaraya, moreover, may,

I believe, be regularly formed, as an indeclinable compound of tbe

class, the first element being the neuter used as

a particle or preposition. In Sanskrit, however, the corresponding

word is infiected in both its elements.

’tt ST « Darsh, a root signifying primitively “ to dare,” and

identical with the Sanskrit
,
the Zend darsh, and the

Greek 6ap(j-ea>^. The following derivations occur in the Inscrip-

tions :

—

ADARsn(A)NAUSH, [Col. L, 1. 53, p. 204,] Ausus est.

DARsnAM(A),
[
Col. I., 1. 50, p. 204, Col. IV., 1. 37, p. 245,

Ins. No. 7, 1. 15, p. 312,] Cohihitionem (?)

D.\darshish, [Col. II., 1. 29, p. 218, &c., &c.,] Dadarses.

Dadarshim, [Col. II., 1. 33, p. 218, &c., &c.,] Dadarsem.

Adarsh(a)naush is the 3rd pers. sing, of the act. imperfect of

the fifth class; and, as far as grammatical powers are concerned,

> In the notes to the Nakhsh-i-Rustam Inscriptions, I have supposed the

Scythians beyond the sea to include the seven last names of the Geographical list;

but I have now abandoned that idea, and restrict the Sakd tyiya pdradaraya to

the Thracians and the barbarians of the Danube, the Dneister, and the Don.
There is a very curious notice also, as I think, of these same European Scythians,

in the independent Babylonian Inscription of Persepolis, marked L in Niebuhr’s

Plates, which I shall endeavour to explain under the head Saka.

® Burnouf has already compared the Zend darshi, with the Greek

6apavs or 6paa~vs. Yaijna, p. 44.
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may be compared in every respect with the term ahunaush,

which has been already sufficiently explained. Its Sanskrit cor-

respondent is S which, according to the conjecture for-

merly offered, may have been originally The substi-

tution of darsh for dhrish in this term must not be referred to the

employment of a guna; for the radical vowel in verbs of the

fifth class, both in Sanskrit and in old Persian, remains in its pri-

mitive state®; it must be considered merely as the orthographical

artifice which compensates for the want of the vowel ^ in the

Cuneiform alphabet; and if the short a which I have placed in a

parenthesis be also admitted between the root and the conju-

gation al suffix, it must be regarded as a redundant letter, of

which the only office is to break up a tri-literal groupe.

Darslmma is a term of considerable difficulty. In the first

phrase which I hav'e quoted, hnrashim hachci darshama atarsa,

(Beh. Col. I., Is. 50, 51,) the orthography is doubtful; the second

letter, indeed, of the word which I have read darshama, appears, on

the rock to be ^y, rather than ;
and it is very possible, there-

fore, that with the reading of dahashma (from “ to impose

upon,” with the compound affix which occurs in “horror,”)

the true signification of the phrase may be “ the State feared him

from his imposture,” that is “owing to his imposture Y’ but in

' This term is quoted by Westergaard in his Radices, p. 288, from the Bhag.

Puran., 17, 81.

* Bopp, however, says, that “the s of this form is without doubt a weakening

of the original t," (see Corap. Gr., s. 402,) and Lassen and Burnouf are of the

same opinion. See Ueber die Keilinschriften, p. 240, Zeitschrift, p. 254, and

Ya<;na, Notes, p. 147, where Burnouf quotes the authority of Panini, and also

compares Colebrooke Sans. Gr., p. 141.

® We have ku, indeed, instead of kau, throughout the special tenses of hunu,

“ to do.”

* I have formerly translated, “ the state feared from opposing him,” that is,

“ feared to oppose him and it is certainly more consonant with Cuneiform usage

thus to connect the abl. sign hacha, “from,” immediately with the neuter verb, “to

be afraid,” than to render tars, as an active verb, “ to fear,” and to make it govern

the accusative pronoun shim; but on the other hand, I cannot possibly identify

darshama as an active participle in the ablative case ; the termination, indeed, in

ma, if it stand for mas, will belong to a theme in silent m, (Wilkins, s. 118,) and

such themes require to be verbal roots, or modifications of verbal roots ending in

the same letter Ji

.
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this case there will still be a difficulty in explaining the ablative

ending in short a, unless we suppose at in nouns of the first class

to have been designedly substituted for at in the old Persian, to

mark a distinction of the neuter from the masculine gender. In

the second phrase, also, hachd duraugd darsham{a) jmtipayuvdj

it is almost impossible to distinguish whether darsham[a) may
may be an ablative or an accusative; that is, whether it be an

adjective in apposition with daraugd, or a noun forming the

object to the verb. This indeed entirely depends upon whether

patipayuvd be used in an active or neuter sense, and supposing

. the term to be derived from with the double prefix nfil

and TI, it may perhaps etymologically signify “ keeping apart

from,” as well as “ applying ” or “ secreting .” As it is unusual

however to bring a substantive and adjective into immediate

contact (without interposing the relative pronoun^;) as the root

darsh, moreover, with the adjectival suffix in ma, (the preceding

short a being euphonic,) will form no suitable epithet for daraug,

“a lie;” and above all, as daraug is certainly a masculine noun,

and the masculine ablative of an adjective formed with that

suffix and agreeing with darauga would thus necessarily be

darshamd (for darshamdt), I think it preferable to read the term

^ ^ >-yyy in the passage under discussion, darsham;

comparing it with the accus. of a masc. noun and rendering

the entire phrase “ from the lie practise restraint^.”

In the third passage where the same term occurs, it is impos-

sible to extract any sense from the few disjointed fragments

which alone are legible, and I observe, moreover, that although

the characters composing this particular word are sufficiently dis-

’ Westergaard (Rad. Ling. Sans., p. 46,) gives “ disjungere,” as the true

meaning of HIT, t)ut it would also, I suppose, equally with the cognate form

JJTf'3^5 signify “to make an effort.” It is impossible, however, to determine any

thing satisfactory with regard to patipayuvd, for there is no such root in Sanskrit

as XtJ or HH, and although prati becomes pati, the true correspondent of 'JI

o o
should he fra and not pa.

® Kara Parsa and kara Mdda are at the same time examples to the con-

trary.

® “ Restraint ” is given by Wilson as the sixth meaning of hh- Diet,

p. 441.
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PROCEEDINGS
OP THE

TWENTY-SIXTH ANNIVEESAET MEETING OE THE SOCIETY,

Held on the 12th of May, 1849.

THE RIGHT HON. THE EARL OP ELLESMERE,

PRESIDENT,

IN THE CHAIR.

THE FOLLOWING REPORT OF THE COUNCIL
WAS READ BY THE HONORARY SECRETARY:

The Council of the Royal Asiatic Society have a melancholy duty to

perforin in recording the deep regret of the Society for the sudden and

unlooked-for decease of their late President, the Earl of Auckland. Tlie

heavy pressure of public business had for some time i-endered it impossible

for liis Lordship to attend, as he had done before his accession to office, the

meetings of the Society or the Council, though he indulged the liope that

greater leisure might yet he afforded to him to resume the duties of the

President’s office, in wliich he had always taken a lively interest.

Little more than a month before his lamented decease. Lord Auckland

thus expressed his own feelings in a note to the Secretary:—“I am often

ashamed of the very small amonnt of service that I can render to the Asiatic

Society while I am in office
;
and though my interest in your objects, and

my attention to them, would revive, if I were at liberty, I often think that

I ought to make way for a more efficient President. Might it not he an

improvement in our constitution if, as is the case in other societies, the

President were chosen only for a short term? It would give the Society a

better chance than it has at present of insuring vigour in the officer who
should he at the head of its direction.” The Council were engaged in con-

sidering the suggestion thus thrown out, when they learned, with unfeigned

sorrow, that the nation had been, by a sudden stroke, deprived of an able

1849.] h
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and upright minister
;
the Society of an efficient President; and his many

friends, of one beloved for his private virtues, and the never-failing kindness

of his heart.

While the Earl of Auckland was Governor-General of India he was a

zealous promoter of all designs which had in view the extension of know-

ledge, and the enlargement of native education. Institutions for the culti-

vation of medical science received his particular attention; and we have

witnessed the success of his measures for preparing Hindu youth for dis-

tinction in a profession of such essential benefit to the native population of

our Indian empire, in the remarkable progress and high distinction attained

by the students who came to this country under the care of Dr. Goodeve,

and in the practical advantages resulting from the employment of native sub-

assistant surgeons, in charge of various dispensaries in Bengal and the North

Western provinces.

Whenever expeditions were sent forth in furtherance of military or poli-

tical operations, there was provision made for the pursuit of every branch

of useful knowledge, and for the researches of science and art. In aid of

such valuable labours. Lord Auckland had caused a volume to be prepared,

under the directions of the most able men in each department of inquiry,

containing a very extensive series of questions and suggestions on every

topic of interesting research. This valuable collection will remain, not

only as an abiding testimonj' of his Lordship’s enlightened views, but also

as a practical guide and director to the researches of future investigators.

It does not fall within the scope of these remarks to dwell on the moi’e

prominent characteristics of Lord Auckland’s life, which are those of a

British statesman, and the ruler of our extensive empire in India. These

subjects belong to the historian, who will best record his faithful services to

his Sovereign and his country.

The Society has also recently lost one of its first founders and most

zealous supporters, the Right Hon. Sir Alexander Johnston, who in the

first year of its existence was appointed a Vice-President, and Chairman of

the Committee of Correspondence.

The whole of the active life of this highly distinguished servant of the

Crown was bound up with every topic of intei-est in Indian history and

research. Taken to Madras, at the early age of five, by his father, who
held an office of trust under the government of Lord Macartney, he passed

the ensuing six years in the acquirement of various knowledge—partly under

the direction of the late Sir Thomas Munro, General Leith, and Colonel

Colin Mackenzie, who, at that period, were themselves ardent cultivators of

those talents which were to raise them to the most important posts in the

administration of the political, judicial, and revenue affair's of the Madras

Presidency—and in the investigation of the geography, antiquities, and his-

tory of the provinces of Southern India. His religious training was entrusted
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to the learned, pious, and earnest missionary, Schwartz
;
and the periods of

relaxation from mental study were devoted to the strengthening of his frame

by the athletic exercises of the native warriors, and to the sports of the field,

in company with the Poligar Chiefs of Madura, and its neighbourhood.

After his return to England he was, at an early age, entered a member
of Lincoln’s Inn

; and was afterwards taken by his father, first to France,

and thence to Gottingen. While profiting by the ability of the professors

of law at that university, he was at the same time acquiring an intimate

acquaintance with the languages and literature of modern Europe; and thus

was his mind trained by extent and variety of acquirement, to the facility

which it ever after exhibited in applying itself with readiness and success to

the attainment of diversified knowledge, extending over a wide field of

investigation and research.

In 1802 he returned to India, having been appointed to the office of

Advocate-Fiscal in Ceylon; and there he at once devoted the powers of his

active mind to obtain an insight into the feelings and habits, as well as the

religion and laws of the native inhabitants, and the history of the island. So

comprehensive and valuable were his acquirements in all these subjects, and

so enlarged his views, that in three years after his arrival in the colony, on

the occurrence of a vacancy in the important offices of Chief Justice, and

First Member of His Majesty’s Council, Sir Alexander was provisionally

appointed by the Governor, Sir Thomas Maitland, to fill those high offices

;

and was also recommended by him to the Government at home for con-

firmation in those honourable appointments, in terras which shewed the

sense entertained by Sir Thomas Maitland of his qualifications for the dis-

charge of those duties in the way most beneficial to the best interests of the

rulers and the subjects. Of Sir Alexander Johnston’s merits, his Excellency

thus expressed himself ;

—

“For filling any such appointment, the strongest recommendation that

can be proposed, is his being fully master, not only of the laws and customs,

but of the habits and prejudices, religious and political, of the people over

whom he was to preside as the head of the law
;
and in this most important

point I will venture to say, that if any one is his equal, no one can be his

superior
;
and there is no circumstance which can, in my mind, militate, in

the smallest degree, against the very superior claims he has a just right to

set up, from his assiduity, from his talents, and from the deep knowledge he

possesses of everything, civil and judicial, appertaining to this island.”

The period between the appointment of Sir Alexander by His Majesty

in 1806, till 1809, was employed in maturing his plans for measures of the

greatest value and importance that could occupy the mind of the statesman

and the philanthropist in the regions where his duties were assigned. Chief

among these were the establishment of the trial by jury, and the abolition

of slavery. With a view to the introduction of the former of these mea-

sures, and of other important reforms in the administration of the judicial

62
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and political systems of tlie insular government, Sir Alexander returaed

to England, in 1809, with the approbation and su
2
iport of Sir Thomas

ISIaitland.

The success which attended the emploj’inent of respectable natives as

jurors has fully justified the wisdom which projected the means of thus

raising the character of the natives, by drawing forth the energies of their

minds, and teaching them to appreciate the value of a pure administration of

justice. It is most satisfactory to observe, that since the establishmeut

of jury trials, the Government have been enabled to select from the respect-

able body of jurors, some of the most efficient magistrates on the island. To

the influence of the system on the moral feelings of the people generally,

the successor of Sir Alexander thus adverted in a speech delivered when the

experience of eight years had fairly aud fully tested the benefits with which

it was fraught :

—

“To this happy system, now deejfly cherished in the affections of the

people, and revered as much as any of their oldest and dearest institutions,

I do confidently ascribe this pleasing alteration
;
and it may be boldly

asserted, that while it continues to be administered with firmness and

integrity, the British Government will hold an interest in the hearts of its

Singalee subjects, which the Portuguese aud Dutch possessors of this island

were never able to establish.”

The endeavours of Sir Alexander Johnston to extirpate slavery, which

were continued for ten years, first manifested their result in 1816. In July

of that year, the gentlemen on the list for special jurymen in the province

of Columbo responded to an address of the Chief Justice, by calling a

meeting of proprietors of slaves, at which they unanimously resolved that

all children of slaves, born after the 12th of the following August, should be

free
;
and a committee of their body adopted a series of jn'ovisions by which

their beneficent intentions were facilitated
; the principal object of these

was to form a fund for the maintenance of the children until the age

of fourteen, when it was expected they would be able to support them-

selves. A resolution of the Directors of the African Institution, which is

contained in their eleventh report, conveys the appreciation of the measure

in Europe. It is as follows :

—

“ Tire Directors are persuaded that they express the cordial feeling of the

Institution at large in offering the tribute of their grateful acknowledgment

to Sir Alexander Johnston for his successful exertions in promoting,—and

to the special and other jurymen of the island—for their general adoption of

this important change in the condition of their country
;
and for the bright

example wdiich they have taken the lead in exhibiting to the world, of fixing

a period for the extinction of the state of domestic slavery,—an example

which the Directors trust will speedily be followed wherever it may be done

with safety. But whether this hope be realised or not, it will never be

forgotten that the inhabitants of Columbo were the first of the British
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colonists to act upon this grand, noble, liberal, and disinterested principle ;

and they will for ever deserve the best thanks of every individual who has

at heart the advancement of the happiness of mankind, and the improvement

of human nature.”

While thus occupied in promoting the most important interests of the

Cingalese, Sir Alexander Johnston was not unmindful of the value of obtain-

ing and diffusing accurate views of their social institutions and religious

beliefs. As fruits of his especial encouragement and patronage, we owe to

Mr. Uphamthe publication of the “Mahavansi, and other sacred and his-

torical books of Ceylon,”—a work which, although since superseded by

Mr. Tumour’s more authentic researches, was, for some time after its

appearance, the only authority for the subject of which it treats.

The never-failing interest exhibited by Sir Alexander in the operations

and pursuits of this Society, is well known to all the members. His

liberality added largely to the collections in our museum; and although

during the last two or three years his gradnally declining health, and his

more frequent residence on his estate of Carnsallocli, near Dumfries, often

deprived the Society of his presence on occasions when, but for those causes,

he would not have been absent from his accustomed place. The Members will

recur, with mingled feelings of regret and satisfaction, to the animated and

instrnctive discourses which, as Chairman of the Committee of Correspond-

ence, he, for some j^ears, delivered at our annual meetings, imparting in a

comprehensive survey, a notice of the various operations carried on, through-

out the regions of Asia, in discovery, in science, in history, and literature

;

and noticing the most remarkable labours of Oriental scholars in Europe.

The death of Sir Alexander Johnston,—a man whose mind was so variously

and richly endowed, and whose sympathy with this Society was so deep

and so unchangeable—has left a blank which will not readily be tilled up.

The list of deaths in the present Report will be found to include the

name of our first Treasurer, Mr. James Alexander, than whom the Society

never possessed a more sincere friend, or one more anxious for its welfare.

His judicious and practical mind established the financial arrangements of

the Society, and he gave his attention for many years to their development

and progress, as well as to the general duties of the Council, of which he

was, ex officio, a member
;
and after the failure of his health had compelled

him to relinquish the office he had so ably filled, he presented for a succes-

sion of four years the munificent sum of £100, as an annual donation to the

funds of the Society. His memory w'ill be held in deserved remembrance

l)y those Members who had the happiness of his personal acquaintance
; and

in respect by all.

John Robert Steuart, Esq., rendered much service to the Numismatic

Department of Oriental Archteology by the large collections of coins which

he made during several journies in Persia and India. There is no doubt
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that the first clue which led the late James Prinsep to the deciphering of

the Saurashtran coins was provided by the two plates published in the

fourth volume of our journal
;
in the second of which he presented a resume

of all the inscriptions on those coins, and arranged them on a plan which

tended to facilitate considerably the task of a decipherer. A collection

made by Mr. Steuait, of the coins of the Arsacidesand Sassanides, amounting

to 250 in number, and constituting the finest and most valuable series known
of those coins, was purchased by the British Museum, which has also among

its treasures many Greek and Roman medals, collected by him in Italy and

Sicily; and a large number of gems and cylinders, with Babylonian orna-

ments, figures, and cuneiform inscriptions, procured in the neighbourhood of

Baghdad and Hillah.

Among the collections of Mr. Steuart, is a large number of coins of the

earliest Arab dynasties of Persia, with legends in the Pahlavi character, of

which only a few specimens had been hitherto published. Some of these in-

teresting specimens have been read and illustrated by ProfessorJ.Olshausen;

and a paper is preparing for our journal by Mr. Thomas, who is in possession

of the best materials for elucidating a period of Eastern history when the

civilization and religion of the fire-worshippers of Peisia was retreating

before the new-born energy of the Mahometan invaders.

Mr. Steuart is also the author of a description of the ancient monuments

of Lydia and Phiygia, published in a handsome illustrated folio volume, in

1842; and he has left a number of papers on archseological subjects, which

he is believed to have prepared with a view to their publication.

The Chevalier de Castelbranco was a Portuguese gentleman who
had for some time resided in Paris, in consequence of political vicissitudes

in his own country. He was acquainted with several Oriental languages,

one of which, the Arabic, he spoke with much ease. With the assistance of

a native, M. Castelbranco had prepared a grammar of the modern Chaldee

language, as it is spoken by the races wdio inhabit the countries near the

head of the Tigris, and in the vicinity of the ancient Nineveh; and it is

hoped that so valuable a work on the language of a people who have pre-

served the Christian faith in the midst of the followers of Mahomet may
not remain in MS. M. de Castelbranco, by the aid of his social position

and large fortune, has been a munificent patron of persons engaged in

philological pursuits under less favoui’able circumstances than he was

himself placed
;
and he has, on several occasions, lent valuable assistance

in furtherance of literary enterprise. He died of apoplexy in January last.

John Goldingham, Esq., resided many years at Madras, as the Astro-

nomer of the East India Company’s Government at that Presidency. Two
volumes of Observations made during the period of his having charge of the

Observatory of Fort St. George attest his professional diligence
;
and have
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added an important and extensive body of accurate data to the general stock

of materials for scientific investigation. Mr. Goldingham held for some

years the office of Civil Engineer at Madras. The elegant hanqnetting-room

at the Government House of that Presidency, on the model of the Parthenon,

was erected by him in the years 1800-1
;
as were also the public buildings

at Vellore required for the accommodation of the Mysore Princes, after the

capture of Seringapatam, in 1799. Although Mr. Goldingham was not an

Oriental scholar, he took much interest in the history and antiquities of

India; and wrote an account of the sculptures at Mahabalipur, on the

Coromandel Coast, which was printed in the fifth volume of the Asiatic

Researches.

Besides those distinguished individuals of whom the Society has to lament

the loss, we have been deprived by death and retirement of a more than

ordinary number of members. The totals may be thus stated ;—deaths of

Honorary Member,

1*

;
of Resident and Non-Resident Members, lit;

retirements of Contributing Members, 12J ;
making a total number of 25.

The elections during the same period have been, of Contributing Members,

12 §; and of Corresponding Members, 1||. The total number of Members

of tlie Society is therefore less than that of the preceding year by 12.

The Council cannot feel a doubt that the advantages derived from the

removal to the present house, both in the arrangement of the library, and

the laying out of the museum, will afford sufficient inducement to persons

interested in the objects of the Society’s pursuits, to join the ranks of its

members
;
but they must look to the exertions of the present Members to

make known those advantages, and to present their friends forelection. The

noble munificence of the Honourable Court of Directors of the East India

Company, who have doubled their annual donation, claims the best exertions

* His Majesty Shahen Shah, King of Persia.

-t"
The Earl of Auckland; James Alexander, Esq.; Sir Thomas Baring, Bart.;

the Chevalier de Castelbranco ; John Curteis, Esq.; Lieutenant-Colonel J. D’Arcy;

John Goldingham, Esq.; Archibald Hamilton, Esq.; the Right Hon. Sir Alexander

Johnston; J. R. Steu.art, Esq.; George Strachey, Esq.

$ T. P. B. Biscoe, Esq.; F. H. Brett, Esq.; Sir Howard Douglas, Bart., M.P.;

Captain R. P. Fulcher; W. R. Hamilton, Esq.; Major T. B. Jervis ; the Rev.

C. W. I. J es; Wm. Lavie, Esq. ; Edmund F. Moore, Esq.; Sir Thomas

Phillips; Frederick Schbnerstedt, Esq.; Lieutenant T. Waghorn, R.N.

§ Ali Mahommed Khan ; Arthur Ashpitel, Esq. ; J. H. Crawford, Esq.; Grant

H. T. Heatley, Esq.; John Hutt, Esq.; W. H. Martin, Esq.; Lieutenant-Colonel

Peter J. Petit, C.B. ; the Rev. Theodore Preston; Edward C- Ravenshaw, Esq. ;

T. C. Robertson, Esq. ; John Stewart, Esq. ;
Henry H. Thomas, Esq. 1

11
C. Kelaart, Esq., Trinidad.
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of every Member of the Society to raise tlie annual income to an amount

sufficient to enable the Council to cany out with liberality the designs and

operations for the furtherance of which it has been associated.

Among the donations presented during the past year, is a cast of the

Obelisk of Nineveh, which we owe to the munificence of Sir George

Staunton, from whom the lil)iary and museum of the Society have received

ve)y many valuable contributions. This obelisk presents a succession of bas-

reliefs on its surface, which make it one of the most interesting relics of the

ancient times to which it must be attributed. It contains also a long and

excellently preserved inscription, detailing, it is supposed, year by year, the

transactions of a reign of thirty-one years of a monarch whose name is

unknown in history, and is yet but imperfectly deciphered. With the very

limited means we possess of interpreting the meaning either of the sculp-

tures or of the characters intended to explain them, we are only enabled to

perceive that in a certain year, a warrior, whose name is but half read, had

led armies against many cities
;
and that he brings home various trophies of

victory, but consisting of objects unknown to us. More positive results,

however, we doubt not, are now in the possession of Major Rawlinson,

which will, in all probability, be communicated to the Society in the course

of the j'ear; for we derive a cheering prospect from the recent letters of this

indefatigable archselogist, who has laboured with such marvellous success

in the other languages expressed in the characters formed of the same arrow-

headed elements : after some fluctuations of hope and disapirointment, he

states that he now trusts to be able to read the inscriptions almost as satis-

factorily as he read the Persian text at Behistun. The Society is also

anxiously waiting for the completion of his dictionary of the Persepolitan

language, of which one-half is already printed, and would be in the hands ot

the Members, were it not thought advisable to wait until the whole is

completed. We also look forward to his long-promised memoir on the

inscriptions in the so-called Median language, which are better preserved

at Behistun than even the Persepolitan, and which must prove of great

interest to philologists as being probably a specimen of the Tartar class of

languages, now only traceable in their remains existing in modern dialects.

Major Rawlinson was engaged in a memoir on the IMedian inscription, for

which his knowledge of the Turkish branch of that class of language ad-

mirably fits him : this work was understood to be near completion
;
and we

hope the more exciting discoveries from ancient Assyria may not much
delay that portion of Major Rawlinson’s labours.

The library of the Soeiety has been enriched during the past j'ear by

some important donations. The very valuable collection of Oriental Jlanu-

scripts and printed books presented by John Romer, Esq., contains several

works of high repute and interest, of which there were previously no copies
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in the Society’s possession. Nineteen of the Manusci-ipts are in Persian,

and three in^Hindustani. Among the former are copies of the Farhang i

JahangirI ; the Burhdn i Kati; the Shah Namah; the Nigdristdn, and
Agar Ddnish. There is also a volume of the Rauzat us safa; a history of

Guzerat, in three volumes, entitled the Mirat i Ahmadi

;

a copy of the

Jahangir namah
;
of the Tarikh i Sind; and other Avorks of historical or

litei-ary interest. This department has also received a very interesting

accession in two Persian Manuscripts, presented by Sir Claude Wade.
The first of these is called “ Tdrikh i Maharaja Ranjit Singh and

contains a history of that monarch’s family, and an account of his life up to

the year 1831. It AA^as Avritten by Lala Sohan Lai, who filled the office of

historian at the Sikh Court; and it AA'as presented to Sir Claude by the

Maharaja himself. The other volume is the “ Tarikh i Ddudputraj’ or

History of the NaAvabs of the Bhawalpur State. This also is a work re-

cognised as an authority by the house of Bhawalpur
;
and Avas given to

Sir Claude by the reigning Chief. A copy of Baron Hiigel’s ‘‘ Kashmir und

das Reich der Siek,” richly bound, has been received from the noble author.

The series of plates in the Avork, illustrative of natural history are beauti-

fully coloured
;
and are valuable, as only a very feAV copies have received

this additional illustration.

The Council adverts Avith pleasure to the edition of a code of laAvs in the

Pali language, Avhich is in course of preparation b}’ Dr. Rost, under the

auspices, and at the expense, of the Right Honourable the President of

the Society. This code, the existence of which has been unknown to

Europeans, AA’as discovered by Dr. Rost among the Manuscripts at the

British Museum. It claims to have been promulgated in the Sth century

of the Christian era, and is, at all events, of considerable antiquity, though

its form and contents shew it to have been founded on the laAvs of Manu, as

might be inferred from the name of its reputed author, Manusara. It is

accompanied by a translation and commentary in the Burmese language,

adapting its provisions to the Avants of more recent times; and appears to be

the text book of the Burman courts of laAv, as well of those of the other

Buddhistic countries beyond the Ganges.

Oriental Translation Fund.

The Committee of the Oriental Translation Fund have recently published

a very curious work of ecclesiastical antiquity, entitled “The Apostolic

Constitutions; or Canons of the Apostles,” in Coptic, Avith an English

translation, by the Venerable H. Tattam, D.D., Archdeacon of Bedford.

This work is not the same as the “ Didascalia or Apostolic Constitutions,”

translated by Mr. T. Pell Platt from the Ethiopic, and published by the

Committee several years since. The latter Avork, though highly interesting,

appears to contain rather a gloss upon certain canons than the canons them-
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selves, of which it enumerates only twenty-two
;
or it is greatly interpolated

and corrupted, possibly by the Ebionites, but more probably in order to

justify the retention of Jewish rites in the Abyssinian Church. Dr. Tattam’s

work consists of a translation of that ancient code (in seven books and

numerous canons) of ecclesiastical regulations, which may be more properly

styled “ The Apostolic Canons,” and which possesses some authority and

value
;
for although their composition cannot be attributed either to the

Apostles, or to Clement of Rome, whose name they have sometimes borne,

yet they are of very remote antiquity, and contain those rites and ceremonies

which have ever been observed in the Eastern Church, and which differ

from those of the Western. They were finally recognised and adopted in

the Council held at Constantinople, A.D. 692, called the Council in Trullo,*

a Council which the Westerns never consented to receive.

Since the last Annual Meeting of the Society, the Committee have

accepted an offer, from the Rev. W. Cureton, of an English translation of

“ Analecta Biographica Syriace
;
or Lives of Eminent Bishops and others,

illustrative of the History of the Church in the East, during the fourth,

fifth, and sixth centuries.”

The Committee, in January last, had the satisfaction to receive from

Professor Fliigel, a notification that the causes which had so long retarded

the continuation of his labours on his great work, “ Haji Khalt'se Lexicon

Encyclopsedicum et Bibliographicum,” are now removed
;
and that he hopes

to be enabled to forward the fifth volume to England in the course of the

year. Forty sheets are already printed, from which it appears that the

Lexicon has advanced as far as the letter Lam.

The Committee are gratified in receiving assurances of a renewed interest

in their proceedings
;
and only regret that from a diminution in the number

of Subscribers, arising principally from deaths, the assistance which they

can offer to translators is still extremely inadequate to the claims they

would desire to recognize and encom-age.

Oriental Text Society.

The report of the Oriental Text Society for the past year will be more

interesting to its subscribers from the number of new works announced for

publication, than for what has been actually printed, the Society’s opera-

tions having been directed rather to the completion of works already named

in a former report, but which could not be delivered to the subscribers

within the limit of the last anniversary.

Its new undertakings are chiefly in Persian; in which, for the historical

part, Mr. Morley prepares an edition of Baihaki’s rare and valuable History

• The Sixth General Council was held at Constantinople, under Constantine
Pogonatus, in 680, against Monothelites. The Seventh called that in Trullo, under
Justinian the Second, in 692, also styled Quinisextum.j
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of Sultan Masaud of Ghazna, of which only two manuscripts, both incom-

plete, are known to exist. From the union of these two, a perfect text is

obtained
;
and considerable progress has already been made in its pre-

paration.

In the interval between his editions of the poems of the Khamseh of

Jami, Professor Falconer prints the Nigaristan of Juwaini, a valuable and

elegantly written collection of apologues, in the style of the Gulistan, and

which, in distinction from the historical work of the same name by Abdul

Ghaifar, may be called the moral, or didactic “ Picture Gallery.” The

learned Professor in the mean time continues the publication of Jami’s

poems : and announces, as the next in the series, the romance of Selaman

and Absal, which has hitherto remained wholly untouched in text or

translation.

Mr. Bland proposes an edition of the “Macamati Hamidf;” the Ma-

camahs, or Seances of Hamiduddin of Balkh, a Persian imitation of the

celebrated work of Hariri. This composition is highly curious, as an

attempt to exercise in a language of so simple a nature as the Persian, the

rhetorical and complicated style hitherto only exliibited in the more copious

and flexible idioms of the Semitic branch. Copies of the work are only

found in the British Museum, and in the collection of the late Sir William

Ouseley, at the Bodleian Library.

Mr. Bland also undertakes a text of the Dlwan of the Turkish poet

Bald, from a collation, already made, of numerous manuscripts. Bald is

considered the Hafiz of Osmanli literature, and was justly selected for

translation, many years since, by the learned taste of Von Hammer, who
styled him the Prince of Turkish poets; but the text, by a singular chance,

has been omitted in the extensive series of Diwans printed at the native

press in Constantinople. Its publication in this country will be a novelty

in Oriental Literature; and forms a commencement, it is hoped, towards

removing the reproach already cast on us by our continental neighbours, of

neglecting the study and encouragement of so rich and polished a language

as that of European Turkey.
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AUDITORS’ REPORT.
The Accounts of the Society for the year 1848 have been this day

audited by the undersigned, who liave to report the correctness of the books,

and that the entries therein are properly vouched and duly authenticated.

The Accounts of the removal have not yet been finally closed, but the

Auditors are glad to have to remark that the total amount is under what

was anticipated it would amount to.

The Receipts during the year for Annual Subscriptions, Ad- £. s. d.

mission Fees, and Compositions, amount to . 599 11 0

From the Honourable East India Company 210 0 0
From Dividends on Consols ..... 56 11 10

From Oriental Translation Fund .... 30 0 0
Publications sold ...... 22 3 3

£918 6 1

Proceeds of i,‘642 17^. 1<?. Consols sold 564 3 9
Balance brought from 1847 - . . . . 283 11 10

Making a total, on the debit side of the Account for 1848, of £1766 1 8

The Disbursements during the year 1848 were as follow

House Rent (Grafton Street) • . . . . 264 13 7
House Rent (New Burlington Street) 140 0 0
Rates and Taxes ••.... 29 14 0
House Expenses ...... 110 11 O
Salaries and Wages ...... 262 12 0
Printing Journal (No. XVIII) .... 230 13 5
Sundry Disbursements . . . . . 84 4 9

£1122 9 9

Total Imprests to House Committee for Repairs at 14, Grafton

Street, and for Fixtures, Carpenter’s Work, Bookcases, Car-

pets. Blinds, &c., at 5, New Burlington Street . 450 0 0

Giving a total expenditure in 1848 of . . ^1572 9 2
And leaving a Balance in hand, on the 31st Dec. 1848, of 193 12 6

£1766 1 8

W. Morison,

James Fergusox,

William H. Morley,

{Auditors on the part
" of the Society,

[Auditor on the part
t of the Council.

5, New Burlington Street,

5{h May, 1849.
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The reading of the Reports having been concluded, Captain Eastwick
moved :

—

“ Tiiat the Report of the Council, and that of the Auditors, now read, be

received
;
and that the thanks of the Meeting be given to the Auditors for

their able and satisfactory discharge of their impoi-tant duties.”

The Motion was seconded by General De La Motte, and carried

unanimously.

Sir George Staunton moved the thanks ofthe Meeting to the President

for his kindness in taking the chair that day,and for the great interest he had

long taken in the promotion of the objects of the Society, Sir George said he

was much gratified in being entrusted with this motion, as he was confident it

would receive the cordial and unanimous support of the Meeting. He had

not, indeed, the topics which it was most usual to advance on such occa-

sions : he could not appeal to the past services of the President, as tliose

who may be entrusted with a similar motion at future anniversaries will

undoubtedly be able to do
;

for his Lordship had only been recently elected,

and we had at present the gratification of seeing him in the chair of the

Society for the first time. Yet, he would undertake to say, that on no

former occasion was the President in tlie chair better entitled to the grateful

acknowledgments of the Societj'. High as had been the character and great

the services of our former Presidents, the Society had in every instance pos-

sessed some claim upon them, either on the score of their official station in

connexion with India, or their long residence in that country. Upon the

Noble Lord, who had now so kindly and readily responded to the wishes of

the Council, by allowing himself to be put in nomination as President, we
could not make any such claim. We could not expect him to undertake an

office of such responsibility, and wdiich must unavoidably make some de-

mand upon his valuable time, already no doubt fully occupied, except upon

the score of his ivell knoivn attachment to the literary objects of the Society,

and his conviction as a statesman and a public man, that by giving his sup-

port and countenance to a Society constituted for such purposes, he would

be doing a public good, and performing a public duty. This Society has

been constituted for the purpose of diffusing, without any kind of poli-

tical bias or influence, a general knowledge of the scientific attainments

and literature, the manners and the customs of the people of Asia, and

especially of that large portion of them that Providence has placed under Bri-

tish rule. It is also constituted for the purpose of inquiring into and making

better known the arts, manufactui-es, and productions of those countries.

It cannot be necessary to point out the valuable information in various

ways which may be derived from the labours of such a Society, as subsi-

diary to the good government of our distant, but most important, provinces

in the East, and the extensive and mutually beneficial commerce carrying

on between them and the ruling State. Sir George said he was persuaded
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that our President would receive every possible assistance in his office from

our learned and able Director, from our able and zealous Secretary, and

from all the otlier official membei’s of tlie Society. Yet his Lordship’s posi-

tion could certainly not be esteemed altogether a sinecure. The Council

had recently, by an effort, which the state of the finances of the Society

must have absolutely forbidden, but for the generous and well-timed libera-

lity of the East India Company, accomplished the removal of the Society to

a moi’e commodious and spacious residence, where its valuable collection

could be more advantageously displayed, and the various other objects of

the Society more effectually carried out
;
but it could not be said that we

had yet reaped the fruits of this change. The progressive improvement in

our position which we had anticipated, we now confidently rely will take

place under his Lordship’s administration. Sir George said, he thought the

Society might reasonably calculate that much benefit would accrue, not

only from his Lordship’s personal exertion, but from his example. He said

he could not resist taking this opportunity of endeavouring to correct an

error which seemed to him to prevail very generally, respecting the cha-

racter and constitution of our Society. It had been too often considered

and represented as in the main a Society of mere Orientals
;
and that the

few not connected with Asia, who had joined it as amateurs, were rather

to be considered as only incidental exceptions to the general rule. Sir George

said he felt convinced that the Royal Asiatic Society, however paradoxical

it might appear, would not be in a position fully to carry out all the pur-

poses for which it was instituted, until its numbers were so extensively

recruited from the community at large in this country, that the pro-

fessed Orientalists belonging to it (though he trusted much moi-e numerous

than at present) would still be greatly outnumbered by those who had no

Eastern tie or connexion whatever. He said it was true that the papers

which enrich our transactions, the lectures which it is to be hoped will be

delivered within these walls, and the collections that confer interest on our

Museum, could only be contributed, as heretofore, by those gentlemen who,

after spending a great portion of their time in the East, had the disinterested

patriotism to sacrifice some of that leisure and repose to which they were

so well entitled, in imparting a portion of their acquired knowledge, the

fiuits of their earlier labours, to their countrymen at home. But what are

papers without readers ! Lectures without auditors ! a Museum without

visitors ! Our Orientalists cannot be expected to come forward with their

contributions unless stimulated and encouraged to do so by some unequivocal

testimony of the interest which the public at large take in their labour

and researches. The evils of ignorance on Oriental subjects, even in places

in which they have a positive i-ight on our careful study and attention

could not be more forcibly illustrated than by referring to the House of

Commons in former times, where (as he was sure his Lordship would well

remember) an Indian motion used to be considered a dinner hell

!

not
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surely through indifference to the condition of the millions of Hindus

under our rule, and whose fate might depend upon the issue, hut from that

utter ignorance of all details concerning them, which could not but make

such questions altogether distasteful, and consequently often abandoned to

mere officials, in despair. It is the province of the Royal Asiatic Society

to diffuse generally througliout the country the information by which this

mist of ignorance may be dispelled
; to bring together into one focus those

who are able to impart this knowledge, and those who are desirous to

receive it
;
and who are, in many instances, under public and moral obli-

gation as legislators, to seek it. Sii' George apologised for detaining the

Society so long, and begged again to recommend the vote of thanks to tlie

President, to the cordial approval of the Meeting.

Colonel Sykes rose to second the motion. lie said that few words were

necessary in doing so. His Lordship’s munificent patronage of the fine arts

in general, and of Oriental literature, by the printing of the translation of

Bopp’s Comparative Grammar, and now by the preparation and publication

of the Pali Code, the work of a Buddhist Menu, was the best guarantee of

his Lordship’s devotion to the interests of the Society. He felt confident

that the stimulus which his Lordship had so successfully applied elsewhere

would find a correspondent action in the working of the Society
;
and that

the Society would speedily resume that position to which the very

distinguished character and abilities of so many of its members gave it

a just title.

Lord Ellesmere requested the indulgence of the meeting for some diffi-

culty and embarrassment in the performance of the sini23le and usual duty

of returning thanks for the honour conferred upon him bj-^ the resolution

just passed. For some such embarrassment, the novelty of the position in

which he had the honour, for the first time, to address them, might be in

itself an excuse. On this occasion, however, there were circumstances con-

nected with his acceptance of the office he held, which increased that

embarrassment, for they awakened feelings which, to this or any other

audience, he could ill express to his own satisfaction. If he had not enjoyed

the advantage of his lamented predecessor, Lord Auckland’s, acquaintance,

he might, with the assistance of their officers, and the instruction of their

reports, have told them of services which Lord Auckland had rendered to

their Society, and of the loss it had sustained in the sanction which his

high character and abilities had given to their pursuits and labours. It

happened, however, that for many years past, both before Lord Auckland’s

appointment to India, and subsequent to his return, he had enjoyed the privi-

lege of his warm friendship and intimate acquaintance. Their intercourse had

been interrujDted and diminished by Lord Auckland’s official avocations, but

their friendship had never cooled. He could not forget that one of the last
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occasions on which Lord Auckland had been able to abstract himself from

those duties, the pressure of which had probably shortened his existence,

for a brief enjoyment of those country pursuits which no younger man
enjoyed more keenly, had been given to his (Lord Ellesmere’s) domestic

circle. lie begged pardon for intruding these personal matters, but the

Society would see how difficult it was for him to draw the line between the

topics of public and private regret for such a loss. He believed that Lord

Auckland had done much in India for the interests of education. This

was consistent with what had always appeared to Lord Ellesmere a conspi-

cuous feature of his character, a high value for mental cultivation, and a

desire to promote its extension and improve its quality. If he remembered

right, for he had to look back many years, one of the first occasions of their

intercourse was connected with the establishment of two societies in London,

the Zoological and the London University. He was not surprised that

Lord Auckland should have returned from his Indian Government with a

high appreciation of the labonrs of those whom he (Lord Ellesmere) was

now addressing. He was not surprised that the contemplation of the

monuments of fallen empires, of dynasties overthrown by our arms, and of

superstitions which even our arms could not overthrow, or the influence of

our purer faith extinguish, should have excited in him a warm sympathy

with the pursuits of those who make it their business to trace the history of

those dynasties, or decypher the abstruse characters with which these monu-

ments are inscribed. In these respects he hoped that he (Lord Ellesmere)

should be found to follow in his lamented predecessor’s footsteps. In

thanking Sir G, Staunton for the kindness of his expressions in moving the

resolution, he would say that Sir George had expressed in better language

than he could use the true and only motives which had dictated his

acceptance of the office to which he had been elected. He had reason

given him to believe that, at this particular moment, he might by that

acceptance consult the convenience, and, to some slight extent, promote the

objects of this Society, and he could only hope that his success might bear

some proportion to his wishes. The perusal of the Report had suggested

hut too many other subjects of regret
; among which he had to mention the

loss of that distinguished public servant and zealous friend of this society.

Sir A. Johnston. From him he (Lord Ellesmere) had just received a kind

assmance of support in his new office, when it was followed by the melancholy

intelligence of his loss. It would be wasting time if he should dwell on those

subjects which had so successfully engaged the valuable labours of so many

learned men : they were much better known to all present than to himself, but

scarcely more highly appreciated. He hoped to be pardoned if he mentioned the

subject which had excited a warm interest generally,—the remains of the an-

cient Assyria, brought to this country, and illustrated by the skill and labour

of Layard and Rawlinson
;
and he trusted from what he had heard that the

further assistance of the Government would not be wanting to prosecute the

1849] c
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researches that Gentleman had so ably commenced
;
for great as the result

had been, he felt assured we were as yet only on the threshold of what was

to be done, that we were on the verge of great discoveries. Everything might

be expected from the liberality of the Government, and the efforts of the

learned men now engaged on the most interesting course of archaeological

investigation perhaps which had ever been presented. He was unable to

return thanks as he ought for the honour done him. Sir George Staunton

had rightly interpreted the feelings which had induced him to accept the

office tendered to him, for he could only consider himself an interloper on

ground which he ought not to presume to tread on : but he hoped that even

as such he might be of some use in furtherance of those high and important

objects for which the Members of this Society were associated. His Lord-

ship concluded by repeating his thanks.

Colonel Sykes said that by the absence of a Member of the Society, he

had been unexpectedly called upon to move a vote of thanks
;
but the

qualifications of the individual to be thanked rendered the duty equally

easy and pleasing, whether on his part, or on that of any other Member. A
name and fame of European standing, and evidences of erudition exhibited

so often in print, and at the table of the Society, were sufficient warrant for

the vote he had now to propose. When he mentioned the Director of the

Society, he was sure that all would concur in opinion with him that he

had no onerous task imposed upon him. The Members felt that their

Director was their best, and most valued contributor, and that without his

aid, their reputation could not have had so broad a basis as it now stood

upon. There could be little question, that unless the Society, in addition

to its archaeological and merely literary labours, could go before the public

as a useful body in communicating facts illustrative of the religious, moral,

social, and political condition of the people of Asia, and give an account of

Eastern productions, as well as in communicating to the East the great

results of European progress, that it did but the half, and the least valuable

halt, of its duty. It was only through the exertions of the Director, and of

other men treading in his steps, that the whole objects of the Society could

be accomplished. None might do the work so thoroughly and efficiently

;

but many Member’s of the Society had it in their power, by recording the

information they possessed, to satisfy the public, that it was worthy of sup-

port, equally by those connected, as by those unconnected with the East.

It was true that the Society wanted both members and money; but mem-
bers and money were insufficient as far as the real interests of the Society

were concerned, if the workings of the Society were confined to the walls of

this house in a few routine, bi-monthly meetings, and the practical objects

contemplated when the Society was founded were overlooked. Their

Director had perseveringly laboured to prevent the Society from falling into

this category ; and he therefore moved

—
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“That the thanks of the Meeting be given to the Director for his constant

attention to the best interests of the Society, and for his valuable contribu-

tions to the Journal.”

Nathaniel Bland, Esq., seconded the motion, rather as a personal

gratification to himself, than from a consideration that his ovrn or any other

individual’s expression of feeling could add weight to the amount of grati-

tude, esteem, and affection due from the Society to their Director, as the

constant attendant on, and frequent Chairman of their Meetings—the most
learned contributor to their Journal, and on whom the mantle of the

venerable Colebrooke had so worthily and justly descended.

The Director thanked the Meeting for the continued expression of their

satisfaction with his services, and assured them that as long as those services

were thought of any value he should most readily and cheerfully render

them. The prosperity and credit of the Society must ever have his warmest

wishes, however imperfect his endeavours to promote them. He could pro-

mise little except his attendance, which should be given whenever oppor-

tunity permitted, although he hoped that he should now be occasionally

relieved of that prominent part in the Society’s proceedings, which the

lamented loss of their late President had recently imposed upon him. The
Society must look to its Members, whether in this country or abroad, for

the most efficient means of maintaining its character and usefulness, for the

communications respecting the literature and science of India, which gave

interest to its meetings, and diffused by their publication a valuable body

of information. We had no reason to complain of a dearth of such commu-
nication, and the ancient literature of the East, and the vegetable wealth of

India had received, since the beginning of the season, invaluable illustration

from the labours of Rawlinson and Thomas, of Newbold and Hoyle. As

long as such contributors supplied the Society with communications, he

doubted not of the continuance of its prosperity, although its funds might

be subject to that temporary depression which was not unfrequent in the

finances of literary institutions. Before sitting down, the Director adverted

briefly to a few circumstances connected with the cultivation of Oriental

letters, which might not yet have come under the notice of the Members

generally. The first was the receipt of a curious specimen of typography

and comparative philology—the Lord’s Prayer in six hundred languages,

printed under the superintendence of Mr. Auer, the head of the Imperial

Press of Vienna. The part that most interested the Society was that which

gave two hundred versions in their appropriate characters, including all the

dialects of India, and a series of alphabets, comprehending all those of the

East, beginning with the Egyptian Phonetic, the Cuneiform, and the Lat

alphabet of India. As representing a collection of moveable types, it might

be asserted that all the printing-presses in the United Kingdom could not

c 2
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produce its peer. The next subject was the progi’ess making in the printing

of the Vedas. Through the munificent patronage of the Court of Directors,

the first volume of the RigVeda was nearly completed, under the editorship

of Dr. Muller, at Oxford. A translation in French of the two first books of

the same Veda, by M. Langlois, has recently appeared at Paris. The like

liberal encouragement of the Com-t had enabled Dr. Weber to undertake

the publication of the Yajur Veda, at Berlin, of which also the first volume

was about to appear. Professor Benfey had lately published the text of the

Sama Veda, at Gottingen, with great care and remarkable labour
;
so that

there was now a prospect of our being possessed of the oldest authorities of

the institutions and religion of the Hindus, without which nothing certain

could be affirmed of their primitive condition. Lastly, he noticed the first

volume of a work of great importance to the modern history of India, lately

received, modestly entitled “A Bibliographical Index to the Mohammedan
Historians of India,” but containing copious original notices of the authors

and their works, amounting to more than two hundred. This is the work

of Mr. Elliot, of the Bengal Civil Service, and Secretary to the Government

of India in the Foreign Department. It is to be hoped that his public

avocations will not prevent his completing a publication which will be so

rich a source of valuable and authentic materials for what is still wanting

—

a comprehensive history of India, from the days of Mahmud of Ghizni to

the subversion of the Mogul Empire.

Colonel Sykes begged leave to add to the enumeration of works men-

tioned by the Director, elucidatory of Vedic literatui'e, what his reserve had

omitted, and that was the translation of the Rig Veda by the Director, which

was proceeding pari passu with the publication of the text.

John MacPherson Macleod, Esq., thought it was quite unnecessary to

say a single word in support of the vote he had the honour to propose ; all

were so sensible of the services rendered by the Vice-Pi’esidents and Council,

that they felt they were only discharging a debt when they expressed pub-

licly their higli appreciation of the duties performed by those gentlemen.

On the present occasion, they liad additional cause to be grateful to the

Vice-Presidents and Council, since the calamities that had befallen our

Society in the demise of our late noble President, and of Sir Alexander

Johnston, must have thrown additional duties on the surviving Members of

the Council. He would therefore move

—

“ That the thanks of the Meeting be given to the Vice-Presidents and to

the Council, for their great attention to the affairs of the Society.”

Sir George Staunton said, that being the only Vice-President present,

it fell to his lot to rise again, thougli unwilling to do so, after ti’oubling the

Meeting so much at length. He begged to return, in the name of his col-
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leagues, their grateful thanks for the honour clone them. They had lost a

valuable Vice-President in the decease of Sir Alexander Johnston ; but he

trusted that their vote of this day would make them some amends by putting

into his place his talented and valued friend Mr. Holt Mackenzie, who would

be able to thank them far more ably and eloquently than he could do. He
would only add, that he had always, from the beginning, been most desirous

to promote the interests of the Society, and that his best services should be

always at their command.

Mr. Mackenzie said that he had great pleasure in submitting the motion

of thanks to the Secretary, the Treasurer, and the Librarian, which had been

placed in his hands. He need not, he believed, urge howmuch the efficiency

of the Council and the success of the Society depended on those officers,

who were to them in fact what a staff is to an army, and on whom they

must greatly depend for their progress in the field of their peaceful con-

quests ; and he was sure that he only gave utterance to the sentiments of

every Member present when he bore his humble testimony to the zeal and

ability with Avhich the duties incumbent on those officers were discharged.

From the satisfaction he felt in moving this resolution, there was only one

drawback, arising from a circumstance which he knew his friends, the

Secretary and Treasurer, lamented as much as he did—he meant the want

of a wider scope for their labours—in a large number of Members, in a more

abundant supply of papers for their Journal, in more frequent communica-

tions to enrich their proceedings, and in ampler pecuniary resources. He
was sure their Treasurer would be delighted to have his trouble and respon-

sibility multiplied tenfold by a tenfold increase of their income and disburse-

ments; and their Secretary and his assistants would be delighted to afford

to ten times the number of their present Members and Correspondents the

same co-operation and assistance, which every one communicating with

them, whether with the view of giving or of gaining information, always

found cheerfully and ungrudgingly bestowed. He trusted that with the

extension of the military and civil relations of our Government into new

and interesting regions, the Society would find new fields of investigation ; but

in the oldest of our possessions there were abundant objects of interest to be

explored
;
and to labourers in either field he was sure their Secretariat would

heartily offer every facility they could desire in the prosecution of their

researches and the publication of their results. He would only add that

the works soon about to appear would satisfactorily evince that much more

had been done during the past year than might be inferred from the pro-

ceedings actually published and circulated during the period, and concluded

with moving

—

“That the thanks of the Meeting be given to the Secretaiy, the

Treasurer, and the Librarian, for their attention to the duties of their

valuable offices.”
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Mr. Clarke expressed his gratitude for the kindness with which his

humble services were always received, though he regretted that they fell far

short of what was due to interests so important as those of the Royal Asiatic

Society. The report which had just been read showed a diminution in the

number of Members which occasioned him much concern, as he had hoped

that a very different result would have speedily followed the great improve-

ments which have been effected since the removal into their present house.

He still hoped, however, that as those improvements should become more

generally known, and more duly appreciated, a greater number of persons

would be found desirous of participating in the advantages which the

library and the collections of the Society hold out for the acquirement of

information, and the prosecution of research in every subject of interest con-

nected with India. Meantime, in reference to the withdrawal of several

Members, on the ground of their being prevented, by absence from London

or other causes, from attending the Meetings of the Society, he hoped that

the Members of the Society would impress on any friends who might con-

template resignation on such grounds, that it is only by a large number of

contributing members that the efficiency of their valuable Society can be

maintained. He could not, however, but advert to the great advantage

which the Society might derive from the exertions of a Secretary, who to

zeal in the cause of the Society should add leisure and power to contribute

largely to its publications, and to keep up an extensive correspondence in every

quarter from which valuable information and important communications

could be obtained. From such services the greatest benefits would assuredly

ensue, and he would be rejoiced to yield the office with which he was now

honoured to a gentleman thus qualified to do justice to the capabihties of

the Ro}'al Asiatic Society. He could not advert to the duties of the office of

Secretary, without especially noticing the important services rendered by his

talented and excellent Deputy Mr. Norris, and though the value of that gen-

tleman’s labours was now pretty generally known and estimated, he should

feel it his duty to submit a special vote of recognition of his claims on the

gratitude of the Society. Before doing so, however, he was desirous of intro-

ducing to the notice of the meeting IMr. John Dowson, who, since Mr.

Norris’s appointment to the office of translator to the Foreign Office, had

contributed some share to the efficiency of the Secretariat. Mr. Dowson

was not unknown to the Society, a paper of his having been published in

the Journal of 1845 ;
but they may not be aware that by unwearied industry

and great energjq united to ability and talent, he had attained an extensive

knowledge of Sanskrit and Persian, and some acquaintance with several of the

cognate languages of India—to which he has added the study of the history,

laws, and institutions of the Hindoo and Mahomedan inhabitants of our

Indian possessions. Mr. Clarke concluded by moving

—

“ That the thanks of the Meeting be presented to Mr. Norris, the

Assistant-Secretary, for his verj’ valuable, talented, and laborious services, in
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superintending the publication of Major Rawlinson’s papers on the Cuneiform

inscriptions, and for his other important operations in aid of the labours of

this Society.”

Charles Elliott, Esq., returned thanks for the honour done him. He
regretted that the duties of Treasurer were not more onerous, and trusted

they would soon he so, as the valuable papers lately published, and now
publishing by the Society, could not fail to excite a great degree of interest

in the public mind, and attract new members.

Mr. Clarke’s motion having been seconded, was carried unanimously.

Major J. A. Moore and W. A. Shaw, Esq., having been appointed scru-

tineers, the Meeting proceeded to ballot for the Officers and Council of the

Society for the yeai' ensuing.

At the close of the ballot the Right Honourable Holt Mackenzie was

declared unanimously elected a Vice-President of the Society, in the place of

Sir Alexander Johnston, deceased.

The three other Vice-Presidents, the Director, the Treasurer, the

Librarian, and the Secretary, were re-elected to their offices.

The following gentlemen were declared unanimously elected Members

of the Council :—Samuel Ball, Esq. ;
N. Bland, Esq. ;

Harry Borrodaile,

Esq, ;
Major-General J. Briggs

;
Major-General J, Caulfield, C.B.

;
Sir

Thomas Edward Colebrooke, Bart., M.P.
;

Walter Ewer, Esq.; James

Ewing, Esq.
;
James Fergusson, Esq.; R. H. Holland, Esq.; J. MacPherson

Macleod, Esq.; Major John A. Moore; Major-General Sir Wm. Morisou,

K.C.B., M.P.; William Platt, Esq,; Lieutenant-Colonel W. H. Sykes; and

W. S. W. Vaux, Esq.
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Richard Wood, Esq., Consul at Tunis.
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ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

PEOCEEDINGS
OF THE

THIRTY-SIXTH ANNIYERSARY MEETING OE THE SOCIETY,

Held on the 14</t May, 1859,

COLONEL SYKES, M.P.,

PRESIDENT,

IN THE CHAIR.

After the presentation of some donations to the Library, and the

election of E. S. Poole, Esq., as a Resident Member, the following

Report was read by the Secretary :

—

Although the Council do not congratulate the Society upon any

material improvement in its condition or prospects during the past

year, nevertheless a continued activity has been maintained in its

proceedings by occasional Lectures of great interest, and by valuable

communications embodied in a volume of the Journal which is now
before the Meeting.

The accessions to the Society’s numbers are the same as in the

last year ; but the deaths and retirements taken together amount to

two more than at that period. The following is a detailed statement

of the elections, retirements, and deaths, since the last Anniversary :

—

Elections, Resident and Mon-Resident 3Ie?nLers :

1. The Eight Honourable Lord Stanley, M.P.

2. Earquhar Matheson, Esq.

3. Professor John Dowson.

4. The Reverend George Small.

5. Captain Lewis Pelly.

C. The Reverend Erancis Mason, D.D.

7. Cotton Mather, Esq.

b
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8. The Beverend John Davies.

9. William de Normann, Esq.

10. Edmund Calvert, Esq.

11. Edward Stanley Poole, Esq.

Election of Honorary Member

:

1. Professor Gustavus Fluegel.

Retirements :

1. Dr. James Bird.

2. Welby Jackson, Esq.

3. T. S. Rawson, Esq.

4. The Honourable F. Walpole.

5. Samuel Cartwright, Esq.

6. Lieutenant-Colonel IV. Hough.

7. Sir John S. Login.

8. ,L. R. Reid, Esq.

9. T. J. Turner, Esq.

Deaths, Resident and Non-Resident hlembers.

1. The Earl of Ripon.

2. John Shakespear, Esq.

3. John Romer, Esq.

4. John Shepherd, Esq.

5. Sir Henry Willock.

6. Charles MacFarlane, Esq.

7. The Baron de Goldsmid.

Death of Foreign Member :

Baron Alexander von Humboldt.

In reference to the subject of retirements from the Society, the

Council deem it due to Dr. Hugh Fauconer, to state that, in conse-

quence of some misconception on his part as to his liability for sub-

scription while in India, and the apparent miscarriage of the Society’s

letters intimating its claims upon him, his name was struck off the

List of the Society, in the ordinary course, in accordance with the

provisions of the Society’s Regulations. But on the circumstances

becoming known to Dr. Falconer on his return to this country, he

immediately tendered the full balance of the subscription due by

him, and he therefore stands on the footing of a member who has

voluntarily retired.
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Amongst the names on the obituary, one that especially claims

the regret of the Society is that of AIr. John Suakespear, who was

one of the original Alembers by whom the Society was instituted in

1823, and who continued to take a warm interest in its proceedings

to the time of his death, which took place in July last, at the ripe

age of eighty-four. Mr. Shakespear, in addition to the proof he

afforded of his interest in the Society by frequent attendance at the

Meetings, held for some years past the Honorary Office of our

Librarian.

It is, however, with respect to his long and learned labours in the

cultivation of the Hindustani language, and the important aids he

has contributed to its acquirement, that Mr. Shakespear is entitled

to the gratitude of all future students of that language
;
and his case

affords a very remarkable proof of what may be accomplished by

ability and assiduity, under the most discouraging circumstances.

From a short autobiographical notice, with which we have been

favoured by his nephew and heir, C. Bowles, Esq., we learn that

Mr. Shakespear was born at a small village called the Lount, in the

parish of Staunton Herald, in the county of Leicester, in August, 1774,

His father rented a small farm, but died when his eldest son was

about eleven -years old, leaving seven children dependent on the

exertions of their mother, who, by “rare domestic industry, and

attention to the farm, brought them up in a becoming manner.”

The means of educating them were necessarily imperfect, and John

Shakespear received his first instructions in the parish school. From
this he was removed to a preceptor of a somewhat higher order, and

thence to a clergyman who kept a school at a distance of three miles

from the village. With this gentleman he remained two years, and

acquired his good opinion to such an extent that he recommended

him to the favourable notice of the Lord of the Alanor, afterwards the

Marquis of Hastings. This nobleman, with his characteristic gene-

rosity, interested himself in the young scholar’s fortunes
;
and con-

templating some mission to Northern Africa, in which the youth was

willing to engage, provided him with the requisite means, and sent

him to London to learn Arabic, where, with the aid of what he terms

a nominal teacher, but still more, of Richardson and Golius, he

obtained, he says, some acquaintance with the written Arabic. This

acquaintance he extended by subsequent application ; and he was,

in truth, a very respectable Arabic scholar.

The destination of the young scholar was changed about 1792,

and his patron. Lord Rawdon, placed him in a situation in the Com-
missariat of the force intended to invade France, purposing to give

him a Commission. This, however, was not effected
;
and from the

b 2
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eml of 1706 to 1805, Mr. Sliakespear desmbos himself as having led

an idle life. He must, however, have continued his studies, and

acquired some credit for them, as, upon the occurrence of a vacancy

in the Oriental Professorship at the Royal IMilitary College, he

obtained the support of Lord Teignmouth, Dr. Gilchrist, Dr. Jonathan

Scott, and Mr. Wilkins, and was appointed Professor. From Dr.

Gilchrist also he received instruction in Hindustani, which thence-

forth became his especial province, as, about two years afterwards,

he was made Hindustani Professor at the College of Addiscombe,

which the East India Company had then established for the separate

IMilitary education of- their Cadets; an appointment he held for

twenty- three years, retiring at the end of 1830.

When Mr. Shakespear first undertook to give instruction in

Hindustafii, elementary works upon that language were unpublished

in this country. The works of Dr. Gilchrist were at that time

confined to the College of Fort William, and rarely found their

way to England. The' deficiency was too palpable not to require

provision
;
and Sir. Shakespear accordingly prepared and published,

in 1812, a “ Grammar of the Hindustani Language,” which for many

years constituted the sole key to the language, and is still in use,

having passed through six editions, the last dated in 1855. It is a

clear, simple, and comprehensive work, and fully adequate to its

object
;
although in some degree supplanted by more comprehensive,

or more concise works.

The Grammar was promptly followed by a volume of “Selec-

tions,” to serve as a series of reading lessons, a great portion of

which consists of excellent examples of Hindustani idiomatic nar-

ratives, and the rest of extracts from a standard work, the “ Araish

Mahfil,”—a description of Hindustan.

These formed, for many years of the existence of the CoUege of

Haileybury, the elementary studies of the Company’s junior civil

servants, aud are still in use at Addiscombe. A second volume of

the “Araish Mahfil” was aftenvards printed by Mr. Shakespear, in

which much valuable topographical description is contained, though

in rather an exaggerated style. At a later date IMr. Shakespear, as

he states, at the suggestion of the Chairman composed aud pubhshed

a very serviceable work ,
—

“

Introduction to Hindustani,” which

included grammar, reading exercises, dialogues, and other matters,

so as to supply the student with all that was essential to his pro-

ficiency, in the compass of a single volume.

The work, however, on which Mr. Shakespear’s reputation as a

Hindustani scholar is based, is his Dictionary, the last edition of

which leaves nothing to bo desired. The first edition, published in
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1816, was, as he states, little more than a revise of a Dictionary pub-

lished in Calcutta by Dr. Hunter, who died at Java in 1812, and

which was little else than a publication of a manuscript work of a

Captain Taylor, of the Bengal Army. However useful, the Dic-

tionary was very far from complete
;
and, four years afterwards, a

second edition appeared, very much enlarged and improved. Two
other editions afterwards appeared,—the last in 1849, which must

ever remain the standard authority for Hindustani. In addition

to the ample materials he had himself collected, Mr. Shakespear

had the use of the valuable manuscript collections of Dr. Harris of

Madras, and part of the library at the India House.

The literary labours of Mr. Shakespear were chiefly philological

;

but the Journal of the Society contains some contributions from his

pen. A more important work was his contribution to the “ Intro-

duction to the Arabian Antiquities of Spain,”—a publication re-

markable for its illustrations of Arabic architecture. Mr. Shake-

spear’s share in the “ Introduction” was a translation from the

“hlahfat-al-Tib,” a work by A1 Makri, descriptive of Andalusia, or

Spain.

The circulation of Mr. Shakespear’s Hindustani publications, as

they were for so many years the only ones available, was very large.

According to particulars stated by himself, he printed 11,-500 copies

of his Grammar, 10,500 of his Selections, and 8,750 of his Dic-

tiouary. As the prices were heavy, the profits were very consider-

able
;
and as he retained the property in his own hands, being his

own publisher, and being a person of singularly frugal and self-

denying habits, he realized from these and other sources a very

handsome property, which he invested in an estate in his native

county, named Langley Priory, to which he has been succeeded by

his nephew, who was for many years also Assistant, and finally Pro-

fessor of Hindustani at Addiscombe.

Mr. Shakespear was of an unassuming and cheerful, though

retiring disposition, and enjoyed the respect and regard of all who

knew him. Although recommended to this Society as an Orientalist,

he is not without claims upon more popular consideration, as towards

the close of his life he became a very liberal contributor to the

funds raised for the preservation of the reliques of his namesake’s

habitation at Stratford-upon-Avon.

By the death of Sir Henry 'VVillock, which occurred in August

last, the Society has lost one of its early Members, and a sincere

ii ’end and well-wisher, though his important public duties and his

residence out of Loudon, did not allow of his frequent appearance at
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then’ meetings. Sir Ilenry went to India as a Cadet of Cavalry on

the Madras Estahlishment, in 1804, and resigned the service in 1834.

His familiar acquaintance with Persian led to his early employment

as interpreter and officer in command of the escort of Sir Harford

Jones, Her Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary to the Court of Persia,

whose successor. Sir Gore Ouseley, found his services of great value as

Persian Secretary. His intelligence, knowledge of the language,

conciliatory manners, and exemplary conduct, public and private,

led, in 1815, to his being placed in charge of the British Mission at

the Court of Tehran, in which charge he continued till the latter end

of 1826, with the entire and repeatedly expressed approbation of

the Governments of His Majesty and of the East India Company.

In that year, His Majesty Futtah Ali Shah, King of Persia, honoured

Mr. M’illock wth the decoration of the First Class of the Order of

the Lion and Sun, of which his own Sovereign sanctioned his accep-

tance, adding to it, in 1827, the further honour of British knight-

hood. In 1835, Sir Henry Willock was elected a Director of the

East India Company. He was Chairman in 1 846-7, and continued an

able, upright, and honoured member of that body till its extinction,

on the transfer of the administration of Indian affairs to the direct

authority of the Crown. Not only was the discharge of his important

functions as a Director marked by sound judgment, dUigent exer-

tion, and unvarying independence, but the noble patronage which

fell to his lot was habitually disposed of with a view to secure valuable

officers for the public service
;
while his unsolicited and unexpected

presentations frequently imparted happiness to the desponding, or

rewarded unobtrusive or neglected merit. Having formed a favour-

able opinion of the Proprietary School of Kensington, with which he

was locally connected, as, in his judgment, peculiarly suited by its

courses of military mathematics to lay the most solid foundation on

which to raise the superstructure of the Addiscombe education, he

presented to it annually from 1842, an Addiscombe nomination to

be competed for
;
and the result was found to attain Sir Henry’s

object
;
for of those nominees who have completed the terms of study,

and have gone forth from the East India Company’s Military Seminar}’,

one only has hitherto failed to obtain the high prize of nomination

cither to Engineers or Artillery. It was remarked, however, that

Sir Henry Willock never intimated an intention of making these

presentations continuous ; but announced them severally, and only

after, in each case, ascertaining the result of the previous candidate's

examination.

During his residence in Persia, Sir Henry formed a collection

of the coins of the Arsacidau and Sassanian, as well as more
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modern dynasties, which he presented to the Cabinet of the India

House Library. The collection is not very extensive, but is well

chosen, and the Sassanian especially is considered as of sii^igular

variety and value.

Sir Henry died in the sixty-ninth year of his age, after a life of

usefulness, honour, and domestic felicity.

From an early period of his life. Captain John Shepherd was

connected with the maritime service of the East India Company.

He was born in Aberdeenshire in 1792, and by the time he had

reached his majority was third officer of the “Europe,” a vessel

chartered by the Company for the India trade. In 1818, we find

him second officer of the “ Duke of York,” also a Company’s char-

tered ship, of which he took the command in 1821. He relinquished

his command in this ship in 1826, finally retiring from the Navy.

Captain Shepherd’s public services as a member of the late

Honourable Court of Directors of the East India Company (to which

he was elected in 1835) are well known, and were deservedly appre-

ciated by his colleagues, as is evidenced by his having been thrice

elected Chairman of the Court ; on one occasion, immediately after

vacating the office by rotation. His membership of the Society dates

from the year in which he became a Director. In 1850, during his

Chairmanship of the Company, he did the Society the honour of pre-

siding at its Anniversary, and in his address to the Meeting, expressed

the most lively interest in the success of the Institution, remarking,

that although not an Oriental scholar himself, nor able to assist in

its labours, he was fully aware that it was accumulating most useful

information relating to India, which might prove of the utmost

value in legislating for the people of thai great country.

Charles MacFarlane, Esq. was first known to the public by his

“ Constantinople in 1828,” a volume in which he pourtrayed the

conditions of the capital of the Ottoman Empire, and of some of its

principal cities, then seriously menaced by the Russians.

He was the author of several works on a variety of subjects,

mostly historical compilations, which were distinguished by a

pleasing style, and a lucid arrangement of facts. Many of these

appeared in serial publications, without the name of the writer. The

Council would notice, as appertaining to the objects of the Society,

an epitome of the history of British India, entitled “ Our Indian

Empire,” published in 1844, a popular work, with numerous illus-

trations. The “History of British India,” which brought the narra-

tive down to the annexation of the Punjaub, was published in one

volume, without iUustrations, in the year 1854.
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]\Ir. MacFarlane’s “ Japan,” published in 1852, when the expedi-

tion v/as in preparation which has since partially opened that long

concealed country, affords a compendium of almost all that was
known of that remote region

;
and it is hardly now superseded by

the publications that have since appeared on the same subject.

Among the additions to the Society’s Library since our last

annual meeting
;
one, a donation received from the Court of Direc-

tors of the East India Company, deserves especial mention. It

consists of a large collection of official records, compiled by officers

of the Civil and Military Service of the Company, and printed at the

expense of the Government, within the last few years.

These documents contain extensive and varied information on

many important subjects connected with British India
; supplying

copious details on the moral, political, and industrial condition

of the various provinces, and communicating valuable statistical

and scientific information of the public works, manufactures, pro-

duce, commerce, and geography of the whole country. Many of

these volumes are accompanied 1 y maps, illustrations, and elaborate

tables, the whole supplying information not to be met with else-

where, and affording evidence of the efforts made by the Company

to promote the welfare of the natives of India.

-t

For an interesting accession to its Museum, the Society is

indebted to R. Scott, Esq., of the India Uncoveuanted Civil Service,

who has presented two boxes of articles from Abyssinia, collected in

the country during the mission of Sir William C. Harris, fifteen years

ago, under whom Mr. Scott held a distinguished place. The articles

consist of dresses, arms, jewels, and other ornaments used by the

Abyssinians and by the intrusive Gallas.

The fac-similes of the Assyrian inscriptions in the British

Museum, prepared under the superintendence of Sir Henry Raw-

linson at the cost of Government, are now' being issued to the extent

of seventy sheets. The series of these fac-similes is now before the

meetmg ;
it begins with the inscriptions on a considerable number

of ancient Chaldean bricks, of the period preceding the estabRsh-

ment of the Assyrian monarchy. Of these the earliest may perhaps

date 2,000 years before Christ. The rest are chiefly historical docu-

ments of the Assyrian and Babylonian Sovereigns, from Tiglath

Pileser I, b.c. 1150, down to Nabonidus, in the 6th century, b.c.

The appointment of Sir Henry to the embassy of Persia will

necessarily retard the appearance of the remaining portion of the
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series selected by him for publication, a delay that will be regretted

by the philological student, to whom the language itself is of great

interest in its relations to the other Semitic idioms, independently

of the historical information conveyed in it. This portion will

consist of mythological catalogues, syllabariums, grammatical for-

mulae, classified lists of objects, and a number of other tabular

documents engraved or impressed on the terra-cotta slabs in the

British Museum, which are of the utmost importance to the study of

the ancient languages of Assyria. These, may, in fact, be considered

as grammars and dictionaries, compiled while the languages were

yet vernacular, and although many of them have been already

examined with good results, there are great numbers still remaining

to reward future research.

A most valuable contribution to our Ilimyaric knowledge has

been recently furnished by Brigadier Coghlan, British Resident at

Aden. This officer, having casually heard of the discovery of a

number of inscribed copper-plates at Amran, near Sanaa, in Southern

Arabia, at once put himself into communication with the finders, and

after some negotiation succeeded in obtaining possession of the

entire collection, with the exception of two plates, which were lost

or stolen on the transit to Aden. A cast of one of these plates was

immediately sent over by Brigadier Coghlan to Sir Henry Rawlinson,

who exhibited it at a Meeting of the Society on the 22nd January

last
;
and at the same time read a translation of the inscription.

Photogi'aphic copies of the whole series of these Himyaric inscrip-

tions, numbered from 1 to 26, have been since received by Sir Henry

Rawlinson from Brigadier Coghlan, and are now in the hands of the

lithographer. The inscriptions are, for the most part, quite perfect,

and so well preserved that very few characters are subject to doubt

;

a most important aid being thus afforded to Himyaric students, wlio

have hitherto had nothing to consult but corrupt and mutilated

documents.

The entire series of these Himyaric Inscriptions, with transcripts

in the Arabic character, and translations in English by Sir Henry

Rawlinson, will be published in the next issue of the Society’s

Journal.

That the inscriptions date from a period anterior to Islam, is

proved by the innovations which they contain to the divinities of the

Pagan Arabs, but their precise chronological position has not yet

been ascertained.

The Committee of the Oriental Translation Fund, during the past

year, have assisted by their patronage the publication of two works
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printed at Paris, namely, the “Chronique de Matthieu d’Edesse,’'

translated from the Armenian, by Professor E. Dulaurier, and the

second volume of “Memoires sur les Contrees Occidentales,” par

Ilioueii Thsaug, translated from the Chinese by M. St. Julien, of the

geographical results of which the Journal of the Society contains a

full notice. The “ Chronique de IVIatthieu d’Edesse” presents some

curious materials for history, derived from a source which is but

rarely attainable.

They have also published the “ Kitab i Yamiui,” translated from

the Persian version of “A1 Utbi” by the Rev. James Reynolds, a

work of considerable interest in reference to the history of the foun-

ders of the Ghazuavide dynasty.

In addition to the preceding, the Committee have very recently

published the seventh and concluding volume of “Ilaji Khalfse

Lexicon,” upon which the editor and translator, Professor Gustavus

Fluegel, has been engaged nearly a quarter of a century.

The publication of this great work has cost the Oriental Transla-

tion Fund nearly £4,000 ;
and its completion must be a matter of

congratulation to the Oriental and general scholar.

The Council of the Society, in order to express their high appre-

ciation of the value of Professor Fluegel’s labours, have recently

placed that gentleman’s name on the list of Honorary IVIembers of

their body.

AUDITORS’ REPORT.

Osmond de Beauvoir Priaulx, Esq., read the following Report

of the Auditors.

“ The Auditors have to report that they have duly examined and

tested the Financial Accounts of the Society for the past year, and

liave found them correctly rendered.

“ It will be seen by the accompanying abstract that the total

receipts of the }'ear 1858, amount to £823, as against the sum of

£850 of the preceding year
;
the diminution being chiefly caused by

the decreased sale of the publications of the Society, represented by

the total of £20 for 1858, as opposed to the £51 received from the

same source in 1857. This falling ofi is readily accounted for by

the delay that has been found necessary in the publication of the

Society’s Journal,—a temporary loss which may be expected to

correct itself on the issue of the numbers of the Journal, now fully

completed, or under immediate preparation.
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“In like manner the falling off, during the latter of the two years,

under comparison, in the items of subscription and arrears paid up,

is more than balanced by the relative increase of the amount paid

for compositions ;
though the number of annual subscriptions has

certainly fallen somewhat below the average.

“ The receipts, then, from all sources, were £823 Is. M., which,

added to the balance brought forward at the end of 1857, give a

total of £1,035 5s. 9f7., leaving a balance of £288 7s. lOd in hand at

the end of the year, or nearly £80 more than the yearly balance of

1857. This apparent increase, as has been alrealy noticed, is

referable chiefly to the small amount paid for printing expenses

in 1858.

“The grant of £1,000 by the Government in 1851-2, for the pub-

lication of the Rawlinson Papers, the balance of which, as shown in

last year’s accounts, amounted to £142 18s. Id., will probably be

nearly exhausted at the close of the present year by the outlay for

papers already printed and in preparation, of which no accurate

estimate can yet be formed.

“ 0. De BEAUTOIR PRIAULX,

“ EDW. THOMAS, Auditor on the part of the Council.

“ London, 10th May, 1859.”

After the reading of the foregoing reports, the following resolu-

tion was proposed by the Rev. Dr. Hoole, seconded, and carried

unanimously

;

“ That the Reports of the Council and Auditors be received and
printed ;

and that the thanks of the Society be voted to the

Auditors for their examination of the Society’s Accounts.”

Viscount Stranupord rose to move a vote of thanks to the

President of the Society. .He said, it was quite unnecessary to go

into detail, because the Society at large could testify fully to the

zeal and ability with which Colonel Sykes had fulfilled the duties of

his high office. That gentleman, since his election to the office, had
not once missed a meeting of the Council, or of the Society generally,

notwithstanding the many calls upon his time, and the Society was
advancing in usefulness from his indefatigable energy. His Lord-

“ HENRY LEWIS,
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ship concluded hy stating his persuasion that their progress would
he continued, and moved

—

“ That the best acknowledgments of the Society are due to the

President for the active interest taken by him in the welfare of the

Society, and for his unremitting attendance at its meetings.”

Seconded by Sir Justin Sheil, and carried unanimously.

]\Ir. Clarke said, that it afforded him very sincere pleasure to

propose the resolution entrusted to him, which was—
“ That the Society again express its deep obligation to the

Director, Professor Wilson, for his valuable communications, and

for his general services in the promotion of the objects of the

Society.”

In submitting this for the concurrence of the meeting, if it had

been incumbent upon him to do justice to the infinitely valuable

services rendered by Professor Wilson to the cause of Eastern

science and learning, he must at once have renounced a task so far

exceeding his own powers
;
but Mr. Wilson’s profound knowledge

of Sanscrit,—the key to treasures yet unexplored, his incalculably

valuable labours for the assistance of all explorers of those inex-

haustible mines,—his researches into the history, chronology, and

geography of Asia,—his beautiful and tasteful renderings of singu-

larly interesting specimens of the drama, as well as of the epic

poetry of the Hindus, have earned for him world-wide fame and

honour
;
and it would be presumptuous in him to dilate upon them

before the present assembly. He would only, therefore, observe that

this Society might well be proud of having such a man for their

Director, and will be forward to acknowledge his readiness at all

times to make his talents and his vast acquirements of avail and

benefit in promoting the objects of the Society. He begged to move
the resolution which he had read to the meeting.

The above resolution was duly seconded, proposed from the Chair,

and carried unanimously.

The Director, in acknowledging the vote of thanks for his

services, expressed the satisfaction he derived from the manner in

which they were always accepted by the Society. He apprehended

that tliey were more favourably appreciated than they deserved, as

after the many years which he had been connected with the Society,

his colleagues would exiiect and excuse some failure of actmty and

exertion. He was not conscious, however, of diminished interest

;

and as long as he was able he should ever be willing, as far as lay in

his power, to promote the objects and credit of the Society.
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It was moved by E. C. Ravenshaw, Esq., seconded by John C.

Marshman, Esq., and carried unanimously :

—

“ That this meeting tender its best thanks to the Vice-Presidents

and Council of the Society, for the attention they have given to the

affairs of the Institution during the past year.”

Mr. Marshman observed, that our gratitude for past benefits is

always quickened by the expectation of future favours. The remark

on the present occasion was most appropriately applicable to one of

the gentlemen included in the vote of thanks to the Council and

Vice-Pre.sidents. To the Journal of the Society Sir Henry Rawlinson,

had been one of the most valuable contributors. To him the Society

had been indebted for articles of rare value, and universal interest.

He had now been selected to represent our gracious Sovereign, and

to promote the interests of this country at the Court of Persia
;
and

it would be difficult to discover any public man better qualified to do

justice to this responsible office. We now looked to him for a conti-

nuation of his former kindness
;
and are confident that in the sphere

of his diplomatic labours, filled as it is with objects of the deepest

interest, he will not forget this Society, but from time to time enrich

its publications with the result of those important researches, prized

equally by the archasologist and the Christian, the prosecution of

which he would now be able to resume.

Sir Henry Rawdinson, returning thanks in the name of the Vice-

Presideirts and Council for the vote passed, said that he might

honestly assert that all had done their duty, each according to his

ability. He wished further to observe, in reply to the personal

remarks which had been made, that he owed much to the Society,

and any thing he could do in return would be but the repayment of

a debt. He was the alumjius of the Society, and he looked upon it

with a filial regard, for it was the countenance he had received from

it, at an early period of his career, that had induced him to persevere

in studies which might otherwise have been merely desultory efforts.

These studies he had followed up, and they had led to results which

he hoped were not devoid of interest and usefulness. He regretted,

on some points, that he was about to leave England for a time, but

he hoped it would not be for long
;
and the position he was about to

occupy would, he thought, enable him to be more useful to the

Society’s objects than if he stayed at home. He would be able, at

any rate, to get possession of MSS., coins, relics, and inscriptions
;

and the experience he had gained in Europe, since he left the East,

would be invaluable to him in his researches on returning to it. He
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proposed to keep up his correspoiideuce with the Society
;
and he

hoped to turn it to good account.

Moved by Robert Hunter, Esq., seconded by J. W. Bosanquet,

Esq., and carried nem. con .
:

—

“ That the thanks of the Society he given to the Treastirci’,

Librarian, and Secretary, for the zealous fulfilment of the duties of

their respective departments.”

The Treasurer and Secretary briefly acknowledged the vote.

A ballot was then taken for the election of Officers and Council of

the Society fo)- the ensuing year
;
the result was declared as follows

;

Director.—Professor H. II. Wilson

;

Treasu'i er.—Richard Clarke, Esq.

;

Secretary.—Edwin Norris, Esq.

;

Librarian.—W. II. Morley, Esq.
;

Council.— J. W. Bosanquet, Esq.
;

Lieutenant-General Briggs
;

Sir Thomas Edward Colehrooke, Bart., JI.P.
;
Colonel Everest

;
James

Fergusson, Esq. ;
the Right Hon. Holt Mackenzie

;
J. C. Marshman,

Esq.
;
Osmond de Beauvoir Priaulx, Esq.

;
Henry T. Priusep, Esq.

;

E. C. Ravenshaw, Esq.
;
Colonel Sir Justin Sheil, K.C.B.

;
William

Spottiswoode, Esq.
;
the Right lion. Lord Viscount Strangford; W. S.

W. Vaux, Esq., and J. P. Willoughby, Esq.

The President, in thanking the meeting for the vote they had

passed in his favour at an earlier period of this day’s proceedings,

said, that however much he might feel himself wanting in the

knowledge and acquirements that might he deemed essential to

the position he had been placed in by the indulgence of the Society,

he could honestly declare that he whs not deficient in earnest

desire to render the labours of the Society advantageous to India,

which advantage could best be effected by the Society’s assisting

to dispel that ignorance of everything relating to India which unhap-

pily W'as so prevalent and so profound in the people of England, and

which did often render useless, and even injurious, the best intentions

and measures of the friends of the Hindus. If the information

gathered here was confined within the four walls of the Society’s

Meeting Room, or limited to the narrow circulation of a scientific

Journal, the usefulness of the Society must necessarily be circum-

scribed
;
and it seemed to him that the interests of the Society, and

the advantage of the people of India, wmuld be promoted by the

active Members of the Society striving more than at present to induce
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the conductors of the public Journals to print abstracts of papers

communicated to the Society in anticipation of their appearance in

extenso in the Society’s Journal. In this way public attention would

be invited to Asiatic matters, and the existing ignorance might be

gradually removed.

The President then called the attention of the meeting to the

numerous sheets of the lithographs of the important Assyrian

inscriptions lying on the table, confirming Biblical History
;
and

pointed out that as duplicates of some of the inscriptions had been

found with slight variations in the text, these variations had been

inserted in the lithographic sheets before the meeting.
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